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‘Omkara is Brahma’
Om is the single syllabled Brahma and it encompasses everything in the universe.

The Sanskrit expression ‘Om’ is the central motif of the college logo. ‘Omkara’
is all pervasive as Brahma. ‘Omkara’ is called ‘pranav’, which includes the sounds
/a/, /u/ and /m/. The chanting of ‘Omkara’ helps in bringing body and mind together
and improving concentration, which is very crucial for students and teachers in their
quest for knowledge. When ‘Om’ is pronounced the entire body vibrates, it is shaken
and awakened. ‘Omkara’ is the emergence of sound which signifies the sound coming
from the navel. “Commitment for Excellence” is the watchword of the college; it
sums up all our efforts; it is a consummation of the vision, mission and objectives of
the institution.
Seshadripuram Educational Trust
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PREFACE
Seshadripuram First Grade College (SFGC), Yelahanka, Bengaluru, was
established in 1992 by Seshadripuram Educational Trust (SET), Bengaluru, the
pioneering educational management. Founded in 1930, SET, in course of its phenomenal
and sustained growth across many years, has burgeoned as the foremost educational
organization in Karnataka. Through its institutions, SET caters to the widest possible
realms of academia. SET has campuses spread across the length and breadth of
Bengaluru city and its environs. One of the most enduring educational trusts, SET has
grown as “a global conglomerate of premier educational institutions” and a symbol of
emergent, modern, free India. SET’s history goes back to when a group of ladies opened
a primary school at Seshadripuram, Bengaluru. Now, SET caters to a total student
population of over 20,000, engaging more than 900 employees and providing education
ranging from pre-school to postgraduation and research.
SET and the institutions under its aegis are driven by the conviction that “every
individual from each stratum of society deserves affordable, relevant and quality
education to fulfill personal aspirations”. The Trust constantly strives to meet this social
obligation by “inclusion and expansion of newer streams in its institutions” and
provision of world-class infrastructure. The ultimate goal of the Trust is to “emerge as a
global conglomerate of premier academic institutions, each taking pride in having
nurtured knowledge that will lead to happiness, peace, harmony and prosperity”
(Mission statement of SET).
SFGC, established to fulfill the SET’s mission, has recorded steady growth. In the
first academic year of the college (1992-93) the student strength was 5 and there was
only one course on offer. The student strength has swelled to 2879 (academic year 200910) and there are now 06 courses and 20 departments. SFGC is the largest degree
college of SET and one of the top five colleges affiliated to Bangalore University. It has
added an imposing new building to its infrastructure, in addition to extensive gardens,
playgrounds and other facilities to realize the institution’s “commitment for excellence”.
_______________________________________________________________________
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SET’s decision to apply for the NAAC assessment and accreditation of its flagship
institution, SFGC, confirms the Trust’s progressive outlook. This self-study report (SSR)
takes stock of the institution’s strengths and the areas which need further strengthening.
The report is being submitted to NAAC for the assessment and accreditation of the
college.
I owe a debt of gratitude to all those who helped me to bring out this report:
Sri N.R. Pandith Aradhya, President, Dr. Wooday P Krishna, Hon. General Secretary,
other office bearers and trustees of SET for their enlightened decision to get this
institution assessed and accredited by NAAC. I place on record my indebtedness to Dr.
M.Prakash, principal of this college, for his invaluable guidance and support all along. I
gratefully acknowledge

the

valuable

suggestions

and

guidance of

Dr. K.

Aswathappa and Prof. K. Banadarangaiah and the resourceful support of Dr.Shobha
and Prof. Salma Begum.
I am extremely grateful to Prof. P. V Mathew, Prof. Anwar Ali Baig and
Dr. G. Sudarsana Reddy: they have been spending all their time with me for several
months. With inexhaustible patience, they drafted the report. They undertook the tedious
tasks of correcting and proofreading. But for their support, it would have been
impossible for me to bring out this report. Dr. Reddy was extremely generous with his
time and expertise.
I am grateful to Dr. D.K. Murthy, Director, MBA department, heads of all other
departments, members of faculties and the Steering Committee and Criterion Committees
for their unstinting cooperation; Smt Kamala Devi, Office Superintendent, administrative
and accounts staff and all those who stood by me in this team effort.

Bengaluru
15th April, 2010

B.R.EKAMBARESHA
Coordinator
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PART I: INSTITUTIONAL DATA
A. Profile of the College
1. Name and address of the College:
Name

: Seshadripuram First Grade College

Address : CA Site No: 26, Yelahanka New Town, Bengaluru
City

: Bengaluru

Pin code: 560 106

District: Bengaluru

State: Karnataka

Website: www.sfgc.ac.in

2. For communication:
Office
Name
Principal:
Dr.M.Prakash
Vice-Principal:
Prof. B.R. Ekambaresha
Steering Committee
Coordinator:
Prof.B.R. Ekambaresha

STD
Code

Tel. No.
22955369/
71
22955369/
71

080
080

22955369/
71

080

Fax No.

E-mail

22955370

info@sfgc.ac.in

22955370

info@sfgc.ac.in

22955370

info@sfgc.ac.in

Residence
Name
Principal:
Dr.M.Prakash
Vice-Principal:
Prof.B.R.Ekambaresha
Steering Committee
Coordinator:
Prof.B.R. Ekambaresha

STD Code

Tel. No.

Mobile No.

080

23372670

9448 520 493

080

28460480

9886 071 125

080

28460480

9886 071 125

3. Type of Institution:
a. By management

i.

Affiliated College

√

ii. Constituent College
___________________________________________________________________________________
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b. By funding

i. Government
ii. Grant-in-aid
iii. Self-financed

√

iv. Any other
(Specify the type)
c. By Gender

i. For Men
ii. For Women
iii. Co-education

√

4. Is it a recognized minority institution?
Yes

No

√

If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other)
(Provide the necessary supporting documents)
5. a) Date of establishment of the college:

b)

Date

Month

Year

24

06

1992

University to which the college is affiliated (If it is an
affiliated college) or which governs the college

Bangalore
University

(If it is a constituent college)
6. Date of UGC recognition:
Under Section

Date, Month & Year (dd-mm-yyyy)

Remarks (If any)

i. 2 (f)

- NA -

---

ii. 12 (B)

- NA -

---

(Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act)
7. Does the University Act provide for autonomy of Affiliated/ Constituent Colleges?
Yes
No
√

___________________________________________________________________________________
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If yes, has the college applied for autonomy?
Yes

No

√
3 acres

8. Campus area in acres/sq.mts:

9. Location of the college: (based on Govt. of India census)
√

Urban
Semi-urban
Rural
Tribal
Hilly area
Any other (specify)

10. Details of programmes offered by the institution: (Give last year’s data)
Programme
level

Undergraduate

Postgraduate

Name of the
Programme/
Course
BA: HEP

English

Sanctioned
Student
Strength
140

Number of
students
admitted
59

PU / XII

English

60

10

03

PU / XII

English

400

360

BBM

03

PU / XII

English

200

170

B.Sc: EMC

03

PU / XII

English

100

70

B.Sc: SMC

03

PU / XII

English

40

12

B.Sc: BBG

03

PU / XII

English

40

53

B.Sc: CZM

03

PU / XII

English

60

45

BCA

03

PU / XII

English

170

146

MBA

02

Any Degree

English

120

119

02

PG with 50
per cent
marks

English

NA

Nil

02 to 06

PG with 50
per cent
marks

English

24

15
(Applied
for regn.)

Duration
(Years)

Entry
Qualification

Medium of
instruction

03

PU / XII

BA: HEK

03

B.Com

M.Phil

M.Phil

Ph.D

Ph.D

___________________________________________________________________________________
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11. List the Departments
Science
Electronics

Chemistry

Biotechnology

Mathematics

Zoology

Biochemistry

Computer Science

Microbiology

Genetics

History

Kannada

English

Economics

Hindi

Political Science

Sanskrit

Statistics
Arts

Commerce and Management
BBM

B.Com

PG Management
MBA
Any Other
Physical Education

12. Unit Cost of Education: Rs.10,142/(Unit Cost = Total Annual Recurring Expenditure (actual) divided by Total Number
of Students Enrolled)
(a) Including the salary component = Rs. 10,142/(b) Excluding the salary component = Rs. 5,116/-

___________________________________________________________________________________
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B. CRITERION-WISE INPUTS
Criterion I: Curricular Aspects
1.

2.

Does the College have a stated
Vision?

Yes



No

Mission?

Yes



No

Objectives?

Yes



No

Does the college offer self-financed
Programmes?

Yes  No 

If yes, how many?

06

Fee charged for each programme
(Include Certificate, Diploma, Add-on courses etc.)
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Programme
(B.A., BBM., B.sc., B.Com. etc.)
B.A
6 Semesters
B.Com
6 Semesters
B.B.M
6 Semesters
B.C.A.
6 Semesters
B Sc (EMC/SMC/CZM)
6 Semesters
B Sc (BBG)
6 Semesters
MBA (KMAT)
4 Semesters
MBA (PGCET)
4 Semesters
ADD-ON COURSES
Electronics

Fee Charged
in Rs.
26,190
44,430
80,280
79,470
63,060
75,060
3,50,000
2,25,000

PCB Designing
VHDL course
PCB Designing - CADD Center
Biotechnology
Recombinant DNA Technology
Commerce & Management
Tally
U. S. Taxation and Soft Skills
English
Spoken English
Computer Science
Basics of Computers

1,500
1,500
4,000
4,000
1,750
4,000
500
Free of Cost

__________________________________________________________________________________
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Number
under

of

Programmes

offered

a. annual system

NIL

b. semester system

06

c. trimester system

NIL

Programmes with
a. choice based credit system

Yes

No

 Number

-

b. Inter/multidisciplinary approach

Yes

 No

Number

6

c. Any other, (add-on courses)

Yes

 No

Number

8

Are there Programmes where
assessment of teachers by students is
practiced?

Yes



Number

6

Are there Programmes taught
only by visiting faculty?

Yes

No  Number

UG

Yes  No

Number

PG

Yes

New programmes introduced
during the last five years

Others (Add on courses)

8.

No

How long does it take for the
institution to introduce a new
programme within the existing
system?

01

No  Number

Yes  No

Number

08

Soon after University affiliation

__________________________________________________________________________________
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9.

10.

Does the institution develop and
deploy action plans for effective
implementation of the curriculum?
Was there major syllabus revision
during the last five years? If yes,
indicate the number.

11.

Is there a provision for Project
work etc. in the programme? If
yes, indicate the number.

12.

Is there any mechanism to obtain



Yes

Yes

Yes

 No

 No

No

Number

Number

06

06

feedback on curricular aspects from
a. Academic Peers?

Yes



No

b. Alumni?

Yes



No

c. Students?

Yes



No

d. Employers?

Yes



No

e. Any other? Parents/Community

Yes



No

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Criterion II: Teaching-Learning Aspects
1.

How are students selected for admission to various courses?
a)

Through an entrance test developed by the institution

b)

Common entrance test conducted by the
University/Government



c)

Through interview



d)

Entrance test and interview

e)

Merit at the previous qualifying examination

f)

Any other (specify)



Weightages –
MBA-(KMAT : PGCET)

- 50:50

UG Course - Pre qualifying exam marks: Interview & other criteria: 50: 50

2. Highest and Lowest percentage of marks at the qualifying examination considered
for admission during the previous academic year
Programmes

Open Category

SC/ST Category

Highest

Lowest

Highest

Lowest

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

M.B.A. 2008-09

79.35

51.21

53.94

35.2

B.B.M.

88.67

39.83

83.00

44.33

B.Com

89.00

36.83

74.50

37.33

B.C.A.

78.16

45.83

78.16

43.00

B.A. (HEK)

81.50

39.67

61.67

50.00

B.A. (HEP)

83.33

37.16

69.57

35.83

B.Sc (EMC)

76.00

72.00

88.00

44.50

B.Sc (BBG)

80.00

47.5

51.66

48.83

B.Sc (CZM)

82.40

40.00

56.30

45.50

(UG and PG)

__________________________________________________________________________________
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3.

Number of working days during the last academic
year

290 days

4.

Number of teaching days during the last academic year

190 days

5.

Number of positions sanctioned and filled

6.

a.

b.

c.

Sanctioned /

Filled

Teaching

81

81

Non-teaching

34

34

Technical

04

04

Number of regular and permanent teachers (gender-wise)

Number of temporary
teachers (gender-wise)

Number of teachers

* M – Male

Professors

M

09

F

00

Asst. Professors

M

08

F

08

Sr. Grade lecturers

M

06

F

06

Lecturers

M

09

F

20

Lecturers –

M

06

F

09

Full- time
Lecturers – Part- time

M

-

Lecturers (Management
appointees) - Full time

M

6

F 9

Lecturers (Management
appointees) - Part time

M

-

F

-

Any other

M

-

F

-

Total

M

38

F

43

F

From the same State

64

From other States

17

-

F – Female

__________________________________________________________________________________
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7.

a. Number of qualified/ permanent teachers and
their percentage to the total number of faculty

66

81%
1:36

b. Teacher: student ratio (2616 UG, 236 MBA)
c. Number of teachers with Ph.D. as the highest
qualification and their percentage to the total
faculty strength

09

d. Number of teachers with M. Phil as the
highest qualification and their percentage to
the total faculty strength

30

37%

e. Percentage of the teachers who have
completed UGC, NET and SLET exams
f.

Percentage of the faculty who have served as
resource persons in Workshop/ Seminars/
Conferences during the last five years

g

Number
of
faculty
development
programmes availed by teachers (last five
years)
UGC/ FIP programme

12 %

15%

2005 06 07 08 09
3

3

Refresher:

-

-

-

------------

Orientation:

-

Any other: Seminars / Workshop /
Conferences
h

11%

3

-

-

-

39 52 38 35 30

Number of faculty development programmes organized by the college
during the last five years
Seminars/ workshops/symposia on
curricular development, teaching- learning,
assessment, etc.
Research management

2005 06 07 08 09

Invited/endowment lectures

3

12

Any other (specify)

-

-

1

4

4

3

7

19

15

21

-

-

-

---------
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8.

Number and percentage of the courses
where predominantly the lecture method is practiced

9.

Number
06

Does the college have the tutor-ward system?

%
100%

Yes 

If yes, how many students are under the care of a teacher?

No

15

10.

Are remedial programmes offered?

Yes  No

Number

04

11.

Are bridge courses offered?

Yes  No

Number

04

12.

Are there Courses with ICT-enabled
teaching-learning processes?

Yes  No

Number

05

13.

14.

Is there a mechanism for:
a.

Self appraisal of faculty?

Yes 

No

b.

Student assessment of faculty performance?

Yes 

No

c.

Expert /Peer assessment of faculty performance?

Yes 

No

Do the faculty members
administrative work?

perform

additional

If yes, the average number of hours spent by the faculty
per week.

Yes 

No

06 hours

Administrative work details:
o Examination Work
o Office related work
o Attendance – Monitoring & Consolidation
o

Assisting Principal

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Criterion III: Research, Consultancy and Extension
1.

2.

How many teaching faculty are actively involved in research?
(Guiding student research, managing research projects etc.,)
Research collaborations
a) National

Yes 

98.76

No

Yes  No

b) International
If yes, how many?

03

Is the faculty involved in consultancy
work?
If yes, consultancy earnings/year
(average of last two years may be
given)

4.

80

%

05

If yes, how many?

3.

Number

a.

b

Yes  No
Honorary

Do the teachers have ongoing/ completed research
projects? If yes, how many?

Yes



No

On going: M.Phil / Ph.D

05

13

Completed: M.Phil / Ph.D

33

09

Provide the following details about the ongoing
research projects

Major
projects
Minor
projects
College
Projects
Industry
sponsored
Any other
(specify)
No. of
student
research
projects

Yes

-

No



Yes

-

No



Yes



No

-

Yes

-

No



-

-

-

-

Yes



No

-

Number
Number
Number
Number
-

Number

-

Agency

-

Amt

-

Agency

-

Amt

1

Agency

SET

-

Industry

-

Amt

-

-

-

-

-

-

376

Amount sanctioned
by the College
BBM
27,500
55*500
MBA
59,000
118*500

-

50, 000

86,500

__________________________________________________________________________________
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5.

Research publications
International journals

Yes



No

-

Number

08

National journals–refereed papers

Yes



No

-

Number

16

College journal

Yes



No

-

Number

02

Books

Yes



No

-

Number

31

Abstracts

Yes



No

-

Number

73

Any other- (Case Study)

Yes



No

-

Number

20

Awards, Recognition, Patents etc. if any (specify)
6.

26

Has the faculty
a) Participated in Conferences?

Yes  No

Number 196

b) Presented research papers in Conferences?

Yes  No

Number 73

Number of extension activities organized in collaboration with
7. other agencies/NGOs (such as Rotary/Lions Club) (average of
last two years)- YRC & NSS
8.

9.

10.

Number of regular extension programmes organized
by NSS and YRC (average of last two years)

Number of YRC Cadets/units

Number of NSS Volunteers/units

M

M

45

68

02

NSS
02

F

F

27

52

YRC
05

Units 01

Units 01
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Criterion IV: Infrastructure and Learning Resources
1.

(a) Campus area in acres

3 Acres

(b) Built up area in Sq. Meters

8290.64

2.

Working hours of the Library
(a) On working days

9 am to 5 pm

(b) On holidays

-

(c) On Examination days

9 am to 5 pm

3.

Average number of faculty visiting the library/day
(average for the last two years)

4.

Average number of students visiting the library/day

55

460

(average for the last two years)

5.

Number of journals subscribed to the institution

6.

Does the library have the open access system?

7

66

Yes



No

Total collection (Number)

Title

Volume

a.

Books

6232

25976

b.

Textbooks

3982

21326

c.

Reference books

3710

4650

d.

Magazines

66

66
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e.

Current journals
Indian journals

60

Foreign journals

06

f.

Peer- reviewed journals

-

g.

Back volumes of journals

240

h.

E-resources
CDs/ DVDs

419

Databases

i.

-

Online journals

27

Audio- Visual resources

03

Special collections (numbers)
Repository (Store hose)

Yes

-

No



No

(World Bank, OECD, UNESCO)

Yes

-

No



No

Interlibrary borrowing facility

Yes



No

-

No

Materials acquired under special
schemes (UGC, DST etc)

Yes

No



No

Materials for Competitive exams
including Employment news,
Yojana etc.

Yes



No

No

120

Book Bank

Yes



No

No

800

Braille materials manuscripts

Yes

-

No



No

Any other (specify)

Yes

-

No



No
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8

Number of books/journals / periodicals added during the last two years and
their total cost

Text books :

UG

Last Year
2008-2009
Number

Total Cost
(Rs.)

628

98,025

1491

1,87,039

2574

4,60,915

Reference Books

13

3520

102

25993

Other books

151

Gift

-

-

Journals/Periodicals: UG

7

76,038

6

57,016

PG

8

30,040

34

25,322

Encyclopedia

1

425

3

Gift

Any other(specify)

-

-

-

-

PG

9

The year before last
2007-2008
Total Cost
Number
(Rs.)
1195
2,39,920

Mention the
Total carpet area of the Central
Library (in sq. ft)

585.25 Sq. mts (UG)
86.25 Sq.mts (PG)

Number of departmental libraries -MBA
Average carpet area of the
departmental libraries
Seating capacity of the Central Library
( Reading room)
10.

11.

01
86.25 Sq. mts
100 (UG)

30 (PG)

Status of Automation of the Library
not initiated

-

fully automated



partially automated

-

Percentage of library budget in relation to
the total budget

1.84 %
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12.

Services/facilities available in the library
(If yes, tick in the box)
Circulation



Clipping



Bibliographic compilation

X

Reference



Reprography



Computer and Printing



Internet



Inter-library loan



Power back up



Information display and notification



User orientation /information literacy



Any other (Question Bank)



13.

Average number of books issued/returned per
day

395

14.

Ratio of library books to the number of
students enrolled

9:1

15.

Computer Facilities:
Number of computers in the
college

150

Number of Departments with
computer facilities

11

Central computer facility
( Number of terminals )
Budget allocated for purchase of
computers during the last
academic year
Amount spent on maintenance
and upgrading of computer
facilities during the last academic
year

112
2,35,069 (UG)
19,91,114 (MBA)
72,000 (UG)
67,121 (MBA)
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Internet Facility, Connectivity

Dialup

Broadband
BSNL

Number of nodes / computers with Internet facility

16.

Is there a Workshop/Instrumentation
Centre?

17.

Is there a Health Centre?

18.

Is there Residential accommodation for

19.

Yes

Yes

No



No

Faculty?

Yes

Non-teaching staff?

Yes

Are there student Hostels?

Yes

14 (UG), 55 (PG)
Available
from the year



Available
from the year

No



2009



No

If yes, number of students residing in hostels



No
14

Male
Female

20.

Others (Specify)
Wi-fi

Yes

No



Yes  No

Number
Number 14

Is there a provision for
a) Sports fields

Yes



No

b) Gymnasium

Yes



No

c) Women’s’ rest rooms

Yes



No

d) Transport

Yes

e) Canteen / Cafeteria

Yes



No

f) Students centre

Yes



No

g) Vehicle parking facility

Yes



No

No
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Criterion V: Student Support and Progression
1.

a

Student strength
(Provide information in the following format for the past two years)

2007-2008
Student Enrolment

UG

PG

M

F

T

M

F

T

Number of students from the
same State where the college is
located

1257

937

2194

74

45

119

Number of students from other
States

102

77

179

7

4

11

-

-

-

-

-

-

02

05

07

-

-

-

Total

2380

Total

130

Number of NRI students
Number of foreign students

Grand Total

2510

2008-2009
Student Enrolment

UG

PG

M

F

T

M

F

T

Number of students from the
same State where the college is
located

1360

986

2347

113

68

181

Number of students from other
States

102

90

192

19

10

29

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

09

20

-

-

-

Total

2559

Total

210

Number of NRI students
Number of foreign students

Grand Total

2769

M – Male, F- Female, T-Total
b. Dropout rate in UG and PG
(average for the last two batches)

Number

%

UG

107

4.25

PG

01

0.08
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Number

Amount

10

92,475/-

51

5,92,932/-

Scholarship (Institution)

-

-

Number of loan facilities

-

-

278

-

2. Financial support for students: (last Year)

Scholarship (Government)

Any other financial support
(Installment payment of fees in case of deserving
students)
3.

4.

Does the college obtain feedback from students
on their campus experience?

Yes √

Major cultural events (data for last year )
Organized
Events
Yes
No
Number
Inter-collegiate

√

Inter-university

√

National

√

Any other (specify)

√

No

Participated
Yes

No Number

√

20

5. Examination Results of last five Years
UG
Results
Pass
Percentage
No of First
Classes
No of
Distinctions
Ranks
(if Any)

PG

200405

2005
-06

2006
-07

2007
-08

2008
-09

2004
-05

2005
-06

2006
-07

2007
-08

2008
-09

75.38

73

74

67.6

72

100

100

85

100

100

225

124

249

312

411

36

37

29

30

84

35

14

64

83

75

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

01

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Course

BA

B.Com

BBM

BCA

B.Sc.

MBA

Results
Pass Percentage
Number of first
classes
Number of
distinctions
Ranks (if any)
Pass Percentage
Number of first
classes
Number of
distinctions
Ranks (if any)
Pass Percentage
Number of first
classes
Number of
distinctions
Ranks (if any)
Pass Percentage
Number of first
classes
Number of
distinctions
Ranks (if any)
Pass Percentage
Number of first
classes
Number of
distinctions
Ranks (if any)
Pass Percentage
Number of first
classes
Number of
distinctions
Ranks (if any)

2004-05
74.6

2005-06
87

2006-07
69.84

2007-08
72.5

2008-09
78.4

23

14

31

38

44

02

01

-

05

-

74

67

73.91

81

72.6

125

46

105

149

135

06

09

15

15

08

80.3

71.42

78.87

51.85

71.21

55

22

24

30

74

-

01

03

-

04

70

100

74.46

78.43

81.81

22

17

35

26

63

22

01

29

32

39

01
78

39

72

54

55

25

25

54

69

95

05

02

17

31

24

100

100

85

100

100

36

37

29

30

84

-

-

-

-

-
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6.

7.

Number of overseas programmes
campus and income earned:

on

Number

Amount

Agency

Nil

Nil

Nil

Number of students who have passed the following examinations during the
last five years
NET

-

-

-

-

-

SLET

-

-

-

-

-

CAT

-

-

-

-

-

TOEFL

-

-

-

-

-

GRE

-

-

-

-

-

GMAT

-

-

-

-

-

Civil services

-

-

-

-

-

(IAS / IPS/IFS)
Defence Entrance

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other services
Any other (specify)

8.

Is there a Student Counseling Centre?

Yes

√

No

9.

Is there a Grievance Redressal Cell?

Yes

√

No

10.

Does the college have an
Alumni Association?

Yes

11.

Does the college have a ParentTeachers Association?

Yes

√

√

No

No

Formed in
the year

Formed in
the year

2007

2007
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Criterion VI: Governance and Leadership
1.

Has the institution appointed a permanent
Principal?
If Yes, denote the qualifications

Yes

No



M. Com., M.Phil., Ph.D
NA

If No, for how long has the position been vacant?
2.

3.

Number of professional development
programmes held for the Non-teaching staff
(last two years)

2008

01
Financial resources of the college (approximate amount) –
Last year’s data
Grant-in-aid

2009
01

-

Fee from aided courses

-

Donation

-

Fee from Self-funded courses

1,91,58,186

Any other - Bank Interest

3,10,269

Accommodation Charges

3,09,220

Sale of Scrap

12,608

Coin Phone collection

5,735

New Education Program
4

22,550

Statement of Expenditure (for last two years)
Item

% spent on the salaries of faculty
% spent on the salaries of non-teaching employees
including contractual workers
% spent on books and journals
% spent on Building development
% spent on hostels, and other student amenities
% spent on maintenance - electricity, water,
telephones, infrastructure
% spent on academic activities of departments laboratories, green house, animal house, field trips etc.
.% spent on research, seminars, etc.
% spent on Board expenses
% spent on miscellaneous expenditure
Total

Before last

last year

55.81

58.20

8.16

5.43

2.18
2.04
0.00

2.29
1.46
0.00

8.76

9.66

6.18

3.95

0.03
16.74
0.10
100.00

0.11
18.89
0.01
100.00
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Note: The institution may provide the details regarding the above table as per the heads of accounts
being maintained. However, care may be taken to cover the above items.

5.

Dates of meetings of Academic and Administrative Bodies during the last two
years:
Academic and Administrative Bodies

Last year

Year before last

2008-09

2007-08

01/07/2008
Governing Council

29/12/2008

02/01/2008

31/03/2009
Internal Administrative Bodies –

31/07/2008

28/07/2007

Staff Meeting

29/01/2009

25/10/2007

11/03/2009

30/01/2008

29/06/2009

07/05/2008

29/08/2008

29/08/2007

19/10/2008

20/10/2007

18/11/2008

11/11/2007

26/02/2009

26/02/2008

18/04/2009

16/04/2008

05/05/2009

03/05/2008

12/05/2009

10/05/2008

01/07/2008

09/07/2007

09/07/2008

09/06/2008

Examination Committee Meeting

Admission Committee Meeting

01/07/2008
Any other - MBA Advisory Committee

29/12/2008

02/01/2008

31/03/2009
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6.

Are there Welfare Schemes for the academic community?
Loans:

Yes

Medical allowance

Yes

Any other :1 Education facility for Employees
Children.
2. Group medi-claim Insurance
3. Free Cardiac Check Up
4. Staff Benevolent Fund
5. Medical Care Facility
6. Encashment of Earned leave

7.

Yes

No






No

No

Are there ICT supported / Computerized units/processes/activities for the following?
a) Administrative section / Office

Yes



No

b) Finance Unit

Yes



No

c) Student Admissions

Yes



No

d) Placements

Yes



No

e) Aptitude Testing

Yes

f) Examinations

Yes



No

g) Student Records

Yes



No

No
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Criterion VII: Innovative Practices
1.

Has the institution established Internal Quality
Assurance Mechanisms?

2.

Do students participate in the Quality Enhancement
initiatives of the Institution?

3.

What is the percentage of the following student
categories in the institution?



Yes

Yes



No

MBA

UG

a. SC

5.4

9.4

b. ST

1.68

3.24

c. OBC

50.84

48.14

d. Women

37.81

46.69

e. Differently-abled

0.42

0.30

42

20.82

-

-

-

-

f. Rural
g. Tribal
h. Any other (specify)

4.

No

What is the percentage of the following category of staff?
Category

Teaching
staff

%

Non-teaching
staff

%

a

SC

02

2.43

04

9.52

b

ST

01

1.21

01

2.38

c

OBC

22

27

04

11

d

Women

43

51.21

09

26.19

e

Physically-challenged

--

--

01

2.38

f

General Category

56

69.1

29

76.

g

Any other ( specify)

-

-

-
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5.

What is the percentage of incremental academic growth of the following category
of students for the last two batches?

a) Two years course MBA [Semester scheme]
At Admission
Category

On completion of the course

Batch I

Batch II

Batch I

Batch II

Appeared

Appeared

Passed

%

Passed

%

a.

SC

04

06

04

100

05

83.33

b.

ST

-

03

-

-

03

100

c.

OBC

24

64

24

100

60

93.75

d.

Women

15

32

15

100

32

100

e.

Physically
challenged

-

-

-

-

-

-

f.

General Category

12

15

12

100

15

100

g

Any other
(specify)

-

-

-

-

-

-

b) Three years course [B.A., B.Sc., B.C.A., B.Com., & B.B.M.]
Category

At Admission

On completion of the course

Batch I

Batch II

Batch I

Batch II

Appeared

Appeared

Passed

%

Passed

%

a.

SC

55

41

44

80

34

82.93

b.

ST

16

21

14

87.5

08

38.09

c.

OBC

319

318

240

75.23

230

72.33

d.

Women

296

324

248

83.78

274

84.57

e.

Physically
challenged

01

01

01

100

01

100

f.

General Category

285

331

252

88.42

275

83.08

g

Any other(specify)

-

-

-

-

-

-
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C. PROFILE OF THE DEPARTMENTS
Department of MBA
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Profile

Responses

Name of the Department
MBA
Year of Establishment
2001
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
16
Number of Administrative Staff
05
Number of Technical Staff
01
Number of Teachers and Students
16: 239
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
120:240
Ratio of Teachers to Students
1:15
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
--------degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
2007-08
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
--------Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
98%
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
--------Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
34
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
02
Faculty who have attended National and International
06
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
02
organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
03
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
01 : Rs.50,000
Research projects completed during last two years and its
01
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
--------Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
10
Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
8876
Number of journals/periodicals
56 + 08
Number of computers
55
Annual Budget
64.77 lakhs
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Department of Commerce & Management
Sl.No. Profile
1

Name of the Department

2

Year of Establishment

3
4
5
6
7
8

Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2
years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage
as compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5
years)
Faculty who have attended National and International
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years and
its total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of journals/periodicals
Number of computers
Annual Budget

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Responses
Commerce &
Management
B.Com - 1993
BBM - 1997
26
Common Pool
Common Pool
26 :1490
600: 787
1:57
08
2005
--------70.02 %
18
13
20
11
01
07
------------------------03
6650
27
40
Rs. 40,000
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Department of Computer Science
Sl.No

Profile

1

Name of the Department

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
Faculty who have attended National and International
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years and
its total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of journals/periodicals
Number of computers
Annual Budget

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Responses
Computer
Science
1999
09
Common Pool
01
09 :426
170: 180
1:47
--------2008
--------81.81%
26
07
02
--------------------------------02
----------------1840
04
75
Rs. 10,000
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Department of Electronics
Sl.No
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Profile
Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No. of seats: No. of Applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of Research Scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET/ etc (Last two
years)

Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University average?)
University Distinction / Ranks
Publications by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last five years)

Faculty who have Attended National and International
Seminars (last Five years )
Number of National and International Seminars
organized (Last Five Years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years & its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last two years
Number of Books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of Journals/Periodicals
Number of Computers
Annual Budget

Responses
Electronics
2001
03
Common Pool
Common Pool
03 : 192
80 : 86
1 : 64
--------2009
--------94.9%
79
--------02
03
02
----------------------------------------455
02
02
Rs.50,000
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Department of Mathematics
Sl.No.

Profile

Responses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
Faculty who have attended National and International
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years and its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of journals/periodicals
Number of computers
Annual Budget

Mathematics
1999
03
Common Pool
Common Pool
03 :252
110: 97
1:84

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

--------2004
--------66.60%
13
--------01
02
------------------------------------------------449
01
--------Centralized
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Department of Statistics
Sl.No

Profile

Responses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
Faculty who have attended National and International
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years and its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of journals/periodicals
Number of computers
Annual Budget

Statistics
1999
02
Common Pool
Common Pool
02 :61
30: 22
1:30

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

--------2004
--------94.11%
25
----------------01
------------------------------------------------181
--------01
Rs. 20,000
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Department of Biotechnology
Sl.No.

Profile

Responses

1

Name of the Department

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Year of Establishment
2005
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
02
Number of Administrative Staff
Common Pool
Number of Technical Staff
01
Number of Teachers and Students
02 :143
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
60:72
Ratio of Teachers to Students
1:72
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
--------degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
2004
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
--------Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
87.5%
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
23
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
--------Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
--------Faculty who have attended National and International
01
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
02
organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
01
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
01
Research projects completed during last two years and its
--------total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
--------Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
--------Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
1060
Number of journals/periodicals
05
Number of computers
01
Annual Budget
71,311/-

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Biotechnology
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Department of Genetics
Sl.No.

Profile

Responses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
Faculty who have attended National and International
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years and its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of journals/periodicals
Number of computers
Annual Budget

Genetics
2005
02
common pool
01
02:143
60: 94
1:72

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

--------2004
--------47%
------------------------01
01
01
01
------------------------42
03
01
70,393/-
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Department of Chemistry
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Profile

Responses

Name of the Department
Chemistry
Year of Establishment
1997
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
02
Number of Administrative Staff
Common Pool
Number of Technical Staff
Common Pool
Number of Teachers and Students
02:74
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
60: 66
Ratio of Teachers to Students
1:37
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
------degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
2004
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
------Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
93%
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
13
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
02
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
01
Faculty who have attended National and International
02
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
------organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
------revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
------Research projects completed during last two years and its
01
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
------Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
------Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
304
Number of journals/periodicals
04
Number of computers
01
Annual Budget
Rs. 77,015/-
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Department of Biochemistry
Sl.No

Profile

Responses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
Faculty who have attended National and International
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years and
its total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of journals/periodicals
Number of computers
Annual Budget

Biochemistry
2005
02
Common Pool
Common Pool
02:143
60:72
1:72

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

--------2004
--------79%
06
--------01
02
------------------------01
----------------239
03
01
Rs. 68,405/-
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Department of Zoology
Sl.No.

Profile

Responses

1

Name of the Department

2

Year of Establishment

3

Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position

4

Number of Administrative Staff

Common Pool

5

Number of Technical Staff

Common Pool

6

Number of Teachers and Students

2 :74

7

Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)

60: 66

8

Ratio of Teachers to Students

9

Number of research scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions

10

The year when the curriculum was revised last

11

Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)

---------

12

Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University Average)

89%

13

University Distinction/Ranks

32

14

Publication by faculty (last 5 years)

15

Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)

01

16

Faculty who have attended National and International
Seminars (last 5 years)

02

17

Number of National and International seminars
organized (last 5 years)

---------

18

Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated

---------

19

Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay

---------

20

Research projects completed during last two years and its
total outlay

---------

21

Number of inventions and patents

---------

22

Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years

---------

23

Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any

187

24

Number of journals/periodicals

12

25

Number of computers

01

26

Annual Budget

Zoology
1997
02

1:37
--------2004

---------

Rs. 33,000/-
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Department of Microbiology
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Profile

Responses

Name of the Department
Microbiology
Year of Establishment
1997
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
02
Number of Administrative Staff
Common Pool
Number of Technical Staff
Common Pool
Number of Teachers and Students
02 :74
Demand Ratio (No of Seats: No of applications)
60: 56
Ratio of Teachers to Students
1:37
Number of research scholars who had their master’s
--------degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
2004
Number of students passed NET/SLET etc (last 2 years)
--------Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
80%
compared to the University Average)
University Distinction/Ranks
13
Publication by faculty (last 5 years)
--------Awards and recognition received by faculty (last 5 years)
02
Faculty who have attended National and International
02
Seminars (last 5 years)
Number of National and International seminars
--------organized (last 5 years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
--------revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
--------Research projects completed during last two years and its
--------total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
--------Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last 2 years
--------Number of books in the Departmental Library, if any
112
Number of journals/periodicals
12
Number of computers
01
Annual Budget
Rs. 30,000/-
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Department of History
Sl.No.

Profile

Responses

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No. of seats: No. of Applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of Research Scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET/ etc (Last two
years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage
as compared to the University average?)
University Distinction / Ranks
Publications by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last five
years)
Faculty who have Attended National and International
Seminars (last Five years )
Number of National and International Seminars
organized (Last Five Years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years & its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last two years
Number of Books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of Journals/Periodicals
Number of Computers
Annual Budget

History
1992
01
Common Pool
Common Pool
01 : 214
140: 82
01 : 214

09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

--------2007
--------90%
02
07
--------01
------------------------------------------------510
----------------Centralized
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Department of Economics
Sl.No.

Profile

Responses

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No. of seats: No. of Applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of Research Scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET/ etc (Last two
years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University average?)
University Distinction / Ranks
Publications by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last five
years)
Faculty who have Attended National and International
Seminars (last Five years )
Number of National and International Seminars
organized (Last Five Years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years & its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last two years
Number of Books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of Journals/Periodicals
Number of Computers
Annual Budget

Economics
1992
02
Common Pool
Common Pool
2 : 214
140:82
1 : 107

09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

--------2004-05
--------96.47 %
11
--------01
02
------------------------------------------------715
----------------Centralized
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Department of Political Science
Sl.No.

Profile

01

Name of the Department

02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No. of seats: No. of Applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of Research Scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET/ etc (Last two

09
10
11

years)

12

Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage
as compared to the University average?)

13

University Distinction / Ranks

14

Publications by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last five
years)
Faculty who have Attended National and International
Seminars (last Five years )
Number of National and International Seminars
organized (Last Five Years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years & its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last two years
Number of Books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of Journals/Periodicals
Number of Computers
Annual Budget

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Responses
Political
Science
1992
1
Common Pool
Common Pool
01 : 182
140: 82
01 : 182
--------2004
--------95 %
01 – Gold Medal
2009

----------------01
------------------------------------------------676
----------------Centralized
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Department of English
Sl.No

Profile

Responses

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No. of seats: No. of Applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of Research Scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET/ etc (Last two
years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage
as compared to the University average?)
University Distinction / Ranks
Publications by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last five
years)
Faculty who have Attended National and International
Seminars (last Five years )
Number of National and International Seminars
organized (Last Five Years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years & its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last two
years
Number of Books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of Journals/Periodicals
Number of Computers
Annual Budget

English
1992
05
Common Pool
Common Pool
05 : 1615
--------01:323

09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

--------2009
--------90 %
254
--------02
04
----------------01
-------------------670
02
--------Rs.3000
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Department of Kannada
Sl.No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Profile
Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No. of seats: No. of Applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of Research Scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET/ etc (Last two
years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage
as compared to the University average?)
University Distinction / Ranks
Publications by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last five
years)
Faculty who have Attended National and International
Seminars (last Five years )
Number of National and International Seminars
organized (Last Five Years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years & its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last two years
Number of Books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of Journals/Periodicals
Number of Computers
Annual Budget

Responses
Kannada
1992
05
Common Pool
Common Pool
5 : 1440
--------01 : 288
--------2004-05
--------92 %
Kannada : 85
Opt. Kannada : 12

02
02
03
------------------------------------------------2030
05
--------Centralized
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Department of Hindi
Sl.No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Profile

Responses

Name of the Department
Hindi
Year of Establishment
1992
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
02
Number of Administrative Staff
Common Pool
Number of Technical Staff
Common Pool
Number of Teachers and Students
02 : 352
Demand Ratio (No. of seats: No. of Applications)
--------Ratio of Teachers to Students
01 : 176
Number of Research Scholars who had their master’s
--------degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
2007-08
Number of students passed NET/SLET/ etc (Last two years)
--------Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
95 %
compared to the University average?)
University Distinction / Ranks
50
Publications by faculty (last 5 years)
--------Awards and recognition received by faculty (last five years)
--------Faculty who have Attended National and International
02
Seminars (last Five years )
Number of National and International Seminars organized
--------(Last Five Years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the revenue
--------generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
--------Research projects completed during last two years & its
--------total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
--------Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last two years
--------Number of Books in the Departmental Library, if any
340
Number of Journals/Periodicals
03
Number of Computers
--------Annual Budget
Centralized
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Department of Sanskrit
Sl.No.

Profile

Responses

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Name of the Department
Year of Establishment
Number of Teachers sanctioned and present position
Number of Administrative Staff
Number of Technical Staff
Number of Teachers and Students
Demand Ratio (No. of seats: No. of Applications)
Ratio of Teachers to Students
Number of Research Scholars who had their master’s
degree from other institutions
The year when the curriculum was revised last
Number of students passed NET/SLET/ etc (Last two
years)
Success Rate of students (What is the pass percentage as
compared to the University average?)
University Distinction / Ranks
Publications by faculty (last 5 years)
Awards and recognition received by faculty (last five
years)
Faculty who have Attended National and International
Seminars (last Five years )
Number of National and International Seminars
organized (Last Five Years)
Number of teachers engaged in consultancy and the
revenue generated
Number of ongoing projects and its total outlay
Research projects completed during last two years & its
total outlay
Number of inventions and patents
Number of Ph.D theses guided during the last two years
Number of Books in the Departmental Library, if any
Number of Journals/Periodicals
Number of Computers
Annual Budget

Sanskrit
1992
01
Common Pool
Common Pool
01 : 105
--------01 : 105

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

--------2009-10
--------100
14
----------------01
------------------------------------------------87
----------------Centralized
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A brief summary covering the institution - specific information and key aspects
under the seven criteria is given in this section.
Seshadripuram First Grade College ensures that curriculum programmes are
geared to inculcate human values, generate a spirit of enquiry and meet the demands of
the new career opportunities. The use of Management Information System (MIS) equips
students with recent trends in the global employment scenario. The institution offers a
range of programmes - undergraduate, postgraduate and add-on – providing students
with discretion to select their options. We have a variety of ways of enriching our
courses: home assignments, project work, management fests and industrial visits. The
presence of students from abroad has provided an international ambience to the
institution and its curricular programmes.
SFGC ensures wide publicity to the admission process through prospectus,
websites, advertisements and banners. The institution has a transparent admission
process; and adheres to the norms laid down by the Bangalore University and the
Government of Karnataka.
The institution has a system of assessing students’ knowledge and skills,
identifying slow and advanced learners, counseling slow learners and providing
challenges to advanced learners. The college caters to the needs of differently-abled
students by providing them with lift and ramp facilities.
Selection of staff is done by Seshadripuram Educational Trust in a transparent
manner. The management always encourages the professional development of faculty by
sponsoring Faculty Development Programmes and sanctioning ‘On Official Duty’ leave.
The faculty members are also encouraged to pursue research leading to M.Phil and Ph.D.
The institution organizes training programmes for faculty on the use of the computer,
internet and audio-visual aids.
The best practices of the college in Teaching, Learning and Evaluation are:
assessment of students’ knowledge and skills, identification of slow and advanced
learners, mentoring system and value-added courses.
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The Institution, through its Research Centre, has taken various measures to
encourage research activity. Our Research Centre is a platform for researchers.
Researchers have adequate facilities for research, and motivation is provided in the form
of monetary incentives and OOD facility. A provision of Rs. 5, 00,000 has been approved
by the SET to support research. A unique feature of this institution is the research
collaboration with universities and leading research institutes at home and aboard, for
academic and research, faculty and student exchange and joint research. While the
postgraduate MBA department is recognized by Rayalaseema University, Kurnool, as a
research centre for management, several other departments have qualified, experienced
and recognized research guides. The research facilities are quite adequate. The research
output and achievements are quite significant: 16 papers published in refereed journals,
101 articles published, 31 books published / edited, 9 Ph.D - holders and 30 M.Phil holders. Members of the SFGC faculty are engaged in many areas of consultancy:
delivering guest lectures for various institutions and colleges, including distance
education study centres; reviewing books for publications; preparing course material for
add-on courses; providing expertise to set up laboratory facilities; providing consultancy
services for establishing and developing educational institutions.
Extension activities and outreach programmes undertaken by the institution
enhance the awareness of our students about social, environmental and rural problems
and humanitarian exigencies. Most extension activities – annual camps in villages, health
awareness programmes, blood donation drives, environment protection activities, etc.,
are undertaken in collaboration with government departments, NGOs, voluntary
organizations and self-help groups.
Over the past two decades, both the academic growth and the infrastructural
development of the college have gone hand in hand. The campus, with the main building,
is a prominent feature of North Bengaluru landscape. The college has 48 UG classrooms
and 07 PG classrooms. There are well-equipped laboratories for life sciences, physical
sciences and computer science, besides a business laboratory with 40 computer systems.
There are two computer labs with 36 systems each. The college has two libraries: one for
the postgraduate department (MBA) and another for the undergraduate departments.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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To keep pace with the exponential increase in student’s strength, the institution
has augmented the infrastructure, providing enhanced parking area, ladies’ Halls of
Residence, research centre, wellness centre, multi-gym and canteen. There is an airconditioned ‘Sabhangana’ (Conference Hall) for seminars, workshops etc, while the more
spacious auditorium is used for large gatherings. The college ensures that optimum
utilization of the infrastructure facilities is made.
The college has a proactive and supporting approach to encourage students and to
complete their course successfully. So the dropout rate in the institution is minimal. The
training- development- placement cell facilitates outgoing students to choose their careers
by organizing training programmes, industry visits, job fairs etc. The institution
encourages students to take up career-oriented competitive exams and guides them in
their preparation. Overseas students receive support in terms of hostel facilities, medical
assistance and extra coaching in English. Our students receive empowerment and support
through add-on courses like Tally, Vidya and MS Office, PCB designing and VHDL. The
college ensures a supportive and empowering environment for girl students to pursue
their studies. The Women Empowerment Cell deals with girl students’ academic,
psychological and health issues.
This institution is a multidisciplinary college established and managed by SET,
Bangalore. SET is a premier educational organization with a track record of many years
in the field of education. SFGC is the largest institution under this management in terms
of student and staff strength and the number of courses offered.
The Trust is professionally managed by eminent educationists, administrators and public
figures. The late Sri Nanjappa, President of SET for many years, was a former mayor of
Bengaluru. Sri Pandith Aradhya, the present President is a leading entrepreneur.
Dr. Wooday P. Krishna, the Hon. General Secretary, is an engineer associated with most
humanitarian, philanthropic, literary and social organizations in Bengaluru (e.g. The
Indian Red Cross Society, Gandhi Peace Foundation and

Karnataka Itihasa Academy,

Bengaluru). Other office bearers and trustees too bring their expertise and experience to
bear on the efficient management of the institutions of SET. The administrative and
policy decisions of the college are taken by the Trust. The college governing council
ensures the smooth

functioning of the college. The principal, assisted by the
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vice-principal, ensures the efficient functioning of various departments. Heads of
departments and conveners of forums report to the principal. The office superintendent
monitors the functioning of various sections of administration to ensure time-bound
completion of work. There are various committees and forums to share administrative
and academic responsibilities: admission committee, examination committee and sports
committee. There is internal coordination and smooth functioning of various strata of the
administrative hierarchy. The Grievance Redressal Cell addresses and resolves
employees’ grievances, if any most amicably.
This college has established the Internal Quality Assurance Cell in order to ensure
and sustain quality assurance and to be able to match the quality of education provided
with employability and global requirements.
The institution has set its sights on achieving benchmarks and meeting standards
through departmental meetings, lesson planning and work diaries.
The students of this institution contribute to quality assurance through their active
involvement in all curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular programmes. They use
the suggestion boxes when they have something to say about the institution, its facilities
and resources, programmes and procedures.
“Inclusion of all strata of society” is one of this institution’s prime motives.
Hence, several measures have been adopted to ensure that economically weaker,
physically challenged and differently-abled students are made to feel at home. In
admitting students (as well as recruiting staff) this approach is adopted. The Centre for
Women Empowerment, NSS, YRC and various committees and forums, through their
activities and collaborations with social, humanitarian and philanthropic organizations
instil in students the spirit of camaraderie with the rural folk, philanthropy and altruism,
national pride and patriotism, awareness of environmental and global- warming
challenges. (Examples of this thrust: invitation to Smt. Salumarada Thimmakka (wellknown tree-planter) and invitation to Sri Suresh Heblikar, active naturalist and animallover).
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CRITERION – I

CURRICULAR ASPECTS
1.1 CURRICULUM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
1.1.1

State the vision and mission of the institution, and how it is communicated to
the students, teachers, staff and other stakeholders?

Vision
Inclusion of all aspirants to education and expansion across all realms of
the academia
The institution has embarked on a constant endeavour towards meeting the
academic aspirations of society. Conscious of and sensitive to emerging trends and
growing needs of society, newer streams, academic programmes and subject
combinations have been introduced. The institution provides world class infrastructure
for learning, research and application of knowledge.
Mission
To inculcate basic human values, generate the spirit of enquiry, induce
healthy challenges, encourage sustainable accomplishments and ensure
enriching rewards
The institution commits itself to its mission to excel in all its activities in order to
engender an atmosphere of effective learning, but always conscious of its obligation to
combine learning with human values. Every learning experience, the institution is aware,
should generate a spirit of enquiry. Learning must, besides, result in empowerment.
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Goal
To emerge as a premier world-class academic citadel, rooted in the
immemorial heritage of our nation and poised to meet the challenges of
the future.
The more proximate objective of the institution is to burgeon as an academic
establishment, consciously asserting our cultural heritage, but open to and receptive to
global changes and challenges.
Core Values
Peace… Harmony… Happiness… Prosperity for all.
Nobility… Righteousness… Excellence and Professionalism in all
undertakings
These core values are universal, every human being aspires for them. The
institution has set its sights firmly on inculcating them in staff and students and inspiring
them to strive for these values.
Vision, Mission, Goal and Core Values are communicated to the students, teachers,
staff and other stakeholders through the following methods:
ß

Hundreds of students have passed out of the portals of this institution: the
outgoing students carry the vision and mission of the institution into the world
outside, disseminating to new aspirants and entrants both by word of mouth and
by example.

ß

Our vision and mission are spread among students through a leaflet, copies of
which are provided to them free of cost. Though the folder is designed to record
their class time table, the college mission and vision are prominently printed on it
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reminding them constantly. Also, the vision and mission statements are read in the
classrooms every day in order to familiarize students with them, so that they
should imbibe them.
ß

The college prospectus, which gives a bird’s eye view of the courses and facilities
available here, is also an embodiment of our vision and mission. A copy of the
prospectus is provided to every aspirant at admission time, thus disseminating the
college philosophy to students and aspirants.

ß

The college website has a detailed presentation of its vision and mission, easily
accessible to students.

ß

SET publications – newsletters, brochures, bulletins – spread the message of the
institution’s vision and mission to our students and parents.

ß

Sign boards, displays and hoardings are exhibited from time to time, especially
around the admission time to showcase the vision and mission of the college.

ß

Vision and mission statements are prominently displayed in the campus and
college premises in order that teachers and students are constantly aware of them.

ß

Efforts are made to evangelize about the virtues of the vision and mission to the
newly admitted students on the occasion of their induction into the college.

ß

Students are provided orientation soon after their admission to the college, and in
this orientation programme, the principal and the guests dwell upon the relevance
of the college vision and mission of the college.

ß

The general public is aware of the college vision and mission through the college
website, prospectus and students.
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1.1.2.

How does the mission statement reflect the institution’s distinctive
characteristics in terms of addressing the needs of the society, the students it
seeks to serve, institution’s traditions and value orientation?
The mission statement of the Institution instills in the students the motivation to

fulfill their ambitions of career development and advancement by moulding their
character. In this regard, our mission statement reflects the distinctive characteristics of
fulfilling the personal aspirations of students by offering quality education to rural as
well as urban students at affordable cost. Wide options in languages are offered in order
to bridge regional imbalances. Innovative and interdisciplinary programmes and
workshops under the auspices of Business Laboratory, Science, Humanities, Commerce
& Management. Life Skills and Language Forums showcase our commitment to
excellence.
Industrial visits, projects, management fests and workshops supplement the
curriculum to achieve academic excellence.
Career advancement programmes in the form of add-on courses like Tally, U.S
Taxation & Soft Skills, Personality Development & Communication Skills and certificate
courses in Biotechnology & Electronics give value addition to the degree course and
enable students to become resourceful and employable.
There are various committees formed for the smooth functioning of the institution: We
have an Alumni Association, which taps the rich resources of old students for the
development of the institution.
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The institution, in association with ECO-WATCH, Centre for Environment &
Sustainable Development, Bangalore and Karnataka State Pollution Control Board, is
working as Nodal Centre for “Green Karnataka Project”.
Centre for Women Empowerment (CFWE) aims at gender sensitization and women’s
empowerment.
The well-equipped Physical Education Department of the college has, in addition
to the multi-gym facility, provision for playing indoor and outdoor games.
The Wellness Centre, which is headed by a qualified medical officer, caters to the health
needs of students and staff.
1.1.3. Are the academic programmes in line with institution’s goals and objectives?
If yes, give details on how the curricula developed / adopted, address the
needs of the society and have relevance to the regional / national and global
trends and developmental needs? (access to the Disadvantaged, Equity, Self
development,

Community

and

National Development,

Ecology

and

environment, Value orientation, Employment, ICT introduction, Global and
National demands and so on)
The institution aims to roll-out self-confident, value–empowered, multi-skilled
individuals into the society, which is undergoing ever-changing global trends, by offering
them quality education at affordable cost. The institution offers the following courses and
academic facilities:
Undergraduate

:

B.A, B.Com, B.B.M., B.C.A., and B.Sc

Post-graduate

:

M.B.A.

Add-on Courses

:

Tally, U.S. Taxation and Soft Skills, Recombinant DNA
Technology, PCB Manufacturing technique–by Ampere
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Technologies, VHDL Designing Programme and PSpice
Design and Analysis by CADD Centre, Basics of
Computers and Spoken English,
Research Centre

: Research Club, Centre for Global Excellence, Research tie-up
with Rayalseema University, A.P.

Overseas Education : Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Grimsby
Institute of Further and Higher Education, United Kingdom
and

University

of

Central

Oklahoma,

U.S.A

and

Northeastern State University, Tahlequah, Oklahoma,
USA.
The syllabi for the courses offered by this institution are designed by the various
academic bodies of Bangalore University to which the college is affiliated. The
institution follows the syllabi in design and structure.
Students take up various extension activities throughout the year. National
Service Scheme (NSS) and Youth Red Cross (YRC) units organize First Aid training,
Health awareness, lectures on common diseases, blood donation camps, community
camps, rural development camps, environmental awareness camps, visits to schools for
the visually challenged, orphanages and homes for the aged in order to instil in our
students a sense of service and philanthropy. Such extension activities expose the
students to the challenges faced by the differently-abled and the disadvantaged sections
of society.
Courses in Computer Fundamentals, Indian Constitution and Environmental
Science have been introduced as compulsory papers at the undergraduate level, thereby
bridging the existing value-addition gap in the curricula.
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1.1.4

How does the curriculum cater to inclusion / integration of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) in the curriculum, for equipping the
students to compete in the global employment markets?
The curriculum as designed and developed by Bangalore University enables this

institution to introduce Information and Communication Technology (ICT) learning in all
the courses. The college has ICT enabled facilities in the computer laboratories and
business laboratory. In addition to this, Internet facility (Wi-fi) is provided in the M.B.A.
block and Library in order to equip the students with the latest trends in the global
employment market.
- Bangalore University has introduced a compulsory paper in Computer
Fundamentals for every undergraduate course.
- Management Information System (MIS) is included in the syllabi for BBM and
MBA courses.
- Computer application in Business (CAB) for BBM and B.Com course
1.1.5

Specify the initiatives and contributions of the institution in the curriculum
design and development process. (Need assessment, development of
information database, feedback from faculty, students, alumni, employees
and academic peers, and communicating the information and feedback for
appropriate inclusion and decisions in statutory academic bodies,
Membership of BOS and by sending agenda items etc.)
The syllabi for various courses are framed by the respective academic bodies

concerned of Bangalore University. It is incumbent on affiliated colleges to follow the
prescribed syllabi. The role of academic faculty in the framing of syllabi encompasses the
following areas:
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-

Some senior, experienced teaching faculty members have been on the Board of
Studies (BoS), and in that capacity have influenced the framing of syllabi for
various subjects.

-

Dr. M. Prakash, being one of the senior-most teachers of Commerce &
Management, has served in various capacities as member of Senate, Syndicate,
Board of Studies and Academic Council, thus proactively influencing the framing
of syllabi and prescription of texts / topics. Being a senior academician and
administrator, he is constantly being consulted, informally as well as officially,
while framing undergraduate and post-graduate syllabi, and interviewed by the
print and electronic media. The opinions expressed by him, which receive wide
publicity, influence the framing of syllabi.

-

Teachers of Commerce, Economics, Kannada and English have their forums at
the University level. They meet periodically to discuss and evaluate their
respective syllabi in the presence of the University authorities. The deliberations,
decisions and discussions of these associations have a bearing on syllabi
formation.

-

Mr.Vinaya Gowda, Lecturer in Microbiology, is currently Member, Board of
Studies in Microbiology, Bangalore University.

-

Ms. Geetha DC and Mr. Chalapathy were members of textbook committee for
editing the Kannada text book Sahithya Samvada prescribed for BBM I & II
semester.

-

When our teachers meet for the evaluation of answer scripts at centralized
evaluation venues, syllabi are discussed and debated informally and in groups.
They function as pressure groups and influence the formation and revision of
syllabi.
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1.2 ACADEMIC FLEXIBILITY
1.2.1

What are the range of programme options available to learners in terms
Degrees, Certificates and Diplomas?
The range of programme options available to the learners in this college are:

Undergraduate Programmes:
i. B.A. (History, Economics, Political Science / Kannada)
ii. B.Com
iii. B.B.M.
iv. B.C.A
v. B.Sc (Biotechnology, Biochemistry and Genetics )
vi. B.Sc (Chemistry, Zoology and Microbiology)
vii. B.Sc (Electronics, Mathematics and Computer Science)
viii. B.Sc (Statistics, Mathematics and Computer Science)
Postgraduate Programme: M.B.A.
Add-on courses / Certificate Courses:
i. Tally
ii. U. S. Taxation and Soft Skills
iii. Recombinant DNA Technology
iv. PCB Manufacturing technique – by Ampere Technologies.
v. VHDL Designing Programme.
vi. PSpice Design and Analysis by CADD Centre.
vii. Basics of Computer
viii. Spoken English
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1.2.2.

Give details on the following provisions with reference to academic
flexibility, value addition and course enrichment: a) Core options b) Elective
options c) Add on courses d) Interdisciplinary courses. E) Flexibility to the
students to move from one discipline to another f) flexibility to pursue the
programme with reference to the time frame (Flexible time for completion).

a. Core Options: Students can exercise their discretion to select their core
options. Within a stipulated time after admissions, if any student so desires can
change his/her core options, wherever it is possible and with the consent of parents
(Refer to 1.2.1).
b. Elective Options: In accordance with the University guidelines and regulations,
choice-based elective options are offered to final year students of different streams
(Refer to 1.2.1)
c. Add-on Courses: The academic resource group of the college is entrusted with the
task of providing add-on courses outside college hours. Conducted outside the regular
class hours, these courses are designed to empower students to take up the everwidening career options after they complete their degree courses (Refer to 1.2.1).
Course Enrichment: Courses are enriched through a variety of ways. They are
·

Home assignments given at regular intervals.

·

Project work for B.B.M., B.C.A and other courses

·

Computer Laboratory facility

·

Business Laboratory Facility

·

Management Fests

·

Industrial Visits

·

Guest lectures

·

Extension activities

d. Interdisciplinary Courses: Streams of an interdisciplinary nature are part of all
courses. B.A., B.Sc., B.Com., B.B.M., B.C.A and MBA. Students of these courses
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have to study Indian Constitution and Computer Fundamentals, while non-science
students have to study Environmental Science in addition to Indian Constitution and
Computer Fundamentals.
e. Flexibility to Students to move from one Discipline to another: Given the
constraints of time and availability of seats in various courses, students enjoy a
certain degree of flexibility to move from one course to another. Students who join
B.Sc course can, at a later date, join a professional course, like medicine or
engineering. B.A / B.Sc / B.Com / B.B.M / B.C.A students can opt for another course,
subject to their eligibility and before the last date prescribed for change by BU.
f. Flexibility to pursue the Programme with reference to the Time Frame: Given
the fact that terms, vacations and the number of working days and teaching days are
stipulated by the University, the College is able to pursue the programme within the
timeframe stipulated. However, wherever necessary remedial classes, tutorials, and
bridge courses are conducted.
1.2.3. Give details of the programmes and other facilities available for international
students (if any)
The institution welcomes and is open to students from all over the world. At
present, there are students from Nepal, Bhutan and Sudan studying in the institution. The
institution provides programmes and facilities for international students. International
students’ academic career is facilitated through extra coaching in English Language. In
lieu of the first language Kannada / Hindi / Sanskrit, an additional course in English is
available to them.
The institution has a hostel for girls, where international students are
accommodated. At present, the hostel can accommodate about 36 students. It will be
extended / enlarged in the days to come depending upon the need. The hostel is
supervised by a lady warden.
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1.2.4. Does

the

institution

offer

any

self–financed

programmes

in

the

institution? If yes, list them and indicate how they differ from other
programmes, with reference to admission, curriculum, fee structure,
teacher qualification and salary etc.
Being an unaided institution, all our programmes are self-financed. The college
offers add-on courses to undergraduate students and certificates are awarded. Admission
to the courses is offered on first-come-first-served basis.
Fee Structure for Self-financed and Add-on Courses
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name of Course
B.A
B.Com
BBM
BCA
B.Sc (EMC/SMC/CZM)
B.Sc (BBG)
MBA (KMAT)
MBA (PGCET)
PCB Manufacturing
technique – by
Ampere
Technologies

Admission
Eligibility
PU / XII
PU / XII
PU / XII
PU / XII
PU / XII
PU / XII
Any degree
Any degree
B.Sc
Electronics

8

VHDL Designing
Programme

B.Sc
Electronics

9

PSpice Design and
Analysis by CADD
Centre

B.Sc
Electronics

10

Recombinant DNA
Technology

B.Sc BBG

11

Tally

Any student
of UG

12

US Taxation and Soft
Skills

Any student
of UG

13

Spoken English

Any student
of UG

14

Basics of Computer

Any student
of UG

Curriculum

Fee

As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
Prepared by
teacher
concerned

26, 190
44,430
80,280
79,470
63,060
75,060
3,50,000
2,25,000

Prepared by
teacher
concerned
Prepared by
teacher
concerned
Prepared by
teacher
concerned
Prepared by
teacher
concerned
Prepared by
teacher
concerned
Prepared by
teacher
concerned
Prepared by
teacher
concerned

1,500

Teacher
Qualification
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per BU
As per AICTE
As per AICTE
Competent,
suitable
and
willing teacher

Competent,
1,500 suitable
and
willing teacher
Competent,
4,000 suitable
and
willing teacher
Competent,
4,000 suitable
and
willing teacher
Competent,
1,750 suitable
and
willing teacher
Competent,
4,000 suitable
and
willing teacher
Competent,
500 suitable
and
willing teacher
Competent,
Free of
suitable
and
Cost
willing teacher
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1.3 FEEDBACK ON CURRICULAM
1.3.1 How does the college obtain feedback on curriculum from?
a) Students?
b) Alumni?
c) Parents?
d) Employers / industries?
e) Academic peers?
f) Community?
The college follows the practice of collecting feedback on curriculum from the
stakeholders.
a. Students: The institution has a formal way of eliciting feedback on curriculum
through questionnaire and feedback form.
b. Alumni: Information and feedback are gathered during alumni meets in order to
assess the expectations of employers, considering the necessary changes in global
scenario.
c. Parents: Opinion surveys are undertaken in course of parent-teacher meetings,
their feedback is collected to assess their level of satisfaction about course content.
d. Employers: Feedback is collected from employers during job fairs and campus
recruitment. It shows that minor curriculum changes are called for in order to meet
the challenges in the days to come. However, greater impetus is called for in order
to improve life skills. Corresponding changes in syllabi are required. Feedback is
collected from employers during job fairs and campus recruitment.
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e. Academic Peers: The heads of departments conduct departmental meetings
wherein they discuss the relevance of the curriculum and necessary changes to be
brought about and the same is communicated to the University during Board of
Studies meetings.
f. Community: From the larger community, the institution elicits views and feedback
through interactions and meetings with principal and members of faculty.
1.3.2 How is the above feedback analyzed and the outcome / suggestions used for
continuous improvements, and communicated to the affiliating university for
appropriate inclusion?
The feedback collected and collated from the stakeholders is analysed and
suggestions are brought to the notice of Board of Studies of the University through senior
teacher for incorporating necessary changes.

1.4 CURRICULUM UPDATE
1.4.1. What is the frequency and the basis for syllabus revision and what are the
major revisions made during the last two years?
The college, being affiliated to Bangalore University, syllabi for various subjects,
classes and courses are revised once in five years. The semester system was introduced in
the year 2004-05 which resulted in a thorough revision of all syllabi. The question paper
pattern too underwent a thorough revamp. Internal assessment marks were brought in for
each paper. For all courses, value-addition and inter-disciplinary courses, like
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Environmental Studies, Indian Constitution and Computer Fundamentals were
introduced, thereby enriching the syllabi qualitatively.
1.4.2. How does the institution ensure that the curriculum bears a thrust on core
values adopted by NAAC?
The institution ensures that participatory and student-centric methods, as
recommended by NAAC, are followed in the implementation of curriculum. The students
are prepared in such a way as to ensure quality, capacity and competency-building. The
subject “Indian Constitution” which is prescribed for all undergraduate classes enlightens
students about social justice, equity and access to Fundamental Rights. The study of
Indian Constitution fosters confidence among students for nation building.
Contribution to National Development: The institution ensures that the curriculum
contributes to the national development by enhancing the employment potential of
students.
Fostering Global Competitiveness: The syllabi of various classes combine value-added
education, ICT skills, personality skills and interdisciplinary skills which are the
prerequisites of the global market.
Inculcation of Value System: Extension activities like NSS, YRC and Eco-club evoke
compassion and empathy towards the environment in general and social, economically
and physically challenged students in particular. Wellness club, blood donation camps,
visits to orphanages and homes for mentally retarded help students to inculcate social
values.
Use of Technology and Quest for Excellence: The College has computer lab facilities
for undergraduate and post-graduate courses. In addition to these facilities, OHP, LCD’s
and Internet facilities are available to facilitate the faculty and students to keep abreast of
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their knowledge in their respective fields. The college library offers digital facility and a
number of CDs are made available relating to different subjects.
1.4.3. Does the institution use the guidelines of statutory bodies (UGC/AICTE/State
Councils of Higher Education and other bodies) for developing and / or
restructuring the curricula?
Yes. The college comes under the umbrella of Bangalore University, which
follows the guidelines of the University Grants Commission (UGC), All India
Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Knowledge Commission and the InterUniversity Board (IUB) of Karnataka for curriculum development and
restructuring.
1.4.4. How are the existing courses modified to meet the emerging / changing
national and global trends?
The Bangalore University modifies the existing courses to meet the
emerging/changing national and global trends as and when need arises. In addition to
curriculum enrichment programmes given by Bangalore University, the college has
devised value addition courses, such as Tally, U.S. Taxation and Soft skills, etc., to
empower the youth to meet the emerging national and global trends.
1.5 BEST PRACTICES IN CURRICULAR ASPECTS
1.5.1

What are the quality sustenance and quality enhancement measures
undertaken by the institution during the last five years in curricular aspects?
The institution has initiated several quality sustenance and quality enhancement

measures in the area of curricular development. They include:
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ß

Change from the annual to the semester scheme, in consonance with the
recent trends in higher education in the country and abroad.

ß

Establishment of Business Lab exclusively for Commerce and management
related courses.

ß

New combinations are offered in keeping pace with recent global scenario–
B.Sc (Biotechnology, Biochemistry and Genetics) was introduced.

ß

On-going faculty development programmes and proactive encouragement and
support to staff for in-service training and updation in their respective subject
areas.

ß

A workshop is conducted for BBM students prior to their taking up of project
work every year. The workshop initiates students into research methodology,
report-writing and presentation.

ß

As and when we receive invitation to participate in syllabus revision, the
institution identifies and deputes senior teachers in respective subjects to
participate in syllabus revision.

ß

The senior teachers participate in the syllabus review process with
stakeholders’ suggestions and present them before the syllabus review
committee.

ß

The respective teachers scrutinize the syllabus for overlapping, missing
modules, wrong sequence, etc., if any, and remedy these lacunae by teaching
beyond the syllabi.
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1.5.2

What best practices in ‘Curricular Aspects’ have been planned /
implemented by the institution?

ß

This institution has alliance with APTECH, which is a major IT education
institution which has already trained 4.5 million IT practitioners across the globe.

ß

Our institution has liaison with Tally Academy to train our students in Tally
Accounting System.

ß

The institution, in collaboration with Professional Advancement and Training
(PAT), offers a certificate course in Business Process Management (BPM). The
course aims to familiarize students with cultures, manners and ways of life across
the globe, interpersonal behavior, communication & presentation skills, client
management, business development, negotiation and persuasion skills and
“people skills”.

ß

Other certificate courses offered by this institution include Web designing,
Advanced M.S. Office, XP 2007, U.S. Taxation & Soft skills and special value
addition courses for personality development, English Language Learning,
computer programmes & life skills programmes.

ß

In order to relate and supplement curriculum content, industrial study tours are
organized for students in order to provide them with exposure to corporate
environment and practical training; while science students go on frequent visits to
reputed research / scientific institutions, such as BioCon, Indian Institute of
Science (IISc), Central Power Research Institute etc., while arts students are taken
on visits to centres of culture, history and heritage.

ß

Whenever it is felt that a module or a part thereof needs specialized/ intensive
teaching, guest lectures and seminars are arranged for various streams of students
in their respective subjects.
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CRITERION – II

TEACHING – LEARNING AND EVALUATION
2.1 ADMISSION PROCESS AND STUDENT PROFILE
2.1.1

How does the institution ensure wide Publicity to the admission process?
Seshadripuram First Grade College (SFGC) is one of the 24 educational

institutions set up by Seshadripuram Educational Trust (SET). This being a public
charitable trust was established in the year 1980 by the Seshadripuram Educational
Association. It was registered in the year 1944. The Seshadripuram Group of Institutions
was founded originally in 1930 by two lady educational enthusiasts of Seshadripuram,
viz. Smt. Anandamma and Smt. Seethamma who started a primary school with about 20
children in a two Mangalore tiled rooms in the present main Campus of Seshadripuram.
SET is well-known by its name throughout South India and the Trust is constantly
striving towards meeting the social needs by inclusion and expansion of newer streams of
education in its institutions and provides world-class infrastructure for learning, research
and application of knowledge.
SFGC was set up in 1992 and has grown from strength to strength. Today the total
student strength is 2879. The institution has 119 employees including supporting and
part time staff. The growth is because of the reputation among the stakeholders of the
society and their positive word-of-mouth appreciation. Apart from the word-of-mouth
(WoM), SFGC gives wide publicity (about the admission process) through the following
channels of communication:
a. Prospectus: In the beginning of each academic year, the college brings out the
revised (separate prospectus for UG and PG) prospectus. The prospectus opens with
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the values, vision, mission and objectives of the college. It provides the
stakeholders with detailed information on the courses offered in various streams,
scheme of examination, faculty profile, placement details, state-of-the-art
infrastructure facilities that SFGC has.

It also covers details of Centers of

Excellence and value added programs; the curricular, co-curricular and
extracurricular activities are also detailed.
b. Institutional Website: In addition to the prospectus, SFGC has separate web-sites
for UG and PG, www.sfgc.ac.in and www.simsblr.ac.in respectively. SFGC website provides details of the courses offered, academic programs, intellectual
infrastructure, the admission process and the information regarding recognition
given by various statutory bodies for various courses offered by SFGC. On the
other hand, PG Department of Management, has made available

curriculum,

academic calendar, admission details, growth performance. organization structure,
students’ excellence, extracurricular activities, alumni association, resources, and
placements to the students.
c. Advertisements: Wide publicity about admissions is given by releasing ads in local
and national newspapers and periodicals.
d. Any other: Ex-students of the college, parents, citizens living around the college,
sister institutions of SFGC are the broad ambassadors of the college. They speak
highly about the quality of education given to the students.
At the time of admissions, banners are displayed at vantage points both in front of
the college and on busy roads.
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The Principal of the college is the General Secretary of the Private Management
Colleges Association. He has developed a wide network of contacts and helped gain
prominence to the SFGC both in Karnataka and beyond.
2.1.2

How are the students selected for admission to the following courses? Give
the cut off percentage for admission at the entry level.
SFGC is offering both general and professional courses. Admissions to all UG

courses are direct. The college strictly adheres to the rules and regulations of Bangalore
University and accordingly makes admissions for the UG courses.
a. General: Admission to undergraduate courses are made on first-cum-first-served
basis, merit being given due recognition. In response to press notifications, college
starts receiving applications from aspirants. After the last date, each department
prepares a list of applicants – lists being prepared on merit basis. Separate lists are
prepared containing the names of reserved category students.
At the time of admission, applicants are interviewed by a committee and admissions
are made. The admission process is transparent and is spread over nearly 20 days.
SFGC claims the credit of being probably the only college in Bangalore that
charges nominal fees.
b. Professional courses: The admission process for MBA is completely different.
With regard to MBA course, Bangalore University fills 50 per cent of the intake.
Aspiring students have to attend Postgraduate Common Entrance Test (PGCET)
conducted by a State University and those qualified need to attend counseling to opt
for a college from a given list of affiliated colleges. Management of the Institution
has the freedom to fill the remaining 50 per cent of the seats under “Management
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Quota”. Here also, admissions are made on first-cum-first-served basis, keeping
merit as the deciding criterion. An applicant should have take the admission test
recognized by the AICTE.
c. Vocational courses: No vocational courses are offered in SFGC.
2.1.3. How does the institution ensure the transparency in the admission process?
The institution

has

well-established

admission

system,

which

ensures

transparency. In general, admission system in SFGC ensures transparency by the
following:
a. Institution provides prospectus along with the application. The prospectus
disseminates all the relevant information in the admission process. Prospective
students, parents, and guardians who want to know more information than what
they get from prospectus, web-site and advertisement, are always welcome to
meet the Principal, Director, Head of the Department, faculty members, or the
office staff who are available during the admission time for any clarification. In
addition, the Institution arranges to set up help-desks in the premises for
providing information about the courses offered.
b. Details of fee structure and criteria for the admission are displayed on the notice
board.
c. The college being affiliated to the Bangalore University, admissions for all the
courses - UG and PG - are done respecting the rules, and guidelines given by the
University.
d. Entrance test eligibility is taken into consideration for MBA admissions.
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e. After the personal interview, admission is confirmed. Once the admission is
confirmed, the students are asked to submit their original marks cards, degree
certificates and any other supporting documents, like caste certificate, sports
certificates, merit certificates etc. and also instructed to pay the fee.
2.1.4

How do you promote access to ensure equity?
Equity is ensured by adopting and adhering to the guidelines and norms of

Bangalore University. These guidelines promote equity. Moreover it is the policy of the
college management to help the youth hailing from disadvantaged sections to integrate
into the mainstream of the society. This apart, the Institution also follows certain
measures for the following community:
a. Students from Disadvantaged Community: The institution has the policy of
giving admission to all those belonging to disadvantaged community respecting
the eligibility criteria. Not only does the college gives admission but also grants
fee concessions. It also helps disadvantaged students in getting scholarships from
appropriate authorities.
b. Women: SFGC is a co-education institution. There is no gender bias. Girls prefer
SFGC because of the serene and hassle-free environment. It is the policy of the
management to encourage girls to pursue education. At any given time and in any
course, girls outnumber boys in SFGC.
c. Differently-abled: As per the government policy, five percent of the seats are
reserved for differently-abled youth. Those students who have any marked
physical disability are given preference for admission and they are given fee
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concession and two additional library cards. They are provided with lift and ramp
facility.
d. Economically Weaker Sections: Preference is given to students who come from
the economically weaker sections for admission to the course they have applied
and they are also given fee concession. They are given two additional library
cards, which help them study without buying books. The institution gives
opportunity to economically weaker students to pay fee in installments, and also
gives partial or full fee concession. Apart from this, teaching and non-teaching
staff help the deserving students by subsidizing books, a part of tuition fee and
examination fee.
e. Sports: The students who excel in sports are given preference in admission and
are encouraged in their areas of interest. They are given fee concession too if
necessary. The institution helps students in the academic career by giving
additional coaching, two additional library cards, and flexibility in attendance.
The Management encourages these students to participate in state and national
level events by sponsoring such participations.
f. Any other: The College is surrounded by Air Force Training Centre, Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF) and Border Security Force (BSF). We give
preference for the children of Air force, CRPF, BSF, war widows and freedom
fighters. Students with National Cadet Corps (NCC) and National Service Scheme
(NSS) backgrounds are also given preference in admission. Also, preference is
given to rural students since the college is located in the outskirts of the city.
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One can see diversity in the campus as students from different parts of the
country, and different states of society rubbing shoulders with each other. Diversity is
helping us as much as it promotes innovation and academic vibrancy in the campus.

2.2 CATERING TO DIVERSE NEEDS
2.2.1

Is there a provision for assessing the student’s knowledge and skills before
the commencement of the programme? If yes, give details on strategies of the
institution to bridge the knowledge gap of the incoming students for enabling
them to cope with programme to which they are enrolled.
Yes, there is a provision for assessing the students’ knowledge and skills before

commencement of the programme. The institution has strategies to bridge the knowledge
gap and it also helps the student in coping with the course in which they have enrolled.
However, the different departments at SFGC formulate and implement different methods
to assess the students’ intellectual abilities and skills, and accordingly use suitable
strategies to bridge the gap identified. The details are as follows:
a. The Commerce & Management Department which coordinates B.Com and BBM
courses assess students’ knowledge and skill gap on the basis of information
(hobbies, interest skill, background etc.) given by the students at the time of
induction. The department distributes Orientation Forms to all the new joinees,
which are filled up by them and are collected back. These filled-in forms provide
all the details including skill gaps. Department then conducts one day orientation
programme to bridge the gap among the students.
b.

All other departments also have the practice of assessing students’ knowledge
and skill before commencement of the academic session. Knowledge and skill gap
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is identified by distribution and collection of questionnaire prepared for the
purpose. The questionnaire mainly helps in knowing students’ strengths and
weaknesses. After identifying the gap in knowledge and skills, students are
divided into different groups based on the responses given in the questionnaire,
and then knowledge and skills are imparted accordingly. Programs like bridge
courses, and training in improving communication skills and career counseling
help immensely.
c. The Department of Management Studies (MBA) offers a bridge course for all the
students before commencement of the regular session. The Department organises
an orientation programme for one week with the aim of enabling the students to
cope with the programme to which they have enrolled.
During the seven day orientation programme, there are sessions on accounting,
Mathematics and Statistics, Computers, personality development, soft skills, change
management and guest lectures from eminent personalities from industry. Guest lectures
help students in knowing the various opportunities in industries, the employability skills
that are expected in students by the industry, and also help them prepare for achieving
their vision.
2.2.2

How does the institution identify slow and advanced learners? Give details
on strategies adopted for facilitating slow and advanced learners.
Faculty members are primarily responsible in identifying slow and advanced

learners in their respective subjects. Teachers are able to get the pulse of students’
learning capacity in the introductory classes through interacting and questioning in their
respective subjects.
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The process of identifying slow and advanced learners starts through participative
methods in class and performance of students in periodical tests and assignments. Bridge
programmes, remedial classes and tutorials are conducted for slow learners but it
normally takes 10 to 15 days after commencement of the regular classes. Apart from
interaction and questioning, faculty members read students’ performance through
attendance, assignments submission and performance in the first sessional examinations.
The Department of Management Studies (MBA) uses other methods like group
discussion, presentation, case study, role model, management games, and interaction with
guest lectures.
Departments do not stop with just identifying slow and advanced learners. They
formulate strategies to improve the performance of slow learners by providing special
classes (after regular classes), giving additional assignments, conducting re-tests and
spoken English classes.
All the departments in the college (except MBA) conduct tutorial classes for slow
learners on the topics that are difficult and require additional coaching.
All the departments in SFGC guide students to refer to old examination question
papers and prepare answers for important questions. Sometimes faculty members provide
handout/ notes to slow learners. Apart from the subject-related support, faculty members
help slow learners by counseling students’ on a one-to-one basis after class hours and
infuse confidence in them.
On the other hand, advanced learners are encouraged to learn beyond the
University curriculum, by providing additional reading material, sources of knowledge,
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encouraging them to read journals and browsing Internet. They are encouraged to read
textbooks authored by different authors.
Advanced learners are also encouraged to participate in intercollegiate events and
national events (seminars, debate, quiz, paper presentation, etc.,) organized by the various
colleges around the country. Students are sponsored to attend and present papers in
seminars and conferences; and to attend workshops in their interest area. In this manner,
students’ exposure to the academic environment outside college is facilitated.
Apart from these, advanced learners are given the opportunity of organizing quiz
for their classmates and act as Master of the Ceremony (MC) for the programmes
organized by the Institution. They are advised and encouraged to enroll themselves for
add-on courses, which will help them in preparing for the industry requirement and also
motivate them to go for higher education.
All departments encourage advanced learners to aim at securing ranks in
university examinations. Special attention in this direction is offered by asking them to
answer as many previous years question papers as possible. They are asked to prepare
notes referring to books in the library. “Best Student Award” is given for a student who
secures highest marks in each course.
SFGC has a policy of encouraging special achievements in academic, cultural and
other activities like sports, NSS. Scrolls, medals, and prizes are given to achievers.
However, irrespective of the students ability to learn, all the Departments in the
college encourage students to realise their innate talents and exhibit the same through
submitting their original writings, articles, short-stories, and any drawings to the
respective newsletters.
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2.2.3.

Does the institution have a provision for tutorials for the students? If yes,
give details.
Yes, the institution has the provision for tutorials for students. All the

Departments at SFGC provide tutorials for slow learners after class hours. Apart from
this, students are given guidance for better performance when they underperform in
sessional examinations or practical classes. The same is true of all those students who
have not succeeded in the university examinations. Apart from this, faculty members
voluntarily help any student who misses classes due to sports, inter collegiate events /
attending seminars / conferences / workshops, and who fall sick.
2.2.4

Is there a provision for mentoring of students or any similar process? If yes,
give details.
Yes, there is a mentoring system in vogue in the institution. A committee is

formed to ensure the implementation of mentorship procedure in all departments
meticulously. The Heads of Departments are advised to select a convener who coordinates with the person in charge of mentorship. Subsequently guidelines are given to
these conveners to appoint class-wise coordinators to ensure the practice of norms and
guidelines mentioned.
Each faculty member is a mentor for a group of 40 students. One and half hour is
allotted every month for mentoring. The faculty mentor is expected to interact with the
students to find out their academic performance, and to counsel them for any emotional
imbalances and hurdles faced. Career guidance is offered. The record of mentoring is
submitted to the Principal at the end of each semester.
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2.2.5

How does the institution cater to the needs of differently – abled students?
As stated earlier, differently-abled students are given preference at the time of

admission. Life is made enjoyable for them in the campus. They have a ramp, lift, and a
separate room to relax. Extra time is given to them to answer during examinations.
Faculty members and classmates are friendly with such students (Refer 2.1.4).

2.3 TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS
2.3.1

How does the institution plan and organize the teaching-learning and
evaluation schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan and evaluation blue
print etc.)

a. Academic Calendar: As stated earlier, the Institution is affiliated to Bangalore
University. The Institution diligently follows the University’s calendar of events as
regards the commencement of the classes, the number of classes assigned for each
subject, conducting internal tests, sending project reports (wherever applicable), the
last working day, and announcement of study holidays and conducting examinations.
Based on the University calendar of events all the Undergraduate departments and PG
department prepare Academic Calendars of Events at the beginning of each academic
year, which coincide with the College Calendar of Events. The same is submitted to
the Principal well before the commencement of the academic year for approval. The
calendar of events include such other details as Orientation day, discipline week,
ethnic day, annual day, industry visits, guest lectures, seminars, conferences,
workshops, alumni meet and sports activities.
b. Teaching Plan: Preparation of teaching plan starts after the allotment of subjects to
the faculty members in each department. Well before to the commencement of a
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semester, meetings of faculties are convened and allotment of subject is finalized.
Allotment of subject is done based on the competencies of the faculty members
Every teacher prepares lesson plans that include PPTs, case studies,
assignments, and source material. The lesson plan also includes commencement date,
closing date, number of hours for theory, number of lessons for each module and the
total hours required for the entire semester.
It also includes the expected syllabus to be covered in each session, specific
case studies to be discussed in each module (if any), the nature of assignments to be
given to students, sessions in which guest lectures are to be organized and the topic
for the guest lecture, the methodology and teaching aids going to be used for a
particular session. In addition, every teacher maintains a work-diary in which the
work done in each session / class is entered. At the end of every month, lesson plan is
monitored by the Head of the Department with the help of evaluation report.
Evaluation report helps HODs to find out the deviations, if any, in the number of
hours planned and actual number of hours engaged. Monitoring the lesson plan and
maintaining work-diary help the teacher to know the portion completed and the
portion yet to be completed. This further helps in planning for completion of syllabus
within the stipulated period. Lesson plans and work-diaries are submitted to the
Principal by the end of semester.
As stated earlier, almost all the departments assess the knowledge and skill
components before commencing the regular classes. Not only do they assess
knowledge and skill in the beginning of the regular classes but also do the same for
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each subject wherever applicable. In such cases teaching sessions are planned for the
former and the activities are planned for the latter.
Classes for each semester are held as per the timetable prepared by the Head of the
Department which includes the teaching sessions for the prescribed subject as per the
University norms.
c. Evaluation Blueprint: During the orientation programme and initial days of the
semester, students are given a clear understanding of the evaluation of their
performance and division of marks in calculating the internal assessment based on
their attendance, internal assessment tests, assignments, and any other activities
organised in the class. Record of all these are maintained by the respective faculty
members. Internal assessment / sessional examinations are planned as per the
University calendar of events. Dates for external examinations are given in the
academic calendar of events.
Student performance is monitored by the class teacher / mentor of the student.
If the performance is poor then the same is communicated to the parents by
convening a parents’ meeting. Apart from this, if any parent wishes to know about
their ward’s performance, in person or over the phone, it is attended to and remedial
measures are suggested if need be.
At the end of syllabus completion and before the students leave for study
holidays, students are advised to study with seriousness. Further, they are encouraged
to meet the faculty or call them for any doubt clarification during their preparation, as
teachers are always accessible.
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For BBM, BCA, B.Sc (Electronics, and Computer Science, Biotechnology,
Genetics, Zoology, Microbiology) MBA Departments, a project workshop is
organised before sending the students for project work. The workshop gives the
students ideas on selection of topic, preparation of synopsis, preparation of
questionnaire, analysis and interpretation of data, writing findings, summary,
suggestions, and report writing styles.
2.3.2 What are the various teaching-learning methods (lecture method, interactive
method, project based learning, computer-assisted learning, experimental
learning, seminars and others) used by the teachers? Give details.
As stated earlier, faculty members state their method of teaching in their
respective subject lesson Plans. In other words, it is a strategic plan, which highlights the
teaching methodology to be adopted.
Lecture method is one of the primary teaching – learning methods used in all the UG
Departments and Department of Management Studies (MBA). At the same time, various
teaching – learning methods are used by teachers in a need-based manner. The following
are the teaching methods adopted in the college:
(a) Traditional Teaching method (Blackboard/Chalk and talk); (b) Case Study; (c) Role
Plays; (d) Management Games; (e) Presentation (Individual as well as Group); (f) Group
Discussions; (g) Practical teaching in labs; (h) Field visits; (i) Guest lectures; (j)
Workshops; (k) Classroom Interactive method; (l) Project based training; (m) Social
work activities; (n) Industrial visits; (o) Value-addition Programmes; (p) Experimental
Learning; (q) Computer assisted learning; (r) Charts and Models; (s) Interactive method;
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(t) Graph Analytical methods; (u) Map Work; (v) Play Way method and (w) use of
Overhead projectors (OHP) and Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) projector.
The list given above contains teaching methods used in various subjects and in
various departments in the college, but all methods may not be used by all the
departments due to the special nature of the programme.
The following paragraphs provide the teaching methods adopted by each department.
Commerce & Management Department: Apart from lecture method, this Department
uses group discussion, classroom seminar, case study, quizzes, role plays, book reviews,
industrial visits and project work. In doing so it takes the help of OHP and LCD
Projectors.
Language Department: This is one of the first departments in the institution that uses
lecture methods. It also uses interactive method, student presentations (individual and
group) and group discussion.
Mathematics, Statistics, Electronics and Computer Science: These departments adopt
lecture method, interactive method, student seminars, experimental learning, computer
assisted learning, and student presentations (individual and group).
Department of C Z M: The department uses Ball & Stick model in Chemistry. It also
uses charts, models, group discussion after practicals, student seminars in groups,
Industrial visit. It takes the support of OHP and LCD.
Humanities Departments (History, Economics, Political Science): These departments
uses lecture method, interactive method, student seminars, pictography, graph analytical
methods, map work, and play way method.
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Almost all the departments take support of the OHP and LCD whenever
necessary. They also arrange guest lecture to supplement teaching by their faculty in
certain specialized areas of the curricula.
Department of Management Studies (MBA): The Department of Master of Business
Administration uses all the methods given above, except field visits. Faculty members
who are teaching numerical papers use blackboard for solving problems. The theoretical
portions in the numerical paper and purely descriptive papers are taught through lectures,
discussions and interactions using OHP and LCD projectors. Apart from the classroom
teaching, the students are asked to work on live projects on their areas of interest in
which they wish to see themselves in the future. This would also help students bridge the
gap between theory and practice.
Learning is assessed through questioning either at the end of the class or at the
beginning of the next class through recapitulation.
2.3.3

How is learning made student-centric? What are the institutional strategies,
which contribute to acquisition of life skills, knowledge management skills
and life long, learning?
Learning is made student-centric by using experiential learning methods like case

studies, role plays, seminars, presentations, group discussions, live projects, guest
lectures, assignments and arranging industry interaction. Apart form this; submission of
projects is mandatory for the partial fulfillment of BBM, BCA, B.Sc (Electronics, and
Computer Science, Bio-technology, Genetics, Zoology, Microbiology) and MBA courses
of Bangalore University. The same is made student-centric, by helping students select the
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right topic that help students learn research methodology and about company and
industry. This will further help students bridge the gap between theory and practice.
Following are the initiatives taken by the Institution to make learning student-centric:
-

Making students involve in activities of different forums.

-

Developing communication skills, leadership skills, and overall personality by
arranging personality development programmes.

-

Taking the students on industrial visits.

-

Providing opportunity to students to manage the events and develop public
speaking skills.

-

Encouraging and preparing for inter-collegiate competitions.

-

Conducting mock viva and interviews.

-

Providing computer training for Arts students.

-

Making students participate in socially responsible activities like – blood
donation, teaching in government schools, tree plantations and the like.

-

Participation in cultural and sports activities.

-

Organising add-on courses like Printed Circuit Board (PCB) making, Very large
scale integration Hardware Descriptive Language (VHDL), etc.,

-

Organising YRC training programmes.

-

Personal counseling and subject guidance.

-

Providing career guidance, and encouraging students to take up professional
courses like CA., ICWA., ACS, and civil service examinations.

-

Annual sports meet.

-

Team building and negotiation skills.

-

Organizing various competitions, etc.,
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The following are some of the Strategies adopted for ensuring the acquisition of life
skills among students:
The institution organizes life skills programmes by the Life Skills Committee like
personality development, social governance, body facts, learn for life, your rights and
smart corporate. This is done to make students aware of social and health problems which
they may encounter and overcome successfully. Yoga and meditation classes are
arranged by the college. Entrepreneurship and online trading classes for BBM, B.Com
and MBA students are arranged to enhance the subject knowledge on on-line trading. For
experiential learning, students are encouraged to organize and conduct fests and meets.
2.3.4

How does the institution ensure that the students have effective learning
experiences? (Use of modern teaching aids and Jet tools).
SFGC introduced student feedback on faculty in June 2009. Students’ feedback is

one of the main techniques of knowing and ensuring effective learning among students.
In addition, covering the academic curriculum with the use of different teaching
methods and with the help of ICT communication tools, students are also exposed to
quiz, seminar, audio, video clips, video learning, PPTs, interactions and discussions after
watching a film to ensure effective learning experiences.
Commerce & Management and MBA departments publish have their own halfyearly newsletters, encouraging the students to contribute to newsletters. By making the
students part of the editorial board, effective learning among students is ensured. The
institution also encourages students to design brochures for FDP, seminars, workshops,
and management fests that facilitate students’ effective learning and showcases their
acumen and ingenuity, innovation and creativity.
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In addition, students are encouraged to conduct particular curricular, co-curricular
and extracurricular activities under the able guidance and supervision of identified faculty
members. Their learning experiences are realized through their leadership in organising
Fests and Seminars and Conferences.
2.3.5 How do the students and faculty keep pace with the recent developments in
the various subjects?
Students and faculty at SFGC keep pace with recent developments in their
respective subjects by the latest books, research journals (including e-journals),
magazines, daily newspapers and also accessing the Internet. Apart from these, faculty
and students are encouraged to attend and /or present papers in seminars, conferences,
and workshops, at the national and international levels in their area of interest. A good
number of science faculty visits Indian Institute of Science (IISc), NCBS, JNCASR,
regularly. Management faculty visit Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore (IIMB),
and British Council Library for references. A few faculty members are members of
professional bodies of their respective areas of specialization.
Students and faculty at the MBA department keep pace with the recent
developments by regularly reading business newspapers - Business Line, Economic
Times, Financial Express, DNA, and Mint and Journals on Management. This habitual
reading on all the functional aspects of management helps the Business Management
students keep themselves abreast of recent developments and trends. Students are given
the opportunity to update themselves by arranging guest lectures, seminars, workshops
and industry visits. They are provided with the latest editions of various books.
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2.3.6

Are there departmental libraries for the use of faculty and students? If yes,
how effectively are they used for the enhancement of teaching and learning?
The college has a centralized library which houses books, journals, magazines,

and audio and video CDs relating to all subjects related to undergraduate courses. All the
teachers and students are provided with library cards and books issued as per system. But,
a few departments have their own libraries with the textbooks used for day-to-day
teaching and reference books. The departmental libraries are only for teachers.
Department of Commerce & Management and departments of languages, Mathematics,
Statistics, Electronics, Computer Science, Humanities and MBA have such libraries.
Faculty members have developed this library by donating their personal copies.
Similarly, outgoing students donate their text and reference books to such libraries. These
libraries are mostly used by instructors, though students are not denied access.
Department of Management Studies (MBA) has a wellequipped library with 8,876
volumes, 56 journals, eight magazines & periodicals, and 79 CDs. The library has a
separate reference section. The library serves both the faculty and students and faculty
and students of undergraduate courses also make use of it.
2.3.7

Has the institution introduced evaluation of the teachers by students? If yes,
how is the feedback analyzed and implemented for the improvement of
teaching?
As stated earlier, Institution has a system of evaluation of faculty, introduced in

June 2009. Under this mechanism of evaluating faculty, students give feedback on faculty
who are handling courses for them at the end of the semester. The feedback form is
designed to incorporate

depth of the knowledge of the subject, presentation skills,
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sincerity, commitment, regularity, punctuality, syllabus coverage, ability to relate the
course to real life situations, ability to generate interest, accessibility of teachers for
doubts and clarifications outside the class, ability to command and control the class
including examination, and overall rating. Students give their feedback on faculty on the
basis of 10 parameters and using a four point scale. The feedback is analyzed by the
Heads of Departments in association with Department of Statistics. In the analysis the
HODs compare the feedback of the last semester and the current semester, if any
weaknesses or any improvements are necessary, they bring the matter to the notice of the
Principal. Then HOD and Principal share the feedback given by the students with the
faculty individually, suggesting the necessary steps to be taken for improvements.

2.4 TEACHER QUALITY
2.4.1

How are the members of the faculty selected? Does the college have the
required number of qualified and competent teachers to handle all the
courses? If not, how does the institution cope with the requirements?

Selection of Faculty
Selection of faculty follows a standard procedure. Advertisement inviting
applications is released in daily newspapers. Applications received in response to
advertisements are scrutinized to ensure their eligibility.
Eligible applicants are interviewed by a committee. The interview Committee
comprises President of the Trust, Secretary, Principal, Director and Subject Expert.
Those selected through the interview are advised to engage a demo class.
Successful applicants are offered appointment orders. It goes to the credit of the
management that they have a transparent and objective in the selection process
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Qualified and Competent Teachers
The College has competent, highly qualified and dedicated faculty members.
Their initiative to develop the students and the institution are commendable.

The

management also takes the services of the guest and adjunct faculty.
2.4.2

How does the college appoint additional faculty to teach new program /
modern areas of study (Biotechnology, IT, Bioinformatics etc.)? How many
such appointments were made during the last three years?

a. Appointment of Additional Faculty: As stated above, SFGC has sufficient number
of qualified and competent faculty. However, when the need arises institution
appoints additional faculty on part time basis. Generally, the need for additional
faculty arises only when there are new and advanced subjects incorporated in the
syllabi. Additional faculty is required while providing value added programmes and
courses are offered. Before appointing additional faculty, the institution tries to
identify faculty members in house with the required skills. If available, they are
entrusted with the responsibility for the specific period. If not, the institution seeks to
appoint additional faculty. Such appointments are made in the same way described
earlier.
b. The number of additional appointments made during the last three years is three.
They are appointed to teach Indian Constitution, Environmental Studies, and
Computers. Add-on courses are generally coordinated by the faculty members and
additional staff are hired whenever necessary.
2.4.3

What efforts are made by the management for professional development of
the faculty? (E.g.: research grants, study leave, deputation to national /
international conferences / seminars, training programs, organizing national
/ international conferences etc)? How many faculties have availed these
facilities during the last three years?
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The Management of the institution has been striving, since its inception, for the
professional development of the faculty by encouraging and deputing them to attend
FDPs, orientation programmes and participate or /and present papers in national and
international seminars, conferences, symposiums and workshops organised by research
organizations, apex bodies from industry like Confederation of Indian Industry (CII),
Association of Mutual Funds of India (AMFI), Indian Commerce Association (ICA),
Indian Accounting Association (IAA), Indian Management Association (IMA),
Bangalore Management Association (BMA) and the like. Whenever the Principal
receives brochures or personal invitation, a copy is filed in the office and original
brochures are sent to the departments, requesting HOD / Director to circulate the same
among the faculty members in the respective departments. At the same time, faculty
members have access to the brochures of the seminars, conferences, symposiums, FDPs,
and orientation programmes. Those faculty members who are interested in attending
FDP, orientation programme, seminar, conference, symposium, and workshop; or
attending and presenting papers, can write a requisition letter to the principal through
their respective HODs / Director. Faculty members are then deputed and sponsored to the
activity by meeting incidental expenses.
Apart from this, faculty members are encouraged to pursue M.Phil and Ph.D.
During the last five years, four faculty members have completed their Ph.D and 26
faculty members have completed their M.Phil.
Apart from deputing / nominating faculty for various FDPs, the Institution also
organises FDPs, interactive sessions with guest professionals and academicians for the
faculty with in the college premises.
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The following is the list of faculties who have availed these facilities during the
last three years:
Professional
Development
Activity

Department

2009

2008

2007

-

-

01

Commerce & Management

01

02

05

BA

06

-

-

B.Sc (Electronics)

02

-

-

B.Sc (Comp Science)

02

-

-

B.Sc (Bio-technology)

-

-

01

B.Sc (Zoology)

-

01

-

B.Sc (Micro-biology)

-

01

-

Languages (K/E/H/San)

04

05

02

MBA

01

-

-

B.Sc (Bio-technology)

02

B.Sc (Genetics)

01

-

01

MBA

01

03

01

Commerce & Management

05

03

04

BA

01

-

-

B.Sc (Electronics)

01

-

01

B.Sc (Comp Science)

02

-

01

B.Sc (Bio-technology)

-

02

01

B.Sc (Genetics)

01

-

-

B.Sc (Zoology)

02

-

01

-

-

01

MBA

National
Conferences /
Seminars

International
Conferences

Training
Programs: FDPWorkshop

B.Sc (Micro-biology)

2.4.4 Give details on the awards / recognitions received by the faculty during the last
5 years?
ß

Awards: Dr. Sharada, Faculty, Kannada Department received 6 awards.
- Pratiba Mahila Ratna Award – 2007
- Kasturba Gandhi Sadbhavana Award – 2007
- Abhinandana Award – 2006-07
- Education field Baba Saheb Ambedkar Award – 2005
- Karnataka Yuva Shresta Award – 2005
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- Praja Bhushana Award – 2005
She reviewed books on Dr. Ambedkar, K.V Subbanna and Chandrashekara
Kambar
ß

Award of M.Phil / Ph.D: The following faculty members have received their
M.Phil/Ph.D degrees during the last five years:
Sl.No. Name of the Faculty
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Sharmila Biswas
Dr. S.N Vankatesh
Dr. Pavana Dibbur
Dr.Sharada
Sandhya R
Saritha B
Vinay Gowda
Sharadha BH
Amjad Hassan Khan
Shashidhar T
Rekha Raichal
Amit Anil Biraj
R.C. Nagaraj
Rajkumar
Mohan HK
Meera HN
Nandini S
Gurumurthy KH
Satyanarayana Gowda V
Ganesh
Ashwathnarayan
Gireesha C
M.L. Ashok
Aruna R
Vidya AS
Padmavathy K
Muralikrishna
Pushpa Priyadarshini
Latha R
Netra S. Mirji
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Degree
Ph.D
(submitted)

Ph.D
Ph.D
Ph.D
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil

Department

Year of
Award

Hindi

2010

Commerce
MBA
Kannada
Commerce
Commerce
Microbiology
Microbiology
Electronics
Computer Science
Computer Science
MBA
Commerce
Humanities
Electronics
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Chemistry
Commerce
Commerce
Biochemistry
English
MBA
Commerce
Commerce
Computer Science

2009
2008
2006
2010
2010
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2007
2007
2006
2006
2005
2005
2005
2005
2007
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ß

Recognition of Faculty as Research Guides: List of Faculty Members Guiding
M.Phil / Ph.D Students
Number of Ph. D
Sl.
No.

1.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Names of the Research
Guide

Dr. M. Prakash
Dr. D.K. Murthy
Dr. G. Sudarsana Reddy
Dr. Vithal D Potdar
Dr. K. M. Vijayalakshmi
K. Padmavathy
J. B. Janardana
Nethra Sanjeev Mirji
Vidhya P

Number of
M.Phil.

Subject /
Dept.

Commerce
& Mgmt.
History
Zoology
English
Computer
Science
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1
8
-

3
8
2
-

5
11
5
1
9
9
1
1

1
3
3
1
2
-
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ß

Books Reviewed: Dr.Sharada, from department of

Kannada reviewed books of

Dr. Ambedkar, K.M Subbanna, and Chandrashekara Kambara
ß

Achievement by Dr. K.M. Vijayalakshmi: Research Achievement on saving a
patient from death at a superspeciality hospital, Tirupati - The research work on
antidote for Claistanthus Collinus a poisonous plant leaf abused for committing
suicide was successful.
A clinical team in Sri Venkateshwara Institute of Medical Sciences, Tirupati, used

the antidote neostigmin based on the research work of Dr. K.M. Vijayalakshmi published
in International Journal of Phytotherapy Research, UK, London.
The administration of antidote for the patient who consumed this leaf and
survived is based on the above research work is cited in Indian Journal of Medical
Science. The patient survived from deadly poison of Claistanthus Collinus and was
discharged after 21 days.
2.4.5

How often does the institution organize training program for the faculty in
the use of computers, internet, audio visual aids, computer aided packages,
material development for CAL, multimedia etc?
As stated earlier lecture method is one of the primary teaching methods used in all

the departments in the college. At the same time, various teaching methods are used by
teachers on a need-based manner with the help of Information Communication
Technology (ICT). Therefore, many faculty members in SFGC are well versed and
competent in handling ICT technological devices like Internet, audio-visual aids, and
computer aided packages. The college has well equipped lab with a Computer technician
and Computer Science department faculties are always helpful to other department
faculties who are not computer literate.
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The department of Commerce & Management faculty organise classes in
Computer Basics on their own to teach colleagues in the department. Department of
Languages provides computer training to their faculty. In addition to this, the Institution
organizes training programmes for the faculty. The Computer Science department
organizes training programme for the teaching staff on the use of computers and the
Internet whenever such a need arises. Faculty members approach Computer Science
department for need based assistance and clarifications.

2.5 EVALUATION PROCESS AND REFORMS
2.5.1

How are the evaluation methods communicated to the students and other
institutional members?
As explained earlier, during the orientation programme, HOD or senior faculty

sensitizes the new students about the evaluation methods. In addition to this, they also
give a briefing session on the following and create awareness among the students:
-

Course structure (No. of semesters, no. of subjects in each semester, no. of credits
for each subject, projects and viva-voce if any)

-

Syllabus of the course

-

Criteria used in evaluation of the internal assessment tests

-

Criteria for awarding internal marks

-

Minimum

percentage

of

attendance

required

for

attending

University

examinations
-

The code of conduct to be followed in the campus and laboratories.
Faculty members of each subject again explain the evaluation methods in the

initial days of the semester. Students are given a clear understanding of the evaluation of
their performance and division of marks in calculating the internal assessment based on
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their attendance, internal assessment tests, assignments, and any other activities organised
in the class.
Internal assessment answer paper is given to the students, the performance is
discussed with them, and guidance is given to improve their performance if necessary.
Record of all these are maintained by the respective faculty members. Internal assessment
tests are planned as per the University calendar of events. Dates for external examinations
are given in the academic calendar of events. Evaluation methods are displayed in notice
boards of the respective departments.
2.5.2: How does the institution monitor the progress of the students and
communicate it to the students and the parents?
Monitoring Students’ Progress
Students’ performance and progress is regularly monitored by their respective
subject teachers and mentors, who in turn communicate the same to the respective class
teachers. If necessary, the class teacher brings this to the notice of the HODs.
Performance of the students is monitored (by class teacher) through attendance-regularity
to the college, interaction in the class, performance in internal assessment tests,
University examination, submission of assignments, presentations, and in any other
value-addition activities given in the class room. At the same time the mentor (faculty)
also monitors the performance of the student.

Therefore, a student’s progress is

monitored by the subject teachers, class teacher and mentor.
Communication of Students’ Progress
Progress of the students is communicated to the students’ by announcing
attendance on notice boards periodically. With regard to the performance of the student in
assignments, internal assessments test will be informed to the students directly.
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For example, as per university norms, the MBA departments has to conduct two internal
assessment tests in a semester. Valued answer scripts are given back to students in all UG
courses. On the other hand, PG courses answer papers are given in the classroom for
viewing and then collected back, since the papers require to be preserved for a period of
six months. However, in both UG and PG, teachers give comments on each student’s
performance in the examination. Generally, the student whose performance is poor is
communicated to parents.
Apart from this, Institution arranges Parent –Teacher meeting once in a semester
that acts as platform, in which student’s performance and progress is communicated and
discussed with the respective parents or wards. The same is communicated through post
to parents who are not able to attend the meetings. In some cases, if any student fails to
attend regular classes, HODs immediately communicates the same to his / her parents
through a personal letter addressed to the parents of the specific student, without waiting
for the calendar date of sending appraisal reports. Further, parents are informed at the
beginning of the academic year, to keep in touch with the staff in monitoring the progress
of the ward. As per this instructions if any parent happen to call the program manager or
class teacher, regarding their son/daughter’s performance before the date identified for
sending appraisal, even then it is readily provided either by one-to-one talk or by post or
by mail. All the departments in SFGC take the advantages of modern technology of
electronic mail (e-mail), and Short Message Service (SMS) to communicate progress of
the students to parents.
2.5.3 What is the mechanism for redressal of grievances regarding evaluation?
Redressal mechanism for Academic Grievances
SFGC has three-tier mechanism for redressal of grievances regarding evaluation One is at the subject faculty level, second at the HOD level, and the last is at the Principal
level.
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Faculty members of the respective subjects evaluate the internal assessment test
papers. The same is given to the students in the class. Students are instructed to go
through their answer papers and requested to clarify any doubt about the valuation or any
totaling mistakes. In most cases students bring the doubts to the notice of faculty, who in
turn clarifies and corrects marks there and then itself, before entering marks in the marks
cards /attendance registers. In case it turns into a grievance, the student can appeal to the
HOD who in turn arranges for parallel evaluation by some senior faculty in the concerned
subject. Even after approaching HOD if the grievance is not redressed, then the student
can appeal to the Principal for apt redressal. In our institution, most of the cases of
grievances were redressed at the first level – faculty level.
SFGC is affiliated to the Bangalore University, which conducts semester
examinations and evaluates the papers. UG answer papers are valued by the faculty with
the help of a Scheme of Valuation given by the paper setter called as “Board Chairman”.
The Chief Examiner appoints one or two senior faculty members as reviewers based on
the number of scripts for the subject. The reviewer reviews two papers randomly from
one packet (12 scripts). If he / she finds any discrepancy or imbalance between marks
given by the evaluators, they are advised to review it once again. On the other hand, there
is double valuation system followed in PG examinations. Two evaluators evaluate answer
scripts independently, without mentioning marks on the answer book. If there is a major
difference of 18 per cent or more between the two evaluators’ marks, then, as per the
University rule, the particular script automatically goes for third evaluation called “Board
Evaluation”.
After announcing the result, in case of any grievance regarding the external
examination, Bangalore University has a system where a student can apply for retotaling, revaluation (challenge valuation) or can opt for improvement of marks, as per
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his / her choice. A student has to apply for the same through the college to the University
on or before the given date after announcing results by paying the prescribed fees.
They can also register their grievances on an anomaly in evaluation at Students
Grievance Redressal Cell at the University Campus. Based on the complaint the
Registrar, (Evaluation) takes necessary action and remedial measure.
2.5.4 What are the major evaluation reforms initiated by the institution / affiliating
University? How does the institution ensure effective implementation of these
reforms?
The institution continuously monitor students’ progress. University did not
specify any methodology for awarding internal marks (10 marks). UG departments
follow a system wherein marks are given on the basis of four parameters – attendance
(2.5 marks), internal assessment / class test (2.5 marks), assignments (2.5 marks, and
interaction and participation in class room (2.5 marks).
Bangalore University has changed the system of awarding internal marks for the
MBA students. Under the old system, awarding internal marks was on the basis of
attendance (5 marks), and two internal assessment tests (10 for each examination), but in
the New Scheme – 2007-08 curriculum revision internal marks are to be awarded on the
basis of attendance (5 marks), internal assessment tests (10 marks), and seminars /
student paper presentations / case study presentations / participation in classroom
interaction / assignments, etc. (10 marks). The Department has effectively implemented
the same by designing methodology for awarding internal marks and communicating the
same to the faculty and students.
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2.6 BEST PRACTICES IN TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS
2.6.1 Detail any significant innovations in teaching / learning / evaluation introduced
by the institution?
ß

Assessment of knowledge and skill before commencement of the programme;
organising orientation programme to bridge knowledge and skill gap

ß

Identification of slow and advanced learners. Conducting tutorial classes for slow
learners, and encouraging advanced learners - to organise programmes in the
department, orientation to enroll to add-on courses and to prepare for securing
University ranks.

ß

Establishment of mentoring system and continuous monitoring students’ progress,
and communicating the progress to parents.

ß

Making learning a student-centric by using various teaching methodologies,
arranging industrial visits, organising life skill acquisition programmes

ß

Continuous encouragement of faculty for professional growth by sponsoring
seminars, conferences, FDPs.

ß

Transparent evaluation system
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CRITERION – III

RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
3.1 PROMOTION OF RESEARCH
3.1.1

Is there a Research Committee to facilitate and monitor research activity? If
yes, give details on its activities, major decisions taken (during last year) and
composition of the committee.
Yes. The college has a Research Committee to facilitate and monitor research

activity. The Committee consists of the following members.
Sl.
No

Name

1

Dr. M.Prakash

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Dr. D.K. Murthy
Dr. G. Sudarsana Reddy
Dr.Vithal D.Potdar
Dr.S.N. Venkatesh
Dr.K.M.Vijayalakshmi
Dr.Sharada
Dr.Vandana Verma

Designation

Stream/ Department

Chairman &
Commerce & Management
Principal
Convener
MBA
Member
MBA
Member
Humanities
Member
Commerce & Management
Member
Science
Member
Language
Member
Language

The Research Committee holds regular meetings and discussions in order to
explore avenues of research in every stream. The Committee monitors the research
activities of faculty members and assists them in various aspects of their research
projects.
The Research Committee aims to:
ß

inculcate research culture among faculty members.

ß

enable the faculty acquire analytical and research skills.

ß

impact research work on teaching quality
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ß

provide a broad research methodology

ß

encourage the faculty to contribute research based articles/papers to refereed
journals.

ß

Motivate the faculty to present their work at National /International
Seminars/Conferences.

ß

encourage the faculty members to register for M.Phil/Ph.D
One of the salient features of the Research Committee is the informal discussions

on the progress of on-going research activities, motivate faculty members in their
research aspirations and inculcate research culture in the institution through the Research
Club. The informal deliberations of the club are monitored by the committee consisting
of the following senior faculty with research experience and academic interest:
Sl.No

Name of the Faculty

Position

1

Dr. D.K.Murthy

Chairman

2

Dr.Vithal D.Potdar

Convenor

3

Dr.G. Sudarsana Reddy

Member

4

Dr.K.M.Vijayalakshmi

Member

5

Prof.P.V.Mathew

Member

6

Prof. Anwar Ali Baig

Member

The Research Committee acts as a platform to discuss potential areas of research.
It is an open-house for the faculty members of SFGC, sister-institutions of SET and other
neighbouring institutions with research bent of mind.
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3.1.2. How does the institution promote the faculty participation in research?
(providing seed money, research grants, leave, other facilities)
The institution promotes faculty participation in research by motivating them to
undertake research projects and participate in seminars and workshops. Besides, they are
entitled for leave on official duty for the same and the institution bears the travel
expenses. The institution has a proactive approach towards research and does everything
possible to promote the participation of faculty in research. This college is geared to the
goal of becoming a research centre. The institution has a congenial research atmosphere
for faculty members.They are encouraged to register for research leading to M.Phil and
Ph.D.
The faculty engaged in research have library and internet facilities at their
disposal. As per the SET pay scales, an M.Phil holder is paid Rs. 4,800 and Ph.D holder
Rs.7,200 per annum as extra allowance in the form of incentives for research related
activities. Faculty members are paid honorarium for guiding students in their research
projects.
3.1.3. Does the institutional budget have a provision for research and
development.If Yes, give details.
Yes, there is a budget provision for encouraging research projects. A provision of
Rs 5,00,000 has been approved by the SET for research-related activities, of which
Rs 3,00,000 is earmarked for Commerce and Management, Rs 1,00,000 for Social
Science and Rs 1 lakh for Physical and Life Sciences. The institution encourages the
faculty to avail this facility and undertake research work leading to M.Phil, Ph.D, minor
and major projects etc., The library and laboratories are very well equipped with internet
facilities, books,journals and equipment to support research activity.
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3.1.4

Does the institution promote participation of students in research
activities? If yes, give details.
Yes, the students of MBA, BCA, B.Sc and BBM have to take up project work as

part of their curriculum requirement, which involves research. The faculty in the
respective departments are continuously involved in guiding the research project work of
these students. In addition, BA and B.Com students are also encouraged to take up
certain projects of common social interest and in relevant subjects respectively. It enables
them to understand the fundamentals of research methodology.
Sl.No Course

No. of Students

Projects

1

MBA

118

118

2

BBM

155

155

3
4

5

BCA
B.Sc - CZM
BBG
EMC
SMC
B.Com

132
07
44
59
23
240

38
07
01
30
06
12

6

BA

200

10
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3.1.5

What are the major research facilities developed on the campus?
A designated research centre has been developed in the college providing

facilities for research related discussion, internet connection, research journals,
publications and books.

This research centre creates a research ambience in the

institution and promotes research activities.
a. Library Facilities: With rich sources of journals, periodicals and reference books
and educational CD’s, the library has reprography/ photocopy facilities for use by
faculty members, including those engaged in research. Under library automation
programme, books have been bar-coded.
b. Computer Laboratory: There is a well-equipped computer lab and a Business lab
with all requisite software and internet facilities. The institution has an air
conditioned auditorium / Sabhangana room with LCD and state-of-the art multimedia facilities for making power point presentations and undertaking other
research – related activities.
c. Library: The UG library and the MBA library, as well as the entire MBA block,
are wi-fi connected, thereby facilitating the research scholars to access information
through the internet effortlessly.
d. Science Laboratory: The Life–Sciences block houses well equipped laboratories
facilitating the research undertakings of faculty members.
3.1.6

Give details of the initiatives taken by the institution for collaborative
research

(with

national

/foreign

Universities/Research

Scientific

organizations/Industries/NGO)
The college has entered into research collaboration with Grimsby Institute of
Further and Higher Education, North Eastern Lincolnshire, UK, and University of Central
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Oklahoma, USA, for academic and research collaboration in faculty exchange
programme, student exchange programme and joint research.
The Biotechnology and Genetics departments have collaboration in research for
Nano-technology and Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNC
ASR), Bengaluru and Sri Raghavendra Biotechnologies, Bengaluru for Stem Cell
Research and Culture in providing training and research and Probiosys Centre for
excellence in Life Sciences and Millipore (India) Pvt Ltd, Bengaluru. Our Life Science
departments are associated with most leading research institutions for collaborative
programmes. Among them are: Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru, National Centre
for Biological Sciences, Bengaluru; Gandhi Krishi Vijnana Kendra, Bengaluru; Indian
Veterinary Health and Veterinary Research Institute, Bengaluru; Centre for Poultry
Development Organization, Bengaluru, Centre for Cellular & Molecular Biology,
Hyderabad; National Institute of Plant Genomic Research, New Delhi and Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai.
Many leading scientists have visited this institution and interacted with our staff
and students at national conferences organized by this college. They are: Prof. C. N. R.
Rao (JNCASR), Prof. G Padmanabhan (IISc), Prof. M.R.S. Rao (JNCASR), Dr. D.
Nagaraja (NIMHANS), Dr. P.P. Bapsi (KIDWAI), Dr. T.K.S. Gowda (GKVK), Dr.
Ramanjini Gowda (GKVK), Dr. Sumanthra Chatterjee (NCBS), Dr. D. N. Rao (IISc),
Prof. M.R.N. Murthy (IISc), Dr. K. N. Ganesh (IISER), Sri. Suresh Heblikar
(Environmentalist) and Dr. V. K. Atre (DRDO).
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3.2 RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION OUTPUT
3.2.1

Give details of the research guides and research students of the institution
(Number of students registered for Ph.D and M.Phil., fellowships /
scholarship, funding agency, Ph.Ds and M.Phils awarded during the last five
years, major achievements, etc.)

a. Details of Research Guides:
Number
of
Ph. D
Sl.
No.

Name of the Research
Guide

1.

Dr. M. Prakash

2

Dr. D.K. Murthy

3.

Dr. G. Sudarsana Reddy

4.

Dr. Vithal D Potdar

5.

Dr. K. M. Vijayalakshmi

6.

K. Padmavathy

Number
of
M.Phil

Subject /
Dept.

1

3

5

1

8

4

11

3

-

2

5

3

History

-

-

-

1

Zoology

-

-

1

-

-

-

9

2

-

-

9

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

Commerce
& Mgmt.

English
7.

J. B. Janardana

8.

Nethra Sanjeev Mirji

9.

Vidhya P

Computer
Science
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b. Details of Research Scholars
Name of the Research Guide: Dr.M. Prakash
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar
1

Dr.S.N.
Venkatesh

2

Pushpa Priya
Darshini

3

Aruna R

4

Pramila K S

5

Latha R

5

Pramila K S

6

Gurumurthy
KH

7

Pushpa Priya
Darshini

8

Suresh

9

Raghavendra
HA

Subject

Title of the
Dissertation
Financial
Analysis of
Distance
Education with
Indian Context.
Competency
Mapping &
Team Building
in IT industry
Value Creation
through Mergers
& Acquisitions
in Sugar
Industry
Training &
development in
IT Industry,
Bangalore
A Study on
Effectiveness of
Training &
Development at
Gas Turbine
Research
Establishment,
Bangalore
A study on
changing Trends
in Fashion
Designing
A study on
Retail Banking
A study on
Employee safety
& welfare
Measures at
GTRE
Banagalore.
A comparative
Study on public
& private sectors
A Study on
consumer
perception on
Solar Water
Heaters at M. V
Solarisers,
Bangalore.

Ph.D/
M.Phil

University

Year

Awarded/
Ongoing

Ph.D

Indian
Institute of
Advance
Studies,
Rajastan

2009

Awarded

Ph.D

Dravidian

2009

Ongoing

Ph.D

Dravidian

2009

Ongoing

Ph.D

Dravidian

2009

Ongoing

M.Phil

Madurai
Kamaraj

2005

Awarded

M.Phil

Madurai
Kamaraj

2005

Awarded

M.Phil

Alagappa
University

2005

Awarded

M.Phil

Madurai
Kamraj
University

2005

Awarded

M.Phil

Periyar
University

2007

Awarded

M.Phil

Dravidian
University

2010

On going
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Name of the Research Guide: Dr.DK Murthy
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar
Dr.
1
Venkateshaia
h. T

Subject
Finance

2

Dr.
Venkatarama
na

Finance

3

Dr.H.G.
Rekha

Finance

4

Dr. S.
Krishnaswam
y

Finance

5
6

Dr. S.
Venkatesha
Dr.
Thimmaraya
ppa

Finance
Finance

7

Dr.
Govindaraju

HR
Law

8

Dr. T.
Aswathanara
yana

Finance

9

G.H. Nagaraj

Finance

10

Paramesh

Finance

11

Manjunath

HR

12

Sujatha
Chowdary

Marketing

13

Vijaya
Kumar

Finance

14

Jain Mathew

Finance

Title of the
Dissertation
Corporate Financial
planning- A Critical
evaluation
Pricing and distribution
of fertilizers- A study of
policies, procedures and
implications
Mergers and
acquisitions in Indian
Corporate Sector- An
evaluation
Mobilization of
Resources in
institutions of higher
education in Karnataka
Credit Rating in India –
An evaluation study
The Role of EXIM
bank in international
trade
The role of industrial
dispute act 1947 in the
industrial peace and
harmony
The supporting
institutional agencies in
entrepreneurial
development- An
evaluation study
Impact of recent tax
policies on the
individual tax liabilities
Impact of derivative
markets on cash market
in Indian Capital
Market
The knowledge mgt. in
corporate sectors- An
analytical studies
The impact of corporate
retailers and prospects
of FDI in retail trading
Evaluation of
performance of
companies by ratio
analysis
Sickness of industriesRole of BIFR

Ph.D/
M.Phil

University

Year

Awarded/
Ongoing

Ph.D

Bangalore

1999

Awarded

Ph.D

Bangalore

1999

Awarded

Ph.D

Bangalore

2002

Awarded

Ph.D

Bangalore

2002

Awarded

Ph.D

Bangalore

2002

Awarded

Ph.D

Bangalore

2003

Awarded

Ph.D

Bangalore

2004

Awarded

Ph.D

Bangalore

2007

Awarded

Ph.D

Bangalore

2005

Ongoing

Ph.D

Bangalore

2005

Ongoing

Ph.D

Bangalore

2008

Ongoing

Ph.D

Bangalore

2008

Ongoing

M.Phil

Madurai
Kamaraj

Awarded

M.Phil

Madurai
Kamaraj

Awarded
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15

GH Nagaraj

Finance

16

Narasimharaju

HR
Law

17

Aswathanara
yan

Finance

18

Satyasheelan
Nair

Finance

19

Latha

Finance

20

Arathi

Finance

21

Kusuma

Finance

22

Muniraju

Finance

23

Eshwarappa

Finance

24

Dhanaraj

Finance

25

Balaj

Finance

26

Kubera Naik

Finance

A study of Raja
Chelaiah’s report on
Reforming Taxation
A study of Narasimham
Committee on banking
sector reforms
A study of Role KSFC
the development of
SC/STs
The role of CB in
Housing Finance in
Karnataka
VRS and its impact on
family finances
A study of performance
of MFs of selected
schemes
Impact of FIIs on
sensex- An analytical
study
Stress management of
employees of wheel
factory
The role of micro
financing in poverty
eradication
Training and
Development in VTS
co. ltd.
A study on Depositories
in India
SSIs in Karnataka
problems and issues

M.Phil

Bangalore

Awarded

M.Phil

Bangalore

Awarded

M.Phil

Bangalore

Awarded

M.Phil

Madurai
Kamaraj

Awarded

M.Phil

Alagappa

Ongoing

M.Phil

MKU

Ongoing

M.Phil

Alagappa

Ongoing

M.Phil

Alagappa

Awarded

M.Phil

MKU

Awarded

M.Phil

MKU

Awarded

M.Phil

Bangalore

Awarded

M.Phil

MKU

Awarded

Name of the Research Guide: Dr.Sudarsana Reddy G
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar

Subject

1

Ramamurthy
BM

Finance

2

Arpita
Bhattacharjee

Marketing

Title of the
Dissertation
Working Capital
Mgt Practices in
Sugar Mills – with
Spl. Ref. to
Karnataka.
Peoples’
Awareness and
adoption of Organic
Products – An
Empirical Study

Ph.D/
M.Phil

University

Year

Awarded/
Ongoing

Ph. D

Dravidian

2008

Ongoing

Ph.D

Dravidian

2009

Ongoing
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3

Arpita
Bhattacharjee

Marketing

4

Nagesh Babu
B

HR

5

Amit Kumar
Majumdar

Marketing

6

Ramamurthy
BM

Finance

7

Shabir
Ahmad
Khandy

Finance

8

Chauhan
Vasantkumar

Marketing

9

Elango K

HR

Customer Attitude
towards global
system for Mobile
communications
(GSM) Mobiles –
An Exploratory
Study.
Performance
Appraisal Systems
– How they Help in
the Development of
HR – A Case Study
of Canara Bank
Customer
satisfaction- A case
study of Bata
Limited
The Role of
Derivatives in
Hedging the Risk
with Reference
Options
BSE sensex as a
Barometer of
Indian Economy
and its sensitivity in
the Post
Liberalization
Period
Customer
perception on Kent
Water Purifier in
Bangalore City
Strategies in
Training and
Developing Human
Resource in
selected SSIs in
Peenya

M.Phil

PRIDE

Dec
07

Awarded

M.Phil

PRIDE

Dec
07

Awarded

M.Phil

PRIDE

Dec07

Awarded

M.Phil

Madurai
Kamaraj
University

Mar2008

Awarded

M.Phil

Bharathiar
University

May2008

Awarded

M.Phil

PRIDE

On going

M.Phil

PRIDE

On going

Name of the Research Guide: Dr. Vithal. D. Potdar
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar
1

Patil
Mallavva
Guranagowda

Subject

Title of the
Dissertation

Ph.D/
M.Phil

University

Year

Awarded/
Ongoing

History

A study of system
of administration of
AdilShahis of
Bijapur

M. Phil.

Dravidian

2008

Ongoing
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Name of the Research Guide: Ms. Padmavathy
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar

1

P Antony
David

2

Sheela K P

3

Rajshekar

4

Veena H D

5

Mala M R

6

Komala T

7

8

9

10

11

Renuka R

Neha Jain
Rekha

Diana C V
Lillikkal
Gillie
Shivanand

Subject

English

English

Title of the
Dissertation
Business
Communication for
B.Com - A critical
Analysis Bangalore
University
Metaphysical
Elements in the
select poems of
George Herbert

English

Ideologies in the
poetry of W.B.
Yeats

English

Symbolism in W.B.
Yeats' Poems

English
English

English

English

English

English

English

Women in the
select novels of D
H Lawerence.
Dickens' Oliver
Twist - an intensive
Study
Metaphysical
Elements in the
select poems of
George Herbert
Women Characters
in Anita Desai's
Novels
Poetic Vision &
Symbols in select
poems of William
Blake
Juxtapose in
Amitav Gosh's 'The
Hungry Tide'
A study of sterility
& alienation in the
select poems of T.
S. Eliot

Ph.D/
M.Phil

Awarded/
Ongoing

University

Year

Periyar
University
Selam

2007

M.Phil.

Madurai
Kamaraj
University

2007

Awarded

M.Phil.

Periyar
University
Selam

2007

Awarded

2008

Awarded

2008

Awarded

2008

Awarded

M.Phil.

M.Phil.
M.Phil.
M.Phil.

Madurai
Kamaraj
University
Madurai
Kamaraj
University
Periyar
University
Selam

Awarded

M.Phil.

Madurai
Kamaraj
University

2008

Ongoing

M.Phil.

Venkateshw
ara
University

2009

Awarded

M.Phil.

Madurai
Kamaraj
University

2009

Awarded

M.Phil.

Madurai
Kamaraj
University

2009

Ongoing

M.Phil.

Madurai
Kamaraj
University

2009

Awarded
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Name of the Research Guide: Prof. J.B Janardana
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar

Subject

1

Saran Kumar
Mashal

English

2

S.Manjunath

English

3

K.Sreedhara

English

4

P.S.Gurunara
yana

English

5

S.B.Pratibha

English

6

M.Krishna

English

7

B.Basavarajai
ah

English

8

S.N.Prakash

English

9

N.Shobha

English

Title of the
Dissertation
Themes and
Techniques of the
Plays of Grish
Karnad
Portrayal of Indian
Ethos in the
selected works of
Nirad.C. Chaudary
A matter of time
Selected works of
Shashi Deshpande
Humanity in the
selected novels of
Mulk Raj Anand
Religious Conflicts
in Girish Karnad's
plays
Modern English
Writers and their
point of view
Ideologies in the
poetry of
W.B.Yeats
An analytical study
of dramatic theories
in the selected
works of T.S.Eliot
Emphasis of SocioCultural milieu in
Indian writing : A
glimpse of
R.K.Narayan's
writings

Ph.D/
M.Phil

University

Year

Awarded/
Ongoing

M.Phil.

Madurai
Kamaraj
University

2007

Awarded

M.Phil.

Periyar
University
Selam

2007

Awarded

2007

Awarded

2008

Awarded

2008

Awarded

2008

Awarded

M.Phil.
M.Phil.
M.Phil.
M.Phil.

Periyar
University
Selam
Venkateshw
ara
University
Periyar
University
Selam
Periyar
University
Selam

M.Phil.

Annamalai
University

2009

Awarded

M.Phil.

Vinayaka
Missions

2009

Awarded

M.Phil.

Venkateshw
ara
University

2009

Awarded

Name of the Research Guide: Dr.KM Vijayalakshmi
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar
Vinay Gowda
1
K.P

Subject
Microbiolo
gy

Title of the
Dissertation

Ph.D/
M.Phil

University

Year

Awarded/
Ongoing

Aerobic Bacteria in
Diabetic foot ulcers

M.Phil.

Bharati
Dasan

2009

Awarded

Ph.D/
M.Phil

University

Year

Awarded/
Ongoing

M.Phil.

Global Open

2009

Awarded

Name of the Research Guide: Ms. Netra Sanjeev Mirji
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar
1

Shashidhar

Subject
Computer
Science

Title of the
Dissertation
Admin Logistic
Management
Systems
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Name of the Research Guide: Ms. Vidya P
Name of the
Sl
Research
No
Scholar
Rekha
1
Raichal

3.2.2

Title of the
Dissertation

Ph.D/
M.Phil

University

Year

Awarded/
Ongoing

Online/Offline drug
accessor

M.Phil.

Global Open

2009

Awarded

Subject
Computer
Science

Give details of the following :
a. Departments recognized as research centres
b. Faculty recognized as Research Guides
c. Priority areas of Research
d. Ongoing Faculty Research Projects (minor and major projects, funding
from the Government, UGC, DST, CSIR, AICTE, Industry, NGO or
International agencies).
e. Ongoing Student Research Projects (title, duration, funding agency, total
funding received for the project).

a. The Department of M.B.A is recognised as a research centre by Rayalaseema
University, Kurnool, A.P. in Management Studies. In addition, there are recognised
guides in the institution in different subjects, such as History, Kannada, English,
Zoology and Computer Science.
b. Faculty Recognized as Research Guides
Sl No

Name of the Research Guide

Subject

1

Dr.M.Prakash

Marketing

2

Dr.D.K.Murthy

Finance

3

Dr.G Sudarsana Reddy

Finance

4

Dr. Vithal D. Potdar

History

5

Dr.K.M.Vijayalakshmi

Zoology

6

J.B.Janardana

English

7

K.Padmavathy

English

8

Netra Sanjeev Mirji

Computer Science

9

Vidhya.P

Computer Science
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c.

Priority areas for Research:
Department

Name of Research Guide

Priority Areas of research

Dr.M.Prakash

Social Marketing

Dr.D.K.Murthy

Finance

Dr.Sudarsana Reddy

Finance

History

Dr.Vithal D.Potdar

History

Zoology

Dr.K.M.Vijayalakshmi

Zoology

Commerce &
Management

English

K.Padmavathy
J.B.Janardana
Netra Sanjeev Mirji

Computer Science

P.Vidhya

English
Computer Science

d.

Ongoing Faculty Research Project: MBA, Biotechnology and Zoology.

e.

Ongoing Student Research Projects: In partial fulfillment of Degree Course, the
students of Bangalore University have to undertake project in their final year and
submit a project report under the guidance of their respective departmental faculty. In
addition to MBA, BBM, BSc and BCA where project report is mandatory, the
institution has also designed a method of research for B.Com and BA students in their
relevant subjects in order to familiarise them to research culture.In this regard
projects are given to students which are guided by their own teachers. (Ref 3.1.4)

3.2.3

What are the major achievements of the research activities of the institution
(findings contributed to subject knowledge, to the Industry needs,
community development, patents etc.)?
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It is a testimony to the spirit of research pervading the institution that a number of
faculty members have acquired Ph.D and M.Phil degrees and many more are pursuing
research leading to these degrees.
Number of Ph.D holders

08

Number of M.Phil holders

33

Number of those pursuing Ph.D

13

Number of those pursuing M.Phil

05

Research culture has been inculcated effectively in faculty members which is
evident from the enthusiasm of the staff to participate in research oriented Seminars and
conferences and to present papers.
Staff members are keeping abreast of current trends in research. Group
presentation of papers in Seminars, Conferences etc. have created research awareness and
motivated others to take up research; all this has contributed to industry needs and
community development. Students are encouraged to join PG courses and pursue
research leading to M.Phil or Ph.D.
The research guides of the institution have been instrumental in guiding 09 Ph.D
and 31 M.Phil Research students who have contributed through their outstanding research
work (Ref. 3.2.1)
3.2.4

Are there research papers published in refereed journals by the faculty? If
yes, give details for the last five years including citation index and impact
factor.

Research Publications in Refereed Journals
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Dr. G. Sudarsana Reddy
1. Awareness and Adoption of Factoring Service as a Source of Working Capital
Finance - A Study of SSI, The Management Accountant, (accepted for publication
in the January 2010 Issue).
2. Financing of Working Capital in Small Scale Industry – A Study, AIM
EXPLORE, Vol.6, No. 1, Jan-June 2009, Pp. 17-23.
3. Mergers Creating Value to Shareholders Wealth – A Study of IT Industry,
Samsmriti, Vol. 04, Issue.01, January 2010, Pp.24-30.
4. Investors’ Perception towards Derivatives Products with Special Reference to
Options–An Empirical Study, BVIMR Management-Edge, Vol.2, No. 1, Jan-June
2009, Pp. 38-47.
5. Role of Micro Finance in Rural Development – A Case Study of Bangalore Rural
District, Karnataka, GITAM Journal of Management, Vol.7, No. 1, Jan-March
2009, Pp. 173-186.
6. Working Capital in Small Scale Industry, SCMS Indian Management, Vol.4,
No.2, April-June 2007, Pp. 48-55.
7. Receivables Management Practices in The Selected Small Scale

Industries –A

Study, Udyog Pragati, Vol.29, No.4, Oct-December 2005, Pp.34-43.
8. Customer Perception Towards Private Life Insurance Companies’ Policies with
reference to Bangalore City, Indian Journal of Marketing, Vol.XXXV, No.4,
April 2005, Pp.9-14.
9. Buyer Behavior of Home Appliances with special reference to Microwave
Products in Bangalore City, Indian Journal of Marketing, Vol.XXXIV, No.1,
January–2004, pp.19-24.
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Dr. K.M. Vijayalakshmi
1. Vijayalakshmi.K.M, Pagala.M.K.D and Nanda Kumar.N.V (1994)” Isolation of a
Neuromuscular Junctional Blocking agent from Cleistanthus Collinus Plant Leaf
Extract”.Phytotherapy Research(UK), 8: pp.245-247 (Cited in’ The Hindu’,
Jan.2,1995 “Antidote for Leaf Poison”)
2. Vijayalakshmi.K.M, Nanda Kumar.N.V, and Pagala.M.K.D(1996) ”Confrematory
in vivo Electrodiagnostic and Electromyographic Studies for Neuromuscular
Junctional Blocking action of Cleistanthus Collinus Leaf extract rat”
Phytotherapy Research (UK),10(3): pp.215-219.
3. Nanda Kumar.N.V, and Vijayalakshmi.K.M ,(1996)”Experimental Myasthenia
Gravis-like neuromuscular impairment with Cleistanthus collinus leaf extract
administration in rat “Phytotherapy Research (UK),10(2): pp.121-126.
4. Vijayalakshmi.K.M, and Nanda Kumar.N.V (1998) “Electrocardiac

and

Electromyographic studies on the effect of Cleistanthus collinus leaf extract in
rat”J.Medicinal & Aromatic Plant Science.20:pp.1009-1012.
5. Vijayalakshmi.P,

Vijayalakshmi.K.M

and

Nanda

Kumar.N.V

“Dipolarizing Neuromuscular Junctional Blocking action of

(1999)

Parthenium

hysterophorus leaf extracts in rat: Phytotherapy Research (UK) ,13:pp.1-4.
Mr. Gireesha C
1. C Gireesha, P V Krupakara, and H V Jayaprakash “Open Circuit Potential Studies
of Za-27/quartz MMC in 0.1N Acid Chloride Medium” International Journal of
Physical Sciences, ultimate scientist of Physical Sciences, 19(3), pp.405408(2007)
2. C Gireesha, P V Krupakara, and H V Jayaprakash”Weight loss Corrosion Studies
of A1-6061/Red mud Metal Matrix Composites in 1N Hydrochloric acid
Solution” International Journal of Chemical Sciences, Journal of Ultra Chemistry
3(2), pp.211 -215 (2007)
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3.2.5

Give list of publications of the Faculty.
a. Books
b. Articles
c. Conference/Seminar Proceedings
d. Course materials( for Distance Education)
e. Software Packages or other learning materials
f. Any other (specify)

a. Books: The following members of faculty have brought out publications. The list of
publications is as follows:
Name of the Author : Dr.M. Prakash
Sl.
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Title of the Book

ISBN No

Marketing
Management

81-242-0214-1

Personal Management

81-242-0214-1

Sales And Advertising
Management
Production
Management

Publisher
CREST Publishing
House
CREST Publishing
House
CREST Publishing
House
CREST Publishing
House
Himalaya
Publishing House
Pragathi
Publishing
Pragathi
Publishing

81-242-0214-1
81-242-0214-1

Project Guidelines

81-242-0214-1

Banking Theory And
Practice

81-242-0214-1

Marketing Principle

81-242-0214-1

Year of
Publication
2010
2010
2010
2010
1998
1995
1995

Name of the Author (co-authored): Dr.DK Murthy
Sl.
No

Title of the Book

ISBN
No

Publisher

Year of
Publication

1

Business Studies I

Saraswati Publications,
Chennai

2000

2

Business Studies II

Saraswati Publications,
Chennai

2001

3

Indian Financial
System

J K Publishers, New
Delhi

2007
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Name of the Author: Prof. P V Mathew
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4

Title of the Book
Second Year Pre
University English
Textbook
First Language
English Reader for
Class V
First Language
English Reader for
Class VI
Words & Afterwords
PU II English
Textbook

ISBN
No

Publisher

Year of
Publication

Oxford University Press,
Chennai

1987

DSERT, Bangalore

1993

DSERT, Bangalore

1993

Government of
Karnataka

1996

Name of the Author: Dr.G.Sudarsana Reddy
Sl.
No

Title of the Book

ISBN No

Publisher

Year of
Publication

1

Financial Management

978-81-8488827-0

Himalaya
Publishing
House

2010

2

Financial Management
– Principles and
Practice

978-81-8488615-3

HPH

2008

3

Strategic Management

HPH

2007

HPH

2006

HPH

2006

HPH

2009

HPH

2008

HPH

2008

HPH

2007

HPH

2006

HPH

2006

HPH

2006

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Authored

Advanced Financial
Management
Essentials of Financial
Management
Management &
Behavioural Process
Strategic Management
– Concepts and Cases
Management and OB

978-81-8488611-5
978-81-2488610-8
978-81-2488610-8
978-81-8488483-8
978-81-8488604-7
978-81-8488614-6

Business Environment
978-81-8318for
Strategic
797-8
Management
978-81-8488Business Environment
601-6
Organizational
978-81-8488Behaviour
603-0
978-81-8488Business Law
602-3
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Name of the Author: Dr.Sharada
Sl.No
Title of the Book
1
2
3
4
5

ISBN No

Nataka mattu
Chalanachitra
Chalanachitra
Kadambarigalu mattu
Mahile
Patrike, Radio mattu
Mahile
Budakattu Sanskruti
Adhyayana
Mahile mattu
Sanskrutika Nelegalu

Year of
Publication

Publisher
Chetana Book
House

2006

Chetana Book
House

2006

Chetana Book
House
Chetana Book
House
Chetana Book
House

To be published
To be published
To be published

b. The list of Articles is as follows:
Name of the Author: Dr.M. Prakash
Sl.
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Title of the Article

Publisher

“Why should state mess with admissions?”
Seven Principles for Good Practice in
Undergraduate Education
Good Teaching-Top ten Requirements
The Role of Prinicipal in the Development of a
College
What do Parents/students Expect in a College of
their Choice

DNA CITY

Volume/Mo
nth/Year/
Jan 15 2010

Name of the Author: Dr.G.Sudarsana Reddy
Sl.
No
1
2
3

Volume/Month/
Year/
Accepted for
Women Empowerment through
publication in the
Business Spectrum
SHGs - An Empirical Study
June 2010 Issue
RKGIT Journal of
Accepted in
Retail Revolution – Boon or
Management &
January 2010
Bane
Technology
Issue
Knowledge Management for ACRM
Journal
of Vol. 4, No.2,
Organisational Excellence: A Business
and Sept.2009,
Case Study of Tata Steel
Management Research Pp.26-31
Title of the Article

Publisher
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4

Building Brands by Helping Indian Journal of
Marketing
Others to Win

5

Impact of Dividend Policies on
Stock Price – A Study of Select Management Insight
FMCG Companies

Vol. XXXIX,
No.7, July 2009,
Pp. 21-23, and 31
Vol. 9, No. 2,
May-Aug 2009,
Pp.13-19

6

Reverse Merger – A Conceptual
Banking Finance
Overview

Vol.XXI, No.12,
Dec.2008, Pp.1317

7

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

Impact of Organised Retailing
on Unorganized Retailers (with Survey
Special reference to Vegetables
& Fruits)
Performance of Inventory
Management in Large Scale
Udyog Pragati
Paper Industry - A Study
Playing with e-Waste: Is it
PR Communication Age
Safe?
Book-Building:
An
Efficient
Pricing Method in Mega Public Management Insight
Issues

Financing Pattern and
Utilisation of Fixed Assets in
Large Scale Paper Industry– A
Study
Toying with Demat: A Boon for
Investors and Brokers
Industry - Business School
Interaction
for
Quality
Management Education
Quality Management Education:
Sustainable
Economic
Development
Healthcare for Everyone

Vol.32, No.1,
Jan– March
2008, Pp. 1-12
Vol.IX, No. 3,
June 2007, Pp.5-9.
Vol. 7, N0. 1, JanApr 2007, Pp.2-8

The Management
Accountant

Vol. 41, No.9,
Sept. 2006, Pp.
729-736

Banking Finance

Vol. XIX, No.12,
Dec. 2006, Pp.15-20

University News
Pratibimba
Express Travel World

16

Market Segmentation and Factors
Influencing Consumer Choice for
Fruit Based Drinking Yogurt in
Bangalore City

17

Bancassurance: Who is tying
The Insurance Times
the Knot and Why

18

Emerging
Trends
Management Education

in

Vol. 48, No. 1-2,
2008

Management Insight

Vol.44, No.32,
August
07-13,
2006, Pp.6-12
Vol. 6, Issue: 2,
July –Dec 2006,
Pp41-46.
May 2006, p.68
Vol.6, No.1,
Jan.-April, 2006,
Pp.10-20
Vol. XXV,
No.11, Nov.
2005, Pp.35-37
Vol.VIII, No. 5,

PR Communication Age August 2005,
Pp.15-19
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19

Recent Trends in Mutual Fund Indian Management
(SCMS)
Industry

20

Implementation of VAT in Banking Finance
India: Benefits and Concerns

21

GATS
and
Management
Education – Opportunities and University News
Challenges

22

Banking Services through EBanking Finance
Banking

Vol.II, No. III,
July-Sept 2005,
Pp.69-76
Vol.XVIII,
No.6, June 2005,
pp.21-24
Vol.43, No.19,
May 9-15 2005,
Pp.15-22
Vol. XVIII,
No.1, January
2005, Pp13-17

23

Marketing Challenges in 21st
Centenary

Indian Journal of
Marketing

Vol. XXXIV,
No.9, Sept. 2004,
Pp.3-5

24

Internet Banking: A Perspective

Banking Finance

Vol. XVII, No. 9,
Sept.2004, Pp.13-18

25

WTO
and
Management
Southern Economist
Education: Vital Issues

26

27
28

Cash Management Practices in
SSIs at Peenya Industrial Estate,
in Bangalore City
Liberalization of Insurance
Sector: Some reflections on LIC
of India
BPO – An Avenue for
Employment Generation

Pratibimba

Southern Economist
PR Communications
Age

29

Value Added Tax: Vital Issues

30

Liberalization of Insurance:
The Insurance Times
Opportunities and Challenges

31

Management of NPA: In Public
Sector Banks

32

Paper
Industry
in
Problems and Prospects

33

Working Capital Management
in Paper Industry in Andhra
Pradesh

Management Insight

Banking Finance

India The Management
Accountant
Pratibimba

Vol.43, No.2,
May 15th 2004,
Pp.13-17
Vol.5, Issue. 2,
July-Dec. 2005,
Pp. 13-21
Vol.43, No.2,
May 15th 2004,
Pp.13-17
Vol. VII, No. 9,
Dec.2004, Pp.7-10

Vol. 4, No. 3,
Sept.-Dec. 2004,
Pp.14-18
Vol. XXIV,
No.3, March
2004, Pp.23-27
Vol. XVII, No. 3,
March 2004,
Pp.17-21

Vol. 38, No.11,
Dec. 2003, Pp.
904 -912
Vol. 3, Issue: 2,
July – Dec 2003,
Pp. 49-65
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34

35

Entrepreneurial Awareness
among Outgoing Students – A
Study
Debtors Management: A Case
Study of Andhra Pradesh Paper
Industry

36

Liquidity Management in Paper
Industry - An Analysis

37

Performance of Financial
Structure Management – A
Study of Large Scale Paper
Mills in Andhra Pradesh

Management
Researcher

Vol. X, July–
Dec.2003, No. 1 &
2, Pp. 22-32

The Management
Accountant

Vol. 38, No.11,
Nov.– 2003, Pp.
810-815

Management
Researcher

Vol. IX, Jan – June
2003, No. 3 & 4, Pp.
45-58

Survey

Vol.43, No. 1-4,
2003, Pp.15-23

Name of the Author : Prof. P.V. Mathew
Sl.
Title of the Article
No
1. Teaching students how to write
2. Reframing school syllabi
3. College English Syllabus
4. Poetry : An Emotional Experience for
Children
5. Poetry: Universal Man in Joy’s Poetry
6. Criteria for Framing Curriculum
7. Countrywide Classroom Through
Television
8. Well-boiled Icicle
9.
This Obsession With Grammar
10.
11.

Bitter Bierce
The Bias of Competitive Tests

Name of the Author : Dr. Vithal D Potdar
Sl.
Title of the Article
No
1

A Study of some peculiar Taxes
prevalent in Ancient Karnataka

2

A study of some interesting terms
denoting taxes in the Vijayanagar
Period

Volume/Month/
Year/
The Hindu
October 28 1986
The Hindu
November 4 1988
FOCET News January 1989
February 21 1989
The Hindu
Publisher

Kavitha India
The Hindu
The Hindu
The Hindu
CIEFL
Newsletter
The Hindu
University
News

April ,1989
September 25, 1990
December 31, 1991
September 10, 1992
March, 1994
May 11, 1994
February 21, 2000

Publisher
Karnataka
Itihas Academy,
Bengaluru

Andhra University,
Visakhapatnam

Volume/Month/
Year/
1992

1992
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3

A note on some place names of
Jaina Affiliation

4

Boundary stones in Inscriptions

Place Names Society
of India, Mysore
Karnataka
Itihas Academy,

1993
1993

Bengaluru

5
6

Administration in Karnataka up to
1556 A. D
Bitti, Free Services in Ancient
Karnataka

Karnataka Itihas
Academy, Bangalore
Karnataka Itihas
Academy, Bengaluru
Karnataka Itihas
Academy, Bengaluru
Karnataka Itihas
Academy, Bengaluru

7

A study on Taxation terms like
Perjumka, Vaddaravula and Kirudere

8

Archeological Remains at T.
Agrahara

9

Management Styles in Ancient India

10

A Study of Gurugunda
Brahmeshwar temple at
Pattanayakanahalli

Karnataka Itihas
Academy, Bengaluru

11

Bangalore under Marathas &
Mughals(1638-1687 A.D.)

BBMP, Bengaluru

12

History of Keladi-A Study

13

Leaders of Unification Movement in
Karnataka- Mudaveedu Krishna Rao

QJMS, Bengaluru

Name of the Author : Mr. Gireesha C
Sl.
Title of the Article
No
Corrosion Characterization of
1 A6061/Red mud Metal Matrix
Composites in Acid Medium
Effect of addition of Ceramic
2 Material Like Quartz particulate on
the corrosion inhibition property
3
4
5

Canara Bank School of
Management Studies,
BU, Bengaluru

Open Circuit Potential Studies of
AI-6061
Weight Loss Corrosion Studies of
AI-6061/Red Mud Metal Matrix in
NaOH Solution
Open Circuit Potential Studies of
ZA-27

Mythic Society &
Karnataka Itihasa
Academy, Bengaluru

1998
1998
1999
2001
2002
2003
2004
Vol. XCVI,
Issue No.4, OctDec, 2005.
2008.

Publisher
CORCON-2009
NACE Gateway India Session
Corrosion Society of India
CORCON-2009
NACE Gateway India Session
Corrosion Society of India
CORCON-2009
NACE Gateway India Session
Corrosion Society of India
CECRT, Karaikudi,
Tamilnadu
CECRT, Karaikudi,
Tamilnadu

Year

2009
2009
2009
2008
2008
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Name of the Author : Dr. Vijayalakshmi KM
Sl.
Title of the Article
Publisher
No
Low Cost Sensitive, Portable,
Dept of Environmental
1 Chromatography Enzymatic method Sciences Sambalpur
for field Detection of heavy metals
University Bhubaneshwar

Year

1996

Confirmatory in vivo Electro diagnostic
and Electromyography studies for a
New Neuromuscular junctional
blocking agent from Indian Medicinal
Plant Cleistanthus Colinas

Sri Venkateshwara
University,
Tirupati

1997

3

A comparative Electro cardiac in rat

Dept of Zoology Sri
Venkateshwara University,
Tirupati

1997

4

Electro diagnostic and
Electromyography studies for
Neuromuscular junctional blocking
action of CCLC in rat

Auxilium College , Vellore

2005

2

Name of the Author : Dr. Sharada
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Title of the Article

Publisher

“Neenasam”da Ninada jeevanadi
Subbanna
Rangabhumiya YugaparivartakaGubbi Veeranna
Kannada Kadambariya modala
hejjegalu
Dalita Sahitya Chaluvali mattu
Ambedkar
Sama Samajadalli Mahile: Ambedkar
vicharadhare
Kannada Mahila Kadambarigala
Prabhava
Manoranjanege Nataka Cinimagala
Agatya
Samajika Pragatiyalli Dr. B R
Ambedkar Awara Chintane
Kuvempu Nooru-Naku NittuKuvempu Awara Sahitya Mattu
Chalanachitra

Khadi, Khaki, Kavi
--Do----Do-Ambedkar Voice
---Do-Chintaneya Chiguru
Karnataka
Sandhyakala
Ambedkar Voice
Kuvempu
Shatamanotsava
Smarana Grantha

Volume/Month/
Year/

2003
2003
2003
2008
2006
2006
Dec.14,2001
p.2
To be
published
2007
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10

11
12
13
14
15
16

Samooha Madhyama Mattu Mahile
Prof. Siddalingiaha Awara Sahityadalli
Dalitara Oladhwani
Babsaheb Dr. B R Ambedkarawara
Drishtiyalli Rajakiya Parikalpanegalu
Laxmanara Olatudita
The Lacuna of Urban Policy Making
Dalit Movement Globalization and Dalit
Women
People’s Struggles and Social Change
Vision of Ambedkar

Sampreethi: Smt
Indira Manvikar
Awara
Abhinandana
Grantha
Battada
Beladingalu
Ambedkar Voice

2009
2005

Dept of History,
BU
Mangalore
University
Dept.of
Psychology, BU

18

Dr. Ambedkar and secular society

Ambedkar Voice

19

Dr. B R Ambedkar and Buddhism

Ambedkar Voice

20

Kabir Samman to Kambar

Ambedkar Voice

21

Stage Artiste B V Karanth- A Memoir

Ambedkar Voice

23

A cultural insight into Badami Taluk

24

Poverty & Dalit Women

25

Rural Development: Women’s social
Life

26

Shishunala Sharif’s Philosophy &
Thinking

2007

Dept .of Geography
and Geoinfomatics,
BU

Dalit Women and Ageing

Constitutional Women’s rights

2006

Vakalathu

17

22

2004

UGC Women’s
Studies &
Sociology
Department, BU
Karnataka
History Congress,
Mysore
University
Karnataka
Sociology
Association,
Mysore
Department of
Sociology,
Chitradurga
Department of
Kannada, BU

2006
2006
2006

2005

2005

2006

2006
2008
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d. Course Materials
Sl No

Name

1

Dr. G
Sudarsan
a Reddy

2

Ms. K S
Parvathy

Chapter
Name
Corporate
Restructuring
Balance of
Payments
----

Subject

Course

Strategic Financial
Management
International
Business Finance
Tally 9.0 Version
( Financial
Accounting
Package)

MBA
MBA
BCom
& BBM

University
Pondicherry UniversityDistance Education
Pondicherry UniversityDistance Education
Value Added Course for
UG students

f. Any other (specify): Cases Developed
Dr. G Sudarsana Reddy: CASES DEVELOPED

(Specifically used in classroom teaching in MBA

Course)

Strategic Management
1. Britannia continues to look soggy in a
cracking market
2. Infosys fines its CEO for violating
Insider Trading Rules
3. Cut-to-fit discount strategy loses its
charm
4. Rich Taste Restaurant
5. Tedious Cheque Processing
6. Reliance Retail Kicks off Massive Recast
7. Tata Motors unveils the People’s Car
8. World’s Largest Mobile Phone Maker
Nokia
9. Nailing the Retailing
10. Structural Implementation at KODAK
11. National Furniture
12. MCI WorldCom’s Management
Unethical Behaviour
13. Alignment Strategic Intent
14. Eight Nationalised Banks Taken for a
Ride
15. The Need is Great – Amway
16. Microsoft Learns to Love the NET
17. Value Creation by Vertical Integration
18. Life in Plastic, It’s Fantastic
19. Embrace the Edge or Perish
20. First Mover advantage Revised

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Financial Management
Retirement and investment
portfolios
NPV: a tool for measuring
investment value
Credit
Control:
Global
Consumer Products
Present value computations
Present value of perpetuity
House loan amortization
Leverage
Personal loan amortisation

9. Old man and apple tree - a parable

10. Mixed cash flows
11. Investment evaluation
12. Capital budgeting
13. Dividend policy
14. Evaluation of two proposed
companies for acquisition
15. Capital structure (arbitrage
process)
16. Sinking fund
17. Working capital estimation
18. Cost of capital
19. Change in credit period
20.Valuation of Asset
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Ms. D C Geetha: Book Reviews
Sl No

Title of the book Reviews

Publisher

Year

1

Mahila Chaluvaliya Majalugalu

Achala

2

Kappu Hakkiya Belakina Haadu – M R
Sharma

Agni

3

Mahila Chaluvali Mattu Mahila
Vishayagalu Dr M Usha

Namma Manasa

Jan 2008

4

Hennu Hakku Horata M Vanaja

Namma Manasa

Feb 2008

5

Baduku Geetha Nagabhushana

Namma Manasa

March 2008

6

Poetry

Mayura

May 2008

7

Dwitwa R Sunandamma

Namma Manasa

June 2008

8

Poetry

Hosatu Vaachike

2008

9

Poetry

Agni

June 2009

10

Poetry

Sanchaya

Aug 2009

11

Poetry

Gandhi Bazaar

Aug 2009

12

Poetry

Mayura

Sept 2009

Apr 2008
2008

3.3 CONSULTANCY
3.3.1

List the broad areas of consultancy services provided by the Institution
during the last five years. ( free of cost and/or remunerative). Who are the
beneficiaries of such consultancy ?
Dr.M.Prakash, Principal of this college, is a pioneer in providing consultancy in

project preparation guidelines for BBM and MBA students of institutions such as :
Maharani’s College, Presidency College, Al-Ameen College, Garden City College, MLA
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College, Bengaluru; Srinivasa College, Mangalore; B.S.V.P, Pune and IMS Institute,
Bellary.
The broad areas of the consultancy services provided by the consultants of this
institution are: project preparation, classroom management, placement skills, social
marketing, higher education and careers in finance. Apart from this, the following areas
are also covered through consultancy -

providing

consultancy

services

for

establishing

and

developing

educational institutions.
-

providing expertise to set up laboratory facilities.

-

delivering guest lectures for various institutions and colleges in and around
Bangalore city including Distance Education and Study Centres.

-

reviewing books for publication

-

preparing course material for add-on courses.

Most of the above services are honorary in nature.
3.3.2

How does the Institution publicize the expertise available for consultancy
services ?
The consultancy services and expertise available in the institution have received

wide and extensive publicity across the country. Dr.M.Prakash, principal of the college,
is well-known in academic, administrative and University circles.He is the Secretary of
the Private Management Colleges Association in Karnataka. In this position, his
consultancy expertise receives extensive publicity.Besides,the goodwill and reputation
which the institution and its faculty members enjoy are effective means of publicity.The
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college website and prospectus of the institution are effective means of publicity for our
consultancy services.
3.3.3

How does the institution reward the staff for the Consultation provided by
them?
The Institution, Management and Principal recognize and appreciate

members who are engaged

the faculty

in consultancy services. OOD facility is provided to

them,helping them thereby to enhance and share their knowledge. Consultancy services
provided by the faculty are by and large honorary and as such not remunerative.
However, as and when consultancy services are paid for, they are quite nominal and
sufficient to meet the conveyance expenses of the faculty concerned. The faculty use
consultancy remuneration for further professionalisation in consulting services.
3.3.4

How does the institution utilize the revenue generated through Consultancy
Services?
Most Consultancy Services provided by the faculty are by and large honorary and

as such not remunerative. However, the institution gratefully utilizes their consultancy
services. The institution rewards the consultant- faculty members with the honorarium
they receive. In addition, they are rewarded with gifts, mementos and honourable
mention in the annual reports of the college and the SET newsletter.
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3.4 EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
3.4.1 How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty in
extension activities ? ( NSS, NCC,YRC and other NGOs)
The institution encourages the students to participate in extension activities such
as NSS, YRC and NGO’s, without neglecting the mainstream of their curriculum. Ecowatch programme creates awareness among students about the environment pollution and
its impact on the ecology. These activities are scheduled to be held and organized after
the regular class hours, week ends and holidays to ensure their participation.
3.4.2

What are the outreach programmes organized by the institution? How are
they integrated with the academic curricula ?
The outreach programmes in the college are organized through NSS and YRC

units. The volunteers and students of the college have participated in Jathas, blood
donation camps, free health check up camps etc. A ‘Walkathon‘ was organized by the
college in association with Eco-watch in order to create awareness among the public
about the urgency of preserving and protecting the environment. Special NSS camps are
conducted in rural areas in order to create social awareness among students. These
programmes provide students a practical exposure and experience related to the
theoretical inputs they receive in their classrooms.
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3.4.3 How does the institution promote college-neighbourhood network in which
students acquire attitude for service and training, contribute to community
development ?
The resources and facilities in the college, such as auditoriums, classrooms and
premises are extensively used by institutions and organizations in Yelahanka area. Yoga,
meditation and educational training programmes are regularly held in the campus.
This is a service the college is providing to the neighbourhood community. The
Commerce & Management students are regularly taken on industrial visits in Bengaluru
and other industrial cities. Students of Life Sciences and Physical Sciences departments
go on visits to research institutes and labs. Some faculty members and students regularly
visit ‘Belaku’ (Day Care Centre for Special Children) and support them financially. The
‘Citizens Forum’ of Yelahanka coordinates with our students to ensure better living for
all residents. They also work in areas such as environmental conservation, pollution
control, waste segregation, plastic free zone etc.
3.4.4

What are the initiatives taken by the institution to have a partnership with
University / Research

Institutions/ Industries/NGOs etc.for extension

activities ?
The college has taken initiative in its own way to have partnership with many
organizations for academic research and extension activities.The College has established
collaboration with the International Red Cross Society ( Karnataka State Chapter). The
institution has a wing of the Youth Red Cross Society with 72 student members and 30
members of staff. First Aid classes for students and faculty members, Health Awareness
______________________________________________________________________________________
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camps and Blood donation camps are conducted by specially appointed, qualified
medical practitioners, under the joint auspices of the college and above organizations.
The Deparment of Biotechnology, in collaboration with Eco-watch, Karnataka State
Pollution Control Board, has conducted environment awareness programmes.The College
National Service Scheme (NSS) unit takes up tree plantation campaigns, road-repair
work and drain-clearing, in collaboration with BBMP and the taluk panchayats of the
places concerned where the annual NSS camps are held. HIV / AIDS Awareness
campaigns are also conducted, in collaboration with the Citizen’s Forum of Yelahanka
New Town. The students and staff of this college, through NSS and YRC units,
coordinate various activities to ensure better living conditions for all residents.They also
work in areas such as environmental conservation, pollution control, waste segregation,
plastic free environment etc.
3.4.5

How has the local community benefited by the institution? (Contribution of
the

institution

through

various

extension

activities,outreach

programmes,partnering with NGOs and GOs)
The YRC and NSS units of the college, in collaboration with Indian Red Cross
Society, Bangalore and Sparsh Hospital, Bengaluru, conducted a blood donation camp.
Further, the two units also collected Rs.17,200/- and contributed it to the UNICEF’s
ORS scheme. Rs. 18,750/- was collected from staff and students of the college which was
contributed to ‘Belaku’ (Day care centre for special chidren). The NSS unit of the
college organises Special Camps in the surrounding villages of the college. During the
course of the camp, community-service activities like Free-health check-up camps in
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association with Indian Red Cross Society, Indian Medical Association, Mahaveer
Hospital, Bengaluru, spreading awareness about health, hygiene and cleanliness, Special
lectures by the experts on the topics relevant to villagers/farmers are also organised.
The institution has partnership with many organizations for academic research
and extension activities. One such organization is the International Red Cross Society,
Karnataka Branch.The college has a unit of the youth wing of this organization. 72 of
our students are members of the Youth Red Cross (YRC) unit. Thirty members of
faculty are life members of the International Red Cross Society, Karnataka.Under the
joint auspices of this organization and the college, various programmes and extension
activities are conducted, such as health awareness camps, blood donation camps and
HIV-AIDS awareness programmes. Similarly, the YRC Unit of the college has also
involved itself in the community service by organising blood donation camps on a regular
basis.It also creates awareness among the youths regarding health and well-being by
organising special lectures by medical professionals. Besides, it also conducted a dental
screening test for the benefit of the students and the staff in association with Sri
Krishnadevaraya College of Dental Science, Bengaluru.
“Light Channel World Movement”, a unique program of positivising the “Self
and the Mother Earth” was conducted by Ms. Rajashri Padaki, Coordinator of Life
Skills Committee of the College, in various schools and Colleges in and around
Yelahanka. This programme helped the students and staff of the institutions to positivise
their energies and thinking which in turn enhances their Memory Power and
Concentration..
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Environment awareness programmes, Lectures and

Walkathon have been

conducted by the Biotechnology department in collaboration with government
departments and non-governmental organizations, such as Karnataka State Pollution
Control Board, Eco–Watch etc.
3.4.6

How has the institution involved the community in its extension activities?
(Community participation in institutional development, institutioncommunity networking etc.)
The institution has involved Resident Welfare Association and Citizen’s Forum,

Yelahanka New Town in visiting Belakku, an institution for special children. The
institution is offering quality education to the society and economically disadvantaged
youth. Health check up and blood donation camps are held jointly with NGOs. The
resource/facilities of the institution, like premises and Auditorium are utilized by the
neighbouring community for community development programmes.
3.4.7. Any awards or recognition received by the faculty/ students/ Institution for
the extension activities ?
The NSS unit of the college was awarded the Governor’s trophy for donating
the highest number of units of blood. In recognition of the extension activities of the
faculty, students and institutution, several appreciation letters have been received. The
wide coverage these activities received in the press and the favourable public perception,
are indicative of the appreciation of our activities. In recognition of them, some of our
activities have been sponsored / funded by various agencies: Eco-Watch, the agency
collaborating with Biotechnology department, has sponsored the environmental activities.
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The Govt. of Karnataka, in recognition of our activities, has sanctioned Rs.1,00,000 for
a project in Nano-technology.
3.5 COLLABORATIONS
3.5.1 Give details of the collaborative activities of the institution with the following
organizations :
a.

Local bodies/community

b.

State

c.

National

d.

International

e.

Industry

f.

Service Sector

g.

Agricultural Sector

h.

Administrative Sector

i.

Any other (specify)

a. Local bodies/Community: The NSS and YRC units of the College, staff and
students have collaborated with Citizen’s Forum, Yelahanka New Town, to campaign
against the proliferation of plastic and in support of environmental protection .
b. State: The Department of Biotechnology of the college, students and staff
collaborated with Eco-Watch and Karnataka State Pollution Control Board, Govt. of
Karnataka, to conduct a ‘Walkathon’ in order to create awareness about nature
conservation.
c. National: The Departments of Biotechnology and Genetics have collaboration for
Nano-lab with JNCASR, Bengaluru, Raghavendra Biotechnologies, Bengaluru for stem
cell research and culture, for providing training and research with Probiosys Centre
for Excellence for Life Sciences and Millipore (India) Pvt.Ltd, Bengaluru.
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d. International: The institution has entered into research collaboration with Grimsby
Institute of Further and Higher Education, North Eastern State University, Tahlequah,
Oklahoma, USA, University of Central Oklahoma, USA Lincolnshire, UK and for
academic and research collaboration in faculty exchange programme, student
exchange programme. The institution has a MOU with the Grimsby Institute, UK and
the University of Central Oklahama, USA for student and staff exchange
programmes.
e. Industry: The department of Biotechnology has collaborated with Raghavendra
Biotechnologies, Bengaluru. The institution collaborates with the industries to pay
regular visits by students at their final year of graduation and gain knowledge. Some
of the industries with which the institution collaborates are Mother dairy, Parle G,
Coco-Cola, Rail Wheel Factory etc.
f. Service Sector: YRC Unit has association with Indian Red Cross Society-Blood
Bank, Bengaluru.
g. Any other: The institution has a collaboration with SIFE (Students In Free
Enterprise) an NGO which undertakes projects, which are beneficial to society and
brings about economic development. The project is entirely funded by the corporate
houses.
3.5.2

How has the institution benefited from the collaboration ?
Faculty members who are members of Boards of Studies of Bangalore University

extend their expertise in curriculum Development.
Sri Chalapathy and Smt D.C.Geetha of Kannada department of the college have
edited the Kannada textbook “Sahitya Samvada” which is prescribed for BBM I and
BBM II Semester.
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The college N.S.S unit has collaborated with Lions Club, Sundarnagar, Bengaluru,
to conduct a blood donation camp. Recently, the YRC and N.S.S units, in association
with the Indian Red Cross Society, (Bengaluru, Karnataka) organized a blood donation
camp.
These collaborations have benefited our students, faculty and society in general.
Students benefited by getting placements in India and abroad. Members of faculty
benefited from the Faculty Development Programmes (FDPs) conducted by
Prof.Narasinga Rao from (COU) and Prof.Mike Dillon (Grimsby) which provided much
understanding of the developments in higher education in those respective countries.
3.5.3

Does the institution have any MoU/MoC/Mutually beneficial agreements
signed with
∑

Other academic institutions

∑

Industry

∑

Other agencies

Yes. The college has signed a MoU with
· Grimsby Institute, North East Lincolnshire ,U.K
· University of Central Oklahoma, USA.
As mentioned above, we have signed a MoU with the above mentioned
universities .The MBA Department of the institution has been recognized as a Research
Centre by Rayalaseema University, Kurnool, AP, which is mutually beneficial. Through
these links and tie-ups, we have built a close working relationship at an International
level. These partnerships provide dialogues that ensure that we are influential and remain
at the cutting edge. Through these tie-ups we enable our students to think internationally;
to respond to different opinions, approaches and people; to be the proactive generation
that shapes the future with an understanding of the realities of other countries and
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cultures. The wide vision of the Centre for Global Excellence that we have established
here at SFGC is to make students / faculties learn and work in a global scenario. We have
designed certain programs for our students

and faculties through these tie-ups and

collaborations. They are as follows :
ß

Summer Research Internship Program: It is a short duration course for two
months open to all the students belonging to any discipline, which provides students
with greater learning experience at an international level. It gives an opportunity to
present research papers on National and International Forums. Students get
certificates after completion of this program.

ß

A Semester Abroad Program: After completing the undergraduate studies in any
discipline, a student can be a part of this program. Duration of this course is four
months. Criteria are the same to do research work/Paper Presentation at
international level, in hosting University i.e University of Central Oklohoma,
U.S.A. Credit Certificates are provided to the students after completion of course.

ß

A Graduate Course Abroad: After completion of the degree course/
undergraduate studies in any discipline, a student can be a part of a Master’s
program in any of the Universities i.e Grimsby Institute, U.K or University of
Central Oklahoma, U.S.A.Course duration depends on the chosen area of studies in
one year or two years approximately.

ß

Study Tours /Taster Programs: Short durational study tours/ industrial visits are
arranged for our students, studying in any discipline for a period of 10 – 14 days, to
these two Universities (Grimsby or U.C.O) and a student is eligible for getting a
certificate at the end of the tour. The students generally attend classes in the
subjects of their interest.
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ß

Faculty Exchange Program: As part of this programme, faculties of both the
institutions are welcome for paper presentation and research work. The purpose of
these tie-ups is to improve the teaching/learning process

and to offer to the

students/faculties all avenues/resources that they need to work on the global studies,
academic development and give depth and meaning to their studies.
3.6 BEST PRACTICES IN RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND
EXTENSION
3.6.1 What are the significant innovations / good practices in Research, Consultancy
and Extension activities of the institution?
i.

Research Club: The Research Club encourages research activities in the college.
The club conducts group discussions and paper presentations. Students are also
encouraged to undertake project work and present papers.

ii.

Financial Support: The institution encourages faculty to participate in national and
international seminars, workshops and conferences by providing financial
assistance.

iii.

Collaboration: The institution has collaboration with foreign universities, such as
Grimsby Institute, U.K and Central Oklahoma University, USA, for students
exchange programmes and research.

iv.

Research Allowance/ Educational Allowance: Extra Allowance is granted to
faculty who have completed M.Phil/ Ph.D.

v.

Research Centre: The MBA Department of the college is recognized by
Rayalaseema University as a Research Centre for Management Studies.

vi.

Honorarium: The institution pays honorarium to the faculty for guiding students
in their project work.

vii.

Undergraduate Research: Many BA/B.Com students are also engaged in research
projects/ research assignments under faculty guidance.
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CRITERION – IV

INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES
4.1 PHYSICAL FACILITIES
4.1.1

What are the infrastructure facilities available for
(a) Academic activities?
(b) Co-curricular activities?
(c) Extra –curricular Activities and Sports?

a. Academic Activities: Our College campus is one of the most picturesque educational
venues in Bengaluru City. Conveniently located, it is a landmark on the Bengaluru
Doddaballapur Highway. Spread over three acres, the campus stands out from the
surrounding city space with its lush vegetation. Our infrastructural facilities are stateof-the-art and learner-friendly.
There are 48 UG classrooms and 7 MBA classrooms. Classrooms are provided
with green fiberglass boards (12’ x 4’), white marker boards, rostrums and platforms.
MBA classrooms are provided with LCD and OHP. Classrooms are well-ventilated,
lighted and fitted with ceiling fans. American type chairs are provided for students. It
is easy to arrange them in circles / groups for group discussions. Inspiring quotations
have been put up in classrooms.
Advanced, well-equipped laboratories have been set up in Life Sciences,
Physical sciences and Computer Science. There are two computer laboratories with
36 systems in each lab. Business lab has 40 computers and the U G library has 14
computers and MBA library has 10 computers with internet facility. The MBA
department has 55 computers with internet facility provided by BSNL. Tikona
Wireless and Broadband connections enable staff and students to access the Internet
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facility round the clock at high speed. Internet facility is available also in the college
office, the principal’s chambers, the vice-principal’s chambers, the placement cell,
MBA Director’s chambers, staff rooms, computer laboratories, conference halls and
seminar halls. The air-conditioned seminar hall has a seating capacity for 300
individuals, and it is equipped with the latest audio and video facilities. The college
and MBA department have websites.
We have a well-equipped, spacious library with a seating capacity of 100
students, a spacious reading room and a reference section (cfr: 4.3 for details)
b. Co-curricular Activities: In order to complement and strengthen the curricular
activities, a variety of co-curricular activities are undertaken throughout the academic
year, under the aegis of various departments and forums. In order to facilitate the
conduct of co-curricular activities for the harnessing of the creative talents of
students, the institution has ample infrastructure in all respective departments. In
addition, there are four designated activity rooms viz:
-

Centre for Global Excellence

-

Centre for Career Guidance, Training and Placement

-

Centre for Women Empowerment

-

Centre for Counseling.
These centres are elegantly furnished and equipped for discussions,

presentations, counseling, meeting etc. The infrastructural facilities of these centres
are at the disposal of the institution for any of the co-curricular / extra-curricular
activities.
c. Extra –curricular Activities and Sports: The institution has all the infrastructural
facilities and amenities for the programmes and activities undertaken by NSS and
YRC – units and the Physical Education Department. The NSS and YRC officer’s
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room can facilitate meetings etc., the volunteers have garden and cooking utensils and
camp implements. The YRC unit has the necessary facilities for blood donation etc.
whenever such activities are undertaken.
Physical cultural and indoor and outdoor sports / and games form an integral
part of the education provided to our students to compete in sports and games
successfully to enhance their skills in indoor and outdoor games. The college has
ample facilities and playgrounds for volleyball, Ball badminton, Throw ball,
tennicoit, table tennis, carom, chess, athletics, etc.,
4.1.2

Enclose the Master Plan of the college campus indicating the existing
physical infrastructure and the projected future expansions.
The Master Plan of the college is enclosed vide Annexure No. 1

4.1.3

Has the institution augmented the infrastructure to keep pace with its
academic growth? If yes, specify the facilities and the amount spent during
the last five years.
During the past few years, there has been a phenomenal growth in student

strength. Besides, several new courses have been introduced. To cope with these
developments, new infrastructure facilities have been added. To support the academic
growth, the college has constructed a new floor for life sciences, six laboratories for
Biotechnology, Genetics, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Microbiology and Zoology, four new
classrooms and an auditorium with a capacity to seat 1000 individuals. A business
laboratory, with 40 computers, has been developed for Commerce & Management and
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Tally programme. Some other infrastructure developments are:
Enhanced parking area

Digitalization of library

Plant tissue culture laboratory

Research club

Ladies’ Halls of Residence

Canteen

Computer laboratory

LCD projectors

MBA classrooms with audio-visual aids

Board Room.

Chambers for Vice-Principal

Renovation of classrooms

Students’ common room

Centre for Global Excellence

Wellness Centre

Fitness Centre

Year

Amount Spent (Rs.)

2008-09

6,88,637

2007-08

8,21,983

2006-07

4,43,299

2005-06

2,47,017

2004-05

76, 089

Total

22,77,025
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4.1.4

Does the institution provide facilities like common room, separate rest rooms
for women students and staff?
Yes, the institution has separate rest room for women students. In addition, there

are three separate staff rooms for:
· MBA department.
· Commerce & Management, and
· Humanities and Languages.
4.1.5

How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure is
optimally utilized?

ß

The college has taken a number of initiatives to ensure the optimum utilization of
the infrastructure facilities.

ß

Regular and continuous classes are held from 9.30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. All
classrooms are utilized during these hours. Laboratories are engaged from 9.30
a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

ß

The air conditioned seminar hall (Sabhangana) is always engaged, and booked in
advance, for conducting various programmes, like seminars, workshops, etc., at
the interclass, intercollegiate State or national level.

ß

Library is accessible and its facilities are available to students and faculty
members on all working days from 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

ß

The playground is used by our students before and after regular classes, as also
the multi-gym.

ß

The campus is accessible to public right from 6 a.m. till late in the evening. Some
organizations, for example The Art of Living, practice yoga and meditation.
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ß

The Railway Board and Banking Service Commission have found our campus
and infrastructure most suited for conducting their staff recruitment tests and
examinations on Sundays.

ß

The Press Information Bureau of Govt. of India conducted the Public Information
Campaign on Bharat Nirman from 1st to 5th September 2006 in the college
campus.

ß

The Election Commission has conducted training for Polling / Counting personnel
in our classrooms and Sabhangana.
Thus, our infrastructural facilities and learning resources are fully and optimally

utilized.
4.1.6

How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the
requirements of the differently-abled students?
Our institution – campus, building and classrooms – provides a favourable

environment to differently-abled students. Ramps and lift facilities are provided.
Physically and visually challenged students are allowed to use the service of a scribe and
write the examinations in a separate room, as per Bangalore University norms.
4.2 MAINTENANCE OF INFRASTRUCTURE
4.2.1 What is the budget allocation for the maintenance of (last year’s data)
a.

Land?

b.

Building?

c.

Furniture?

d.

Equipment?

e.

Computers?

f.

Vehicles?
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The budget allocation for the maintenance of various infrastructure facilities for the
years, 2008-09 given below:
Infrastructure

Budget (Rs.)

Land

---

Building

7,50,000

Furniture

16,50,000

Equipment

5,00,000

Computers

16,50,000

Vehicles

1,50,000

Budget Allocation for the Maintenance of Infrastructure
150000

750000

1650000

1650000
500000
Building

4.2.2

Furniture

Equipment

Computers

Vehicles

How does the institution ensure optimal utilization of budget allocated for
various activities?
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Budget is earmarked for various expenses, taking the requirements into
consideration. Heads of departments and those who chair various committees are
requested to plan and prepare their budget requirements. Based on their requirement,
budget allocations are made.
The college Governing Council, after scrutiny, sanctions the budget. The principal
and the college Governing Council ensure optimal utilization of the allotted budget, by
inspecting, scrutinizing and auditing the work undertaken, materials procured, and the
payments made for these purpose.
4.2.3. Does the institution appoint staff for maintenance and repair? If not, how
are the infrastructure facilities, services and equipment maintained?
The Management has appointed a campus engineer, a supervisor and an estate
manager, who maintain the campus and infrastructure in good condition. Laboratory
assistants, maintenance staff, gardeners, drivers and security personnel take care of the
campus infrastructure - laboratories, computers, vehicles, garden and campus and report
about their working condition to the estate manager. Plumbing, electrical and furniture
maintenance are also carried out by qualified personnel. The college has annual
maintenance contract for the maintenance of Xerox machines, lift and LCDs.
4.3 LIBRARY AS A LEARNING RESOURCE
4.3.1

Does the library have a Library Advisory Committee? What are its major
responsibilities?
Yes. The Library Advisory Committee is headed by the Principal as Chairman

and five other members: Director, MBA, Heads of Departments of Arts, Commerce, and
Science and the Library Consultant as Convener of the Committee. The Advisory
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Committee plays a pivotal role in strengthening library collection, reviews indents for
books and journals, and approves for purchase. It formulates policies, frames rules and
regulations for the smooth functioning of the Library. It guides the Library staff in their
functioning, plays a role in getting adequate budget for library development. It also
decides on distribution of budget for purchase of books and journals among departments.
4.3.2

How does the library ensure access, use and security of materials?
The library follows the open access system. Readers have freedom to move about

and select books of their choice. Proper shelf and bay guides are provided. Books are
classified as per the Dewey Decimal System and arranged on the shelves in convenient
manner. Broader subject guides are displayed prominently. Catalogue information is
available on Online Public Access Catalogue. Readers can search for books of their
choice either by title, author or subject key words from the computer system located at
the entrance.
To ensure maximum utilization of resources, readers have been issued with Barcoded library cards. They are allowed to consult, borrow and return publications on any
day and at any time during working hours of the library. Working hours are set to suit
the convenience of staff and students. Based on the type of collection, reading materials
are arranged in different sections (General stack, reference, SC/ ST book bank, CD’s and
DVD’s, Periodicals, Newspapers and Magazines, etc). Books needed by readers for
competitive examinations are kept in a separate shelf.
Security arrangement is made in the library for the security of materials. Library
staff exercises vigilance over users in the library. Books and personal belongingness
brought into and taken out of the library are checked. Procedures laid down regarding
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usage are brought to the notice of users. Library staff will advice users who indulge in
frequent violation of procedures. Any habitual violation noticed will be brought to the
notice of the counseling committee and principal.
4.3.3

What are the various support facilities available in the library? (Computers,
internet, bandwidth, reprographic facilities etc.)
The library has adequate number of computer systems for its good functioning.

Library operations have been computerized (Membership, bar-coded issue and return
system, searching facility, generating various lists etc.)
Internet facility is provided. There are 26 systems in the internet section. Students
and staff can use them any time during library working hours. Reprographic facility is
available which is widely used by staff and students, free of cost.
4.3.4

How does the Library ensure purchase and use of current titles, important
journals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on new
books and journals during the last five years.
Publishers and book sellers’ catalogues are scanned regularly. Staff and students

suggest the latest titles of their interest. Books and Journals are selected based on the
courses offered and the syllabus prescribed. The Library Advisory Committee makes sure
that the latest and relevant titles are added to the library.
All the titles added are recorded, processed and released for readers’ use. Latest
new books are on display for some time. Departments are informed of additions on their
subject. This enables the users to know the latest additions to the Library. The amount
spent on books and journals during the last five years is given below:
Year
2009-10

Books

Journals

UG

PG

Total

2,70,584

7,17,536

9,88,120
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2008-09

1,24,018

4,60,915

5,84,933

57,016

25,322

82,338

2007-08

2,43,440

1,87,039

4,30,479

76,038

30,040

1,06,078

2006-07

4,12,374

83,631

4,96,005

47,141

23,386

70,527

2005-06

2,37,435

1,97,127

4,34,562

60,299

-

60,299

Grand Total

4.3.5

29,34,099

Grand Total

4,24,458

Give details on the access of the online and internet services in the Library to
the students and faculty? (hours, frequency of use, subscriptions, licensed
software etc.,)
We have a separate online and internet services section both at UG and PG

library. The online and internet services are utilized by staff and students. No restriction
is imposed on its use. The library is kept open throughout the working hours and the
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Wi-fi facilitates available all the 24 hours. The utility is being regularly monitored and
corrective measures are taken by a technical hand. Subscription for e-journals has been
paid and all the ICFAI Journals are accessed online. The frequency and regularity of
students and faculty using this facility is being recorded. 66 journals are being subscribed
to and 27 on-line journals are accessible. All the necessary licensed software are
purchased and maintained by the institution.

4.3.6

Are the Library services computerized? If yes, to what extent?
Yes. Library services are fully computerized. Students’ profile is computerized

and membership cards are bar-coded. Issue and return, calculation of overdue charges
etc. are being done using the computerized system. Catalogue information is available in
the system and readers can search for materials through online public access catalog.
Various lists can be generated from the database through the printer connected to the
computer. The institution intends to scan and preserve question papers in soft copy form.
Use of internet for gathering and transmitting information through email is in vogue
4.3.7

Does the institution make use of INFLIBNET / DELNET / IUC facilities? If
yes, give details.
The library uses Libsys software. Efforts are being made to get certain facilities

through INFLIBNET.
4.3.8

What initiatives are taken by library staff to enrich the faculty and students
with its latest acquisitions?
Publishers’ and booksellers’ catalogues are brought to the notice of faculty and

students. New additions are put on display for some time. Paper clippings of relevant
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topics on current events / notifications will be put up in the notice board. Internet facility
is being used to communicate such information. Book exhibitions are arranged
periodically.
4.3.9

Does the library have interlibrary borrowing facility? If yes give details of
the facility.
Yes. This is a regular feature among SET institutions. We occasionally borrow

books from other libraries for our readers. Similarly we lend to other institutions from our
collection on mutual understanding basis. No fee is charged for this purpose.
4.3.10 What are the special facilities offered by the library to the visually and
physically –challenged persons?
So far no visually challenged student has been enrolled to any course. So there
was no need to build up a collection on Braille literature. As regards physically
challenged persons, library staff help them in choosing materials, issue and return of
books etc, such students are issued with two books for a longer duration. Due attention is
being paid for their information needs in the library.
4.3.11 List the infrastructural development of the library over the last two years.
New furniture and equipment suitable for library services are acquired. All library
activities are computerized. Internet facility is extended to staff and students. Search
facility on computer ‘Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC)’ is made available to the
users. Property counter to keep personal belongings with token facility has been installed.
4.3.12 What other information services are provided by the library to its users?
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Collection for competitive examinations has been developed and a separate
section is maintained. Search facility on internet is made available. Paper clippings on
latest events and notifications are maintained. Efforts are being made to strengthen CD
and DVD collection. Question papers of previous examinations are maintained in
separate files.
4.4. ICT AS LEARNING RESOURCES
4.4.1 Does the Institution have up-to-date computer facility? If yes, give details on
the available hardware and software (Number of computers, computerstudents ratio, stand alone facility, LAN facility, configuration, licenced
software etc.)
Yes, our computer facility is up-to-date and adequate.
Number of computers
· Computer science Laboratory – I

36

· Computer science Laboratory - II

36

· No. of Computers in the UG library

14

· No. of Computer in Principal’s chambers

01

· No. of Computer in Vice Principal’s Chambers

01

· No. of Computers in M.B.A. Department

14

· Business Lab

40

· No. of Computers in the office

04

· No. of Laptops

04

Total No. of Computer

150

· No. of Printers

09

· No. of Scanners

02

· Reprographic Machines

03

· All in one

02

· Fax

01

· Other facilities: LAN facility is provided, and LCD (in Sabhangana and MBA
classrooms)
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4.4.2. Is there a central computing facility? If yes, how is it utilized for staff to
students?
Yes; a central computing facility is available in the library and business
laboratory. Members of Commerce and Management faculty utilize the central
computing facility for the following purposes:
i.

Verify and examine the authenticity and originality of project reports submitted
by students of BBM course.

ii.

To maintain admission records and internal assessment marks of students

iii.

Conduct practical examinations for VI Sem BCom students who have Accounts
as an elective subject practicals carry 20 marks.

iv.

Central computing facilities are utilized by students to -learn / practice the
above mentioned courses.

iv. Library uses the central computing facility for various purposes.
4.4.3.

How are the faculty facilitated to prepare computer-aided teaching/ learning
materials? What are the facilities available in the college for such efforts?
The college has two computer labs with internet across, 4 LCD projectors in as

MBA classrooms, 5 laptops, printers and scanners. Our faculty members utilize this new
technology to complement and strengthen the traditional classroom pedagogy. In addition
to the conventional lecture and interactive modes, faculty members use Audio-visual
aids, power-point presentations on multimedia projectors, green and white boards, charts,
globe, posters and maps to make the content of lectures more interesting and stimulating
for the students.
4.4.4

Does the Institution have a website? How frequently is it updated? Give
details.
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Yes, the institution has three websites, viz:

4.4.5

· College

: www.sfgc.ac.in

· MBA department

: www.sims.blr.ac.in

· Alumni Association

: www.alumnisimsblr.ac.in

How often does the institution plan and upgrade its computer systems? What
is the provision made in the annual budget for update, deployment and
maintenance of the computers in the institution?
The institution plans and upgrades its computer hardware as per the requirements

of the courses and the administrative requisites. Each year, a budget provision is made for
updating existing systems, purchasing is made for updating existing systems, purchasing
new systems and maintaining the existing systems and software. Most systems have
antivirus software installed in them. Rs. 16,50,000 is the provision made in the annual
budget for update deployment and maintenance of computers.
4.4.6

How are the computers and their accessories maintained? (AMC etc.)
Authorized dealers maintain our computer systems during their warranty period.

However, the college has a qualified systems administrator who ensures smooth and
hassle free functioning of all systems.
4.5 OTHER FACILITIES
4.5.1

Give details of the following facilities:
a) Capacity of the hostels (to be given separately for boys and Girls)
b) Occupancy
c) Rooms in the hostel (to be given separately for boys and Girls)
d) Recreational facilities: are attached to the hostel.
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e) Sports and Games (Indoor and Outdoor) facilities
f) Health and Hygiene (Health Care centre, Ambulance, Nurse, Qualified
Doctor) (full time/ part time etc.)
a. Capacity of the Hostels (to be given separately for boys and Girls): Since the great
majority of our male students hail from Bengaluru city or neighboring towns, the
need for a boys’ hostel has not been felt so far. The institution has a girls’ hostel
(Halls of Residence) in its premises. It has a capacity to accommodate 40.
b.

Occupancy: At present there are 14 girls in the Halls of Residence.

c. Rooms in the Hostel (to be given separately for boys and Girls): The girls’ hostel
has 13 rooms at present; six more rooms are being constructed.
d. Recreational facilities: Are attached to the hostel.
e. Sports and Games (Indoor and Outdoor) facilities: The hostel is situated in the
college premises and hostilities can avail themselves of all the indoor and outdoor
facilities of the college.
f. Health and Hygiene (Health Care centre, Ambulance, Nurse, and qualified
Doctor) (full time/ part time etc.): Wellness Centre is adjacent to the hostel. A lady
medical officer Dr. Shubha Malle, has been appointed to provide health service to the
hostilities. Periodic health check up is conducted.
4.5.2

How does the institution ensure participation of women in intra-and interinstitutional sports competitions and cultural activities?
Through class and inter-class competitions, girls are encouraged to participate in

sports and cultural activities at the intra-institution level. Those who excel in these areas
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at the institutional level-and others who evince interest – are encouraged and sponsored
to participate in inter-institutional sports competitions and cultural activities. The
Physical Education department provides facilities for women’s sports and games. Such
events are conducted also on the occasion of the Annual sports Day. ‘Spoorthi’ is our
annual cultural event. On this occasion, our girl-students give expression to their creative,
artistic and aesthetics skills, through a variety of events / cultural competitions.
‘Kalarava’ is the inter-college cultural festival in which other colleges also compete.
Most competitors in Kalarava are girls.
4.5.3

Give details of the common facilities available with the Institution (Staff
room, day care centre, common room for students, rest rooms, health centre,
vehicle parking, guest house, Canteen, telephone, internet cafe, transport,
drinking water etc.)
Many of our students and staff members come from different areas of Bengaluru.

Others come from neighboring towns like Chikkaballapur, Doddaballapur, Devanahalli,
Gauribidanur, and nearby villages. It is important; therefore that the institution provides
creature comforts and common facilities and thereby lends a cozy ambience.
Staff Rooms: There are three large staff rooms: one for the department of MBA, second
for Commerce & Management department, staff, and another for Humanities and
Languages staff. All the staff rooms have cubicles – one for each person. The staff rooms
are airy and well – ventilated, and with ceiling fans, and

attached with WCs.

Biotechnology, Genetics, Chemistry, Biochemistry, Zoology, Electronics and Computer
Science Departments have their own separate staff rooms, which are well-furnished, and
with attached WC.s,
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Rest Room: Rest room is available for girls.

Wellness Centre: The institution has a fully equipped health centre. Dr. Shobha Malle, a
medical officer, is in charge of the health centre.
Vehicle Parking: There is ample parking space on the campus for two- and four
wheelers.
Guest House: A guest room is made available in the hostel premises
Canteen: The institution has a well-equipped canteen with all infrastructural facilities.
Telephone: The principal’s chambers, MBA department and the college office have
telephone and fax facilities (BSNL). All departments and staff rooms are inter-com
connected. Coin Box telephones are also provided.
Internet café: Internet facility is available in UG and PG libraries. The campus is Wi-fi
enabled.
Transport: The College is easily accessible by road, rail and air. The BMTC bus stop is
just at the college gate. Almost every five minutes, a bus arrives at the college. City buses
come to the college from Majestic (BMTC central bus stand), Yeshwantpur, Yelahanka
Old Town, Shivajinagar, Devanahalli etc). The college is close to the railway station.
Some students and faculty members come by train from Gauribidanur and nearby places,
Air – access is also available as the college is close to the BIAL (Bengaluru) Devanahalli.
The institution is provided with a vehicle for the use of the principal. The vehicle is made
use of also for the conveyance of guest lecturers, for University / AICTE related matters.
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Drinking Water: Clean drinking water is available round the clock. Large size water
coolers / purifiers have been installed on every floor to ensure regular drinking water
supply for staff and students.
Though the student strength is 2,879, the institution has not spared any efforts to
create a congenial learning environment, to provide our stakeholders a feeling of being at
home “away from home”.
4.6 BEST PRACTICES IN INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING
RESOURCES
4.6.1

What innovations /best practices in infrastructure and Learning resources
are in vogue or adopted/ adapted by the institution?

ß

There are two auditoriums, one in the ground floor, which is completely well
furnished with OHP, LCD, Audio, Video facilities with 285 seating capacity.
There is another auditorium in fourth floor with the seating capacity of 1,000
people.

ß

There are two Labs, one Business Lab and two Computer Labs with total of 112
computers which help the students to practice their course.

ß

There are state-of-the-art, well-equipped laboratories for all life sciences and
physical sciences.

ß

There are seven fully furnished rooms in the hostel for girls (students halls of
residence) with good amenities and hygienic food.

ß

Lift facility is provided for the staff members and physically challenged students.

ß

There are water filters and good sanitation facilities both for men and women in
each floor
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CRITERION – V
STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
5.1 STUDENT PROGRESSION
5.1.1

Give the socio-economic profile (General, SC/ST, OBC etc.,) of the students
of the last two batches.
SFGC encourages students from various socio-economic strata and provides

special motivation to disadvantaged and backward classes in terms of reservation at the
time of admission.
The socio-economic profile of the college for the last two years is given below:
Socio-economic Profile of Students 2007-2008 Batch
Course
M.B.A.
B.A.
B.Com
B.B.M.
B.C.A.
B.Sc
Total

GM
28
52
430
140
135
179
964

SC
13
40
79
35
14
21
202

ST
01
11
33
8
1
11
65

OBC
88
168
410
207
122
284
1279

Total
130
271
952
390
272
495
2510
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Socio-economic Profile of Students 2008-2009 Batch
Course

GM

SC

ST

OBC

Total

M.B.A.

71

10

05

124

210

B.A.

50

49

13

128

240

B.Com

454

67

39

415

975

B.B.M.

174

38

15

241

468

B.C.A.

182

23

3

171

379

B.Sc

165

20

13

300

498

Total

1096

207

88

1379

2770

5.1.2

What are the efforts made by the Institution to minimize the dropout rate
and facilitate the students to complete the course?
The dropout rate in the institution is very minimal. The reasons for the few

dropouts are: Financial constraints, adverse family conditions, difficulty to cope up with
the standards, girl students leaving their studies after their marriage and a few students
joining professional courses.
The institution spares no efforts to ensure that students complete their course
successfully. The following are the efforts made by the institution to minimize the droop
rate:
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∑

At the time of admission the students are thoroughly counseled about the
course they opt for, and their future career prospects, so that they are
motivated to pursue and complete their course.

∑

Through the mentoring system which is in vogue in the college, the faculty
maintains good rapport with students. Under the system, the mentors monitor
the students/ counsel those in their charge and motivate them to pursue their
studies and complete their course. Their attendance, assignments and
performance in tests are constantly monitored.

∑

The students from economically weaker sections are provided fee
concessions, payment of fee in instalments, and fee exemptions in exceptional
cases.

∑

Students from rural background are taught in their regional language medium
wherever necessary to enable them to grasp the subject without any hindrance.

∑

Apart from the above measures, some teachers willingly come forward to help
the needy students by contributing generously towards examination fee, books
and stationery expenditure.

∑

If marriage is the reason for girl students to drop out of college, parents,
spouses and parents-in-law are counseled and persuaded to ensure that the
girls after marriage continue their studies.

5.1.3 On an average, what percentage of the students progress to further studies
and for employment? Give details for the last two years. (UG to PG to Ph.D
and / or to employment)
A good number of students, who complete their graduation (BA, BCom, BBM,
B.Sc and BCA), continue their studies further by taking up a P.G. course in their
respective streams, or a postgraduate diploma course or B.Ed course. Some of our MBA
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students pursue research leading to M.Phil and Ph.D. Our alumni association collects
data about the number of students who progress to further studies and employment.
From the data available, it has been found that a considerable number of students
have been placed in MNCs and other private firms through our placement cell and
campus selection.
Some students take up their family business soon after their graduation and some
students do start their own business ventures.
The following table shows the progress of students during the last two years.
Progress
Undergraduate to Postgraduate Studies (%)
Towards Employment (%)
5.1.4

2007-08

2008-09

26.24

25.18

45

55

How does the institution facilitate the placement of its outgoing students?
What proportions of the graduating students have been employed? (average
of last five years)
The college has a Placement Cell headed by a Placement Officer. The Placement

Officer organizes mock interviews, guest lectures, industry visits/tours, job fair and skill
building activities. The placement officer maintains rapport with industries. By social
networking with the corporate sector, the placement officer brings corporate houses to the
college for the purpose of campus selection. Several bluechip companies came to the
campus and hired the students. During the past five years, the institution placed about 2025 percent of students.
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5.1.5

How does the institution facilitate and support students for appearing and
qualifying in various competitive examinations? Give details on the number
of students coached, appeared and qualified in various competitive
examinations (Average of the last five years) (UGC-CSIR-NET, SLET,
GATE, CAT, GRE, TOFEL, GMAT, Civil Services-IAS, IPS, IFS,
Central/State services etc.)
Students are encouraged to take up competitive examinations. Faculty members

always welcome the students for counseling and guidance in their preparations for
competitive examinations. Books on competitive examinations are stacked separately in
the college library and students are guided to use them. Faculty members also direct the
students who have registered for competitive examinations to attend coaching classes.
The college has collaborated with coaching centres like Triumphant Institute of
Management Education (TIME) to coach students in college campus. Many of our
students have passed the competitive examinations and are placed in good positions.
5.1.6

Give a comparative analysis of the institutional academic performance with
reference to other colleges of the affiliating University and the University
average. (Pass percentage, Distinctions, Gold medals and University Ranks,
Marks obtained in relation to University average etc. (Last Five years’ data)
The following table presents the academic performance of this institution in UG

and PG programmes:
UG
Results

Pass
Percentage
No of First
Classes
No of
Distinctions
Ranks(if
Any)

PG

20042005

20052006

20062007

20072008

20082009

20042005

20052006

20062007

20072008

20082009

75.38

73

74

67.6

72

100

100

85

100

100

225

124

249

312

411

36

37

29

30

84

35

14

63

83

75

-

-

-

-

-

01
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The following Table shows comparative analysis of the institution’s academic
performance for different UG and PG programmes:
Course

Results

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

74.6

87

69.84

72.5

78.4

Number of first classes

23

14

31

38

44

Number of distinctions

02

01

-

05

-

Pass Percentage

74

67

73.91

81

72.6

Number of first classes

125

46

105

149

135

Number of distinctions

06

09

15

15

08

80.3

71.42

78.87

51.85

71.21

Number of first classes

55

22

24

30

74

Number of distinctions

-

01

02

-

04

Pass Percentage

70

100

74.46

78.43

81.81

Number of first classes

22

17

35

26

63

Number of distinctions

22

01

29

32

39

Pass Percentage
BA

Ranks (if any)

BCom

Ranks (if any)
Pass Percentage
BBM

Ranks (if any)

BCA

Ranks (if any)

B.Sc.

01

Pass Percentage

78

39

72

54

55

Number of first classes

25

25

54

69

95

Number of distinctions

05

02

17

31

24

Pass Percentage

100

100

85

100

100

Number of first classes

36

37

29

30

84

Number of distinctions

-

-

-

-

-

Ranks (if any)

MBA

Ranks (if any)
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STUDENT SUPPORT
5.2.1.

Does the institution publish its updated prospectus, handbook and other
student information material annually? If yes, what is the information
disseminated to students through these publications?
Yes, every year, the updated college prospectus is published. The prospectus

highlights the vision, mission, core values and goals, the college governing body,
calendar of events, courses offered, fee structure, add-on courses, collaboration with
foreign institutions, career training, academic and administrative staff list and placement
cell.
In addition to the prospectus, a handout in the form of a folder is issued to the
students and staff to familiarize themselves with the vision, mission, core values and
goals. The folder also gives information about calendar of events, space for class time
table and other details.
The MBA department has been publishing the Newsletter Spandana to bring out
the students’ literary expressions.

In addition to this the Science Forum has been

publishing the newsletter Inquest and Symbiosis. Other departments such as Commerce,
Arts and English Departments have started publishing departmental Newsletters
Deeksha, Manavika and Insight respectively from this academic year. The departmental
newsletters include the major activities conducted in the department, students’ articles
related to the subject and new trends in the respective discipline.
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5.2.2

Does the institution provide financial aid to students? If yes, specify the type
and number of scholarships / freeships given to the students during the last
academic year by the institution (other than those provided by the social
welfare departments of the State or Central Governments).
Financial aid

Number of students availing
the facility

Amount (Rs.)

Freeships

10

92,475

Government
Scholarships

51

5,92,932

Instalment
payment of fees

278

-

Yes, the institution has various incentive schemes for students to support their
academic career. Toppers in PUC are given 100 per cent management fee concession to
pursue their graduate studies. Besides these, students facing financial straits are given
fee concession or allowed to pay fees in instalments, depending on the merit of the cases.
Children of SET staff can avail 100 per cent fee waiver up to SSLC. This scheme has
come into effect from 2008-2009. Children of SET staff admitted in schools before 20062007 can avail 100 per cent fee waiver up to pre-university course.
5.2.3

Give details of schemes for student welfare? (Insurance, subsidized canteen
facilities, special diets, student counseling support, “earn while you learn”
scheme etc.)
The Institution has the following schemes for the welfare of Students:
∑

Student safety insurance for each student enrolled.

∑

Hygienic and well-maintained canteen providing food and refreshments at
reasonable rates.

∑

A lady doctor is available for consultation on two days a week.
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∑

Lectures are organized to bring awareness regarding first aid and emergency
related treatment.

∑

Hostel facilities are provided to outstation girl students.

∑

The college has a counseling cell. Qualified and trained counselors provide
support to needy students.

∑

A mentoring system is in place to take care of student’s academic progress
and personality development.

∑

Under the aegis of NSS and YRC, eye-check up and dental checkup camps
were held in the college.

∑

Grievance Redressal Cell attends to all the problems of the students and
resolves issues amicably and promptly.

5.2.4

What type of support services are available to overseas students?
A few foreign students have sought admission in this college. They are from

Sudan, Yemen, Nepal and Bhutan. These students are allowed to offer additional English
in lieu of the Indian language.
Foreign national students are made to feel at home in the institution by regular
counseling and support. Director for international students issue letters to foreign
nationals studying in this institution to enable them to obtain visas. Overseas girl students
are provided with hostel facilities, while male students are guided to get comfortable
paying guest accommodation, so that they will acclimatize themselves to the climatic
conditions.
Overseas students, who find it difficult to follow the lessons, are provided with
bridge course in English language. Overseas students are encouraged to participate in
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extra-curricular activities. On the whole, overseas students are given academic, emotional
and medical support through regular counseling.
5.2.5

Give details of the placement and counseling services for the students?
Placement Services: The College has a separate placement cell catering to the

outgoing students. It provides placement assistance and counseling support services in the
form of academics, career, jobs and industry. Interface activities, career guidance and
development programs are conducted to improve their communication skills.
The placement cell is headed by a full-time placement officer. The cell works in
coordination with all the departments of the college, in order to bridge the gap between
the academic and the corporate worlds and to fulfill the needs of business and industry.
The search for creative and competent employees quite naturally takes them to our
placement cell. The placement cell organises guest lectures, job fairs and the like.
Counseling Services:

The College has a counseling cell “Salahe” consisting of

counselors trained at National Institute of Mental Health and Neuro-Sciences
(NIMHANS). They co-ordinate with the class teachers, identify students with emotional
problems, and take care of them and counsel them. The counseling cell regularly
conducts workshops and seminars for both students and staff regarding various aspects
like counseling, women’s health problems etc.
At any given time the college will have around 35 per cent of the girl students and
staff. Centre for Women Empowerment (CFWE) plays a vital role in career counseling
for girl students and enable them come out of stereotypes and join the mainstream. The
cell is headed by a lady faculty member. She organizes women centric programmes,
arranges lectures by inviting experts who are doing excellent work for the women
empowerment.
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5.2.6

How does the institution encourage and develop entrepreneurial skills among
the students?
We have been encouraging and developing entrepreneurial skills among the

students for the past many years, but at present the entrepreneurial activities have been
streamlined in the form of Entrepreneurship Development Cell. Entrepreneurship
Development Cell, which identifies the students and motivates them to involve
themselves in entrepreneurship activities. The college has decided to have tie up with
NEN (National Entrepreneurship Network), a Wadhwani Foundation and Stanford
University. Moulding the student community in general not only as an employee but also
as an employer is one of the objectives of the institution. The career guidance programs
encourage the students to develop skills to face challenges in business. In this regard
regular industrial visits are conducted by the arts, commerce and science departments to
acclimatize the students to the entrepreneurial environment. In addition, the institution
has taken the following initiatives to encourage and develop entrepreneurial skills among
the students:
∑

The accounting package ‘Tally’ is conducted for interested students.

∑

Computer course ‘Vidya’ and ‘MS Office’ are held in association with Aptech.

∑

A certificate training programme in PCB designing and VHDL is held regularly
by the Department of Electronics.

∑

Regular industrial visits are conducted by the Commerce, Science and MBA
departments to see how industries function.

∑
5.2.7

Women’s cell is active in organizing women entrepreneurship activities.
Does the faculty participate in academic and personal counseling? If yes, give
details on services provided during the last academic year?
Academic Counseling: The College has a mentoring system wherein each faculty

is assigned about 40 students. Each mentor monitors the progress of the students
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continuously with regard to academic as well as co-curricular activities. Mentoring
focuses on all-round development of students.
Personal Counseling: The College has a counseling cell “Salahe” consisting of
counselors trained at NIMHANS. They work in co-ordination with class teachers, HODs
and mentors to identify and solve their problems. In addition to in-house counselors, the
institution has also taken external services of counselors like Dr. Ali Khwaja, Dr.Gururaj
Karajagi and Ms.Asha from Banjara Academy, Bangalore.
The counseling cell organises special lectures and panel discussions and is a
platform for the students to interact with the renowned psychiatrists. Faculty members are
also encouraged to attend counseling programmes to update their counseling skills.
5.2.8

Is there a separate guidance and counseling centre for women students? If
yes, enumerate the activities of the centre.
Yes. The college has a separate Women’s cell “Centre for Women Empowerment”.

The cell takes care of the common issues faced by the students such as:

-

Academic issues.

-

Psychological issues such as anxiety, stress and lack of confidence.

-

Health related issues and other related problems.

The cell organises programmes on women empowerment, which creates
awareness, leadership and entrepreneur qualities. The cell also deals with problems of girl
students.
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5.2.9. Is there a Cell / Committee constituted for prevention / action against sexual
harassment of women students? If yes, detail its constitution and enumerate
its activities (issues addressed during the last two years).
CFWE of the college sensitizes students, particularly girls, about their rights and
deterrent actions that would be initiated against boys who indulge in harassment of girls.
The college is proud of the fact that no incident of harassment has been reported.
5.2.10 Does the institution have a grievance redressal cell? If yes, what are its
functions? Detail the major grievances redressed during the last two years.
Yes, The College has a grievance redressal cell, which aims at strengthening
teacher-student relationship and instills confidence in students.
The Academic Grievance Redressal: The academic grievance redressal is a
three-stage system: Faculty in charge in the first stage, HOD in the second stage and
principal in the last stage. Any grievance related to test marks or practical records are
redressed by the faculty in charge, if the student has any grievance relating to university
examination marks, then the copy of the answer booklet is obtained from the university
and is evaluated by the faculty incharge and sent to the university for revaluation. If the
grievance cannot be redressed at the first stage then HOD will try and redress the
grievance and ultimately Principal will involve himself to see that the student’s
grievance is redressed if it does not happen in the second stage.
Non-academic Grievance Redressal: The students can express their grievance
and complaints by writing letters and dropping them in suggestion boxes installed in the
college at convenient places. The contents of suggestion boxes are recorded twice a
month and suitable remedial measures are taken. Based on the grievances and complaints,
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the grievance redressal cell and its coordinators, in consultation with the Principal, take
appropriate remedial measures.
Major grievances redressed during last two years:
ß

The students expressed grievance about lack of drinking water. Water purifiercoolers were installed only at two places and there are four floors and a cellar in
the college. So additional water purifier/coolers were installed in all the floors.

ß

It was found that issues related to the physically challenged needed to be
addressed and therefore Lift facility was provided to physically handicapped
students and faculty.

ß

In order to redress the grievances of the students from other states in finding
accommodation, hostel has been made available for girl students.

ß

Suggestions from the students and staff were taken into account and executed for
having a wellness centre and fitness centre. A doctor is appointed by the college
who is available for two days in a week who provides health services. A fullfledged gym is open for students to exercise and keep themselves fit.

ß

One of the major grievances of the students was regarding the quality of food and
cleanliness in the canteen, so a new building is constructed for canteen, due to this
quality and hygiene are ensured.

ß

In order to address the needs of girl students/ladies, a rest room is provided.
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5.2.11 Is there a provision for acquiring computer skills / literacy for all students, in
the curriculum? If yes, give details on how it is imparted, and level of
proficiency.
Yes, Bangalore University has introduced ‘Computer Fundamentals’ as one of the
subjects in the curriculum. Apart from this, the students are encouraged to take up
‘Vidya’, a computer basic programme, and ‘MS Office’ package which are organized in
the college to make them employable. The Department of Commerce & Management
also offers add-on courses in software accounting called ‘Tally’ and ‘US Taxation and
Soft skills’. A ‘Computer Fundamentals’ and ‘MS Office’ course is organised by the final
year BCA and BSc students for the first year BA students.
5.2.12 What value-added courses are introduced by the institution to develop life
skills; career training; community orientation; good citizenship and
personality development of students?
The institution provides an opportunity for the overall development of the
students through a number of value-added programmes.
ß

Life Skills Committee organizes various value-added programmes on
spirituality, etiquettes, study skills, health, community services and
personality development.

ß

A five-day discourse on “Fundamentals of Life” by Paramananda Bharathi
Swamiji enlightened many faculty members and students.

ß

A

programme

on

‘Yuva

Jagruthi’

was

conducted

by

Swami

Paramasukhanandaji Maharaj and Shantimayanandaji Maharaj of Sri
RamaKrishna Math. They successfully demonstrated the relevance of Swami
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Vivekananda’s ideals to the present and the need for the youth to “wake up” to
them.
ß

The YRC and NSS jointly conduct regular blood-donation camps in
collaboration with Indian Red Cross. Vanamahotsava programme and health
check up camps are also organised.

ß

The NSS Wing of the college conducts annual camps in rural areas which will
help improve the facilities like roads, hygiene and sanitation and rural literacy.

ß

The college has taken up a project “Eco-watch” with an NGO run by the
renowned environmentalist Sri Suresh Heblikar.

ß

The ‘Film Club’ of the college, in association with ‘Karnataka Chalanachitra
Academy’ is involved in screening of documentary film with a social message
to students and the community around the college.

ß

The students and some of the teachers regularly visit NGOs such as ‘Belakku’
(School for children with special needs), ‘Ashakirana’ (slum children
development school) and ‘Mathru’ (School for visually challenged) and help
them by providing teaching aids from the funds generated from staff and
students.

ß

Career training is done by providing value-added courses like Tally, MS
Office, US Tax Laws, certificate courses in Biotechnology and Genetics; PCB
designing and VHDL course in Electronics.

ß

The students and faculty collected funds for ‘CRY’, a non-governmental
organization.
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ß

“Light Channel World Movement”, a unique program of positivising the self
and the mother Earth was conducted for students and staff.

5.2.13 How does the institution ensure safety and security of the students, faculty
and the institutional assets?
A group insurance scheme is in vogue in the college for the students and the staff
under ‘mediclaim’, wherein group personal accident policy, group medical policy along
with student safety insurance, ensure safety of the students and the faculty members.
The college building is insured against any hazard or damage. The assets of the
college are also taken care of by employing a good security system, which works 24
hours a day. High rise compound walls prevent the entry of intruders.

5.3 STUDENT ACTIVITIES
5.3.1

Does the institution have an Alumni Association? If yes,
Yes, the institution has an alumni association comprising members from various

disciplines. The association was formally inaugurated on 12th May 2007 fulfilling there
by the long cherished desire of the students to come back to their alma mater.
In an era of networking and collaborations, it is the support of alumni which is
definitely a value addition for any institution destined to move towards excellence. Thus
the inauguration of this association was a tremendous success. The association meets
every year and more often when required. They have a close network for exchange of
information. The institution has a good database of information collected from its
members.
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i. List of Current Office bearers
The activities of the Alumni Association are planned and executed by the office
bearers and student council so as to keep in touch with the latest developments in thought
and practice. It provides an ideal platform to share their ideas, update and re-examine
their professional practice and renewing acquaintance with old and current students.
Following is the list of current office bearers:
Executive President

: Dr. M Prakash

Executive Vice-president

: Dr. D K Murthy

Executive Secretary

: Akhila Udupa

Student Council:
President

: Irshad Nazeer

Vice-president

: Harsha S

Secretary

: Mumtaz Begum

Student coordinators from various streams
(a) Robert Utarid

MBA

(b) Tejesh and Hemant

BCA

(c) Nagaraj and Girish

BA

(d) Sandeep

BBM

(e) Purushotham and Suresh

B.Com.

(f) Avinash

B.Sc
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ii. Activities during the last two years
Some of the activities organized by the Alumni Association are as follows:
a) Personality Development Workshop: Eminent trainers from the corporate world
are invited to provide training on various issues such as corporate
communication, personal effectiveness, time management, stress management
etc.
b) Health Expo: Well-known Nutritionists and Doctors are invited to provide tips
on how to be clean and healthy.
c) A Panel Discussion was organized in which experts from prestigious
organizations were invited to interact with the members of the Alumni
Association
d) The annual Alumni meet provides an opportunity for the alumni members to
meet their peers and relive the moments spent during their stay in the college.
Alumni interactive sessions are organized so that they can share their varied
experience and their knowledge mutually. The functions conclude with cultural
programmes, games and lots of fun.
e) Alumni Newsletter: The various activities that are organised by the Alumni
Association are reported in a newsletter along with photographs, news, and
views of students.
f) Sports activities are organized to build up a good relationship between the
alumni and the students. The association also helps the institution in providing
internship and placements.
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iii.

Details of the top Ten Alumni Occupying Prominent Positions
Sl.
No.

Name

Qualification

Position

Organization

1

Anuradha M Fowkar

MBA

Business
Development
Executive

Integra Microsoft
Services

2

Kalavathi V

MBA

Business
Development
Executive

Mindtech

3

Raghavendra V

MBA

4

Deepthi Deshpande

5

Santosh G K

Asst. Floor Manager

Jindal Group of
Industries.

MBA

Equity Analyst

India Infoline Ltd

MBA

Business
Development
Manager

M-Tech
Innovations Ltd.
Siemens
Information
Processing
Services

6

Irshad Nazeer

MBA

Senior Officer
(Accounts &
Finance)

7

Harsha S

MBA

Supply Chain
Management
Analyst

Ford India Ltd.

8

Sesha Girish. B. S

BCA

software engineer

WIPRO

9

Tejashree B A

B.Sc (EMCs)

Manager, Business
Development

JV Global

10

Jonathan Utarid

B.Com

Executive

HP, Chennai

11

Snehalatha.

BCA

Systems Engineer

TCS

12

Mithun.M.R

B.Sc (EMCs)

Systems Engineer

Vimarshana
Academy

13

Girish. Patel. S

BA

Advocate

iv. Contribution of alumni to the growth and development of the institution
Through the network of alumni members and office bearers, invitations are sent
for special guest lectures, conferences, seminars and other events which are organized by
Alumni Association and various Business schools.
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One of the alumni has mooted the idea of establishing a placement cell in our
campus, and this will help create awareness about opportunities in various companies.
Alumni have also suggested to conduct various guest lectures pertaining to job
opportunities and to help financially backward students by contributing towards their fees
and providing books.
Alumni have contributed to the Alma mater by arranging guest lectures, industryinstitute interaction, internships, projects and in the final placement of students.
5.3.2

How does the institution encourage its students to participate in extracurricular activities including sports and games? Give details on the
achievements of students during the last two years. (Institution level/ intercollegiate / Inter-University/ Inter-state/ National/ International)
Various Forums and Clubs formed by the institution are very proactive and see to

it that students are constantly encouraged to come out with their talents and nurture them
in different fields of knowledge/ arts/sports.
Arts Stream: “Manavika”
Seminars by experts, group discussions, essay and singing competitions and
conducting humanities fest wherein project exhibition, pick & speak, chart display &
demonstration are organized. Students who outshine in these competitions are felicitated
with certificates and mementos. Karthik and group (BA) have bagged several prizes in
essay, debate, pick & speak and singing competitions.
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Commerce Stream: “Deeksha”
Deeksha is a vehicle initiated by the Department of Commerce and Management
to enrich the management students beyond classroom training. It provides a wider
platform for students to understand the nature of industry. All extra curricular activities
of the department are conducted through Deeksha. The main objective of the forum is to
enrich the students with managerial skills to face the competitive world with great zeal
and enthusiasm and convey the vision of the department.
The forum undertakes activities on a weekly basis and includes lectures,
Seminars, Industrial Tours and visits, product launch, case study etc., to provide an indepth understanding of the business environment.
Science Stream: “Radiations”, “Symbiosis” and “Mirage”.
Interclass/inter-collegiate Science competitions are organised to promote logical
and scientific thinking and develop quest to know new trends in Science.
Tejashree of VI Sem B.Sc (EMCs) and Nitin of IV Sem B.Sc. (EMCs)
participated in a regional seminar on “E-waste and its management" held by Mount
Carmel College on 15th March, 2008.
Tejashree and Rajitha Valli of VI Sem B.Sc (EMCs) secured first prize in
Kaleidoscope (Science seminar) in the intercollegiate fest held by C B Bhandari Jain
College in September, 2007
Tejashree also bagged first prizes in all the lecture competitions held at the
institution level by B.Sc. stream.
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Dhanesh Paika of IV Sem BCA:
i.

Bagged first prize for the Best powerpoint presentation and First prize in Pick &
Speak at the state level IT fest organized by MLA College for Women on the
topic “ Virtual Reality”

ii.

First place in All-India skit competition “Act 1 Scene 1” for a skit “All theory No
practice” organized by Jain University (ABDHI 2009) and performed for the
same skit again at Bangalore University Campus.

iii.

Second prize for the debate competition at fest “Trisha” on topic “Is today’s
education preparing youth for Future Life” by VHD college of Home Science.
Students of III Sem B.Sc (CZMb) took part in paper presentation in International

Seminar in Holistic Medicine, Vignan Bhavan.
Anil Kumar of IV Sem B.Sc. presented a paper at Jindal Nature Cure Institute.
Shibin of VI Sem B.Sc and Swamy of IV Sem B.Sc won I and II prize
respectively in paper presentation at intercollegiate science fest held at Reva College.
Students of IV Sem B.Sc (CZMb) took part in Karnataka Zonal level Science
Exhibition at H K E’s Veerendra Patil Arts, Commerce and Science College.
Language Forum: “Bhasha Sangama”
Encouraging students to come out with their literary talents like essay writing,
poem, stories and competitions on these areas are conducted.
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Piyush Trivedi of IV Sem BBM:
i.

Bagged first prize in Comedy Challenge and third prize in Poem Writing at
Presidency College.

ii.

Bagged first prize in Cross word and third prize in Hindi song competition at
Bhagavan Mahaveer Jain College.

iii.

Bagged first prize in Poem Recitation and second prize in Hindi song competition
at Mahaveer Jain Women’s College.

iv.

Bagged second prize in Hindi Essay writing and second prize in Hindi Debate at
Jnana Jyoti College.

v.

Bagged first prize in Face Painting Competition at Bapu Degree College.
a. Pushpa Ojha of IV Sem BCA won first place in Debate competitions at
JnanaJyothi College.
Ashish of II Sem BCA won third place in Essay Writing Competition at

JnanaJyothi College.
Cultural Committee: “Spoorthi”
Lots of contests are conducted to give expression to possible talents.
Dhanesh Paika of IV Sem BCA
i.

Bagged first prize in social work quiz, first in Dumb Charades, second in street
play and second in Case Studies at state level fest called “Inflamado” by CMR
Institute of Management Studies.
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ii.

Bagged first place in JAM, Debate competition, second place in Pick & Speak and
story telling competition at RASA Fest held by ISKCON.

iii.

Participated in state level Drama Competition in a Drama called “Mahatma“
Vidya K, Shilpa R, Anilkumar J, Kavya N, Arun Kumar R, Gokarna participated

in state level Drama Competition Held at Ravindra Kalakshetra.
Vinod Raj B participated in Skit Competition at RASA Fest organised by
ISKCON.
Haseena Begum won first place for Mehendi Competition in Abbas Khan
College.
Prasad and group won I prize for group Dance in MLA College for Women.
“Sinchana” a musical group consisting of students namely, Varuna Deva,
Sanjeev, Kiran Yavagal, Karthik, Srivatsa, Tejaswini and Manasa attended intercollegiate
cultural fests conducted by various colleges and won prizes in 22 competitions.
Youth Red Cross Society
YRC volunteers participated in Jatha to mark “National Voluntary Blood
Donation Day” organized by Indian Red Cross Society.
Chandrappa and Munegowda of VI Sem BA participated in “Gandhi Vichar
Camp” organized by the Institute of Gandhian Studies, Gopuri, Wardha, Maharashtra.
NSS Unit
Chandrappa of VI Sem BA participated in “Gandhi Vichar Camp” at Gopuri,
Wardha organized by institute of Gandhian Studies.
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Sports
Level of
Event

2007-08
Name of the student
/ Team

Program

Inter
Collegiate

Inter Class

Organiser

1. Karthik C V –
II Sem B.Sc (EMC)
2. Shivashankar S –
IV Sem B.Com

Participation

Hand Ball
Tournament

Neetu Ravindran –
II Sem B.Com ‘D’

Participation

Women Cricket
Tournament

Women Cricket Team

Participation

Christ Sports fest
2007-08

Volley Ball Team

Runner up

Christ College

Smt.
Nagarathnamma
Memorial
Intercollege
Tournament

Volley Ball Team

Winners

Acharya
Institute of
Technology

Inter State State Level
Level
Olympic Games

Inter
University

Position

Inter Class
Athletic Meet

1. Hema V- III Sem
B.com
Individual
2. Saveen Kumar –
Championship
I Sem B.Com

Karnataka
Olympic
Association
Mysore.
Nagarjuna
University
Guntur A.P.
Banasthali
Vidyapeeth,
Rajasthan

S.F.G.C.

2008-09
Type of
Event

Program

Name of the
student / Team

Inter state

Volleyball
Tournament

Volley Ball Team
–
Anil Kumar – IV
Sem B.A.

Participation

Paralympic
Committee – India
Paralympic
Association Race
Course Stadium,
Madurai T.N.

Himalayan
Expedition

Expedition

Hanuman Tibba
HR

Participation

Adventures Sports
Association of India

Srinag U- III Sem
Bcom ‘C’

Participation

Madras
Chennai.

Spurthi B – III
Sem B.C.A. ‘B’

Participation

Allagappa University,
Karaikudi, T.N.

Position

Organiser

Inter
University
Level

Ball
Badminton
Tournament
Women
Cricket
Tournament

University
Level

Hokey
Tournament

Neetu Ravindran –
III Sem B.com

Participation

Banasthali
Vidyapeeth,
Rajasthan.

Inter Class

Inter Class
Competitions

Nethra N – I Sem
BBM ‘A’
Karthik C V – III
Sem B.Sc (C.S.)

Individual
Championship

S.F.G.C.

Inter
University

University,
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5.3.3

How does the institution involve and encourage students to publish materials
like catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List
the major publications/ materials brought out by the students during the
previous academic session.
The institution supports the students to enable them to involve themselves in

creative writing on contemporary issues. Irrespective of students’ ability to learn, all the
departments in the college encourage students to realize their innate talent and exhibit the
same through articles, poems, short stories, drawings and model making, In addition to
these activities, students also actively take part in seminars, workshops and conferences
by designing brochures and invitations at the departmental and college levels.
The MBA department has been publishing the Newsletter Spandana to bring out
the students’ literary expressions.

In addition to this, the Science Forum has been

publishing the newsletter Inquest and Symbiosis. Other departments such as Commerce,
Arts and English Departments have started publishing departmental Newsletters
Deeksha, Manavika and Insight respectively from this academic year.
5.3.4

Does the institution have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details
on its constitution, major activities and funding.
As per the notification of Government of Karnataka, formation of students’

association by election has been stalled and hence the institution does not have a
students’ council. However, each class is represented by two representatives. In addition
to this, there are cultural representatives and sports representatives. The students are also
actively involved in events conducted in various forums.
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The activities of the forums are:
-

Interclass management competitions

-

Group discussions

-

Rajyotsava

-

Best Manager

-

Crisis Management

-

Ethnic Day

-

Product Launch

-

Humanities fest

-

Radiations

-

Guest Lectures

-

Confidence building activities

-

National/ International Symposiums

Funding: The above programmes are conducted with the active support from the
institution. In certain cases, business houses sponsor the programmes, and in most cases,
100 per cent funds are sanctioned by the institution to encourage these activities.
There are student representatives in the various forums like cultural committee,
commerce and management forum, humanities forum, Science Club etc. They are
actively involved in the events conducted under the various forums.
The committees/forums/clubs are structured as follows:
President/Rector

: Principal

Coordinator/Convener

: Faculty

Coordinator

: Student

Members : Faculty

: 2-3 faculty

Student

: 5-10 students
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Major activities of the various forums and committees are:
Cultural Committee – ‘SPOORTHI’
Essay Writing
Nail Painting
Face Painting
Coin & Stamp
Collection and
display
o Mr. & Ms. SFGC
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Ikebana
Vegetable Carving
Cookery
Rangoli
Solo, Duet and Group
singing competitions

o Indian, Western, Fusion
and contemporary Dance
competition
o Fashion show
o Ethnic day
o Rainbow week etc..

Commerce and Management Committee – ‘DEEKSHA’
o
o
o
o

Ice breaker
Best manager
Crisis management
Ad-venture

o Product launch
o Business quiz
o Chart and model making
Group discussion

o
o
o
o

Debate
Guest lectures
Seminars
Industrial tour

Humanities Forum ‘MANAVIKA’
o Seminars by
experts
o Group Discussion
o Essay Writing

o Singing Competition
o Project exhibition
o Pick & Speak

o Chart Display &
demonstration
o Pictography
o Industrial visits etc...

Science Forum-‘RADIATIONS’
o Guest lectures by
experts, Industrial
visits
o Workshops
o Add-on courses

o Circuit analysis
o Lecture competitions
o Coding and
debugging

o Powerpoint & Paper
presentation
o Funplex
o Science Quiz
o Debate Competitions

Science Forum-‘SYMBIOSIS’
o Seminars
o collage

o Bio Rangoli

o Science Quiz
o etc.,

Science Forum-‘MIRAGE’
o Quiz
o Dumb charades
o Sketching
and
painting

o Word building
o Memory Test
o Debate

o
o
o
o

Bio Rangoli
Pick & Speak
Mad Ads
Bio Remix etc
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Language Forum-‘BHASHA SANGAMA’
English:
o Guest lectures
o PowerPoint
Presentation
o Mock Interview
Group Discussion

Hindi:
o Debate
o Essay
o Poem Composition
o Skit
o Group Song

Kannada:
Panel Discussion

conducted Hindi Divas
Life Skills Committee

Areas covered :
o Social Behavior
o Know your Body
o Smart Corporate
o Learn For life
o Personality
development
o responsible citizen.

Activities :
o Seminars in each
areas
o Light channeling
o fund raisingcommunity service

o Health checkups
o Best Manager event
o Human rights
workshop etc.,

Youth Red Cross
o Guest Lectures
o Observed world
health Day

o Participation in Jatha
camps
o Organized Blood
Donation Camp

o Dental Screening
Camp First aid
programme
o Collected funds for
UNICEF etc.,

National Service Scheme
o Annual Camps in
Villages to create
awareness among the
villagers about
education, health,
hygiene, yoga,
cleanliness at home
and surroundings

o Arranging for free
medical check ups
o Organized Blood
Donation Camp
o Organized tree
plantation
programme

o Felicitation to Salu Marada Thimmakka
on Women’s Day
o Collected funds for
UNICEF etc.,
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5.3.5

Give details of the various academic and administrative bodies and their
activities (academic and administrative), which have student representations
in them.
The institution has several academic and administrative bodies with student

representations.
a. Admission Committee: There are course-wise admission committees, consisting of
senior members of staff and student volunteers or Class Representatives who assist
the committee. The committee examines the applicants’ academic records, counsels
them in the selection of course, and meets the principal who finally approves the
admission.
b. Library Committee: The Chief Librarian, assistant Librarian, the Library staff and
student representatives, meet periodically and discuss the effective functioning of
the Library as a learning resource for students and staff. This committee is in
addition to the Library Advisory Committee.
c. Examination Committee: This committee makes all necessary preparations for the
smooth and fair conduct of examinations, ensures provision of Stationery. Classrepresenatives and other interested students help the committee to maintain
discipline during examinations.
d. Discipline Committee: This Committee ensures the maintenance of a peaceful,
congenial environment in the campus; Student volunteers and Class representatives
cooperate with the faculty members in their effort to weed out or rectify any action
or behavior which may mar the college environment. The discipline committee
identifies such students and counsels them and brings them back to the mainstream.
The principal is the chairman of all committees.
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5.3.6

Does the institution have a mechanism to seek and use data and feedback
from its graduates and from employers, to improve the growth and
development of the institution?
Yes. The institution has a mechanism for obtaining feedback about the intellectual

and physical infrastructure. The institution has a database of the alumni. The alumni meet
once in a year in the college premises and offers suggestions on various developmental
activities to be taken up by the institution. The alumni also helps the institution by
arranging the guest lectures whenever required. The institution has implemented most of
the suggestions from the alumni for the overall development of the college.
BEST PRACTICES IN STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
5.4.1

Give details of institutional best practices towards Student Support and
Progression?
In view of the initiatives taken by the institution for the holistic development of

the students, the academic excellence and perfection has been the topmost priority. In this
regard the following best practices are in vogue.
ß

Industry-institution interface activities such as seminars, conferences, workshops,
symposia and guest lectures.

ß

Organisation of departmental fests annually.

ß

Mentoring system being in practice in the college keeps a continuous track of the
students’ progress semesterwise.

ß

Academic and personal counseling for balanced growth.
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ß

Arranging industrial visits, to enable the students to expose themselves to working
environment.

ß

Value-addition courses such as Tally, US Taxation and Soft skills, PCB, VHDL
and Communicative English provide a strong base for moulding the students’
career and enhance employability.

ß

Fee concessions provided to economically weaker sections and meritorious
students.

ß

Organisation of bridge courses before the commencement of regular classes

ß

Remedial and tutorial classes for academically weaker students

ß

Nurturing research culture among students by giving academic and socially
relevant projects.

ß

Organisation of workshops to train students for doing project work.

ß

Light channeling programme conducted in all the classes as a ‘guiding light’ to
students.

ß

Model making cum project exhibition by the students of all the departments.

ß

Social service activities undertaken by providing financial help to NGOs running
a home for the physically and mentally challenged and slum children. Funds are
generated through students and staff.

ß

‘ECO-watch’ to feel the pulse of the environmental pollution and preservation of
ecological balance.
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CRITERION – VI

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP
6.1 INSTITUTIONAL VISION AND LEADERSHIP
6.1.1

State the Vision and Mission statement of the institution and give details on
how the institution
a) Ensures that the vision and mission of the institution is in tune with the
objectives of the Higher Education policies of the Nation?
b) Translates its vision statement into its activities?

Vision
Inclusion of all aspirants to education and expansion across all realms of
the academia.
Mission
To inculcate basic human values, generate the spirit of enquiry, induce
healthy challenges, encourage sustainable accomplishments
Goal
To emerge as a premier world-class academic citadel, rooted in the
immemorial heritage of our nation and poised to meet the challenges of
the future.
Core Values
Peace… Harmony… Happiness… Prosperity for all.
Nobility… Righteousness… Excellence and Professionalism in all
undertakings
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The higher education policy of our nation is found in the National Educational
Policies (NEP). The thrust areas of the NEP are: Employability, entrepreneurship,
women’s literacy and education, research, augmenting the relevance of management
education and rendering education a potent instrument of the cultivation of social and
moral values. Bangalore University to which this instituion is affiliated, frames the
syllabus and curriculum for all courses. These academic regimes are in conformity with
the guidelines of the NEP. By teaching the courses framed by the Bangalore University,
and supplementing and fortifying them with add-on courses, this institution, while
translating the vision statement into activities, also pursues the objectives of the NEP. In
concrete terms, our activities are in the areas of:

6.1.2

-

women’s empowerment

-

health education and Counselling

-

grievance redressal

-

fillip to research

-

fostering cultural and aesthetic creativity

Enumerate the Management’s commitment, leadership-role and involvement
for effective and efficient transaction of the teaching-learning processes.
The Management, SET, has the experience of managing educational Institutions

for 80 years. This experience is brought to bear on the governance of this institution as
well. It keeps a constant vigil on the functioning of the institution. The management
governing council meets frequently to take stock of the needs, functioning and progress
of the institution. If problems crop up, they are sorted out immediately. The management,
along with the principal, meets each department separately for ‘academic audit’ when
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each teacher’s performance is reviewed to ensure that progress is as per schedule. If any
drawbacks are found, the teacher concerned is instructed to take corrective measures.
Periodical tests and terminal examinations are conducted. Students’ performance in them
is intimated to parents. These measures testify to the Management’s commitment,
leadership role and involvement for effective and efficient transaction of the teaching –
learning process.
6.1.3

How does the management and the Head of the institution ensure that
responsibilities are defined and communicated to the staff of the institution?
The academic responsibilities are defined and communicated to the staff of the

institution in an efficient manner. The Management has delegated powers to the principal
to define and communicate, academic responsibilities to the staff, because he is an
experienced administrator and erudite academician. He has formed a number of
committees, with HODs as Chairperson and other teachers as members, to discuss all
academic matters. There are committees for admission, examination, attendance,
discipline, etc., these committees delegate the responsibilities for the effective
implementation of academic strategies. HODs supervise the work and appraise the
principal periodically.
6.1.4 How does the Management/ Head of the institution ensure that adequate
information ( from feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for the
management, to review the activities of the institution ?
The principal keeps a close watch of the work of individual teachers. He also
elicits feedback from the respective HODs about the performance, sense of discipline,
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punctuality etc of teachers. Students’ feedback on these aspects is also invited. The
principal arrives at an assessment of every teacher in this way, and in turn, he reports,
every quarter, to the management about the staff, various departments and the institution
as a whole.
6.1.5 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the staff
for improvement of the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional
processes?
Being in the field of educational management for 80 years and at present running
24 educational institutions, the SET motivates the staff by taking them into confidence
and rewarding them (for M.Phil Rs.4,800 per annum and for Ph.D Rs.7,200 per annum)
them. The staff put their heart and soul into their work and have total commitment and
identification with the institution. Thanks to the Management’s encouragement and
support.
6.1.6

Describe the leadership role of the Head of the Institution, in governance and
management of the institution .
The College Governing Council decides the development trajectory of the

institution. The principal is an ex-officio member of this council. In this capacity, he
attends all council meetings and translates the decisions into action. To achieve this, he
takes everyone – teaching and administrative staff into confidence. He sets an example,
by word and deed, of hard work, integrity and commitment, for them to emulate.
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6.2 ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
6.2.1 Give the organizational structure and details of the academic and
administrative bodies of the institution. Give details of the meetings held, and
the decisions taken by these bodies, regarding finance, infrastructure, faculty
recruitment, performance evaluation of teaching and non-teaching staff,
research and extension activities, linkages and examinations held during the
last two years.
This college is a multidisciplinary institution, established and managed by the
Seshadripuram Educational Trust, the premier educational trust. The institution offers
undergraduate courses in Arts, Commerce, Life Sciences and Physical Sciences and the
Post- Graduate Course in Management (MBA).
The office–bearers and trustees of the SET, who are eminent educationists and
accomplished public figures , decide the principles and policies which guide the longterm goals of the institution as well as the major decisions which impinge on its
functioning. All institutions, including this college, are governed by the SET bye-laws.
The SET controls this institution through the College Governing Council. The
organisation structure is appended.
The College Governing Council consists of the office-bearers of the SET, the
principal as the convener, SET trustees as members, an eminent educationist to represent
Bangalore University, HODs of Commerce and Bio-technology and Staff Secretary as
members.
The organizational structure of the SET consists of various office bearers and
board of trustees. The Advisory Committee for MBA programme is constituted as
follows:
President of SET as Chairman, the principal as Convener, other office bearers of
SET, trustees of SET, Director of MBA programme and Placement Officer as members.
Details of SFGC Governing Council held during the last two years (2007-08 and
2008-09).
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Details of the meetings of SFGC Governing Council held during the last two
years: (2007-08 and 2008-09)
Date
17th May
2007

02nd Jan.
2008

01st July
2008

Aspects

Resolution / Decision / Discussion
It was resolved to release an advertisement subject to the
Admission
approval of Hon. General Secretary.
Fee Structure for various classes was placed before the meeting
Fee Structure
and the same was approved.
Additional intake, as recommended by the local inquiry
Admission
committee, was approved by the council.
Additional requirements, like Generator, LCD, Projectors /
Infrastructure
Laptops were approved.
It was resolved to apply for permanent affiliation from
Affiliation
Bangalore University.
Teachers’
It was resolved to conduct teachers’ training for faculty
Training
improvement.
Program
Revised Fee structure for 2008-09 was approved by the
Fee Structure
council.
The college prospectus printing work was approved by the
Prospectus
council.
Infrastructure The setting up of a Business Lab was approved by the council.
The Principal placed before the council the immediate
Staff
requirement of an accountant.
Affiliation
It was resolved to take steps to apply for permanent affiliation.
Fee structure

Revised fee structure for 2008-09 was approved.

Admission
Results
Life skills

29th Dec
2008

It was decided to admit 400 students to B.Com class.
Results of the previous University exams were discussed.
More life skills programmes will be conducted.
Resolved to have more value – added and skill oriented
Academic
programmes. Resolved to conduct a national seminar on BioTechnology.
It was resolved to develop the college as a Research Centre
Research
and Deemed University.
It was resolved to pay greater attention to maintenance and
Infrastructure
house – keeping.
Fee Structure

Fee structure for the year 2009-10 was approved

Admission intake for various classes was discussed and
decided. It was resolved to conduct value – added courses in
association with Aptech computer Education.
Results of the previous examinations were discussed.
Academic
Admission intake for various classes was discussed and
finalized. It was resolved to work towards NAAC accreditation.
It was resolved to improve the existing canteen facilities. It was
Infrastructure
resolved to set up a state – of – the – art gymnasium.
Academic

31st
March
2009
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Details of the meetings of Advisory Committee for M.B.A. Programme
Date
02nd Jan
2008

Aspects

Resolution / Decision / Discussion

Examination

Results of IV Sem MBA exam were discussed.

Finance

Academic
tie-up

Revision of fee structure was discussed.
It was resolved to admit more students from outside the state
in order to encourage cross-cultural interactions and healthy
competiton among students.
The Committee was informed about the academic tie-up
entered into by SFGC with the Grimsby Institute of U.K.
It was decided to admit more engineering graduates to MBA
course.
The fee structure for MBA course was discussed and
approved.
It was resolved to enter into a memorandum of
Understanding with Grimsby Institute of U K.

Examination

Results of IV Sem MBA examinations were discussed.

Admission

AICTE has approved the increase of intake from 90 to 120.

Examination

Results of II Sem, MBA were presented and discussed.

Admission
Academic
tie-up
01st July
2008

Admission
Finance

29th Dec
2008
31st March
2009

Finance
Infrastructure

The revised fee structure for M.B.A. was discussed and
finalized.
It was resolved to provide hostel facilities for girls on the
campus.

6.2.2 To what extent is the administration decentralized? How Does the institution
collaborate with different sections/

Departments and personnel of the

institution to improve the quality of its educational provisions ?
As head of the institution the principal has all the academic and administrative
powers vested in him. He plans and adopts effective strategic measures and plans in order
to achieve smooth functioning of the institution. The curricular responsibilities, such as
the framing of timetable and its distributution amongst members of the respective
departments, monitoring the regular conduct of classes are delegated to the Heads of the
Departments. The heads of departments regularly report to the Principal on curricular
responsibilities assigned to them.
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In his capacity as the Senior Supervisor for Bangalore University examinations,
the principal constitutes an Examination Committee to plan, organize and conduct the
examinations. Every aspect of the conduct of the examinations is taken care of by the
Examination Committee, so that the exams are conducted smoothly, transparently and to
the full satisfaction of the University authorities.
An internal test is conducted in course of every semester. Heads of departments
ensure the smooth and systematic conduct of internal tests and the consolidation and
recording of marks. Marks obtained by students in internal tests, among other criteria –
determine the internal marks awarded to them. In addition to internal tests, assignments
and attendance also are taken into account to determine internal marks..
The principal has authorized the senior teachers, who are designated as class
teachers, to consolidate the attendance of students every month, and inform the parents/
guardians of those students who have shortage of attendance.
6 .2.3

Does the institution have effective internal coordination and monitoring
mechanisms ? If yes, specify.
The institution has an effective internal coordination and monitoring mechanism.

The management (SET) has a healthy rapport with the Principal. The principal, in turn,
has a close working relationship with the teaching and non-teaching staff and students.
The administrative hierarchy is from Principal to the heads of departments and
coordinators of different committees. This top-down achelons of hierarchy and its smooth
functioning has ensured that all curricular, co-curricular and extra – curricular activities
take place as per schedule. The in–built mechanism of the college ensures the progress of
college and the work of all functionaries of the institution. Heads of departments monitor
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the progress of each faculty member on a day to day basis and provide periodical reports
to the Principal. Under the mentoring system, each faculty member monitors the progress
of the students under their charge, in respect of the students’ attendance performance in
tests and examinations and general behviour. Heads of Departments and the Principal are
regularly briefed about those students who are not up to the expection. There are different
sections in the office dealing with admission, accounts, finance and examinations.
All the different sections are controlled by the Office Superintendent, who ensures
their smooth functioning. The principal go on rounds to ensure that all functionaries work
smoothly and punctually. Subjects like Computer Fundamentals, Environment Sciences
and Constitution, introduced by the University, are handled by the staff of various
departments, which shows the internal coordination among the staff members.
The heads of various committees admission, sport, examination and class teachers
regularly collate the data regarding students and appraise the Principal, as well as parents
about the students’ progress or lack thereof.
The discipline committee keeps a constant vigil on the campus and coordinates
with the principal, class teachers, counseling Cell and parents in order to curb
indiscipline. There is coordination among different committees and cells in mobilizing
efforts to ensure a disciplined atmosphere on the campus leading to an enriching learning
experience.
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6.2.4

Does the institution have a Grievance Redressal Cell for its employees ? If
yes what are its functions? List the number of grievances redressed during
the last two years.
Yes. The institution has a grievance redressal cell for its employees. The

Management recognizes the importance of addressing and resolving the grievances of the
employees. All employees of this institution receive free and fair treatment. In order to
ensure justice and fairness to all employees, the college has established a grievance
redressal cell.
The functions of Grievance Redressal Cell are to receive complaints regarding:
a. Harassment because of race, colour, gender, disability, age and religion.
b. Complaints about harassment of students by management and teachers.
c. Sexual and ther forms of harassment.
Hitherto, any grievance which had been brought to the Grievance Cell, was
redressed and remedial action has been taken.
6.2.5

How many times does the management meet the staff in an academic year?
What are the major issues discussed during the last meeting?
The Management (SET) sets apart one day in a year for a meeting with the staff at

a well-organized function, “Sneha Sammelana”. At these meets, retired teachers are
honoured and eminent educationists address the staff. It is an informal get-together where
the management and employees meet and socialise. Apart from this annual get-together,
members of staff are always welcome to meet the trustee and office- bearers of the
management.
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The Principal convenes meetings of all the staff once a month and extraordinary
meetings are held as and when there is need. Apart from reviewing the academic progress
of the institution, the principal appraises the staff of recent developments, future plans
and suggestions. In the recent staff meeting, the principal updated the staff about the
preparation for NAAC assessment and accreditation, globalization in education, and the
need to update ourselves in all areas to face the emerging challenges. Our duties are to
keep the students engaged in activities in order to channelize their energies in the right
direction, the need to aim at continuous improvement in qualitative teaching and research
and our tie-up programmes with other universities were also discussed.
6.2.6

Is there a Cell to prevent sexual harassment of women staff? How effective is
the functioning of the Cell?
There has never been any incident of sexual harassment of women in this

institution, thanks to the congenial atmosphere prevailing here. The functional freedom,
the absence of gender bias and the excellent climate of camaraderie, understanding and
coordination among the male and female staff members, help promote healthy and
hassle-free environment in the college.
6.3 STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
6.3.1

Describe the procedure of developing the perspective institutional plan. How
are the Teachers, Students and Administrators involved in the planning
process?
The management meets at the commencement of every semester, as well as when

the need is felt for extraordinary meetings. In such meetings developmental activities,
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procedures and plans for all the institutions under the trust are discussed. Well–defined
strategies regarding admissions introduction of new courses, recruitments and curricular
and co-curricular programmes are discussed.
The College Governing Council meets periodically to discuss the developmental
plans and policies of admission to various courses. The Head of Commerce and
Management Department, the Head of Biotechnology Department and the Staff,
Secretary are members of the College Governing Council.
Every month and more often if necessary, the principal convenes meetings of the
Heads of Departments wherein the plans, programmes and strategies which are discussed
in Management and College Council meetings are conveyed to the HOD’s to the extent
that they impinge on the working of the college.
Heads of Departments arrange meetings of staff of respective departments. In
order to update the staff about future plans, programmes and strategies. The principal
convenes staff meetings every month, and more often as the need arises, to take stock of
developments, communicates future plans and strategies and elicits the views of members
of staff.
Orientation programmes are arranged to educate students about the perspective
institutional plans. Class teachers and other teachers also communicate the institution’s
plans and programmes to students in regular classes.
T through Parents-Teachers Meetings, parents keep in constant touch with the
Management, principal, and Staff.
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The hierarchical set-up from management to students and the involvement of all
stakeholders in the institutional plan

ensures coordination, smooth and efficient

functioning of the institution.
6.3.2

How are the objectives communicated and deployed to all levels, to ensure
individual employee’s contribution for the institutional development?
The institution has adopted very efficacious ways of communicating its objectives

to all levels in order to ensure individual employee contribution. The mission statement
of the management (SET) which broadly outlines its objectives is printed in the college
prospectus. Also, it is exhibited in corridors and common areas in the campus for faculty,
students and parents to know what the objectives of the institution are.
Guest lecturers–often eminent educationists and public figures and alumini of the
college often visit the institution and address the students about the objectives of the
institution and their relevance to real life and careers.
The objectives of the institutions are communicated to individual staff members at
the time of their recruitment, at staff meetings and through circulars, leaflets and
handouts. The duties and responsibilities of individual teacher, administrative staff and
students are well–defined and intimated to them. The individual contributions towards
institutional development are suitably rewarded.
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6.3.3

List the different committees constituted for the management of different
institutional activities? Give details of the meetings held and the decisions
taken, regarding academic management, finance, infrastructure, faculty,
research, extension and linkages and examinations held during the last two
years.
List of the committees constituted for the management of different institutional

activities:
a. Admission Committee
b. Examination Committee
c. Cultural Committee
d. Commerce and Management Forum
e. Language Forum
f.

National Service Scheme Committee

g.

Attendance Committee

h.

Science Forum Committee

i.

College Brochure Committee

j.

Library Committee

k.

Life Skills Committee

l.

Humanities Forum

m. Sports Committee
n.

Youth Red Cross Committee

o.

Women Empowerment Cell

p.

Grievance Cell

q. Counselling Cell
Meetings held and Decisions taken
a. Admission Committee: The institution has Admission Committee to process
admissions to various courses. Having been briefed by the principal regarding the
admission policy of the management of the college, and the government guidelines,
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the Admission Committee members make themselves available to parents/ guardians
and applicants and guide them in the choice of their courses. The classwise
admission Committees appraise the principal on a day-to-day basis regarding
admissions to various courses. Admission committees do not take decisions on their
own; rather they are guided in their work by the decisions and policies of the
management and the institution.
b. Examination Committee: The principal is the Chief Superintendent of Bangalore
University examinations at this college centre. Examination Committee is
constituted in order to conduct the examinations smoothly in accordance with the
University

guidelines.

The

Examination

Committee

meets

prior

to

the

commencement of the examinations and allocates various duties to different staff
members.
c. Cultural Committee: The commitee provides a rostrum for the students to delve
into their rich and varied cultural and aesthetic resources. Having students from
across the country and abroad the cultural fabric of the college is kaleidoscopic. The
Cultural Committee meets, decides and chalks out the cultural calendar for every
year, with class – level cultural competitions; inter-class competitions and intercollegiate competitions, which culminate in an annual and cultural fest.
d. Commerce & Management: For Commerce & Management staff and students,
Commerce and Management Forum organizes special guest lectures, seminars, quiz
programmes, paper presentations, product launches, group discussions, case study
analyses, book presentations, mock interviews and stress management, to prepare the
students to take on the challenges of the corporate world.
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e. Language Forum: Bhasha Sangama is the Language Forum of the institution, and it
coordinates the language and literary activities of students in Kannada, Hindi,
English and Sanskrit. The Language Forum has on board teachers from all language
departments. Dramatics, poetry, composition and recitation, essay-writing, debates,
guest lectures and seminars are organized with a view to augment the
communicative skills and literary sensibility of students.
f. N.S.S Committee: The N.S.S Committee meets to discuss and carry out the social
service activities of the N.S.S volunteers, guided by the N.S.S officer. The N.S.S
aims at permeating students with the spirit of service and awareness of the enormous
developmental needs of our villages. The annual special camp in a village every year
is the culmination of the NSS activities throughout the year.
g. Attendance Committee: Attendance Committee has been constituted to ensure the
students’ regularity in classes. The committee, besides, assisted by the respective
class teachers, tabulate the attendance of every student. The Committee makes lists
of irregular students, warns them and informs their parents/guardians.
h. Science Forum: The teachers of physical sciences and life sciences aim to extend
the horizons of science through projects, seminars, group discussions, industrial
visits, guest lectures. The Science Forum publishes a quarterly newsletter Quest and
organizes an annual science fest: Radiations.
i. College Brochure Committee: The Committee is constituted to collate, edit and
prepare for publication all detailed information about the courses, facilities and
infrastructure support provided by the college. The committee meets several times
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during the year, to review the progress of work and continues to work until the
brochure sees the light of the day.
j. Library Committee: The Library Committee is headed by the Principal as
Chairman and five other members: Director, MBA, Heads of Departments of Arts,
Commerce, and Science and the Library Consultant as Convener of the Committee.
The Advisory Committee plays a pivotal role in strengthening library collection,
reviews indents for books and journals, and approves for purchase. It formulates
policies, frames rules and regulations for the smooth functioning of the library. It
guides the library staff in their functioning, plays a role in getting adequate budget
for library development. It also decides on distribution of budget for purchase of
books and journals among departments.
k. Life Skills Committee: Life Skills Committee meets periodically and plans how to
provide the students the essential skills to perform successfully in their professional
careers. The target skills are self-governance (etiquette, social well–being, effective
and productive interpersonal relationship), personal development (communication
skills, art of public speaking and group discussions), body facts (health awareness,
healthy food habits, balanced diet) learning to live (yoga, meditation, introspection),
rights (human rights, fundamental rights, good citizenship).
l. Humanities Forum: Humanities Forum has the teachers of arts and humanities on
board. They meet regularly and plan programmes dealing with issue of
contemporary life and facets and complexities of contemporary social fabric.
Eminent social scientists are invited to deal with these issues under the aegis of the
Humanities Forum.
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m.Sports Committee: Sports committee, professionally led by the Director of Physical
Education, meets periodically to decide how best to train the students in physical
culture, finetune their skills in indoor and outdoor games and encourage them to
participate in competitive events.
n. Youth Red Cross (YRC) Committee: Youth Red Cross Committee meetings are
convened periodically to organize the humanitarian and philanthropic activities of
the Youth Red Cross volunteers. Reports of such meetings are maintained and
crucial deliberations are conveyed to the International Red Cross Society (Karnataka
Branch).
o. Centre for Women Empowerment (CFWE): The role of CFWE is to create
congenial homely learning environment for girl students; to listen to, respond and act
upon their suggestions.
p. Grievance Cell: Its function is to address and resolve employees’ grievances, if any;
ensure just and fair treatment for all employees.
6.3.4

Has the institution an MIS in place, to select, collect, align and integrate data
and information on the academic and administrative aspects of the
institution?
Details about admissions have been recorded in admission registers which are

maintained. Yearwise fee structure is documented and preserved. The accounts
department maintains all records relating to finance, receipts and payments, balance
sheet, Acquittance registers, budgeted estimation and scholarship disbursement registers.
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The institution has an MIS for the coordination of academic and administrative
departments of the college. Interim facility helps internal contacts and coordination
between different departments. All information regarding student’s attendance,
performance in tests and examinations, mentorship particulars are maintained.
The biometric system of attendance helps in the monitoring of the entry and exit
time of the faculty and other employees, students’ attendance is maintained by every
teacher and consolidated by class teachers. The library is fully automated, which makes it
easy for the faculty and students to access books at will.
6.3.5

Does the institution use the various data and information obtained from the
feedback, in decision making and performance improvement? If yes, give
details.
The College has in place a system to collect feedback from students, teachers and

parents. Students record their feedback about each member of the faculty in the format
developed by the institution. This is done at the close of each semester. The students
assessment of faculty is in the areas of his/her quality of teaching , sense of punctuality,
ability to relate the subject with practical examples, ability to clear doubts,
communication skills and the ability to control the class. The students also assess the
institution and provide feedback on it as a whole, which covers areas like teaching quality
classroom facilities, library facilities, choice of subjects and courses, industry interaction,
add-on programmes, computer facility, guest lectures, sports and cultural activities,
placement assistance and the like. This feedback is very valuable for making
improvements in infrastructure and other facilities.
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Student feedback may be positive or negative. In case of negative feedback, the
teacher concerned is advised to take corrective measures with a view to enhance his/ her
classroom performances.
Parents’ feedback is obtained when parents meetings are held. Parents are asked
to assess the institution vis–a–vis its infrastructure (classrooms, library, computers, and
hostels), quality of teaching and administration, cocurricular and extracurricular activities
and placement programmes. The feedback received from parents is used for taking
corrective steps.
Faculty members give feedback on the institution in respect of their work
experience, professional satisfaction, and support for professional growth, and welfare
facilities provided by the institution. Faculty feedback is very valuable for planning and
making the optimum use of resources, decision-making and performance improvement.
6.3.6

What are the institution’s initiatives for promoting co-operation, sharing of
knowledge, innovations and empowerment of the faculty? (Skill sharing
across departments, creating / providing conducive environment, etc.)
The institution organizes interdepartmental and interdisciplinary seminars,

workshops and faculty development programmes (FDP). This ensures cooperation and
sharing of knowledge. Training in computer knowledge has been imparted to all faculty
members .A staff orientation programme was conducted on 9th January 2010 and a
Personality Development Programme was arranged on 31st August 2009. The swamis of
Ramakrishna Mutt conducted a Yuva Jagrithi Programme for Youth Awareness on 8th
September 2009.
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6.4 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
6.4.1

What are the mechanisms for performance assessment (teaching, research,
service) of faculty and staff? (Self – appraisal method, comprehensive
evaluation by students and peers). Does the institution use the evaluations to
improve teaching / research of the faculty and service of the faculty by other
staff? If yes, how?
Teaching staff and non-teaching staff are constantly assessed by the Principal and

confidential reports in respect of every employee are maintained. Work diaries are being
maintained by teaching faculties which are cross verified by the respective heads of
departments and the principal. The Administrative and Accounts sections of the
institution are periodically audited by the Internal Auditors of the SET. Based on the
audit reports, corrective measures or improvement strategies are adopted.
6.4.2

What are the welfare measures for the staff and faculty? (mention only those
which affect and improve staff well-being, satisfaction and motivation).

The management has a slew of welfare measures for its employees:
- Group Mediclaim Insurance is available for all employees.
- Periodic health checkup camps are organized.
- Free cardiac camp was held on 17.9.2006
- Mega Free health checkup programme on 15/12/2007
- Free cardiac checkup on 8.11.2009
- Voluntary Blood Donation and Tree Plantation drive for Environmental care on
9.10.2009
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- Free diabetic checkup camp on 3.1.2010
- Free Yoga programme from 25.1.2010 to 6.2.2010
Besides the above welfare measures, the institution has set up the following
facilities for the benefit of its employees:
-

Provident Fund

-

Medical Care Unit

-

Gymnasium

-

Maternity leave

-

Encashment of Earned Leave

-

Encouragement – with participation fee and traveling expenses paid – to
participate in seminars, conferences and workshops.

- M.Phil and Ph.D allowance to eligible teachers.
6.4.3

What are the strategies and implementation plans of the institution, to
recruit and retain faculty and other staff who have the desired qualifications,
knowledge and skills?
The management has a transparent recruitment regimen: all vacancies are

advertised in leading newspapers. Eligible applicants are interviewed at the Trust office.
Staff selection meetings are held before finalizing the list of selected staff. With a view to
retain qualified staff, competitive remuneration is offered. MBA staff are offered salary
as per AICTE pay scales.
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6.4.4

What are the criteria for employing part-time / adhoc faculty? How are the
recruitment conditions of part-time / adhoc faculty different from that of the
regular faculty? (Eg. Salary structure, workload, specializations).
The management policy does not favour the appointment of part-time and adhoc

staff; however, in case of necessity, the same procedure as followed for full – time staff,
is followed.
6.4.5

What are the policies, resources and practices of the institution that support
and ensure the professional development of the faculty? (Eg. Budget
allocation for staff development, sponsoring for advanced study, research,
participation in seminars, conferences, workshops, etc,.. And supporting
membership and active involvement in local, state, national and international
professional associations).
The institution is wedded to the policy of staff empowerment and professional

advancement. Faculty members are encouraged to pursue research. The Management
motivates faculties to take up research by providing extra allowance: Rs. 4,800 for M.Phil
and Rs. 7,200 for Ph.D per annum. Rs 5,00,000 is provided in the institution’s budget
towards research grant for the current academic year. The institution has a Research
Committee to spearhead the research activities of faculties, while the Research Club is an
informal platform for research – related discussions.
6.4.6

How do you assess the needs of the faculty development? Has the institution
conducted any staff development programmes for skill up-gradation and
training of the staff? If yes, give details.
Needs of the faculty development are assessed in a variety of ways. There is

ongoing assessment of members of academic staff through students evaluation of
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teachers. The principal and heads of departments are vigilant about the performance and
abilities of faculty members. Needs of faculty development are assessed on the basis of
the above mentioned assessments and their findings.
The following saff development programmes for skill upgradation and training of
the staff were conducted.
ß

A seminar by Dr. Narasing Rao, Dean, University of Central Oklahoma, USA,
on globalization.

ß

A one-day workshop on NAAC for teaching and non-teaching.

ß

A five day discourse by Paramanada Bharathi Swamiji of Sri Sharada Peeth.

ß

A Human Resource Programme on ‘Discover Yourself’ was conducted by Ms.
Swathi. E, for a select group of faculty members.

6.4.7

What are the facilities provided to faculty? (Well-maintained and functional
office, infrastructure and other space to carry out their work effectively etc.,)
State-of–the art facilities are provided to the faculty to encourage them to pursue

research, such as:
-

Computers with printers

-

Internet Facility

-

Library with national and international journals

-

Modern civic amenities.

-

Spacious, well- furnished staff rooms.

-

Congenial campus and quiet environment

-

Intercom for instant communication across departments.
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6.5 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCE MOBILIZATION
6.5.1

Does the institution get financial support from the Government? If yes,
mention the grants received in the last three years under different heads. If
no, give details of the sources of revenue and income generated during the
last three years?
SFGC, being a self-financing institution, does not receive financial support from

the government, UGC or any other funding agency. The sources of revenue and income
for the institution are fees collected from students. The fee collected from students during
the last three years, is as follows:
Year

Fee Collected (Rs.)

2007-08

4,91,58,186

2008-09

6,46,43,076

2009-2010

7,26,16,689

6.5.2 What is the quantum of resources mobilized through donations? Give
information for the last two years.
The institution does not accept any donations.
6.5.3

Is there adequate budget to cover the day-to-day expenses? If no, how is the
deficit met?
There is adequate budget provision to meet the day-to-day expenses of the

college. The annual budgets of all institutions are approved by the management as
recommended by the respective principals.
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6.5.4

What are the budgetary resources to fulfill the institution’s mission and offer
quality programmes? (Budget allocations over the past two years (provide
income expenditure statements)
The institution provides sufficient budgetary allocations to fulfill its mission and

objectives. The budget allocations are indicated in the enclosed income and expenditure
account. Refer Annexure 2
6.5.5

Are the accounts audited regularly? If yes, give the details of internal and
external audit procedures and the audit reports for last two years.
The receipts and payments of the institution are regularly audited by the auditors

of SET. The Bangalore University also conducts an external audit every year.
6.5.6

Has the institution computerized its finance management systems? If yes,
give details.

The finance management system is fully computerized through MIS.

6.6 BEST PRACTICES IN GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP
6.6.1

What are the significant best practices in Governance and Leadership
carried out by the institution?

ß

The principal has the unstinted support of the management for his proposals and
suggestions and developmental plans for the institution. This has helped in the
phenomenal growth of the college within a short span of time.
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ß

The management is very generous in financial outlay for the developmental plans
envisaged by principal for the institution, for faculty participation in seminars,
workshops, conferences and other academic activities and research.

ß

SET employees’ children are given fee concession up to Class X.

ß

All SET employees are insured under Group Medical Insurance Scheme.

ß

The Management conducts one health check up camp evry year.

ß

All employees of SET can avail themselves the following leave facilities :
o Restricted holidays: 5 days for permanent employees in a calendar year.
o Earned Leave: 5 days for teaching faculty and 10 days for supporting staff
in a year.
o Special Disability Leave : One week on medical grounds
o Maternity Leave : 135 days

ß

All employees, being involved in the process of decision-making, have a sense of
belonging and camaraderie, with the Principal and the Management. Suggestions
and proposals are discussed and debated in an open, democratic spirit and
decisions are arrived at in a cordial and conducive atmosphere of horizontal
communication rather then top-down approach.

ß

Through efficient management, planning, organizing, co-ordination and control of
the activities of the institution, there is optimum utilization of resources.
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ß

The principal has excellent rapport with the Management as well as the faculty
members and non-teaching staff of the college, ensuring thereby that the
personnel work as a team.

ß

It is the practice in this institution never to lose an opportunity to extend
humanitarian assistance to victims
faculty and

students

of natural calamities. The Management,

initiated a collection

drive

and

collected

and

contributed Rs. 50,00,000 towards the Chief Minister’s Relief Fund for the
victims of floods in North Karnataka.
ß

The state-of-the art wellness centre, health centre, counseling centre, placement
cell, Centre for Global Excellence are some of the facilities unique to this
institution.

ß

The institution-community rapport is evident in the utilization of the college
resources and infrastructure facilities by the local community training
programmes as well as the Central and State governments, banks, railways etc, to
conduct examinations and training programmes.
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CRITERION – VII

INNOVATIVE PRACTICES
7.1 INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM
Seshadripuram First Grade College (SFGC), Yelahanka, Bengaluru is the largest
higher educational institution under the aegis of the SET in terms of staff and student
strength and the number of courses and subject, combinations, offered by it.
An Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), comprising of senior faculty members
has been constituted to ensure quality assurance and to develop, maintain and sustain
academic quality. The Committee discusses and arrives at the techniques and tools to
ensure quality. Besides, it is incumbent on the institution to match the quality of
education provided with employability and global requirements. Hence, the institution
has developed, maintained and bolstered a number of innovative practices in order to add
value to the education provided by the institution and also to meet the expectations of all
stakeholders. In the final analysis, the daunting task is to bridge the mismatch between
the academic programme content prescribed by the University and societal expectations.
7.1.1

What mechanisms have been developed by the institution for quality
assurance within the existing academic and administrative systems?
In order to ensure and sustain quality assurance in the institution, Internal Quality

assurance cell (IQAC) was formed. The IQAC has set its sights resolutely on the
effective and result–oriented coordination of all the academic activities, quality practices
and strategic plans. The IQAC, chaired by the principal, has on board senior faculty
members. Quality assurance, in teaching and administration, is sustained through
effective networking among different departments.
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i.

The college governing council meets periodically to review the steps taken to
ensure quality and plan for the future.

ii.

Meetings of Heads of Departments and staff are convened regularly and
suggestions are invited from faculty members.

iii.

Student profiles provide continuous indicators of the quality of education.

iv.

Mentoring system, wherein 30-40 students each are assigned to a staff member,
enables the staff to draw out the students’ view-point on the quality of education
provided by the institution. Mentoring provides ample opportunities for student
interaction and feedback.

v.

Performance appraisal of the faculty by the principal provides an understanding of
the areas where quality assurance needs to be strengthened

vi.

Parents are frequently consulted with a view to elicit their suggestions about
quality assurance.

vii.

The Alumni Associations bring in their perspective on the quality of education
provided by this institution vis-à-vis their work experience.
Administrative systems in the institution have put in place mechanisms to support

the work of admissions, examinations and tests, maintenance of accounts, collection and
remittance of fee etc.,
Installing suggestion boxes is one of the mechanisms developed by the institution
for quality assurance by acting on the suggestions received.
The institution has set its sights on achieving benchmarks and standards and it is
incumbent on everyone to focus on attaining them. Departmental meetings, lesson plans,
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and work diary maintenance are some of the mechanisms developed by the institution for
quality assurance.
7.1.2 What are the functions carried out by the above mechanisms in the quality
enhancement of the institution?
The above mechanisms for quality enhancement carry out the following functions
in the institutions:
i. Periodic departmental meetings review the strategic plans formulated prior to
commencement of academic sessions to take stock the syllabus covered and plan
to complete the rest.
ii. Undertake periodic evaluation of teaching – learning process.
iii. Provide a conducive teaching learning environment.
iv. Organizing value-added courses, soft skills and life skills to empower students to
compete successfully in the job market and excel in their chosen careers.
v. Use of ICT in teaching-learning to create interest among students and enhance
academic quality.
vi. Introduction of students’ feedback on faculty to help the institution improve
quality
vii. Automation and computerization of administration saves time and energy and
helps in planning of work and maintenance of records, for easy and quick retrieval
of information.
viii.

Suggest changes, corrective measures and action, based on the feedback from
parents, alumni and students.
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7.1.3

What role is played by students in assuring quality of education imparted by
the institution?
Students, being the prime stakeholders, play a significant role in ensuring the

quality of education imparted by the institution.
i.

By attending the classes, tests, exams, guest lectures and other programmes
regularly and interactively, they fulfill the expectations of the principal, teachers,
parents and society in assuring that quality benchmarks are realized.

ii.

The students proactively work with the faculty members to ensure learnercentered classroom atmosphere through assignments, regular case study
presentations, group discussions and inter–class management games and fests.

iii.

Undertaking project work, field visits and research activities by students with
enthusiasm and initiative ensures the quality of education imparted by the
institution.

iv.

By participating in academic, cultural and sports activities, our students motivate
others to excel and also help maintain the high standards of the institution.

v.

Our students participate in outreach activities, like visiting institutions of
physically challenged and social service institutions and actively participating in
YRC and NSS activities.

vi.

The students play a role in ensuring the quality of education imparted by the
institution through giving feedback on teachers and the institution.
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7.1.4

What initiatives have been taken up by the institution to promote best
practices in the institution? How does the institution ensure that the Best
Practices have been internalized?
Our institution has developed a number of best practices over the years. The

senior faculty members of the institution have visited many colleges to present papers in
seminars and conferences, and during their visits, observed some of their best practices.
These best practices have been thoroughly discussed in our institution and modified
wherever necessary to suit the needs of our institution and thus internalized them.
The best practices in the institution are always squarely placed before the
students, and a number of measures are taken to promote the best practices of the
institution.
To ensure that the best practices are sustained, the following initiatives are taken:
ß

Encourage all faculty members and administrative staff to take support of ICT in
administrative and teaching-learning processes.

ß

The institution motivates faculty members to update their knowledge and skills by
regularly attending faculty development programs.

ß

The MBA department has established a consortium with other MBA colleges.
Faculty and students of consortium-colleges actively involve in organizing FDPs
and student development programs. Thus the consortium system is mutually
beneficial.

ß

Every year, the institution conducts an induction programme to initiate the new
entrants into the ethos of the college and appraise them about the courses,
facilities etc., available here.
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ß

The institution has put in place ways to assess students’ knowledge-levels and
identify gaps in education.

ß

Innovative, interactive and learner centered classroom strategies and teaching
methods have been promoted.

ß

Value-added courses render students better equipped for higher academic courses
and career opportunities.

7.1.5

In which way has the institution added value to the quality enhancement of
students?
The following are the few ways of adding value to the quality enhancement:

i. Every new batch of students is inducted towards the ethos of the institution.
During induction program students’ skill/knowledge gaps are identified and
specific sessions on the identified areas are conducted.
ii. By providing state-of-the art infrastructure and creating a congenial atmosphere.
iii. By using up-to-date and trendy teaching aids, supported by ICT.
iv. By stocking multiple copies of the latest books, subscribing to subject related,
journals and e-learning resources (CDs, VCDs, etc.,).
v. By fostering creativity through departmental newsletters.
vi. By providing a platform to showcase cultural and imaginative talents and skills.
vii. By enriching the curriculum through value-added programs.
viii. By organizing NSS, YRC outreach programs and collaborating with NGOs and
self-help-groups, create social awareness, altruism and philanthropy.
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7.2 INCLUSIVE PRACTICES
7.2.1

What practices have been taken up by the institution to provide access to
students from the following sections of the society:
a)

Socially-backward

b)

Economically-weaker and

c)

Differently-abled

a. Socially Backward Students: Socially backward students are helped by the
institution to get scholarships from Social Welfare Department, Government of
Karnataka. Reservation policy of the government is followed to provide access to
socially backward students. They are helped with special care and extra coaching
to integrate them into the mainstream. Personality development programmes
confidence-building workshops and remedial classes are arranged for them to help
them to overcome social barriers.
b. Economically Weaker Students Economically weaker students and those from
lower economic sections of society are assisted by fee concession and fee waiver.
In comparison with other colleges, this institution charges relatively reasonable
fee considering the large number of economically weaker students who seek
admission in this institution and needy students are allowed to pay fees in
installments.
c. Differently-abled Students Differently-abled students are provided ramp facility,
lift and wheel-chairs to facilitate their mobility and a room where they can relax
between classes. Such students are admitted irrespective of their performance in
the qualifying exam, subject to the condition that they are eligible for admission.
The campus and the college building are designed to facilitate the easy mobility
of differently-abled students. Teachers and peers take special care of differently
abled students and spare no efforts to make them feel at home. Pursuant to the
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University norms, differently-abled students are provided scribe facility for their
exams.
7.2.1.1 What efforts have been made by the institution to recruit 1) Staff from the
disadvantaged communities? Specify?
a) teaching
b) non-teaching
The Management welcomes candidates from disadvantaged sections of society.
When vacant teaching/non-teaching posts are advertised, it is indicated that
SC/ST/Minority and alumni candidates will be preferred.
7.2.2

What special efforts are made to achieve gender balance amongst students
and staff?

i. The institution’s efforts to achieve gender balance are as follows:
a. Girls are encouraged to seek admission
b. They are given concession in admission eligibility subject to University rules
c. Preference is given to women candidates in the recruitment of academic and
administrative staff.
d. Male-female ratio is well-balanced in the formation of various committees.
ii. The Centre for Women Empowerment is making all-out endeavour to achieve
gender balance among students and staff:
a. By providing a campus environment, which is congenial for girl students and
female staff, which have ensured a high female-male ratio.
b. By proactively carrying out their suggestions and ideas
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7.2.3

Has the institution done a gender audit and/or any gender-related sensitizing
courses for the staff/students? Give details.
The need for a gender audit was never felt: because the institution has a climate

that is conducive to the empowerment of women. In order to sensitize girls about gender
– related issues and opportunities, programmes disseminating ideas of self-reliance, legal
and human rights, self-confidence, attitudinal change, healthcare, employment
opportunities etc are conducted, Women achievers, like Salumarada Thimmakkka, have
visited the college and interacted and inspired our staff and students – especially the girls.
The outcome of these gender-related sensitizing programmes is a paradigm shift in the
attitude of women towards themselves and that of the society towards them.
7.2.4

What intervention strategies have been adopted by the institution to promote
the overall development of students from rural/ tribal backgrounds?
Being situated on the outskirts of Bengaluru city, the college attracts rural

students from adjacent Doddaballapur, Gauribidanur, Hindupur, etc., Special efforts are
made to integrate them into the college atmosphere through orientation programmes and
counseling. Bridge courses are conducted for them in subjects like, Accountancy and
Business Mathematics. Remedial coaching is provided in English Language. Special
lectures about soft skills and personality development are arranged for them. Some of our
rural students were deputed to Institute of Gandhian Studies, Wardha, Maharastra to
attend a leadership development training programme.
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7.2.5

Does the institution have a mechanism to record the incremental academic
growth of the students admitted from the disadvantaged sections?
Yes. Students from various disadvantaged sections of society (SC/ST/OBC/

Women/ physically challenged) find this institution favourable for their academic growth.
Their incremental academic growth has been tabulated elsewhere in this SSR. Those
figures testify to the fact that the institution provides a congenial climate for students
from disadvantaged sections to grow academically.
7.2.6

What initiatives have been taken by the institution to promote social justice
and good citizenship amongst its students and staff? How have such
initiatives reached out to the community?
Sustained efforts have been made by the institution to inculcate social justice and

good citizenship among students and staff. Women’s Cell sensitizes the students about
social justice as applicable to women through interactions with lawyers and women
activists. N.S.S. activities are aimed at permeating students and staff with the awareness
of social injustice prevailing in our society. Under the aegis of YRC, humanitarian
gestures, like blood donation and calamity-relief activities are undertaken. These
activities promote a sense of social justice and philanthropy among staff and students.
YRC and NSS units mobilized Rs. 17,200/- (Rupees Seventeen Thousand Two Hundred
only) towards the ORS Powder scheme undertaken by UNICEF. Indian Constitution and
Environmental Studies have been introduced as compulsory subjects for all
undergraduate students with a view to encourage good citizenship and awareness of
environmental vicissitudes. Every year, the NSS Volunteers camp is conducted in a
village for eight days and take up developmental work, like drainage and road-making
and health awareness classes for villagers as also sanitation work.
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Students are regularly taken to Seshadripuram Gandhi Bhavan and Jnanadharathi
Gandhi Bhavan. There, they listen to lectures and talks delivered by veteran freedom
fighters and Gandhians.
7.3 STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS
7.3.1 How does the institution involve all its stakeholders in planning,
implementation and evaluation of the academic programmes?
The institution involves all the stakeholders in planning, implementation and
evaluation of the academic programmes.
a. Students: Students involve actively in the planning and implementation of cocurricular and extra-curricular activities, functions, programmes etc. Their
feedback is given much importance in the evaluation of academic programmes.
An orientation programme is arranged for freshers in the beginning of the
academic year, when they are briefed about the academic programmes, add-on
courses, infrastructure available, the evaluation system, rules regarding attendance
and discipline. In the mentoring system prevailing in the college, every teacher is
assigned 30-40 students. Periodical counseling and guidance in academic,
personal, career and emotional areas are provided to students.
b. Parents: Parents are invited to induction programs so that they become familiar
with the staff, infrastructure facilities and campus culture of the institution.
Parents’ meetings are held to elicit their views about the institution and the
progress of the students. In case of students with shortage of attendance, reports
are sent to their parents and they meet the class-teachers concerned, discuss and
appraise the progress of their wards.
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c. Faculty: Faculty members are actively involved in every aspect of academic
programmes right from the preparation of lesson plans, class time table,
maintaining work diaries upto the conduct of examinations. They participate in all
interactions and shoulder the responsibility of net-working with different
departments in organizing interdisciplinary programmes. The Heads of
departments guide the faculty members in their work. Heads of science
departments suggest to the principal regarding the requirements of laboratory
materials, chemicals, etc.
d. Management: The office-bearers and Trustees of the Management who are
members of the college governing council meet frequently to take stock of the
day-today functioning of the college, its progress, performance of various
departments, introduction of new courses, infrastructure facilities etc. The
Management ensures that qualified teaching and non-teaching staff are recruited
and posted.
e. University: The institution is affiliated to Bangalore University. The University
provides guidelines in all academic matters – syllabus, terms and vacations,
examinations and announcement of results.
f. Alumni: Old students of the college bring in valuable feedback and the benefit of
their experience in the work place to the present students.
g. Employers: Employers of organisations, where alumni of this institution have
found employment, are often invited to share with our students and staff their
expectations of skills, aptitudes and abilities.
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7.3.2

How does the institution develop new programmes to create an overall
climate conducive to learning?
The MBA department has introduced the innovative practice of forming a

consortium of MBA colleges in the city. These colleges plan and execute programmes
jointly.
The congenial teaching-learning atmosphere in the institution ensures the success
of every programme–thanks to the best infrastructural facilities, well-ventilated
classrooms and furniture. Faculty members update their knowledge, skills and teaching
methods in tune with global trends.
New programmes are evolved according to the changing needs of students and
societal / employee expectations. Faculty members take stock of these needs and evolve
suitable programs. Suggestions from teachers and students are also invited.
7.3.3

What are the key factors that attract students and stakeholders, to the
institution and result in stakeholder satisfaction?
The Key factors which contribute to the attraction of students and stakeholders to

the institution are the following:
ß

Courses This College offers courses in Arts, Commerce, IT sciences, Physical and
Life Sciences. The variety, diversity and the trendy nature of the courses available
here attract students to this institution.

ß

Location, Campus / Building The college campus is easily accessible by any
mode of transport from any part of the city. Besides it is situated away from the
bustle of the city centre, in an ambience conducive to learning.
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ß

Affordable Fees Though the institution receives no financial assistance from the
government, UGC, or any other funding agency, the fees charged are affordable.

ß

Discipline This institution is known for discipline. Parents, therefore, entertain no
second thoughts when it comes to the choice of the college to admit their wards.

ß

Faculty The qualified and experienced staff of this college have carved for
themselves a niche in the educational map of Karnataka for their in-depth
knowledge of their respective subjects and their commitment to teaching and
research.

ß

Library The fully automated, open access college library has a collection of 25,976
books, subscribes to a number of regional, national and international magazines and
journals, and has a seating capacity for 130 persons.

ß

Infrastructure The infrastructure facilities classrooms, auditorium, laboratories,
and seminar / conference rooms are state–of the art and up-to-date.

ß

Internet The institution has internet access all over the campus, including the
library, MBA block and several departments.

ß

Sports and Games facilities and Wellness Centre The institution invests
substantially in sports and games facilities. The Wellness Centre and Gymnasium is
a unique facility in this institution.

ß

YRC and NSS Activities of humanitarian and social service attract many students
to join this institution.

ß

Alumni The Alumni Associations (UG and MBA) spread the word about the
quality and standard of education maintained by this institution, thereby attracting
many to join this institution.
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ß

SET The reputation of the Management as a leading and well-established Trust,
running 24 institutions, is itself an attraction for students to seek admission in this
institution.

ß

Placement The placement assistance provided to UG and MBA provides the hope
that our students will secure good jobs. This is an attraction for students to join this
college.

ß

Results The good results in University examinations attained by our students
motivate many more to join the institution.

ß

Principal The reputation of the Principal, Dr.M.Prakash, as a teacher,
administrator, and an authority in his fields - Management and Commerce attract
many students to this institution.

ß

Add-on Courses Offered by this institution, are well-known because they empower
students and add to their basic qualification, thus preparing them for real life and
career.

ß

Thanks to these attractive features, the dropout rate is negligible and students
complete their courses successfully. The demand for admission exceeds sanctioned
strength.

7.3.4

How does the institution elicit the cooperation from all stakeholders to
ensure overall development of the students, considering the curricular and
co-curricular activities, research, community orientation and the personal/
spiritual development of the students?
All the stakeholders are taken into confidence in order to ensure the holistic

development of students. The college has a commitment to pursue all-round development
of the personality of its learners and widening their knowledge base. Quiz contests,
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debates, seminars, extension activities, games and sports are organized for this purpose.
Through project assignments and field work, our students imbibe a flair for research.
Business laboratory also helps to enhance the spirit of research culture. A sense of
spirituality is inculcated in our students through the prayer with which classes commence
everyday; through lectures by spiritual gurus on the teachings of Swami Vivekananda and
other savants of our country. Recently a series of spiritual talks by the Venerable Swamis
of Sri Ramakrishna Mutt was organized with a view to awaken the youth”. These
programmes have a salutary effect on our students in providing them a focus. Our NSS
and YRC programmes provide community orientation and philanthropic outlook. Career
Guidance Cell plays a proactive role in helping our students to choose their career, while
the Grievance Redressal Cell ensures a congenial hassle -free learning environment.
Parents are closely associated with the institution, through their suggestions and
interactions with the mentors, class–teachers and other teachers. The local community
associates with the institution in planning socially relevant programmes, like health
awareness and environmental education. Patriotic fervour is instilled in our students by
Gandhians and freedom-fighters who are often invited to address them.
7.3.5

How do you anticipate public concerns in your current and future
programme offerings and operations?
The institution is ever conscious about the public concerns about our current and

future programme offerings to have a bearing on society. We endeavour, therefore, not
only to impart academic knowledge, but also develop a sense of social awareness,
sensitivity and vigilance about social evils, like corruption in public life. Our institution is
alert to public concerns about academic programmes and their adequacy or otherwise to
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careers and real life. Our awareness of public concerns is conveyed to the University the
syllabus framing authority to upgrade the courses in tune with the demands of the
globalised work-place.
7.3.6 How does the institution promote social responsibilities and citizenship roles
among the students? Does it have any exclusive programme for the same?
With the definite aim of inculcating the spirit of social responsibilities and
patriotism, our N.S.S. unit organizes socially relevant activities – like tree–planting,
AIDS awareness, cleanliness drives, adult education and village adoption. Our NSS
volunteers camp for eight days every year in an adopted village and, with the cooperation
of the villagers, takes up developmental activities there. The YRC unit, a unique feature
of this institution, spares no efforts to take up altruistic programmes, like, blood donation,
flood / earthquake relief and collection of food and clothing for crisis–ridden people. 31
Members of our staff are life members of Indian Red Cross Society (Karnataka Branch),
72 students are members of YRC. The college hosts every year the celebration of
Independence Day and Republic Day on our campus, jointly organized by all the SET institution located at Yelahanka, thereby boosting the patriotic fervor of our students. Our
students regularly attend lectures and interactions with Gandhians and freedom–fighters
at Gandhi Bhavan at Seshadripuram and Gandhi Bhavan, Jnana Bharathi.
7.3.7

What are the institutional efforts to bring in community-orientation in its
activities?
Induction Programme in the beginning of the academic year highlights, the

institutional efforts to bring in community–orientation in its activities. Parents are invited
to the induction program. When they attend the induction program they get an overview
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of the college, the courses offered, infrastructure etc., this awareness snowballs into a
community-orientation in the institution’s activities. N.S.S. and Y.R.C. have always been
in the forefront to inculcate in our students social awareness and service-orientation. This
institution is nodal centre for environment-awareness programmes. Our students visit the
home for the visually-challenged situated at Yelahanka, interact with them and support
them morally and materially. Recently, when floods devastated large areas in North
Karnataka, there was overwhelming philanthropic response to the calamity from our
students, staff and the Management. Our total flood relief succor, which includes
students’ collection, staff contribution of one day’s salary and SET’s largesse, amounted
to Rs. 50 lakhs, which was remitted to the Chief Minister’s Flood Relief Fund. Besides
Rs. 17,200/- was collected by our students towards UNESCO’s ORS scheme, and a sum
of Rs.18, 750/- collected for ‘Belakku’ a day-care centre for the physically challenged
children.
Community orientation is, thus, an integral part of the institution’s activities.
7.3.8 How does your institution actively support and strengthen the neighborhood
communities? How do you identify community needs and determine areas of
emphasis for organizational involvement and support?
Our institution has a healthy rapport and on-going engagement with the
neighborhood community. Our NSS and YRS volunteers have partnered with the
Citizen’s Forum of Yelahanka in support of awareness drives, jathas and processions to
create awakening about basic health, hygiene and other socially relevant issues. This
special

relationship
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Prof. B.R. Ekambaresha, who is also the President of Citizens’ Forum, Yelahanka New
Town, Bengaluru.
7.3.9

Describe how your institution determines student satisfaction, relative to
academic benchmarks? Do you update the approach in view of the current
and future educational needs and challenges?
Student’s feedback, performance appraisal of teachers, alumni association

observations and examination results guide the institution in deciding the future direction
of the institution. Based on these indicators, academic benchmarks are determined and
upgraded from time to time. Societal and employee expectations also enable the
institution to decide the future direction. All stakeholders have a say in this matter.
Conscious of the changing trends in global and local job markets, the institution directs
its efforts to empower our students. In fine, instructional endeavour in this institution is
an inclusive and evolving phenomenon.
7.3.10. How do you build relationships?
ÿ to attract and retain students
ÿ to enhance students performance and
ÿ to meet their expectations of learning
Everything in the institution, as detailed in 7.3.3, contribute to attracting and
retaining students. Members of the faculty constantly strive to create a sense of belonging
and forge a feeling of camaraderie among the faculty, students and parents. Faculty
members always welcome students to interact with them and every student gets a feeling
of being important.
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a. Teachers always welcome students to seek clarifications about the subjects
discussed in the class and thereby it enhances students’ performance.
b. Through regular value addition programmes, teachers try to meet the students’
expectations of learning various skills. In the beginning of the semester, different
programmes are chalked out and scheduled for the following activities:
ß

In-house training programmes

ß

Training by professional consultants

ß

Guest lectures on management-related topics

ß

Industrial visits and tours

7.3.11. What is your complaint management process? How do you ensure that these
complaints are resolved promptly and effectively? How are complaints
aggregated and analysed for use in the improvement of the organization, and
for better stakeholder – relationship and satisfaction?
Just as the institution welcomes feedback from students, other stakeholders’
complaints and suggestions too are received and promptly attended to. Suggestion boxes
are placed in every floor of the college building. The principal and heads of departments
also receive complaints, if any. Complaints, which are genuine and made in good faith
are viewed positively and remedial action is initiated after proper enquiries. There is a
Grievance Redressal Cell to deal with complaints. Our positive outlook on complaints
goes a long way in engendering a congenial working atmosphere in the institution leading
to relationships and satisfaction of the stakeholders.
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PART II: EVALUATIVE REPORT
C. Evaluative Report of the Departments
Department of MBA
Core Values
Honesty.. Integrity… Perseverence.. Professionalism and commitment
to quality and excellence
Vision
- To emerge as a learning organization, sensitive to change in time and
trends
- To contribute to the realization of the dream of one large global
family of happy, peaceful and harmonious communities, societies and
nations.
Mission
To nurture individuals to become business managers and leaders
through an ethical approach in a holistic way
Goals
-

To impart the latest management knowledge, skills and practices
To equip students to face the challenges posed by globalized
economies

-

To constantly strive to innovate and update management pedagogy,
curriculum and course content

-

To facilitate, encourage and promote original research and thereby
extend the frontiers and horizons of management sciences

-

To provide a congenial learning environment, state-of-the-art
infrastructure and equipment, and personnel committed to the
progress of students, growth of the institution and emergence of
management as a science and art.
Established in the year 2001 and endowed with the mission to impart professional

and quality management education, the MBA department is SET’s trailblazer in the field.
______________________________________________________________________________
C. Evaluative Report of the Departments
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We endeavour to groom students with the principles skills and traits necessary to
meet the demands of the industry. They are given education and training which will make
them balanced individuals in terms of emotional, intellectual and spiritual dimensions,
and thereby enable them to achieve the highest goals and personal and organizational
development.
The MBA programme will buttress our students’ mental powers and spur them to
aim high by broadening their business perspective and sharpening their analytical skills.
Our unique pedagogy gives them an edge in their career advancement and makes them
successful managers all set to dare fluctuating vicissitudes of the business environment.
The intake of students to the course is 120. They are selected through PGCET and
K-MAT entrance test. The Department has registered good performance in curricular and
co-curricular activities.
1. Faculty profile - adequacy and competency of faculty
Sl.
No.

Name of the
Faculty

Qualification

Designation

Seminars /
Conference
Attended

1

Dr. M.Prakash

M.Com,
M.Phil, Ph.D

Principal

13

2

Dr. D. K. Murthy

M.Com.,
M.Phil., Ph.D

Professor &
Director

5

3

Dr. Sudarsana
Reddy G

MBA, M.Com,
Ph.D, MFM,
EEC

Professor

43

4

Dr. Pavana
Dibbur

MBA, Ph.D

5

Janardan Setty

MBA

6

Akhila R Udupa

7

Vatsala G

8

Muralikrishna

MBA, M.Phil

9

Biraj Ameet Anil

MBA, M.Phil

MBA, MA,
PGDHRM
M.Com.,
M.Phil

Asst.
Professor
Asst.
Professor
Senior
Lecturer
Senior
Lecturer
Senior
Lecturer
Lecturer

Research
Activities if any
M.Phil., Ph.D
Ph.D: 03
Ph.D – 03 ongoing
M.Phil: 05
M.Phil: 01 ongoing
Ph.D: 08
Ph.D – 04 ongoing
M.Phil: 11
M.Phil: 04 ongoing
Ph.D – 02 ongoing
M.Phil: 05
M.Phil: 04 ongoing

02

----

-

----

03

----

02

----

01

----

02

----
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In addition to the regular faculty, the department also utilizes the services of
adjunct and guest faculty.
a. Adjunct Faculty
1
Prof. Anwar Ali Baig

M.Com

Professor

2

Dr. Vithal D. Potdar

M.A., Ph.D., PGDIRPM

Professor

3

Dr. S.N. Venkatesh

M.Com., Ph.D

Professor

4

Parvathy K S

M.Com

Lecturer

5

Anoor Ashwini Anand

M.B.A.

Lecturer

6

Santanu Das

M.Sc., M.Phil

Placement Officer

7

Sharvari Kulkarni

M.B.A.

Lecturer

b. Guest Faculty
1

J. S. Prasad

MBA

2

Dr. Ramani Nair

MA, Ph.D

3

Malathi Sundarajan

M.Sc

4

Shivaprasad

LLM

5

Kishore Jagirdhar

MBA

Dr. M. Prakash
Dr. M. Prakash has taught undergraduate and postgraduate courses for 30 years.
He has guided five candidates who have completed and one candidate who is pursuing
research for the M.Phil degree; and one candidate has completed Ph.D and three
candidates are pursuing research for Ph.D. He is a well-known consultant providing
consultation in this college and other institutions in the area of project writing. Several
educational institutions and organizations have benefited from his guidance and
consultancy and expertise for establishing and developing colleges; and more specifically
in HR recruitment, campus development, and educational planning. As a Principal,
Dr. Prakash has guided the growth and evolution of SFGC from a one-course institution
to a multi-disciplinary college with foreign collaborations. Holding important positions in
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several educational, charitable, and financial organizations and universities, his
administrative and consultancy expertise are being helpful to them.

Dr. DK Murthy
-

Teaching: 30 years of UG teaching and 16 years of concurrent UG and PG
teaching.

-

Research Guidance: Successfully guided research leading to eight Ph.Ds and 14
M.Phil degrees.

-

Consultancy
ß

Project evaluation of houses constructed for weavers in Ranibennur,
Karnataka, under an Indo-Dutch project.

ß

Resource person at Academic Staff College of Bangalore and Mysore
Universities.

ß

Member, PG Syllabus Committee of Kuvempu University, Shimoga, for
subjects – Banking and Finance.

ß

Chairman, Board of Examiners for Ph.D, M.Phil, M.Com, MFA, and MTA.

ß

Presented key-note addresses at many conferences.

2. Student profile – entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language
proficiency etc.,
At entry level the competency of the students of MBA is quite good. They are
selected through counseling conducted by (PGCET) and through MAT/ KMAT test.
When it comes to socio-economic status the students belong to a combination of rural and
urban areas and belonging to different class and categories, language proficiency of the
students ranges from moderate to good.
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Socio-economic Profile of Students (2007-08 Batch)
Year

GM

SC

ST

CAT-I

CAT-II
(A)

CAT-II
(B)

CAT-III
(A)

CAT-III
(B)

Total

II yr

12

04

00

02

06

02

10

04

40

I yr

16

06

03

07

14

14

20

10

90

Total

28

10

03

09

20

20

30

14

130

Socio-economic Profile of Students (2008-09 Batch)
Year

GM

SC

ST

CAT-I

CAT-II
(A)

CAT-II
(B)

CAT-III
(A)

CAT-III
(B)

Total

II yr

17

6

3

7

14

7

20

16

90

I yr

54

4

2

4

15

7

17

17

120

Total

71

10

05

11

29

14

37

33

210

3. Changes made in the courses or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
The Bangalore University prescribes the syllabus; the last curriculum revision was
done in the year 2007. The senior faculties provide the input in setting up the curriculum
on voluntary and request basis.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during past two years.
Year
May - 08
May - 09

Course
M.B.A.

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

40

40

39

Success rate
%
97.5

90

88

88

100

Dropout
No.
%
Nil

Nil

02

2.22

5. Learning resources of the departments - library, computers, laboratories and
other resources.
The department is equipped with an independent library, which has 8,876 books,
56 journals and eight magazines. It has wide space in order to enable the students and
faculty to make use of the facilities. Student lounge is placed adjacent to the library to
facilitate the maximum utilization of newspapers and reference books.
∑

The library has a collection of 49 CDs relating to different areas of management.
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∑

It has EasyLib software which leads to easy search of books and journals. Laptops
are given to all the faculties and students to meet their academic requirements.
The department is Wi-fi enabled for easy access to internet. The department also
has an internet lab adjacent to library for reference. On requirement basis, the
computer laboratory on the ground floor is also used.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching – learning.
The department follows modern teaching methodology. To support this, all
lecture halls are equipped with necessary LCDs and Wi-fi connection. Further, teaching
with the use of case studies, role play, group discussion, presentation by students is done
on a regular basis.
Online teaching methodology is followed, for example, at the time of Annual
Presentation of Budget given by Union Finance Minister; the live telecast was shown to
the students followed by comments and discussion by the faculties as well as students.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students
The institution has a tie-up with Vrixx Education Solutions Pvt. Ltd., to enable the
faculty members as well as students to use their software for better academic practices in
the department.
8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years
The department conducts the faculty development programme on a regular basis.
The department has established a consortium with 10 other MBA institutes. Each one of
them conducts an FDP with which faculty of the entire consortium colleges are benefited.
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Apart from this, the faculty is encouraged to participate and present papers at
State and National level seminars and conferences sponsored by the college.
The department encourages the faculties to continue further education by
providing resources both in monetary and non-monetary form. During 2008-09, three
faculty members of the department received M.Phil degree and one faculty was awarded
a Ph.D.
Papers Presented
Dr.M.Prakash
i.

Presented papers on “Social Productivity for Social Change” and “Social Quotient
for Improved Productivity”, 28-30 October, 2009, at European Productivity
Conference held at Grimsby Institute, UK.

ii.

Presented papers on “Global graduate – need for Indian Students to take up
Studies in U.S.A.” and “Social Marketing – Changed Scenario” at North Eastern
State University, U.K, Nov, 2009.

iii.

Paper presented entitled “Social Marketing for Social Productivity” at European
Productivity Conference hosted by Grimsby Institute of Further and Higher
Education at Grimsby, U.K.

Dr. Sudarsana Reddy
Papers Presented at International Level
i. Financial Inclusion in India - Trends and Challenges, Two-Day (17th & 18th
December 2009) International Conference on “Doing Business in India”,
Organized by IFIM Business School, Bangalore.
ii. Brand Building By Helping Others to Win, Two-Day (15th & 16th September 2008)
International Conference on “Global Competition and Brand Promotion”, Institute
of Public Enterprises, Hyderabad in association with Virginia Tech University,
National Capital Region Campus, Washington DC, USA.
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iii. Impact of Organized Retailing on Unorganized Retailers (with special reference to
Vegetables & Fruits), Two-Day (7th & 8th March 2008) International Conference on
“Retail Marketing – Globally Emerging Trends: Lessons for Developing
Economies”, organized by Bharati Vidyapeeth University Institute of Management
& Research, New Delhi.
iv. Greening Environment – Practices in Indian Corporate, Two-Day (8th & 9th June
2007) 2nd Organization for Studies in Literature and Environment-India (OSLE)
International

Conference

“Towards

A

Greener

ERA:

Interdisciplinary

Approaches”, organized by OSLE India and Acharya Institute of Management &
Sciences, Peenya, Bangalore.
Papers Presented at National Level
i.

Greed: Reason for Global Financial Crisis, Two-day (26th to 27th Feb. 2010)
National Seminar on “Impact of Global Financial Meltdown on Indian Economy”,
organized by Dept. of Commerce, Sri Venkateswara University, Tirupati, A.P,
India.

ii.

Maximum Retail Price: For Whose Benefit? – A Study of Electronic Products, One
day (20th Feb. 2010) paper presentation Competition on National Research Paper
Presentation Competition, organized by Bharati Vidyapeeth University Institute of
Management & Research, New Delhi.

iii.

Challenges of Organized Retailing in India, Technical Session: Retailing
Perspective: Challenges and Opportunities, 60th Diamond Jubilee All India
Commerce Conference, Three-Day (27th to 29th Dec. 2007) organized by ICA with
Faculty of Commerce, Osmania University, Hyderabad, (A.P), India.

iv.

Role of Micro Finance in Rural Development – A Case Study of Bangalore Rural
District, Karnataka, Technical Session: Micro Finance: The Emerging Horizons,
60th Diamond Jubilee All India Commerce Conference, Three-Day (27th to 29th Dec.
2007) organized by ICA with Faculty of Commerce, Osmania University,
Hyderabad, (A.P), India.
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v.

Retail Revolution – Boon or Bane, Technical Session: Retailing Perspective:
Challenges and Opportunities, 60th Diamond Jubilee All India Commerce
Conference, Three-Day (27th to 29th Dec. 2007) organized by ICA with Faculty of
Commerce, Osmania University, Hyderabad, (A.P), India.

9. Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
The senior faculty members have been involved and participated in academic
activities. Following are few details on their participation:
Dr. M. Prakash: As a Resource Person: Presentations on
a. 25 ways to be healthier……..For you to enjoy
b. Centre for Global Excellence.
c. “Why is Classroom Management Important?”
d. Workshop on Project Presentation.
e. “Why Recession has hit India?”
f. “Pedagogy and Classroom Management”
g. “Industry Skills for New Managers”
h. “Global Financial Crisis and its Impact on Indian Poor People”.
i. “Careers in Finance”.
j. “Pursuing a Career in Finance” on 22 August, 2009.
Dr. D K Murthy: As a Resource Person
a

Delivered key note address on “Ripples and Vibrations in Indian Capital Market” in
National seminar conducted by SJR College, Bengaluru on 7th April, 2010.

b

Delivered keynote address on “Reforms in Higher Education” at the State Level
Seminar conducted by Government First Grade College, Yelahanka Newtown,
Bengaluru on 6th March, 2010

c

Delivered a lecture on ‘Case Analysis’ at State Level Conference conducted by
MLA College, Bengaluru on 9th February, 2010
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d

Worked as Resource Person and delivered a talk on “Case Analysis and
Presentation” at Orientation Programme conducted at Academic Staff College,
Bangalore University, Bengaluru on 19th February, 2010.

e

Delivered a talk on “International Business-Strategies for success” at State Level
Conference conducted by Nagarjuna College of Management Studies on 13th Nov
2009.

f

Delivered a talk on ‘Research Methodologies in Finance’ at State Level Conference
conducted by Nagarjuna College of Management Studies on 27th July 2009.

g

Delivered a talk on “Impact of US Financial Crisis on the Indian Stock Market” at
State Level Conference conducted by National College, Gauribidanur on 28th
August, 2009.

h

Delivered a talk on “Case Analysis and Presentation” at one day seminar conducted
by Nitte Institute of Management, Bengaluru on 7th January, 2010.

i

Worked as a Resource Person and delivered a talk on “Research Methodology” in
one day seminar conducted by Nitte Institute of Management, Bengaluru on 4th
May, 2008.

j

Conducted a Faculty Development Programme (FDP) on the topic, “Case Analysis
and Report Writing” at Seshadripuram Institute of Management Studies on 18th
October, 2009. Dr. N.S. Ramaswamy, former Director of IIM, Bengaluru and
Dr. Nargundkar, Professor at IIFM, Bengaluru were Resource Persons.

This

programme was conducted on Consortium Approach, where eight colleges actively
participated in the deliberations.
Dr. Sudarasana Reddy G
Worked as resource person (during 2002-2008) for teaching management subjects
in business schools and Study Centres of Distance education, Acharya Institute of
Technology, Lorven Institute of Management Studies, Bharathidasan University, Directorate of
Distance Education; and Pondicherry University Directorate of Distance Education
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10. Collaboration with other departments/ institutions, at the State, National and
International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.
The Department of Management Studies has collaboration with the following
International Universities.
-

Northeastern State University(NSU), Tahlequah, Oklahoma, USA

-

Grimsby Institute of Further and Higher Education, UK

-

University of Central Oklahoma, USA.

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.
All the faculties are involved in project related activities. The priority areas for
research are Finance (financial services, stock market, activity based costing, and
financial re-engineering, etc.,), marketing (corporate retailing, private labeling, green
marketing, social marketing, etc.,) and Human Resource (HR accounting, competency
mapping, strategic HRM, role of HR manager in corporate restructuring, etc.,) and
entrepreneurship.
Dr.M. Prakash
Sl.
No
1.
2.
3.
4.

Title of the Book

ISBN No

Marketing
Management

81-242-0214-1

Personal Management

81-242-0214-1

Sales And Advertising
Management
Production
Management

81-242-0214-1
81-242-0214-1

Publisher
CREST Publishing
House
CREST Publishing
House
CREST Publishing
House
CREST Publishing
House

Year of
Publication
2010
2010
2010
2010

Dr.D.K. Murthy
Sl.No
1

Title of the Book
Indian Financial
System

ISBN
No

Publisher
J K Publishers, New
Delhi

Year of
Publication
2007
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Dr. Sudarsana Reddy G
Sl.
No.

Authored

Title of the Book

ISBN

Publisher

Year of
Publication

Himalaya
Publishing
House

2010

HPH

2008

HPH

2007

HPH

2009

HPH

2008

HPH

2008

HPH

2007

1.

Own

Financial Management

978-81-8488827-0

2.

Own

Financial Management
– Principles and
Practice

978-818488-615-3

3.

Own

Strategic Management

Coauthored
Coauthored
Coauthored
Coauthored

4.
5.
6.
7.

978-81-8488611-5
Management &
978-81-8488Behavioural Process
483-8
Strategic Management –
978-81-8488Concepts and Cases
604-7
978-81-8488Management and OB
614-6
Business Environment for 978-81-8318Strategic Management
797-8

Articles
Dr.M. Prakash

1. “Why should state mess with admissions?” in DNA City – Jan 15, 2010.
2. “ Seven principle for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education”
3. “Good Teaching – The top ten Requirements”
4. “The Role of Principal in the development of a college”
5. “What do parents/students expect in a college of their choice?”
Dr. G Sudarsana Reddy
Sl.
Title of the Paper
No.

Name of Journal

Vol / No / Month
/ Year / Page Nos

Udyog Pragati

Vol. 32, No. 1,
Jan March 2008,
Pp. 1- 12

2008

Vol. 48, No. 1-2,
2008

2008

1

Performance of Inventory
Management in Large Scale
Paper Industry – A Study

2

Impact of Organized Retailing
On Unorganized Retailers (With
Survey
special reference to Vegetables
and Fruits)

Year of
Publication
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3

Reverse Merger – A Conceptual
Overview

Banking Finance

Vol. 21, No. 12,
Dec. 2008, Pp.13-17

2008

4

Impact or Dividend Policies on stock
Price – A Study of Select FMCG
companies

Management
Insight

Vol. 9, No. 2,
May-Aug-2009,
PP-13-19

2009

5

Building Brands by Helping Others to
Win

Indian Journal of
Marketing

Vol. 39, No. 7,
Jul-2009, Pp 2123 and 31

2010

6

Knowledge Management for
Organizational Excellence: A case
study of Tata Steel

ACRM Journal of
Business and
Management
Research

Vol 4, No. 2, Sept
2009, Pp26-31

2010

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid student placements
The institution has a placement cell. Faculty members of the department organize
career fairs, life skills and soft skills programs to prepare the student to face the
challenges that the industry offers at the time of recruitment. List of the students selected
at campus recruitment is as follows:
Year

2006-08

Company

No. of Students

HDFC

03

ICICI Rank

05

CIPSA RIC

03

Wipro

04

HCL Infosystem

05

HCL Technologies

04

Astra Zeneca

03

Ranbaxy

03

Geojit

03

Ackwin Finance

04

HSBC

05
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13.

Plan of action of the department for the next five years

∑

Digitization of library.

∑

Strengthen and expand the consortium network with more business schools
in and around Bangalore.

∑

Develop tie-up with industries and Business schools in India.

∑

Forge tie-up with foreign Universities

∑

Instill and inculcate the spirit of entrepreneurship; and introduce a certificate
course on entrepreneurship.

∑

Motivate students and faculty to take up socially beneficial research
projects.

∑

Give international exposure to the department through student and faculty
exchange programmes.

∑

Engage students and faculty in community service.

--- ◊ ---
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Department of Commerce and Management
Vision
To become the Centre of Excellence, fostering intellect, creativity,
and character in an active, student-centered learning community.
Mission
-

Incorporate benchmarked teaching and pedagogies in curriculum
Ensure all round development of students through a judicious blend
of curricular, co-curricular and extra curricular activities

-

Support cross-cultural exchange of knowledge between industry and
academy

-

Provide higher/continued education and research opportunities

-

Improve satisfaction level of all stakeholders.

Objectives
- To be actively involved in teaching, research, and consultancy, and
rendering professional services to the society at large.
-

To organize and implement programs which are geared to meet the
technical and skilled manpower requirements of the specific type,
magnitude, and level of competence needed for existing industries.

-

To train and develop young management professionals in order to
ensure continuity and diffusion of knowledge.

1. Faculty profile- adequacy and competency of faculty
At SFGC we are committed to high standards of academic excellence and
enriching lives through value-based education. The Department of Commerce was
established in the year 1993 with affiliation from Bangalore University for the
introduction of B.Com course. Further, in the year 1997, the university granted
permission to start the BBM course. The department has 24 full time teachers with total
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student strength of 1,490, divided into 988 B.Com students and 502 BBM students
(Academic year 2009-2010).
Warmth and commitment, high efficiency, keen standards of perfection and an
in-depth knowledge about their respective topics are the qualities that every faculty
brings to the Department.
Under the dynamic leadership of Dr. M. Prakash, the department is working
towards the cherished ideals of “Commitment to Excellence”. He has been guiding the
department to achieve the highest quality in teaching standards. Involved in the research
and project guidance for BBM, MBA, M.Phil and Ph.D, he has many publications to his
credit including books on Product Management, Project Report Guidelines (8th edition),
Banking Theory and Practice, Marketing Management, International Retail Marketing,
Consumer Behaviour, Environmental Science and Principles of Management; besides, he
has published articles in professional journals and presented papers in national and
international seminars
Prof. Ekambaresha B. R. has over 32 years of teaching experience in the field of
commerce and management. He took over as Vice-Principal of SFGC in 2008 and has
been guiding the Department in the pursuit of its mission.
Dr.S.N.Venkatesh, Head of the Department of Commerce and Management has
been a pioneer in leading the department to great heights, which comprises 24 faculties
and 1490 students. He has been a great leader who leads the department to become the
centre of excellence, and incorporates the benchmark for teaching to ensure continuity
and diffusion of knowledge
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Faculty profile
SL.
No.

Name of the faculty

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

1

Dr. M.Prakash

2

Prof. Ekambaresha B R

M.Com, M.Phil,
Ph.D
M.Com

3

Dr. Venkatesh S N

M.Com, Ph.D

4

Prof. Anwar Ali Baig

M.Com

Professor

5

Raghavendra H A

M.Com, MBA,
C.A (Inter)

6

Nagaraju V A

M.Com

7

Pushpa Priya Darshini

M.Com, M.Phil

8

Ashok M L

M.Com, LLB,
M.Phil

9

Nagaraju R C

M.Com, MBA,
M.Phil, C.A (inter)

10

Anjana Radhakrishna

Asst.
Professor
Asst.
Professor
Senior
Lecturer
Senior
Lecturer
Senior
Lecturer
Lecturer

Banking &
Finance
Income Tax
Costing &
Taxation
Costing &
Banking
Costing &
Taxation
Costing &
Taxation
Costing &
Taxation
Costing &
Taxation
Costing &
Taxation
Finance

11

Archana Velankar

Lecturer

Costing

12

Aruna R

M.Com, M.Phil

Lecturer

13

Ashalatha

M.Com,

Lecturer

14

Ashwini A Anand

MBA

Lecturer

15

Champa M C

MBA

Lecturer

16

Meera H N

M.Com, M.A(Kan),
M.Phil

Lecturer

17
18
19

Nandini S
Parvathy K S
Praveen Kumar T

M.Com, M.Phil
M.Com, ICA
MMM

Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

20

Santhosh Kumar A V

MBA

Lecturer

21

Shiva Kumar C

M.Com

Lecturer

22

Srinath B A

M.Com

Lecturer

23

Sandhya R

24

Saritha B

M.Com, M.Phil,
ICWA (Inter)
M.Com, M.Phil

25

Sharvari Kulkarni

M.Com, MBA

Lecturer

26

Thushara B Maniyat

MBA

Lecturer

M.Com
M.Com, ICWA
(Inter), B.Ed

Principal
Vice-Principal
Professor &
H.O.D

Lecturer
Lecturer

Costing &
Finance
International
Finance
Human
Resource
Marketing &
Finance
Human
Resource
Marketing
Financial Mgt
Marketing
HRM &
Marketing
Accounting &
Taxation
Costing &
Taxation
Costing &
Taxation
Finance
Finance,
Costing, HR
Finance &
Marketing

Experience
in years
30
36
16
35
19
13
8
5
12
1
3
7
4
2
2
10
4
9
9
2
1
11
8
5
3
2
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2. Student profile- entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language
proficiency, etc.,
Socio-economic status of students for the year 2007-08 and 2008-09
Year
Course

2007-08
ST

SC

2008-09

OBC

GM

Total

SC

ST

OBC

GM

Total

B.Com

33

79

410

430

952

39

67

415

454

975

BBM

08

35

207

140

390

15

38

241

174

468

3. Changes made in the courses or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
As the college comes under the ambit of Bangalore University, changes in syllabi
takes place once in five years and the curriculum was last revised in 2004-05.
The teachers contribute to the syllabi by collecting feedback from students and
alumni about the existing syllabi. They present the feedback at meetings/workshops etc
conducted by Bangalore University for restructuring the syllabi for B.Com and BBM
courses. The teachers have also participated in Board of Studies and contributed to the
improvement of the Curriculum. Thus, the faculty contributes to syllabus changes
through student and alumni feedback and the teachers own experience and observations.
4. Trends in success and drop out rates of students during the last two years
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

Success
Rate (In %)

Dropout
(In No)

Dropout
(In %)

May 08
May 09

B.Com
B.Com

319
345

278
306

222
210

79.85
68.62

41
39

12.8
11.3

May 08

BBM

128

128

102

79

Nil

Nil

May 09

BBM

88

84

60

71.42

4

4.5

The department is making continuous efforts to improve the quality of teaching
and achieve a good success rate. Regular assignments, tests, mentoring and counseling
are yielding results. The reasons for drop out has been analysed and the department has
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initiated steps to counsel the students and bring down the dropout rate in the years to
come.
5. Learning resource of the department: library, computers, laboratories and other
resources
Sl. No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Details of Learning resources
Books in Central Library
Books in Departmental Library
Journals
CD’s
Laboratories (Business Lab) Computers
Charts and Models

Number
6550
100
27
140
40
4 + 14

The Department has maintained business laboratory to bridge the gap between
theory and practice. It has documents relating to various topics, project reports, industrial
visit reports, departmental books, charts and models and wall scroll for students to
showcase their skills.
6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching – learning
Modern teaching aids are extensively used in order to impart knowledge
effectively and efficiently. For this purpose, computer, LCDs, CDs, internet facility,
OHPs are used. Inclusion of fundamentals of computers, computer in business, MIS,
Accounting Information System, etc has encouraged the faculty to update their
knowledge. Industrial visits, field trips, power point presentations, seminars, workshops,
group discussion, quiz and case study are conducted for students through the Commerce
and Management forum “Deeksha”.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students
The institution has Mentoring system for students and each faculty is a mentor for
about 40 students. The mentors support the students in academics, career moulding,
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personality development and psychological counseling. The institution always
encourages the faculty to attend seminars on mentoring and counseling to sharpen their
counseling skills. The External counselors, Dr Ali Khwaja, Dr Gururaj Karajagi and Ms
Asha of Banjara Academy have provided their expertise in the art of counseling and
mentoring and the faculty greatly benefited through these programs.
8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have benefited in the
past two years
The institution encourages the faculty of the Deparment to attend FDPs. They are
given OOD facility and reimbursement of registration fee.
A FDP on HRD called “Discover yourself” was conducted by Swathi.E of
Centre for Leadership in Human Resource Development (CLHRD) for three days which
was organized from 21st to 23rd May 2009 for the benefit of students and teachers.
Dr.Narasinga Rao from Central Oklahoma University, USA addressed the faculty,
about research and student teacher exchange programs in India and Abroad.
-

Faculty pursuing Ph.D : Pushpa Priya Darshini, Aruna and R C Nagaraju

-

Faculty members pursuing M.Phil: Praveen Kumar T and Ashalatha

Details of Conferences, Seminars and Workshop attended by the faculty in the
past two years
Dr. S.N. Venkatesh
Sl.
No.

Title
Restructuring and revision of B.Com and
BBM courses of Bangalore University

1

Organizer/Venue
Seshadripuram College

Year
2009

Prof .H.A.Raghavendra
1
2
3

Case Analysis and Report Writing
Dynamics of Educational Quality
Restructuring and revision of B.Com and
BBM courses of Bangalore University

Seshadripuram College
Christ College
VVN Institute of Management

2009
2008
2009
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Pushpa Priya Darshini
1

National Level Seminar on “Strategic
Value Creation in Higher Education”

MLAFGC

2010

Sandhya.R
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Curriculum orientation and skill
development for VI Sem BBM
Restructuring and revision of B.com and
BBM courses of Bangalore University
Restructuring and revision of B.com and
BBM courses of Bangalore University
Continuous Improvement in Higher
Education Institutions”
Competency Building in Business
Education- Industry Driven Approach
Infrastructural Development – Issues and
Challenges
Case Analysis and Report Writing

Sri Bhagwan Mahaveer Jain
College Centre for Mgt Studies
Malleshwaram Ladies
Association First Grade College

2007
2009

VivekanandaDegree College

2009

Garden City College

2008

Mount Carmel College

2009

Govt R C College

2007

SIMS

2008

Sri Bhagwan Mahaveer Jain
College Centre for Mgt Studies

2007

Parvathy.K.S.
1

Curriculum orientation and skill
development for VI Sem BBM

Nandini.S
1
2
3

Faculty Development Program on
Teacher as a Classroom Leader
Consumer Rights Awareness
Progressive Revolutions in Business
Education seminar

MLA College

2008

Hasnath College for Women
BSVA Arts and Commerce
College for Women

2007
2007

Saritha.B
1

Skill Development Programme for VI Sem
BCOM students

Malleswaram Ladies Association
First Grade College

2007

9. Participation /contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
The faculty members provide a number of consultancy services informally to the
institution, fellow teachers and also students in the form of tax calculation, filing tax
returns, guiding projects etc.
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List of Faculty involved in Consultancy/Guest Faculty
Sl.
No.

Name of the
Faculty

Program

Institution / University

MBA

Periyar Study Centre

Dr S. N.
Venkatesh

MBA

Sikkim Manipal University Study
Centre

BBM

VVN Degree College

2

Raghavendra H.A

MBA

Department of MBA

3

M.L. Ashok

MBA
Accounting For
Engineers
Diploma in Banking and
Finance
MBA

Department of MBA

1.

Sandhya.R

4

HCL
St Claret College
Periyar Study Centre

5

Saritha .B

MBA

Periyar Study Centre

6

Shivakumar .C
Thushara B
Maniyat
K.S. Parvathy

B. Com
PGDBA

VVN Degree College
Bishop Cotton Academy of
Professional Management

Tally

Preparation of Course Material

Anwar Ali Baig

subject expert

KPSC, Bangalore

7
8
9

A unique feature of the department is the formation of a Voluntary Organization
called “SEVA SARASWATHI” which was pioneered by the HOD Dr S.N. Venkatesh.
The object of this organization is to provide free coaching classes for socially and
economically backward students from various colleges in Bengaluru. Subjects taught are
Financial

Accounting,

Cost

Accounting,

Management

Accounting,

Financial

Management and Income Tax. All the faculty members of Commerce & Management
were involved in the Management Forum activities - fostering motivation and guidance to
the students to participate in various academic activities.
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10. Collaboration with other departments/ institutions at the State, National and
International levels, and their outcomes during the past two years.
The department has various tie ups and collaborations with foreign universities
-

Grimsby Institute of Further and Higher Education UK

-

University of Central Oklahoma USA

-

Northeastern State University UK

-

Rayalaseema University, Kurnool, Andhra Pradesh

Collaboration has given the department a platform for knowledge sharing. The
department is in constant touch with various colleges affiliated to Bangalore University
for sharing and dissemination of knowledge.
11.

Priority areas for research and details of ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publication of faculty, during past two years
An ambience of research culture is developed in the minds of the teaching faculty

and as a result more and more teachers have started registering for M.Phil and Ph.D
Project work is mandatory for BBM students and the teachers are involved in
guiding their projects. This also involves interaction with the corporate world. In order to
create research awareness among B.Com students also, project work has been given to
them on relevant issues even though it is not mandatory as per Bangalore University
Syllabi. Necessary guidance is provided by the respective teachers for the completion of
projects.
12.

Placement record of past students and the contribution of the Department to
aid student placement
The institution has Placement Cell. Corporate houses conduct campus interviews

and recruit suitable candidates. Most of the past students have brought laurels to the
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Department by securing good position in companies like Infosys, HP, ANZ Bank,
Accenture, Cognizant Technologies, TV 9 channel, ICICI Bank and Wipro technologies.
On 9th April 2010, JP Morgan Chase conducted campus recruitment test for B.Com and
BBM students and 13 candidates have been selected.
13.

Plan of action of the department for the next five years
The Department contemplates the following plan of action for the next 5 years.
-

Introduce entrepreneurship education and invite entrepreneurs to train our
students to be self-reliant, through entrepreneurship development cell.

-

Introduce add-on courses on International Accounting Standards.

-

Organize effective skill development courses to enable the students to gain better
employment opportunities.

-

Involve faculty members in research activity by taking up minor projects.

-

Organize workshops and seminars at national and international levels.

--- ◊ ---
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Department of Computer Science
Vision
To empower every individual with knowledge and self- confidence.
Mission
To enable students to develop as intellectually alive, morally upright
and socially responsible citizens with a positive attitude, poised for
continuous personal and professional growth.
Objectives
- To provide quality computer education.
- To enlighten students with the latest technology.
- To develop leadership skills.
- Build practical skills to face challenging opportunities in the best
software companies.

1. Faculty profile: Adequacy and competency of faculty:
The department of Computer Science was established in the year 1999. The
department now consists of nine teaching faculty members and one programmer. The
student strength of the department is 426 and the faculty–student ratio is 1:47. The
department started with 21 systems of P II configuration and now increased to 72 with 2
labs with networking and internal net facility. It has two servers each with windows and
UNIX configurations.
Sl.
No

Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

1
2

T.Shashidhar
Nethra Mirji

Asst. Prof & HOD
Senior Lecturer

OR & Networks

3

P.Vidhya

MCA, MPhil
MCM, MPhil
MSc, MPhil
(Software)

4

6
7
8
9

Rekha Raichal MPhil
Thimmappa
MCA
N.T
Pranitha P
BE
Amitha K N
BE
Pavithra H K
MSc(CS)
Anupama H
BE

10

Priyanka R

5

BE, MCA,

BE

C and Unix

Experience
10 years
7 years

Lecturer

Multimedia and
Java

5 years

Lecturer

CPP and ADA

4 years

Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Computer
Programmer

CPP and
DBMS
Ecom and CG
SE and VB
C and DBMS
Java and Unix
Java and Unix

2 years
2 years
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
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2. Student Profile: Entry level competencies, socio-economic status, language
proficiency etc.
Entry level competency includes XII std/PUC such as PCMC, PCMB, PCMB,
CEMA and Arts with Mathematics as one of the electives. Students from various strata
of society, both from rural and urban areas, are admitted to the course. Student strength
includes those from Karnataka and other States and countries. Most students are able to
speak Hindi and English in addition to their mother tongue.
Year

SC

ST

OBC

GM

TOTAL

2007-08

6

1

65

67

139

2008-09

13

1

71

69

154

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
The Bangalore University BCA Syllabus was revised in 2008 in order to make it
more relevant to the need of the changing scenario in the job market. Some concepts and
languages were replaced by current technologies like VC++ and Windows programming.
Network is replaced by E-Commerce and data communication.

4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years.
There have been no dropouts in the department during the past two years.
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

May - 08
May - 09

B CA

60
95

34
77

26
63

Success
rate %
76.81
81.81

Dropout
Number
%
26
43.33
18
18.94

5. Learning resources of the departments – library, computers, Laboratories and
other resources.
The College has a central library in which both reference and text books relating
to the subject are available for both circulation and reference purpose. The department
has additional facilities like ‘Digital Library’, which can be extensively used to update
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the knowledge about the latest developments particularly while teaching subjects like ECommerce and multimedia. The Sabhangana is another facility to the department which
is being used for screening documentaries and making power-point presentations.
Sl.No
01
02
03
04

Details of Learning Resources
Central Library (Books)
Laboratories
Instruments (Computers)
Journals

Number
40
1
75
04

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching- learning.
Apart from conventional black-board method, efforts are being made to motivate
the students to prepare PPTs on topics relevant to Computer Science and recent
developments in the field. The department has its own laboratory where ICT is used for
teaching. The faculty members make optimum use of OHP, LCD and Web resources to
provide good interactive visualization, graphics etc. The members of the faculty also play
an important role in the professional mentoring and grooming of the students.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
Every class has a class teacher to monitor the progress of students. The class
teacher maintains a record of academic performance and attendance which will be
intimidated to the parents during Parent-Teachers meetings. In addition to this, the
mentors keep a record of students from I Sem to IV Sem showing curricular, extracurricular and co-curricular activities. The mentors also counsel the students personally
whenever situation warrants.
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8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
The College organized faculty development programs for the benefit of teachers
to enable them to update their academic knowledge and sharpen their skills.
9. Participation / Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
Two faculty members of the department guided M.Phil students. Teachers of the
department guide students to conduct small surveys in the communities.
10. Collaboration with other departments/institutions at the State, National and
International levels and their outcome during the past two years.
The department has maintained good rapport with other departments and readily
helps them with computing expertise. The department has helped the institution in the
interpretation and analysis of “Student–Teacher Evaluation Report”. At the same time,
the department is helping fellow members of other department to enhance their
computing skills by training them in basic computing techniques.
11. Priority areas of research and details of the on-going projects, important and
note-worthy publications of the faculty during the past two years.
Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid students.
The department is playing a pivotal role in imparting skills in computer education
which has helped in the placement of students. In this regard, the department conducts
tests in quantitative aptitude and C Aptitude to make learning and preparation interesting.

13. Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
Networking of all departments through LAN (Local Area Network)
Extending this facility to main college in the city using WAN
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Department of Electronics
Vision
To create a center for the promotion and advancement of basic
electronics and to be a natural benchmark for other organizations to
measure themselves against, within 10 years.
Mission
To provide applications-oriented education to produce graduates who
are capable of making significant professional contributions, graduate
study, research and development; we emphasize and support the
training necessary for practice as professional electronics graduates.
Objectives
- Providing the best teaching through the advanced teachings aids like
power point presentation and audio visual presentations
- Encouraging the students to take up M.Sc. Electronics (at least 5
students/year)
- Encouraging at least ten students to participate in competitions and
paper presentations. Adding more add-on job oriented courses ( at least
1/year for every Batch)
- Advancement of the apparatus in the electronics department
- Establishment of research laboratory in the campus within a span of 3
years.
- Organizing national level workshop from the department (One /year)
- Paper presentations and publications by all the faculties of the
department.( at least one/year/faculty)
Faculty Profile – Adequacy and competency of faculty.

1.

Electronics was introduced for B.Sc. course in the academic year 2001 along with
Mathematics and Computer Science. The department has a total strength of 192 students.
Sl
No

Name of the
Faculty

1

Ms.Rajashri Padaki

2

Mr.Mohana .H.K

3

Mr. Amjad Hassan
Khan M.K

Qualification
B.E
(E&E),
M.Sc (IT)
M.Sc,
M.Phil
M.Sc,
M.Phil

Designation

Specialization

Experience

Asst.
Professor
& HOD

Embedded Systems

10 years

Senior
Lecturer

Optical fiber
communication and
advanced micro processor

8 years

Lecturer

Power electronics

5 years
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2. Student Profile–Entry level competencies, socio economic status, language
proficiency etc.,
Entry level eligibility for B.Sc Course is PUC II (PCMB/ PCME/ PCMS/PCMC),
English, Sanskrit/ Hindi/ Kannada.
Socio-economic Profile of Students
Year

GM

SC

ST

OBC

Total

2007-2008

66

8

2

98

174

2008-2009

60

8

4

116

188

3. Changes made in the courses or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
Every three years the syllabus gets revised. In 2009 the undergraduate syllabus
was revised and many new emerging trends in the field of electronics, like Very Large
Scale Integration, Very High Speed Hardware Descriptive Language, Application
Specific Integrated Circuit and Biomedical Electronics were introduced. Every time the
syllabus is revised the Bangalore University Colleges Electronics Teachers Association
(BUCETA) conducts workshops which throw light on the details of the syllabus, books to
be referred, model question papers to synchronize the teaching methodology throughout
Bangalore University. Participants were assigned important tasks like describing the
units, preparing question banks and model question papers.
4.

Trends in the success and drop out rates of the students during the past two
years.
Year

Course

May
2008
May
2008

VI Sem
B.Sc(EMCs)
VI Sem
B.Sc(EMCs)

Dropout
Number
%

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

Success
Rate %

51

51

18

71

Nil

0

59

58

42

95

1

1.69
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5

Learning resources of the departments- library, computers, laboratories and
other resources.
Sl No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Description
Central Library (Books)
Departmental Library (Books)
Magazine : Electronics for you
Project Reports
Manuals of experiments and devices
Laboratory Equipment : CRO
Laboratory Equipment : Function Generator
Regulated Power Supply
IC Trainer Kit
Microprocessor kits with PSU
Interfacing Kits
Computer with Printer
Departmental Newsletter: Inquest

Number
415
40
01
15
13
18
19
18
24
25
8
2
One

6. Modern Teaching Methods practiced and use of ICT in Teaching Learning.
Sl No.
1
2
3

Description

Number

Industrial Visits
Guest lectures per semester
Science Forum Activities

One per semester
1 to 2
One per semester

OHP, LCD Projectors, Computers, Audio Visuals, internet etc. are used in teaching.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
Academic counseling is done at the time of admission. Mentoring system exists
wherein faculty act as mentors for every 40 students who take care of students on 1:1
basis. Grievances of students are addressed sincerely by the faculties promptly and
Counseling Cell also takes care of personal counseling of students.
8. Details of the faculty development programs and teachers who have been
benefited during the past two years.
Workshops: Rajashri Padaki
Sl No Date
Title
17-18 August
1
Wireless Communications
2007

Organizers
BNM Institute of
Technology

Sponsorers
IIIT
Bangalore
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Mohana H K
17-18 August
1
2007
2

2009

Wireless Communications
Advanced Experiments in
electronics and Microcontroller

Amjad Hassan Khan M K
17-18 August
1
Wireless Communications
2007
2
9.

2009

Advanced Experiments in
electronics and Microcontroller

BNM Institute of
Technology
Maharani’s
Science college for
women

IIIT
Bangalore

BNM Institute of
Technology
Maharani’s
Science college for
women

IIIT
Bangalore

UGC

UGC

Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,
consultancy and research.

Sl No.
1
2.
3
4
5
6

Academic Activities
Conducted Intercollegiate Science Competitions under Science Forum named,
Radiations, in the year 2003
Conducted state level workshop for high school teachers on ‘How to teach
Electronics at High School Level’ in the year 2005
Conducted University level Workshop for VI semester BSc Electronics Syllabus
discussion in the year 2006
Conducted Interclass Science Competitions under Science Forum named, Radiations
2007, in the year 2007
Conducted Intercollegiate Science Competitions under Science Forum named,
Radiations 2009, the emerging rays, in the year 2009
Conducted Interclass Science Competitions under Science Forum named, Radiations
2010, in the year 2010

Other Contributions:
∑ Guided Final year students for their projects which they have as a compulsory
paper.
∑

Newsletter “Inquest” released which contains the emerging trends in physical
Science.

∑

Students taken for Industrial visits to enhance their practical knowledge.

∑

Students are supported for the participation in paper presentations in the
intercollegiate competitions and for competitive exams.

∑

Students are guided to prepare charts on the experiments they are going to execute.

∑

Guest lectures and seminars are organized to keep pace with the changing
technologies.
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10. Collaboration with other departments / institutions, at the state, National,
International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.
The Department has collaboration with Ampere Technologies and CADD Centre
who conduct different add-on courses and familiarize our students with industrial needs.
Electronics faculty members of the institution, being in constant contact with these
organizations come to know about career opportunities in electronic industry. The faculty
members, in turn encourage students to take up these job openings.
11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.
Nil
12. Placement Records of past students and the contribution of the department to
aid student placements
The institution has placement cell with placement officer. Every year top
companies like Mahindra British Telecom, TCS, HCL, YGEN, CONVERGYS etc.
conduct campus interviews and recruit deserving students. In the job fair conducted
previously, around 10 students were selected. Our Alumni has been placed in the
organizations like Accenture, Dell, IBM, CONVERGYS, ORACLE, Igate Solutions etc..
13.
∑

Plan of action for the next five years.
Providing the best teaching through the advanced teaching aids like power point
presentation and audio visual presentations

∑

Encouraging the students to take up M.Sc. Electronics

∑

Adding more add-on job oriented courses

∑

Have two sections of B.Sc electronics in the campus

∑

Enhancement of the instruments / apparatus in the department with latest versions.

∑

Establishment of research laboratory in the campus

∑

Organize national level workshops.

∑

Paper presentations and publications by all the faculties
--- ◊ ---
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Department of Mathematics
Vision
Evolve as a vibrant and innovative centre of Mathematics education,
committed to teaching and research excellence relevant to the
mathematical needs of students and community.
Mission
Provide high quality Mathematics graduates who are relevant to
industry and commerce, Mathematics education and research in
science and technology.
Objectives
-

To provide quality education for the students.

-

To enhance logical and analytical skills

-

To encourage students to pursue higher education in Mathematics

-

To conduct national level workshops/ seminars

-

To conduct faculty development program through seminars and workshops.

-

To get 100 percent result.

1. Faculty Profile - Adequacy and competency of faculty

Department of Mathematics was established in the year 1999 with 40 students. At
present the department offers two subject combinations viz., EMCs and SMCs with
student strength of 250.
Sl.
No
1
2
3

Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Experience

Savitha G

M.Sc., M.B.A.

Asst. Prof. &
HOD

Mathematics,
Marketing

11 years

T.C.
Ramesh
Chandu S

M.Sc., B.Ed
M.Phil
M.Sc

Asst. Professor

Mathematics

9 years

Senior Lecturer

Mathematics

5 years

2. Student Profile: Entry level competencies, socio-economic status, language
proficiency etc.
Year
2007-08

SC
89

ST
11

OBC
04

GM
142

Total
246

2008-09

82

09

06

163

260
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3. Changes made in courses or programs during the past two years and the
contributions of the faculty to those changes.
No significant changes have been made in the curriculum during the last two
years.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during past two years.
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

Success
rate %

May-08
May-09

B. Sc

73
75

66
75

33
52

50
69.33

Dropout
Number %
07
9
Nil
Nil

5. Learning resources of the departments – library, computers, Laboratories and
other resources.
Sl. No.
1
2
3

Learning resources
Central library (books)
Departmental library (books)
Journals

1

Number
492
Nil
(Mathematics Today)

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching- learning.
Blackboard method is generally followed in teaching. Whenever necessary, ICT is
also practiced.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
Academic counseling is done at the time of admission and mentoring system
exists wherein faculty act as mentors for every 40 students who take care of students on
one to one basis. Grievance related to academic and personal problems are also attended
to sincerely and promptly.
8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
Savitha G
Sl. No. Year
2007
1
2
3

2009
2009

Topic
National Knowledge Commission and
Recommendations on Higher
Education
Futuristic Leadership in Education
Opportunities and Challenges
“Revision of BSc Mathematics
Syllabus”

Organizers
Department.
of
Higher
Education, Govt. of Karnataka
and BU
MES
teacher’s
college,
Bangalore.
Vijaya college, Bangalore
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Ramesh T C
Sl. No.
1
2

Year
27th
Sep.
2007
7th
March
2009

Topic
BCA
Mathematics
syllabus
“Emerging Field
of Applied
Mathematics”

Organizers
Vijaya College, R.V. Road, Basavanagudi,
Bengaluru
Research centre in Applied Mathematics, P.G.
Department of Mathematics, MES College of Arts,
Commerce and Science, Malleshwaram, Bengaluru.

9. Participation/Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
Sl. No.
1
2
3

Academic Activities
Conducted inter class science competitions under science forum named as
radiations 2007 in the year 2007
Conducted inter collegiate science competitions under science forum named
as radiations 2009, the emerging rays in 2009.
Conducted inter class science competitions under science forum named as
radiations 2010 in year 2010.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institutions at the State, National and
International levels and their otcome during the past two years.
Nil
11. The priority areas of research and details of ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy Publications of the faculty during the past 2 years.
Nil
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid students.
Central placement cell take care of placement of students.
13. Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
- To get 100 percent results in all the semesters.
-

Conduct guest lectures.

-

Make the subject student-friendly through easy methods of learning.

-

Supporting rural and non-mathematical students to learn more about the subject.

-

To orient freshers about basic Mathematics and to equip them with the syllabus
prescribed.

-

To collaborate with TIFR (Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Applied
Mathematics Centre Yelahanka) and IISC so that students can also concentrate on
research in the in subject.
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Department of Statistics
Vision
To equip the students to face the challenges and needs of fastchanging society through Statistical Thinking.
Mission
To create an atmosphere of productive endeavor that supports
interdisciplinary collaborations, innovative projects, significant
research, interesting courses and informed discussions that
mutually benefit
the students, faculty and the community at
large.
Objectives
- To develop and exercise self thought and innovative study in Statistics.

1.

-

To encourage students to take up Statistical projects

-

To encourage students to pursue higher studies in Statistics

-

To conduct National Level workshops/seminars and add-on courses

-

To provide Statistical guidance to research scholars from any
department

-

Continuous faculty development through seminars, workshops and
publications

Faculty Profile – Adequacy and competency of faculty.
The department of Statistics was established in the year 1999 with 40 students. At

present, there are 72 students.The department has two full time faculties which is
adequate considering the present student strength. Both the faculty members are
qualified, competent and have requisite teaching experience.
Sl.
No.

Name

Qualific
ation

Designation

1

Narayana
Gowda N

M.Sc

Lecturer
& HOD

2

Vinay N Rao

M.Sc

Lecturer

Specialization
Statistics for
Finance and
Insurance
Time Series
Analysis

Experience
4 years
2 years industry+ 2 yrs
Teaching

2. Student Profile – Entry level competencies, socio economic status, language
proficiency etc.,
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The entry level eligibility for B.Sc. course is PUC II (PCMB/ PCME/
PCMS/PCMC), English, Sanskrit/Hindi /Kannada.
Year
2007-08
2008-09

SC
3
1

ST
2
2

OBC
44
47

GM
23
22

Total
72
72

3. Changes made in the courses or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
There is no change in the course content in the last 2 years.
4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of the students during the past two
years.
Year

Course

Enrolled

May-08
May-09

BSc (SMC)
BSc (SMC)

21
18

Appeared Passed
20
17

08
16

Success
rate (%)
38.09
94.11

Dropout
No.
%
01
4.7
01
5.5

5. Learning resources of the departments- library, computers, laboratories and
other resources.
The college has a well equipped library as well as a Digital Library which have
the required reference books and books for circulation on the subject.
Sl. No.
1
2
3

Learning Resources
Central Library (Books)
Laboratories
C D’s

Number
181
1
12

6. Modern Teaching Methods practiced and use of ICT in Teaching Learning.
OHP, LCD Projectors, Computers, Audio Visuals, internet, etc., are made use of,
in addition to conventional black-board method.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
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Academic counseling is done at the time of admission and mentoring system
exists wherein faculties act as mentors for every 40 students who take care of them on
one-to-one basis. Grievance related to academic and personal problems are addressed by
the faculty. Counseling Cell takes care of personal counseling of students.

8.

Details of the faculty development programs and teachers who have been
benefited during the past two years.
Workshops Attended:
Faculty
Name

Date

Workshop
title

Mr.
Narayana
Gowda N

27th,28th
Sep 2007

Use of SPSS
statistical
software

9.

Organizer
Dept. of Statistics, PG
centre, Bangalore
University, Bengaluru

Sponsors
Bangalore
University

Participation/ contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
The institution has a Science Forum, which coordinates the academic activities of

the faculty members in the areas of teaching, consultancy and research in science. These
activities are organized under the banner ‘Radiations’. In 2007 and 2010, the Science
Forum conducted

inter-class science competetions, and in 2009 intercollegiate science

competitions were organized. Members of science faculties guide final year students for
their projects which they have as a compulsory paper. They also support students to
participate in paper presentations in the intercollegiate competitions and appear for
competitive exams.
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10. Collaboration with other departments / institutions, at the state, National,
International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.
The faculty members of Statistics department collaborate in the analysis of
student feedback on teachers of this college, assist researchers to analyse collected data
using statistical methods and present statistical data graphically (diagrams, tables, charts
etc.) in reports for their simplicity and reader-friendly presentation.
11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.
Nil
12. Placement Records of past students and the contribution of the department to
aid student placements
The Institution has a placement cell managed by a placement officer. Many
leading companies, like Mahindra, British Telecom, TCS, YGEN, CONVERGYS etc.
conduct campus interviews and recruit deserving students. Many of our alumni have been
placed in leading organizations.
13. Plan of action for the next five years.
-

Providing the best teaching through advanced teaching aids like power point
presentation and audio visual presentations

-

Encouraging the students to take up M.Sc. Statistics and then to involve in
research activities

-

Initiate more add-On courses

-

Organizing national workshops

-

Paper presentations and publications by all the faculties of the department
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Department of Biotechnology
Vision
To develop the department of Biotechnology into a dynamic research
community of excellence.
Mission
Transform learners through creative teaching, innovative learning and
teamwork.
Objectives
- Foster interdisciplinary thinking to students and faculty.
- Provide students with learning and research opportunities.
- Develop innovative syllabus and renovate curriculum.
1. Faculty profile- adequacy and competency of faculty
The department of Biotechnology was established in the year 2005 with 60
students. The department has two faculty members. Adequate faculty and facilities are
available to meet the student needs and impart high quality scientific training, research
and development in the field of Biotechnology.
The department keeps on updating itself by keeping in view the emerging and
challenging trends in the filed of Biotechnology. The student faculty ratio is 1:72
Sl.
No
1
2

Name

Qualification

Santanu
Das

M.Sc., B.Ed.,
M.Phil

Designation
Lecturer & HOD

Vidya H K M.Sc

Lecturer

Specialization

Experience

Immunology and
Industrial
Biotechnology
Molecular Biology

7 Years
2 Years

2. Student profile – entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language
proficiency etc.,
The minimum qualification for UG level entry Is PUC / XII / PCMB
Year

SC

ST

OBC

GM

TOTAL

2007-08

3

2

27

15

47

2008-09

1

1

30

13

45
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3. Changes made in the courses or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes
Our College is affiliated to Bangalore University. The latest review was done in
Oct 2009 and the syllabus is expected to be revised in 2010.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years
Dropout
No.
%

Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

Success
rate %

May - 08

B.Sc
(B.B.G)

48

48

45

93.75

Nil

Nil

51

51

42

82.35

Nil

Nil

May - 09

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and
other resources
Sl.No

6.

Details of Learning resources

Number

01

Central Library (Books)

1029

02

Departmental Library (Books)

31

03

Journals

05

04

CD’s

06

05

Laboratories

01

06

Instruments

29

Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching – learning
OHP, Models, Project Based, Charts, Practical Oriented, Posters, 3 Models and 2

D Models, etc., are used in addition to lecture methods. Ipomo communications India Pvt.
Ltd. Conducted m-learning pilot programme held in SFGC campus in the Department of
Biotechnology and Genetics on 22nd 24th, 25th and 26th Feb. 2010.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students
Academic Counseling is carried out by the mentors, for every 40 students, a
mentor is assigned who counsel their wards and try to solve their socio-economic
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problems if any. The mentors also take care of any grievances that arise among the
students and solve them.
8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years
The college encourages the faculty members to participate and attend various
faculty development programs, soft skill, mentoring computer training, industrial visits,
insturmentations, refresher courses, etc.
Santanu Das
∑

Participated in State Level Science Exhibition for undergraduate science student
2008 at Maharani Lakshmi Amani College for Women.

∑

Participated in State Level Science Exhibition for undergraduate science student
2008 at Maharani Lakshmi Amani College for Women.

∑

Participated in Inauguration of Cyber Knife by Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam at
Kanteerava Stadium on 28th Aug 2009

∑

Participated in Bangalore University Biotechnology Syllabus Review.

∑

Participated in Indo-US-China, Summit at NIAS, Bengaluru

Vidya H K
∑ Attended a seminar on Human Cytogenetics and Karyotyping on 10th Sept. 2009
organized by M.S. Ramaiah Medical College
∑

Attended an intercollegiate seminar Biozoom 2007 organised by Reva Institute of
Science and Management.

9. Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching , consultancy and research
Santanu Das, resource person for PUC course for PCMB students on Orientation
and awareness of biotechnology and practical demonstration of advanced techniques at
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Seshadripuram First Grade College. Resource Person in District Level PUC at
Seshadripuram Boys’ High School, Seshadripuram
10. Collaboration with other departments/ institutions, at the State, National and
International levels, and their outcome during the past two years
The department has collaboration with various scientific organizations and
Institutes. These collaborations have resulted in substantial outcome. The department has
collaborated with Sri Raghavendra Biotechnnologies, cryo-Stem cell Karnataka; Vinoy
Biotechnologies, Bengaluru; Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru; Indian Institute of
Technology, Chennai; IIT, Mumbai; IIT, Delhi; Centre for Cellular and Molecular
Biology (CCMB), Hyderabad; Gandhi Krishi Vignana Kendra (GKVK), Bengaluru;
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research

(JNCASR), Bengaluru;

IVRI; IAHVB; CPDO; IIHR, Bengaluru and IGCAR, Kalpakam.
The department is also associated with renowned scientific organizations such as
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Mumbai; Indian Council of Medical research
(ICMR), New Delhi; NIPGR, New Delhi; IOPB, Bhuvaneshwar; India Cultivation of
Sciences, Culcutta, IT, BT S and T, Government of Karnataka; ACRI, Hyderabad; IISER,
Pune; Cattle Breeding Centre, Hesaragatta, Bengaluru; Probiosys, Millipore, Monsanto,
Eco-Watch; Etc., with scientists, industrialists from these institutions and companies of
repute.
The outcome of these collaborations has been in the areas of staff empowerment,
enrichment, opportunities for updating their knowledge and expertise and occasions for
interacting with scientist and other luminaries.
11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publications of the faculty, during last two years
The ongoing research project is in the areas of “GLOBAL WARMING” and it
aims at planting of trees and solid waste management, air pollution awareness,
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conservation of water resources in association with an organization called ECOWATCH, the project titled as “Green Karnataka Project”.
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid student placements
The institution has a placement cell. Throughout the year, personality
development programs, and soft skill programs are being conducted and in March / April,
campus selection or campus recruitment drive takes place wherein various companies
like Biocon, Astrazeneca, Millipore, HP, HCL, Infosys, Oracle, Wipro, ICICI Bank,
Axis, Max New York Life Insurance, Ernst & Young, etc., take part.
13.

Plan of action of the department for the next five years.

Plan for Students
-

To secure 100 % result

-

To start Certificate course

-

To organize International Conference

-

To initiate entrepreneurship activity

-

To forge interdisciplinary and collaborative partnership at the community, state,
national and international level and thereby to evolve as a model department.

Plan for Faculty
-

To pursue M.Phil and Ph.D

-

To indent and take up UGC funded major and minor projects

--- ◊ ---
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Department of Genetics
Vision

To realize and harness the potential of Genetics to ensure and sustain a
clean, safe and disease-free society, with career-focused and world class
specialization, and contribute to the ever-changing, technology-centered
world of the 21st Century.
Mission

-

To collaborate with various scientific bodies, institutions and industries
for training and technical transfer for the enrichment of scientific
knowledge.

-

To provide high quality, innovative and intellectually challenging
education and employ state of the art technologies.

Objectives

-

To develop creativity, resourcefulness, perseverance, patience, prudence and
work ethic in scientific pursuits.

-

To foster critical analysis and sound judgment in the quest for scientific
knowledge.

-

To develop and conduct industry-oriented courses, bridge courses and
training.

-

To forge interdisciplinary and collaborative partnerships at the community,
state, national and international levels and thereby evolves as a model
department.

1. Faculty Profile: Adequacy and Competency of faculty

The department of Genetics was established in the year 2005 with 60 students.
The department consists of two faculty members. Adequate faculties and facilities are
available to meet the student needs and impart high quality scientific training, research
and development in the filed of Genetics. The Student faculty ratio is 1:72.
The department keeps on updating itself by keeping in view the emerging and
challenging trends in the field of Genetics.
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Sl.
No

Name

Designation

1

Salma Banu

Lecturer &
HOD

2

Kavya A

Lecturer

Qualification

Specialization

M.Sc
(Applied
Genetics)
M.Sc

Molecular Genetics and
Genetic Engineering,
Human Genetics
Bio Medical Genetics

Experience
8 years
01 year

2. Student Profile-Entry level competencies, socio-economic status, language
proficiency etc.
The minimum qualification for UG level entry is PUC/XII/PCMB
Year

SC

ST

OBC

GM

TOTAL

2007-08

3

2

27

15

47

2008-09

1

1

30

13

45

3. Changes made in the course during the past two years and the contribution of

faculty to those changes.
Our college is affiliated to Bangalore University. The latest review was done in
Oct 2009 and expected to be revised in Aug 2010. The last update was in 2004 when the
semester scheme was introduced.
4.

Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during past two years.
Year
May - 08
May - 09

Course
B.Sc
(B.B.G)

Dropout
Number
%

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

Success
rate %

48

48

45

93.75

Nil

Nil

51

51

42

82.35

Nil

Nil
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5.

Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and
other resources.

Sl. No
1

Details of Learning resources
Central Library (Books)

Number
1029

Departmental Library(Books)

20

3

Journals

03

4

CD’s

06

5

Laboratories

01

6

Instruments

19

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching - learning
OHP, Models, Project Based, Charts, Practical Oriented, Posters, 3 Models and 2
D Models, etc. are used in addition to lecture method. Ipomo communication India Pvt.
Ltd. conducted m-learning pilot program held in SFGC campus in the Department of
Biotechnology and Genetics on 22nd, 24th, 25th and 26th February 2010. It is a positive
attitude towards learning with traditional education methods.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students
Academic Counseling is carried out by the mentors, for every 40 students a
mentor is assigned who counsel their respective students and try to solve their socioeconomic problems if any. The mentors also take care of any grievances that arise among
the students and solve them.
8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years
The college encourages the faculty members of the department to participate and
attend various faculty development programmes, soft skills, mentoring, computer
training, industrial visits, instrumentations, refresher courses, etc.
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Salma Banu

Name of Seminar
District Level Seminar
Life Member of Indian Red Cross
Society
Bangalore Nano – International
Conference Exhibition Partnering
Practical Oriented Genetics
Workshop
State level science exhibition
Fascinating Facts About NanoTechnology
Inauguration of Cyber KNIFE by
R. APJ Abdul Kalam
Human Cytogenetics and
Karyotyping

Organizing Institution
Seshadripuram P U College

Year
2009

Karnataka State Brach

2008-09

The Grand Ashok
Sri Bhagwan Mahaveer Jain
College
Maharani Lakshmi Ammani
College for Women
The Institution of Engineers
Premises, Karnataka State
Centre

06th and 07th Dec
2007
th
09 and 10th
March 2007
05th Jan 2008
17th Aug. 2009

Kanteerva Indoor Stadium

28th Aug 2009

M. S. Ramaiah College

10th Sept. 2009

Kavya A
Genetics, Nano biotechnology, Human biomedical
Genetics, IVF, Agricultural Biotechnology, Evolution,
Genomics, Proteomics, Confluence, Bangalore

9.

IADC

2008

Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research
Nil

10. Collaboration with other departments/ institutions, at the State, National and
International levels, and their outcome during the past two years
The department is also associated with renowned scientific organizations such as
BARC Mumbai, ICMR New Delhi, NIPGR New Delhi, IOPB Bhuvaneshwar, Indian
Cultivation of Sciences Calcutta, I.T., B.T., S and T, Government of Karnataka, ACRI
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Hyderabad, IISER Pune, Cattle Breeding Centre, Hesargatta, Bengaluru, Probiosys,
Millipore, Monsanto, Eco-Watch, etc.
The department collaborates with Sri. Raghavendra Biotechnologies, Cryo-Stem
cell Karnataka, Vinoy Biotechnologies, Bengaluru, Indian Institute of Science, IIT
Chennai, IIT Mumbai, IIT Delhi, CCMB Hyderabad, GKVK, Bengaluru, JNCASR,
IVRI, IAHVB, CPDO, IIHR Bengaluru, IGCAR, and Kalpakam.
The outcome of these collaborations has been in the areas of staff empowerment,
enrichment, opportunities for updating their knowledge and expertise and occasions for
interacting with scientists, industrialists from these institutions and companies of repute.
11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years
The ongoing research project is in the areas of “Global Warming” and it aims at
Planting of trees and solid waste management, air pollution awareness, conservation of
water resources in association with an organization called ECO-WATCH, the project is
titled, “Green Karnataka Project”.
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid student placements
The institution has a separate placement cell. Throughout the year personality
development programmes, soft skill programmes etc are being conducted and from
March to May campus recruitment drive takes place wherein various companies like
Biocon, Astrazeneca, Millipore, HP, HCL, Infosys, Oracle, Wipro, ICICI Bank, Axis,
Max New York Life Insurance, Ernst & Young, etc., participate.
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13. Plan of action of the department for the next five years
Plan for Students
-

To secure 100 % result

-

To start Certificate course and also PG course M.Sc

-

To organize International Conference

-

To initiate entrepreneurship activity

-

To forge interdisciplinary and collaborative partnership at the community, state,
national and international level and thereby to evolve as a model department.

Plan for Faculty
-

To pursue M.Phil and Ph.D

-

To indent and take up UGC funded major and minor projects
--- ◊ ---
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Department of Chemistry
Vision
To become a Center of Excellence by moulding successful quality graduates and
researchers in Chemistry.
Mission
-

Promoting an environment of frequent interactions between faculty and students.

-

Providing career opportunities.

-

Building strategic partnerships with research bodies and chemical industries.

Objectives
-

To achieve 100 % result through quality teaching and learning.

-

To place our graduates in reputed research organizations and Industries in chemical
arena by encouraging students to take up project work.

-

To encourage students to explore new avenues such as corrosion sciences and chemi
informatics by introducing certificate courses.

-

1.

To instill Eco-friendly challenges to help mankind.

Faculty profile - adequacy and competency of faculty
The department of Chemistry was established in the year 1997 with 22 students.

The department has two faculty members and they are adequate to meet the requirement
of the department. The student faculty ratio is 1:37.
Sl. No

Name

Designation

Qualification

Specialization

Experience

1

Mahesh V

Asst Prof &
HOD

M.Sc

Chemistry
10 years
(Inorganic chemistry)

2

Gireesha C

Lecturer

M.Sc., M.Phil

Chemistry
6 years
(Inorganic Chemistry)

2. Student profile–entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language
proficiency etc.,
The minimum qualification for entry is PUC / XII PCMB and the socio-economic
status of students is:
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Year

SC

ST

OBC

GM

TOTAL

2007-08

-

-

05

02

07

2008-09

02

-

15

05

22

.

3. Changes made in the courses or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes
Our college is affiliated to Bangalore University. Any change proposed by the
University is followed and the syllabus was last revised in the year 2004.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years

Year

Course

May - 08
May - 09

B.Sc
(CZMb)

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

Success
rate %

Drop out

40

40

24

60

Number
Nil

27

27

25

93

Nil

%
0
0

5. Learning resources of the departments - library, computers, laboratories and
other resources
Sl.No
01
02
03
04
05
06

Details of Learning resources
Central Library (Books)
Departmental Library(Books)
Journals
CD’s
Laboratories
Instruments

Number
304
10
02
10
01
15

Laboratories are well equipped with sophisticated instruments such as
colorimeters pH meters, centrifuge, etc., which enable the students to get hands on
exposure in experimental learning. In the laboratory, glass-ware, chemicals and
instruments are systematically arranged and noted in stock registers, which facilitates
quick identification and further requirements if any.
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6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching – learning
OHP, Power-point, Models and Micro-projects presentation are practiced, in
addition to lecture method.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students
Academic counseling is carried out by mentors. The mentors build rapport with
the students and ensure their progress. Apart from this, we have student counseling
wherein stream-wise coordinators counsel their respective stream students. The college
has a Cell for Women Empowerment mainly concerning the welfare of the girl students
in the college.
8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been
benefited during the past two years
The college encourages the faculty members in the department to attend
workshops, seminars and training programmes, (Refer I). Apart from that, the college had
organized a workshop on “Orientation for students” and NAAC workshop.
Mahesh V
National Seminars / Workshop / Training

YEAR

National level symposium on “Frontier areas in Biotechnology”

2006

National level symposium on “Future of clinical research”

2008

Training Programmes on “Holistic health through Vedas, Science and Medicine 2008
held at Bharathiya Vidya Bhavan, Bangalore.
7 days training in teaching syllabus: A workshop on Bio-informatics syllabus 2009
for Bangalore University organized by DBT-BTF

Gireesh C
1
2

National seminars / workshop / training
“Holistic health through Vedas, Science and Medicine” held at Bharathiya
Vidya Bhavan, Bangalore, during 12th to 14th Sept. 2008.
“Lead Awareness Program” on topic “Prevention of Lead Poisoning” held at
Reva Institute of Science and Management, Bangalore-560064, during
6th April 2009.

Year
2008
2009
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A

B

C

D

E

F

Papers presented at international conferences in india
Paper titled “Open Circuit potential studies of AI-6061 alloy reinforced with
Red mud particulates in 3 % sodium chloride solution” was presented at “
2007
“CORCON – 2007”, international conference on corrosion during 26th to
29th Sept. 2009 conducted jointly by NACE International India Section,
Corrosion Society of India at Hiranandani garden. Powai, Mumbai.
Paper titled “Effect of addition of Ceramic material like Quartz particulate on
Open circuit potential studies of ZA-27 alloy” was presented at “CORCON2007”, international conference on corrosion during 26th to 29th Sept. 2009,
2007
conducted jointly by NACE International India Section. Corrosion Society of
India at Hiranandani garden, Powai, Mumbai.
Paper titled “corrosion characterization of A16061/ Red mud metal matrix
composites in acid medium” was presented at “CORCON-2009”, International
Conference on Corrosion during 29th Sept. to 01st Oct 2009. Conducted jointly
2009
by NACE Gateway India Section Corrosion Society of India at Hotel Hyatt
Regency and Hotel Maratha, Powai, Mumbai.
Paper titled “Effect of addition of ceramic material like Quartz particulate on the
corrosion inhibition property of ZA-27 metal matrix composites in alkali
medium was presented at “CORCON-2009, International conference on
2007
corrosion during 29th Sept to 01st Oct 2009. Conducted jointly by NACE
Gateway India Section corrosion society of India at hotel Hyatt Regency and
Hotel Maratha, Powali.
Paper titled “Weight loss corrosion studies of AI-6061 / Red mud metal matrix 2008
composites in NAOH solutions” was presented at poster session Fourteenth
National Congress on Corrosion Control of India, CECRT, Karaikudi,
Tamilnadu and Indian Institute of Chemical Technology, Hyderabad, held
20th Sept. 2008 at Green Part, Begumpet, Hyderabad.
during 18th to
Paper titled “Open circuit potential studies of ZA-27 / Quartz metal matrix 2008
composites in different concentrations of equimolar solutions of NAOH and
NACI” was presented at poster session Fourteenth National Congress on
Corrosion Control of India, CECRT, Karaikudi, Tamilnadu and Indian Institute
of Chemical Technology, Hyderabad to be held during 18th to 20th Sept 2008 at
Green Park, Begumpet, Hyderabad.

9. Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching , consultancy and research
Gireesh has presented several papers at national and international conferences
Research Papers Published In International Journals
“Open circuit potential studies of ZA-27 / quartz MMC in 0.1N acid Chloride 2007
medium” international journal of Physical sciences, Ultimate Scientist of
Physical Sciences, 19 (3), 405-408 (2007).
“Weight loss corrosion studies of AI-6061 / Red mud metal matrix composites 2007
in Hydrochloric acid solution” International Journal of Chemical Science,
Journal of Ultra Chemistry 3(2), 211-215 (2007)
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10. Collaboration with other departments/ institutions, at the State, National and
International levels, and their outcome during the past two years
The department has collaboration with institutions like – The Indian Institute of
Technology, Mumbai; Vishveshvariah College, Bangalore; Corrosion Society of India,
Mumbai; National Institute of Technology, Karnataka; National Congress on Corrosion
Control in India, Tamil Nadu. The outcome of these collaborations has been in the areas
of staff empowerment, enrichment, and opportunities of updating their knowledge and
expertise and occasions for interacting with scientists from these institutions of repute.
11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years
Priority research areas of the faculty members are the interfaces between
chemistry and other branches of science and technology, viz., corrosion science, electro
chemistry, etc. The areas of research projects are about global warming; corrosion
science and environmental pollution and their relevance to chemistry.
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid student placements
Through central placement cell.
13.

Plan of action of the department for the next five years

Plan for students

o To get 100 % pass
o Good placements for students
o Encourage students to take up higher education and research M.Sc
o Orientation classes for integrated Ph.D
o Value added courses
Plan for Faculty
o Ph.D registration (Part time).
o Extension activities for creating scientific temperament in the society
o To carry out Research Projects in the direction of publication in reputed journals.
--- ◊ --______________________________________________________________________________
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Department of Biochemistry
Vision
To be recognized as a centre of excellence in nurturing the aspirants with
the latest knowledge of the fundamental principles and practice of
Biochemistry.
Mission
-

Provide outstanding teaching in Biochemical Sciences.

-

To remain updated and prepared in the discipline

-

To provide opportunity to get hands on experience in research and
entrepreneurship in Biochemistry.

Objectives
-

To impart quality education in Biochemistry.

-

To create a mindset conducive to research and acquisition of knowledge
through lecture programmes and workshops.

-

To emphasize functional areas such as protein Chemistry and Clinical
Biochemistry as certificate courses.

-

To train competent Biochemists with the knowledge, skills and values required
to address the challenges in the field of Biochemistry.

1. Faculty profile - adequacy and competency of faculty
The Department of Bio-chemistry was started in this college in the year 2005 with
affiliation from Bangalore University. Biochemistry is offered as an optional subject for
B.Sc course along with Biotechnology and Genetics. Biochemistry is an emerging field
with far ranging applications in the fields of Pharmaceuticals, environmental issues,
clinical diagnosis etc., considering the demand for the course with Biochemistry
combination, the department has been adequately staffed.
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Sl. No

Name

Designation

Qualification

1

A. S. Vidya

Lecturer

M.Sc., M.Phil

2

P Jayashri

Lecturer

M.Sc

Specialization
General
Biochemistry
General
Biochemistry

Experience
05 years
06 years

2. Student profile – entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language
proficiency etc.,
All students who pass plus 2 with PCMB are eligible for admission to B.Sc course
with Biochemistry as one of the three optional subjects.
Year
2007-08

SC

ST

OBC

GM

07

06

98

63

TOTAL
174

2008-09

07

07

95

70

179

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes
The syllabus for the course is designed by the academic bodies concerned of the
Bangalore University. The Undergraduate syllabus for Biochemistry was last revised in
the year 2004. Since then, there has been no change in syllabus.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

May - 08

B.Sc
(B.B.G)

49

49

47

Success
rate %
96

79

79

62

79

May - 09

Dropout
No
%
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil

5. Learning resources of the departments - library, computers, laboratories and
other resources
As the main learning resource in the college, the library has 1300 life sciences
books. The library also facilitates access to the internet.
The department has one laboratory, which is equipped with sophisticated
instruments, such as microscopes, calorimeters, PH meters, incubators, hot air oven and
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instruments are systematically arranged in the lab. Their stocks are maintained in a stock
register.
Sl. No

Details of Learning resources

Number

01

Central Library (Books)

239

02

Journals

03

03

CD’s

03

04

Laboratories

01

05

Instruments

09

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching – learning
Recent trends in science communication are followed. Students are exposed not
only to lectures, but also experiments. They experience and witness biochemical
processes and phenomena; by visiting leading Biochemistry laboratories and industries.
Leading biochemists are invited to the college to interact with a talk to students and
faculty members. Very often power point presentations are held in the auditorium.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students
In the mentoring system, which is in vogue in this college, 30-40 students are
assigned to a faculty member who does academic and personal counseling. The aim of
counseling is to develop a personal rapport between the teacher and the taught,
understand the strengths and weakness of students, their problems, if any, and suggest
ways and means of tackling the problems. Biochemistry faculty member, counsels the
students of biochemistry.
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8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been
benefited during the past two years
Training programmes, workshops and seminars attended are shown in table
below:
Faculty

National Seminars / Workshop / Training

Year

Training programme
1. Participated in 10 days Project in “Molecular Biology Tools
and Bioinformatics analysis” organized by DBT-BIF under
Faculty Improvement Programme from June 11th 2007 to
June 20th 2007.

2007

Workshops attended
1.
Participated in two day Lecture Workshop on
“Immunology in Health and Diseases” Organized by Indian
Academy of Sciences Bangalore at MLA College on 26 and 27
Feb. 2009.
2. Participated in two day Lecture Workshop on “Applied
Bioinformatics” held on Jan 5-6, 2007 at Vital Mallya
Scientific Research Foundation.

2009

2007

Seminars attended
1. Participated in the National Level Symposium on “features
and Futures of Clincial Research on 22nd April 2008 at II SC
campus organized by MLA College.
2. Participated in the Scientific Symposium on “Vaccines and
Public Health” on 17th March 2007 held at IISc campus
organized by GlaxoSmithKline.

2008

2007

Symposium attended
A Two day Seminar on “BIOZOOM” on October 2008 at Reva
Institute.

2008

Workshop attended
1. Participated in two day Lecture Workshop on “Immunology
in Health and Disease” organized by Indian Academy of
Sciences Bangalore at MLA college on 26 and 27th Feb. 2009

2009
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9. Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching , consultancy and research
Nil
10. Collaboration with other departments/ institutions, at the State, National and
International levels, and their outcome during the past two years
Nil
11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years
‘Protein Biochemistry’ is the priority area of research. A proposal has been
submitted (and it has been approved by the Management) to start a certificate course in
Protein Biochemistry. Ms. Vidya A.S., faculty in the department has registered for
research at Manomaniam Sundarahar University, Tamil Nadu. The research topic is
“Screening, Isolation and Purification of CG Tase and amylase enzyme from Microbes”.
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid student placements
Placement assistance in this institution is centralized, with a placement officer in
charge in the institution.
13. Plan of action of the department for the next five years
Plan for Students
-

To get 100 % pass

-

Encourage students to take up higher education and research work (M.Sc
Biochemistry).

-

Orientation classes for integrated Ph.D

-

Value added Course Protein Biochemistry, Bioinformatics, Clinical Biochemistry,
Bio-organic Biochemistry, and Nutrition Biochemistry.

Plan for Faculty
-

To pursue Ph.D

-

Extension activities for creating scientific temperament in the society

-

To carry out Research Projects in the direction of publication in reputed journals.
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Department of Zoology
Vision
Pursuit of scholarly excellence in zoological sciences, prepare students to
be life-long learners and connect them to the environment and its
conservation.
Mission
To educate students to think critically, analytically and creatively in
biological sciences and to preserve the aesthetics of the natural world.
Objectives
-

Provide students with a firm foundation of biological knowledge in areas such as
cell-biology, physiology, genetics developmental biology, ethology, anatomy,
histology, ecology and evolution.

-

Equip and prepare students to be life-long learners: as teachers, scientists and
researches.

-

Develop in students’ critical thinking skills and the skills of scientific writing,
reporting and presentation of scientific data.

-

Develop in students a deep appreciation of nature and instill the desire to
conserve the environment.

-

Create a learning community of exceptional and diverse students who will serve
and strengthen society

-

Prepare students to be successful in pursuing careers in basic sciences.

1. Faculty Profile- adequacy and competency of faculty.
The department of Zoology was started in the year 1997 with 22 students today
the student’s strength has gone unto 45. The department has two regular faculty
members. The student – teacher ratio is 37:1.
Sl.
No

Name

Qualification

Designation

1

Dr.Vijayalakshmi
K.M

M.Sc., Ph.D

Asst. Professor
& HOD

2

Suja K.S.

M.Sc., B.Ed.,
passed SLET

Senior Lecturer

Specialization
Zoology

Experience

(Environmental
Biology)

05 years

Zoology

11 years
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2. Students Profile – Entry, Level Competencies, Socioeconomic Status, Language
Proficiency, etc.,
Year

SC

ST

OBC

GM

Total

2007-08

-

-

5

2

07

2008-09

2

-

15

5

22

3. Changes Made in the courses of programmes during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
Since the college is affiliated to Bangalore University, changes recommended by
the University are followed. There was no major change in the syllabi during the past two
years except for a few minor changes in practical contents.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years.
Year

Course

May – 08
May – 09

B. Sc
(C.Z.M.)

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

47
27

40
27

26
24

Success
rate %
65
88.8

Dropout
No %
7
14.8
Nil Nil

5. Learning resources of the departments – library, computers, Laboratories and
other resources.
Sl. No.

Learning resources

Number

1

Central library (books)

137

2

Departmental library (books)

50

3

Lab

01

4

Instruments

32

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching – learning
Nil
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
The college has a counseling cell consisting of a faculty member from each
stream as a member. In addition, counseling is also given by faculty members for the
academic and personal problems of students.
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8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
Faculty attended seminars, conferences and workshops to improve the teaching
skills and update subject knowledge. The faculty also attended workshop on revision of
syllabus in 2009.
9

Participation / Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
The faculties have contributed for the preparation of study materials and

teaching aids such as slides and transparencies.
Dr. K. M. Vijayalakshmi has guided one M.Phil candidate and conducted M.Phil
viva in Indian Academy of Science. Ms. Suja and K. M. Vijayalakshmi have attended the
workshop for preparing new syllabus for B.Sc course.
10. Collaboration with other departments/institutions at the State, National and
International levels and their otcome during the past two years.
Nil
11. The priority areas of research and details of ongoing projects, important and
note worthy Publications of the faculty during past 2 years.
Toxicology - estimating the toxic substances like heavy metals, pesticides and
physiology.
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid students.
The college has a placement cell that takes care of the placement of students. This
cell also conducts job-fairs in the college campus.
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13. Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
Plan for Students
100 % Pass, 85 % First Class and provide coaching for competitive exams
To secure University ranks
To have research projects
Plan for Faculty
Conducting and attending seminars and workshops.
To collaborate with other institutions through research projects
Undertaking minor projects.
Conducting and attending one workshop / seminar per semester.
Guiding students for project work, Workshop / Seminar.
--- ◊ ---
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Department of Microbiology
Vision
Promote research, discovery and broad communication of the knowledge
about microbes and their role in the environment.
Mission
Create a learning community of exceptional and diverse students who will
contribute to humanity in many ways through their knowledge of
Microbiology.
Objectives
- To encourage the students to have a deeper understanding of the relationship
between microbes and environment.
- To provide basic knowledge and quality laboratory experience to students in
Microbiology, enabling them to get into higher studies.
- To guide the students about useful subsequent courses and career opportunities.
- To create a competitive as well as friendly environment conducive for growth in
overall personality of the student.
1. Faculty Profile - adequacy and competency of faculty
The department of microbiology was established in the year 1997 with 30
students and one teacher. The department has two qualified and experienced teachers.
The ratio of students to teacher is 37:1.
Sl. No
1
2

Name

Designation

Qualification

Specialisation

Vinay Gowda
KP

HOD

M.Sc., M.Phil,
B.Ed

Microbiology

Sharada B H

Lecturer

M.Sc., M.Phil

Experience
8 years
5 years

2. Students Profile – Entry Level Competencies, Socioeconomic Status, Language
Proficiency etc,
Students who have passed XII standard with Biology as one of the subjects are
admitted to B.Sc. As most of the students seek admission to Medicine and Engineering,
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the entry level competency of the students is just above average. But the dedicated staff
of the department mould these students to face any challenge both academic and personal
and by the time they leave the portals of the college, they become the matured citizens.
Year

SC

ST

OBC

GM

Total

2007-08

-

-

5

2

07

2008-09

2

-

15

5

22

3. Changes Made in the courses of programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
Change and revision of syllabi is the prerogative of the BOS of Bangalore
University. There is no change in the syllabus during the past two years.
4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

Success
rate %

May - 08
May - 09

B. Sc
(C.Z.M.)

47
51

40
50

34
40

85
80

Drop out
No.
%
7
1

14.8
1.96

5. Learning resources of the departments – library, computers, Laboratories and
other resources.
Sl. No.

Learning resources

Number

1

Central library (books)

1300

2

Lab

01

3

Instruments

15

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching- learning.
In addition to traditional blackboard method, the department makes use of ICT
enabled teaching, such as OHP, PPT, Animation, CD’s and preparation of models.
Internet facility is also available to students and teachers to update their skills. The
department arranges industry visits and small projects are given to students to give
practical exposure to their academics.
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7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
Academic counseling is done through mentoring system. Each teacher is allotted a
group of students and the same teacher continues to mentor the students till VI Sem.
Personal counseling is done through trained counselors. Mr. Vinay Gowda, HOD of the
department is the trained counselor.
8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
Enhancing the academic skills is the priority area of the department and in this
regard both the faculty members are involved in participation and presentation of papers
in seminars and workshops held at the state and Nationa
Vinay Gowda K P:
-

Attended workshop “Self Service and Youth development” conducted by
department of youth services, Govt. of Karnataka from 5th to 7th Feb. 2007.

-

Attended National conference on “Biotechnology and Clinical Research in India
at IISc, Bangalore from 07th to 08th March 2008.

Sharada B H
-

Project Work on Bioefficiency of the Bacteria isolated from grade ore samples
and their effect on leaching of ores at Bangalore.

-

National Seminar on evolving Trends in Bioprocess Engineering at Bangalore.

-

Sharada B H presented paper on Molecular Innovations in Food processing and
food safety management at Oxford college of Science, Bangalore.

9. Participation / Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
The faculty is inovled in the preparartion and circulation of lab manuals and study
materials and also preparation and use of teaching aids.Mr. Vinay Gowda HOD of the
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department is guiding students who are involved in Micro projects. He has also provided
technical guidance to a Ph.D student J. Benjamin Bosco of Christ College, Bangalore.
10. Collaboration with other departments / institutions at the state, National and
international levels and their outcomes during past two years.
Nil
11. The priority areas of research and details of ongoing projects, important and
note worthy Publications of the faculty during past 2 years.
Nil
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid students.
The college has a Placement Cell, which takes care of the placement of students.
Many students have benefited from this initiative.
The Institution’s placement cell takes care of the placement of students.
13. Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
Plan for students
Provide facilities to conduct micro projects and Industrial visits
Improving of oratory and communication skills by conducting seminars and
Group work
To have add on courses.
To taking up research projects and publishing scientific papers in Journals
Plan for faculty
Conducting and attending seminars.
To pursue Ph.D
To publish papers in journals
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Department of History
Vision
Develop socially responsible citizens through the study of History.
Mission
Create awareness about the present and aspire for the future through a
conscious study of the past.
Objective
Equip students of History with the up-to-date global knowledge through
innovative teaching – learning methods.
1. Faculty Profile – adequacy and competency of faculty.
The college was established in the year 1992. The first degree started was B.A
with History, Economics and Political Science combination. This first batch had only
nine students and the present student strength is 213 (academic year 2009-2010).
Sl.
No.

Name

Designation

Qualification

1

Dr. Vithal
D Potdar

Professor &
HOD

M.A., Ph.D., PGD
in IRPM (MBA)
UGC(NET)

Experience Specialisation
17 years

Ancient
Indian History
and epigraphy

2. Student Profile – entry level competencies, socio- economic status, language
proficiency etc.
B.A. G M SC
200708
200809

ST

CATI

CAT2A

CAT2B

CAT3A

CAT3B

Physically
Challenged

Total

52

40

11

09

32

13

101

13

-

271

50

49

14

09

22

08

81

07

01

241

3. Changes made in the course or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
The college, being affiliated to Bangalore University, teaches the syllabus framed
by the Board of Studies in History of B.U. The History syllabus was last revised in 2007.
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The revision was effected foreseeing the changing trends in the job prospects of students
in the areas of travel and tourism. So the study of ‘Tourism and the Contemporary World’
was introduced in IV and VI semesters.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years.
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

May- 08
May- 09

B. A.

112
115

81
85

77
73

Success
rate %
95
90

Dropout
No
%
31
26
30
26

5. Learning resources of the department, library, computers, laboratories and other
resources.
In the college Central Library, there are reference books and text books relating to
History, numbering 510. Some of the general reference books are:
-

Encyclopedia Britannica

-

The Times Atlas

-

History and Culture of Indian People (Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Series)
The collection of books in History covers the various areas of the study viz., World

history, Asian history, Ancient /Medieval/ Modern Indian history, African History,
Tourism, Cultural history, Karnataka History, Etc. The college library provides Digital
Library as additional facility. This is a valuable resource for faculty and students alike to
update their knowledge. Sabhangana and the facilities available are also used to screen
documentaries and make power-point presentations on aspects of history, culture, travel
and tourism.
6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching, learning.
The department makes copious use of state-of-the-art teaching methods. Students
are trained to organize and give power-point presentations about history, culture, travel,
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tourism, etc., lend themselves to visual presentation. Hence, the importance of power
point presentations, documentary films and visits to places of historical, cultural and
tourist significance provides new insight to teaching learning aspects. Students are taught
computer fundamentals compulsorily to enable them to apply this technology to the study
of history, especially to access the Internet.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
Class Teachers, appointed for each class, are responsible for monitoring the
academic and personal growth of the students in their respective classes.
8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
During the last two years, the Head of the department of history has attended the
following academically enriching programmes:
a. Presented a paper on “Mudaveedu Krishna Rao” at a one–day seminar on the
theme “Leaders of Unification Movement in Karnataka” jointly conducted by the
Mythic Society, Bangalore and Karnataka Itihasa Academy, Bangalore, on
30/03/2008.
b. Attended a state level seminar on “Gandhiji’s ideas, ideals and their relevanc”
conducted by Department of Political science, R.B.A.N.M.’s First Grade College,
Bangalore, on 20/11/2008.
c. Attended a National seminar on “Changing Phase of Tourism in Global Scenario”
conducted by Department of

MTA, S. Nijalingappa College, Bangalore on

7/3/2009.
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d. Attended a national seminar on “Kautilya’s Arthasastra” conducted by Prof.
M.P.L. Sastri, Education Foundation Indological Library and Research Centre,
Bangalore, on 19/12/2009.
e. Delivered a guest lecture on the topic “Making of a Global World” – Challenges
and Remedies” for TGTeachers of Social Science, at Kendriya Vidyalaya, Rail
Wheel factory, Yelahanka, Bangalore on 28/12/2009
f. Attended a National seminar on “Tourism and Global Warming” conducted by
Department of MTA, S, Nijalingappa College, Bangalore, on 9/3/2010.
g. Conducted a Training Programme on the topic “Life Skills” at Nalanda
Foundation’s Polytechnic, Hubli, on 20/03/2010.
h. Attended a two-day training programme in Counseling Skills conducted by
Banjara Academy, Bangalore on 6th and 7th April 2010.
9. Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
Dr. Potdar has published 13 research papers. Besides, as an academic consultant,
he has reviewed the manuscript of the book, Indian Ethos and Values in Management.
He went on an academic visit to Singapore University and its Library in the year 2000. In
December 2009, he delivered a Guest Lecture on the topic "The making of the World –
Challenges and Remedies” to the Social Science Teachers of Kendriya Vidyalayas in
Bangalore. He is at present guiding one M.Phil student of Dravidian University, Kuppam
(A.P.).
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10. Collaboration with other departments/ institutions at the state, National and
International levels and their outcome during past two years.
The Department of History in collaboration with the departments of Political
Science and Economics, has organized several programmes and competitions, like, coincollection, stamp collection, tourism exhibition, essay and debate competitions etc. under
the aegis of Humanities Forum
11. Priority areas of research and details of ongoing projects, Important and
noteworthy Publications of the faculty during past.
The priority areas of research of Dr. Potdar are Economic History, Ancient Polity,
Business Ethics, Corporate Governance and Policy making. He Plans to pursue Post –
Doctoral studies in one of these areas, after completing his MBA course.
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid Students’ placement.
The college has a Placement Cell, which provides placement services to all
students. Many students have benefited from this initiative.
13. Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
-

To establish a Study Centre for Competitive examinations.

-

To introduce tourism as a subject

-

To collaborate with organizations like the Archaeological Survey of India, Indian
Council of Historical Research and Karnataka State Tourism Development
Corporation and to impart practical knowledge in both historical and tourism
studies.
--- ◊ ---
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Department of Economics
Vision
Enable and evolve students to develop their will power to excel regionally,
nationally and globally, as worthy citizens. To enhance the knowledge of students
based on creative learning skills.
Mission
Impart value based education and enable students capable of positioning in the
ever changing competitive world and to meet the educational standards of today
and future.
Objectives
-

To secure good results with more distinctions.

-

To inculcate analytical skills in students so as to enhance logical
thinking.

-

To encourage students to take up competitive examinations such as
IAS, KAS, UGC, etc. after the completion of their degree and to impart
quality oriented education to all students of the department
irrespective of class, caste, language or religion.

-

To organize seminars, workshops, guest lectures etc to provide
sufficient scope for students to develop their personality.

-

To enable effective participation of students in various extracurricular and co-curricular activities so as to bring participation of
students to develop their personality.

-

To enable effective participation of students in various extracurricular and co -curricular activities so as to bring about all around
personality development.

1. Faculty Profile – adequacy and competency of faculty.
The department of Economics comprises two senior faculties. The department had
a humble beginning in the year 1992 under the Humanities stream. The first batch of
Economics Department had only 9 students and gradually it has increased to more than
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two hundred students. The overall current student strength of Economics Department for
the academic year 2009-10 is 213.
Sl.
No.

Name

Designation

Qualification

1

Shakila Banu

Asst. Professor
and HOD

2

Nandini
Deepak S

Asst. Professor

M.A., M.B.A. and
PGDMM
M.A., M.Phil,
TCH and DJSM

Specialization

Experience

Marketing

19 years

Institutional
Finance

21 years

2. Student Profile: Entry level competencies, Socio-economic status, language
proficiency etc. (Economics).
B.A.

GM SC

ST

CATI

CAT2A

CAT2B

CAT3A

CAT3B

Physically
Challenged

Total

2007-08

52

40

11

09

32

13

101

13

-

271

2008-09

50

49

14

09

22

08

81

07

01

241

3. Changes made in courses or programs during the past two years and the
contributions of the faculty to those changes.
The department of Economics teaches the syllabus framed by the Bangalore
University. The syllabus was revised in 2006-07 keeping pace with the recent trends.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years.
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

May-08
May-09

B.A.

112
115

81
85

74
82

Success
rate %
91.35
96.47

Dropout
No
%
31
26
30
26

5. Learning Resources of the departments, library, computers, laboratories and
other resources.
Sl. No.

Learning Resources

Nos

1.

Central Library (books)

1206

2.

Journals

03

3

C.D.’s

02
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6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT (Information and
Communication technology) in teaching learning.
The department of Economics makes use of multiple teaching methods. Students
are trained to make power point presentations on relevant topics that are related to the
syllabi and the current aspects. Students are taught computer fundamental subject
compulsorily to enable them to access the internet and obtain adequate information.
Apart from this, teachers make use of various methodologies like group discussions, oneto-one interaction, seminar methods, quiz etc, Students are encouraged to work in groups
so that they develop their leadership qualities, inter-personal skills and team spirits. All
these are required for the all round development of personality of students which is
necessary to face the global competitive environment ahead of them.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
Every class is headed by a class teacher who is assisted by a student
representative. The class teacher executes the academic activities and monitors the
personal growth of students.
8. Details of faculty development program and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
To cope with the academic skills and current knowledge, teachers have undergone
computer training programs conducted by the department of computer science at SFGC.
Both the faculties have attended various seminars, workshops, Guest Lectures and
Orientation programs
One of the faculties Ms.Nandini Deepak has participated in the following Faculty
Development Programs:
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∑

Attended a paper presentation session on the evolution of effective class room
teaching, challenges organized by St. Anne’s degree college, Bangalore in 2009.

∑

Participated in a workshop on “Have economists failed or economic Policies to
tackle global economic crisis?” held at Christ University. Bangalore in 2009.

∑

Participated in a National seminar on Economic Crisis, perspectives and policies
held at Christ University, Bangalore December 2009.

∑

Attended Young Economist paper presentation competition organized by Christ
University Bangalore, November-2009.

9. Participation – Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
Faculties of Economics Department have been providing consultancy and other
such activities for those students who are pursuing ICWA, M.A, and M.Phil and M.B.A.
courses etc. Nandini Deepak has been assisting, Lata, Lecturer of Economics in preparing
for M.Phil degree.
She motivates students to participate in various inter-class, inter-college events so
as to showcase their hidden potentials. She has guided six students of BA and B.Com to
participate in ‘Young Economist’ National Level paper presentation competition held in
September 2009 at Christ University, Bangalore.
Manjula, Lecturer in Economics of SYA college of Bangalore has been assisted
by Nandini Deepak S in preparing her project on “Women Empowerment”. She has given
guest lecturers to the students of economically weaker section who are pursuing PUC and
B.Com courses organized by Lions club and Rotary club, at various centers such as Seva
Saraswathi Trust, Seshadripuram, Vasavi Vidyanikethan, Basavangudi, Bengaluru.
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10. Collaboration with other departments / institutions at the state, national and
international levels and their outcome during the past two years.
The Departments of Economics in collaboration with departments of history and
political Science have organized several programs such as “Janapadamela”, debate, essay
writing, pictography, etc. It has also organized exhibitions, project demonstration on
various topics of students’ interests.
11. The priority areas of research and details of ongoing projects, important and
note worthy Publications of the faculty during past 2 years.
The priority areas of research are service marketing and institutional finance.
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the departments to
aid students placements.
There is a placement cell in the college which enables the students to get
placement opportunities to various organizations. The department is helping the students
by providing guidelines on how to write curriculum vitae, how to apply for various posts
whenever vacancies prevails and face interviews.
13. Plan of action of the department for the next five years.
-

To organize frequent industrial visits so as to relate theory with practice.
To get good results in all the semesters.

-

To provide sufficient opportunities to economically weaker section of the society
so as to compete with bright students of the class.
Encourage students to go for higher studies after the completion of BA course.

-

To encourage students give presentations on various topics with use of PPT and
make them proficient in ICT.
To organize guest lectures.
To bring out a newsletter “MANASOLLASA” and to establish a News Readers
Club.
--- ◊ ---
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Department of Political Science
Vision
Sensitize the students of political science about the political developments
and changes in the contemporary world.
Mission
Relate the study of political thought to changing times
Objectives
Create responsive citizens by combining the teaching – Learning of
political thought with practical civic experience
1. Faculty Profile- adequacy and competency of faculty
The first course of study offered by this college when it was established in the
year 1992 was Bachelor of Arts (B.A.). The subject combination – History, Economics
and Political Science – was offered to the first batch of only nine students. The present
student strength is 213 (academic year 2009-10).
Sl.
No

Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization Experience

1

B. L. Raj
Kumar

M.A., M.Phil,
M.A.
(English),
L.L.B.,

Lecturer and
Head of
Department.

Public
Administration

8 years

2. Students Profile – Entry, Level Competencies, Socio-economic Status, Language
Proficiency etc.
Year

SC

ST

OBC

GM

Handicapped

Total

2007-08

20

07

128

63

-

218

2008-09

33

8

104

44

01

190
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3. Changes Made in the courses of programmes during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
The college being affiliated to Bangalore University, the syllabus prescribed by
the University is followed, which was last revised in the year 2004.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during past two years.
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

May - 08
May - 09

B.A.

80
76

67
61

57
58

Success
rate %
85
95

Dropout
Number %
13
16
15
19

5. Learning resources of the departments – library, computers, Laboratories and
other resources.
The college library has 676 books in political science. In addition there are
reference books, general books and text books. Some important titles relating to Political
Science are: Constitution of India by M. V. Pylee and D.D. Basu, Public Administration
by Avasthi and Maheshwari, Indian Administration by Ramki Basu, Indian Polity by M.
Laxmikanth etc.
6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching- learning.
In addition to the traditional methods of teaching, innovative methods are also
practiced, students are encouraged to prepare and give power point presentation on
important topics / areas in Political Science. Faculty members organize and conduct
group discussion on the topic of current and political interest.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
Raj Kumar, is a mentor for 69 students of II Sem B.A. He monitors both the
academic and individual growth of the students and keeps a record of their progress.
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8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
Mr. Raj Kumar has participated in Karnataka State Level Political Science
Teacher’s Conference at Bangalore in 2007.
9. Participation / Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
In addition to regular B.A. classes, Mr. Raj Kumar teaches Indian Constitution to
B.Com and B.Sc classes. He is a life Member of Gandhi Peace Foundation, Bangalore
and regularly attends to the programs and meetings of the foundation. He is also
associated with the Youth Red Cross Unit of the college.
Apart from his teaching assignments, Mr. Raj Kumar is doing his L.L.M. from
Kuvempu University, Shimoga with specialization in Business Law. He also teaches
Political Science to students of LLB integrated course of Bangalore University.
10. Collaboration with other departments / institutions at the state, National and
international levels and their outcomes during past two years.
Department of Political Science collaborates with other social sciences
departments to organize life skills programmes. The study of Indian Constitution is
prescribed for all streams by Bangalore University. For the teaching of the Indian
Constitution, there is collaboration between Political Science department and other
departments.
11. The priority areas of research and details of ongoing projects, important and
note worthy Publications of the faculty during past 2 years.
The priority areas of research in the department are public administration,
Constitution of India, international relations and modern political thinkers.
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12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid students.
∑

Kaveri Swamy, Gold Medalist in M.A. (Political Science) is serving as Lecturer
in Political Science at Vidya Vahini College, Bangalore.

∑

Manjula, 1st Rank and Gold Medalist in M.A. (Political Science) is serving as
Lecturer at Govt. P.U. College, Doddaballapur.

∑

Farhana Begum, Gold Medalist in B.A. (Political Science) is serving as
Customer Service Executive in a B.P.O. in Bangalore.

13. Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
i.

A Centre for Competitive Examinations to be established in the college.

ii.

The department will take a lead role in creating awareness among students and
faculty members about the significance of studying the Indian Constitution.

iii.

The department will collaborate with the Humanities Forum to conduct legal
awareness programmes / lectures by faculties of Law colleges and other legal
luminaries.

iv. The department will arrange “Kanoon Shibira” discussion / programmes about
Human Rights, Intellectual Property Rights, Patenting and Piracy in
Collaboration with Karnataka State Human Rights Commission, Bangalore,
Karnataka State Legal Cell, Bangalore and other agencies, practicing advocates
and activists.
--- ◊ ---
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Department of English
Vision
To increase the communicative competence of students and develop in
them the ability to assume leadership responsibilities in careers.
Mission
To train students to think globally and evolve a global perspective
through the study of English language and literature.
Objectives
∑ To make the learning of English an enjoyable experience.
∑

To increase the communicative competence of students.

∑

To encourage the critical and creative skills of students.

1. Faculty Profile; Adequacy and competence of Faculty
The department started functioning in 1992 when the college was established.
Initially, there were only nine students for English. The present student strength of
English is 1650
There are five full-time faculty members in the department. They are adequate for
the workload and competent to teach English Language and literature.
Sl.
No

Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Experience

1

Padmavathy K

M.A., L.L.B.,
M.Phil., NET
Passed

Assistant
Professor

American
Literature &
European Classic

12 years

2

Mathew P V

M.A., PGDTE

Professor

English Language
Teaching

34 years

3

Janardana J B

M.A., M.Phil

Professor

American
Literature &
Linguistics

15 years

4

Neha Jain

M.A., M.Phil

Lecturer

----

8 years

5

Dr. Vandana
Verma

M.A., Ph.D

Lecturer

American
Literature

4 years
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2. Students’ Profile – Entry, Level Competencies, Socioeconomic Status, Language
Proficiency etc.,
The entry level competencies is a pass in second PUC examination and the socioeconomic status of the students are:
Year

SC

ST

OBC

GM

Total

2007-08

115

35

715

605

1470

2008-09

129

42

718

573

1462

As regards language proficiency, a good number of students enter the degree
courses having studied in Kannada medium in their secondary level examination
3.

Changes Made in the courses of programmes during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
English language has undergone a thorough change for BCA stream. Syllabus

prescribed for BA / BSc / BCom has been introduced for BCA stream as well. The focus
has shifted from literature to the learning of communicative skills as the careers available
today demand efficient ‘users’ of English. Hence the introduction of communication
skills in the syllabi.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years.
Year

Course

B.A.
B.Com
June- B.Sc (CZM)
09 B.Sc (EMC)
B.Sc (SMC)
B.Sc (BBG)
Total

Enrolled
81
330
7
62
27
45
552

Appeared Passed
78
324
7
59
23
45
536

43
297
7
58
22
45
472

Success
rate %
63
91.66
100
99
99
100
88.05

Dropout
Number
3
6
3
4
16

%
3.70
1.81
4.83
14.81
2.89
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5. Learning resources of the departments – library, computers, Laboratories and
other resources.
Sl. No.

Learning resources

Number

1

Central library (books)

670

2

Departmental library (books)

25

3

Journals

02

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching- learning.
Until recently, the U.G. syllabus was heavily loaded with literature in English, on
the presumption that exposing students to the best examples of creative writing would
heighten their sensibilities and sharpens their critical acumen. There has been a shift of
emphasis lately. The present thrust area of U.G. English programmes is communicative
fluency and accuracy. These skills – rather than literary sensibility – are demanded by the
new kind of jobs available today.
Thanks to the paradigm shift in English Language Teaching (ELT), teaching
methods and classroom practice have changed. English language classes are now
increasingly interactive, there is more interaction by students than lecturing by the
teacher; more group discussions, mock interviews, power point presentations, reporting,
etc by students. These modern teaching methods make students of English active
participants rather than passive listeners. Audio and Video CDs, feature films and
documentaries, phonetic charts and practice materials are increasingly used in English
classes now.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
Members of the English faculty are engaged in academic and personal counseling
of students. Students numbering between 30 and 40 are assigned to a teacher who keeps
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track of their academic progress and interacts with them and their parents. The counselor
helps them solve their academic and personal problems.
8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been
benefited during the past two years.
Faculty development programs:
Padmavathy K
-

Pursuing research leading to Ph.D

-

Guiding M.Phil students

-

Presented a paper in the national seminar held by ‘Holistic Medical Academy’ on
Stress Management in students

Prof. Mathew P.V.
- Specialized, at the PG level, in the study of old English and Middle English.
- Underwent two years of training in English Language Teaching (ELT) at
Hyderabad with distinction and a journalism course in Mumbai
- Served as Professor and Principal in various Government First Grade College
teaching degree classes for more than 32 years
- Published several papers and articles in newspapers and journals
- Participated in many national seminars/workshops in ELT
- Worked as Custodian and Academic Council Member at Karnataka, Gulbarga and
Bangalore Universities.
Janardana J B
- Guiding M.Phil students.
- Pursuing research leading to Ph.D
- Attended State, National level seminars / Workshops
- Presented a paper at a national level workshop.
Neha Jain
-

Pursuing research leading to M.Phil Degree
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-

Attended a Faculty development program on ‘Facilitating Excellence in effective
leadership’.
All members of the English Department attended the Faculty Development

programme conducted by Banjara Academy on 6th and 7th April 2010
9. Participation / Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
Members of the English faculty have been actively engaged in the department’s
teaching, research and counseling activities. In addition to regular classroom teaching,
they organized a spoken English course, remedial and bridge courses. All of them are
actively engaged in research, either for research degrees or for presentation or publication
of papers. They are consulted by other departments for drafting correspondence and
editing brochures and newsletters.
Prof. Mathew. P.V has co-edited textbooks for Pre-University and also edited
college magazines, brochures, souvenirs etc. he is a resource person in MBA Department
teaching Managerial Communication. Prof.Janardana J B has served as NSS program
officer and closely associated with Indian Red Cross Society, Karnataka Branch and with
‘Samarthanam’ an NGO in Bangalore. Neha Jain is the Coordinator of Centre for Global
Excellence. She is the resource person for managerial communication classes for MBA.
Dr.Vandana Verma has analytical, debugging and problem solving skills.
10. Collaboration with other departments / institutions at the state, National and
international levels and their outcomes during past two years.
The department collaborates on a regular basis with other language departments
to come up with programmes of common interest for learners of all other languages under
the banner of the Language Forum (Bhasha Sangama).
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11. The priority areas of research and details of ongoing projects, important and
note worthy Publications of the faculty during the past 2 years.
In keeping with the prevalent trend, members of English faculty are busy with
research projects in the areas of literature, communication and the challenges facing
teaching and learning of English as a second / foreign language
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid students.
The details of placements and careers of past students are being collected by the
Placement Cell. Most employers place a premium on the job seekers’ communicative
competence and communicative skills in English. To empower the outgoing students with
these skills and thereby give them an edge over other competitors in the job search, the
department. Conducts skill-based English language teaching.
13. Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
During the next five years, the department of English has plan of action for
Students:
∑ To improve the communicative competence, particularly of rural students from
media of instruction other than English.
∑ To conduct spoken English classes to coach students in communicative skills for
academic, career and social purposes.
∑ To expose students to literature and literary activities, like poetry composition and
recitation, and encourage students to write creatively.
For Staff
∑

To publish / present papers

∑

To pursue research leading to M.Phil and Ph.D
--- ◊ ---
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Department of Kannada
Vision
Act as the nurturing ground for young professionals who seek to make
their mark and to create a talent pool, so that there may be synergetic
growth for both staff and students.
Mission
Provide the students and staff a rewarding environment that provides high
quality and requisite professional competence in their selected field.
Objectives
∑

Nurture quality knowledge.

∑

Transforming the individual into a self-disciplined and focused, with
the right attitude.

1.

Faculty Profile: Adequacy and Competency of Faculty
The department of Kannada was established in the year 1992 with an intake of 09

students. Subsequently, the strength has gone up to 1,400 with the addition of new
courses in the college over the years. The department has dedicated and experienced
faculty who strain their nerves and put their brains into the talent pool of Kannada and
have rich experience in teaching. The department is committed to provide good academic
ambience for the students to achieve good results in the university examinations and
create an environment to develop competitiveness and matching skills for the fast
developing society.
Faculty Profile:
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5

Name of the
Faculty

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Experience

Asha G

M.A.

Asst. Prof. &
HOD

Linguistics

09 years

Shiva Kumar H B

M.A., M.Phil

Senior Lecturer

Linguistics

10 years

Geetha D C

M.A.

Lecturer

18 years

Lakshminarayana
HN
Dr. Sharada

M.A.,
M.Phil, B.Ed
M.A., Ph.D

Comparative
Literature

Lecturer

Linguistics

05 years

Lecturer

Linguistics

04 years
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2. Student profile – entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language
proficiency etc.,
Year

Course
B.A.
B.Sc
B.Com
B.B.M.
Total
B.A.
B.Sc
B.Com
B.B.M.
Total

2007-08

2008-09

SC
30
07
20
15
72
45
16
29
07
97

ST
06
07
03
02
18
06
05
10
06
27

OBC
119
188
133
8
521
97
201
117
60
475

GM
31
122
118
19
290
23
79
97
46
245

Total
186
324
274
117
901
171
301
253
119
844

3. Changes made in the courses or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
The semester scheme was introduced from 2004-05 and the syllabi updated
accordingly. The syllabus for BA., B.Com., B.B.M., B.C.A. and B.Sc was again revised
in 2007-08. During the same year, Business Kannada was introduced to III BBM students
one of the faculty Smt. Geetha D C was a member of Textbook revision committee for I
and II Sem BBM.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during past two years.
Kannada Language
Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

May - 08

BA/B.Sc/
BCom/
BBM

841

757

714

Success
rate in %
94.3

946

842

775

92

May - 09

Dropout
Number %
84
10
104

11

Optional Kannada
Year

Course

May-08

B.A
(Optional
Kannada)

May-09

Enrolled Appeared

Passed

Success
rate in %

Dropout
Number
%

32

18

07

39

14

43.75

39

24

21

87

15

38.46
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5. Learning resources of the departments – library, computers, Laboratories and
other resources.
The college has a central library housed with books, computers, CD’s and internet
facility. Students and teachers make use of these facilities extensively.
Sl.No

Details of Learning resources

01

Central Library (Books)

03

Journals

Number
2030
05

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.
Besides lecture method, the other learning methods practiced are reading poetry,
group discussion, film shows and seminars.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.

Teachers in the department help students by solving problems relating to
academic and personal issues. Students are regularly counseled to achieve good results in
the University examination.
8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
The faculty members in the department have attended programs such as seminars,
conference and workshops to update their subject knowledge and teaching skills.
Following are the programs attended by the faculty during the last two years.
Asha G
Year

Topics of the Seminar

Organizer

Sponsor

2008

Padavi Hanthadalli Kannada Hosapattya
Krama: ondu Avalokana

VVN College

SFGC

2009

Padavi Sikshana mathu pariksha paddati

Bangalore University

SFGC

2009

Kannada Jagathu prasthutha savalugalu

Bangalore University

SFGC
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Geetha D.C
Year Topics of the Seminar

Organizer

2008

Kannada Pathya Kramagalu

National Degree College

2008

Sahitya Bhodenyalli Antharshisthiya
Vidhanagalu

Kongadiyappa College

2008

Kannada Sahihtyada itichina olavugalu

Chirst College

Lakshmi Narayana
Year

Topics of the Seminar

Organizer

2009

Nation Building through swadeshi model

Swadeshi Jagarna Manch

Topics of the Seminar
Dissemination of knowledge to SHGS in
Livestock rearing
Padavi Hanthadali Kannada Hosapatya karma:
ondu avalokana
Research Workshop
Researching Women’s Issues

Organizer
Bangalore University

Dr.Sharada
Year
2008
2008
2008
2009

VVN College
Bangalore University
NMKRV college

9. Participation / Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, Consultancy and research.
Nil
10. Collaboration with other departments/institutions at the State, National and
International levels and their outcome during the past two years.
Nil
11. Priority areas of research and details of the on-going projects, important and
note worthy publications of the faculty during past two years.
The following are some of the publications of faculty members of the department.
Dr. Sharada.
Books published.
· Chalanachitra Kaadambarigalu Mattu Mahile, 2006
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Articles:

-

Dr. Ambedkar Mattu Budha Dharma, Ambedkar Voice – 2007.

-

Dr. Ambedkar Avara Drushtiyalli Rajakiya Parikalpanegalu, Ambedkar Voice 2007

-

Lakshminarayana Ola Tudita: ‘Samboli’ Vakalathu-2009

-

Dalitha Sahitya Chaluvali Mathu Ambedkar- Ambedkar Voice – 2008
Books Published details
Name of
the faculty

D C Geetha

Title of the Article / Book
review / paper
Mahila Chaluvaliya Majalugalu
Kappur Hakkiya Belakina
haadu M.R. Sharma
Mahila Chaluvali Mattu Mhila
Vishayagalu –
Dr. M Usha
Hennu Hakku Hovata –Vanaja
Dwitwa – R. Sunandamma
Baduku – Geeta Nagabhushana

Poetry

Publisher
Achala
Agni

Year
Apr-2008
2008
Jan-2008

Namma
Manasa
Mayura
Hosatu
Vaachike
Mayura
Sanchaya
Gandhi
Bazaar
Agni

Feb-2008
Jun-2008
Mar-2008
May-2008
2008
Sep-2009
Aug-2009
Aug-2009
Jun-2009

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid students.
The institution has a career guidance and placement cell which is helping all the
students.
13.

Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
-

Crash Course in Kannada will be conducted for non-Kannada students.

-

Conduct more seminars and conferences.

-

Train the students in the composition and presentation of prose and poetry.

-

Train the students in poetry recitation

-

Conduct Training programs in e-Kannada Nudi.
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Department of Hindi
Vision
To become a nationally recognized centre of excellence in the field of Hindi
language education.
Mission
Creatively and proactively produce and distribute knowledge and thinking
at the undergraduate level in a manner that is both contemporary and
conscious of scholastic and ethical values.
Objectives
To usher in national harmony in the form of social, professional and
emotional integration through the study of Hindi language and the
appreciation of Hindi literature
1. Faculty Profile – adequacy and competency of faculty
Faculty Profile
Sl.
No.
1

Name of the
Faculty

2

Sharmila
Biswas

Qualification
M.A.,
B.Ed
M.A.,
M.Phil

Sadanand D

Designation

Specialization

Experience

Asst. Professor
& HOD

Comparative study – Kabir
Das Aur Basava Sahithya

10 years

Asst. Professor

Hindi Kavi Surdas

15 years

2. Student profile – entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language
proficiency etc.
Sl. Course
No.
1.
B.A.
2.
B.Com

SC ST
05

01

26

46

78

12

03

12

42

69

3.

B.B.M.

06

01

13

24

44

02

01

15

37

55

4.

B.Sc

04

-

05

08

17

01

-

06

18

25

5.

B.C.A.

-

-

-

-

-

02

-

10

13

25

15

02

44

78

139

17

04

48

110

179

Total

2007-08
OBC GM
-

Total SC
-

ST
-

2008-09
OBC GM
05
-

Total
05
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3. Changes made in the courses or programs during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
The syllabi of BA, BCom, BBM, BCA and BSc were revised in 2007-08.
4. Trends in success and dropout rates of students during the past two years.
Year

Course
B.Com
B.Sc
B.A.
B.Com
B.Sc
B.A.
B.B.M

200708
200809
5.

Enrolled Appeared Passed
65
37
03
66
18
Nil
35

60
36
03
66
17
Nil
35

57
35
03
58
17
Nil
33

Success
rate %
95
97.22
100
87.87
100
94.28

Drop out
Number
%
05
7.69
01
2.70
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
01
5.5
Nil
Nil

Learning resources of the departments, library, computers, laboratories and
other Resources.
The college has a central library which provides books for reference. Computer

facility is also available in the library.
Sl. No.

Learning Resources

Nos

1.

Central Library (books)

309

2

Others (Magazines)

03

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT (information and
communication technology) in teaching, learning.
Besides lecture method, the other teaching methods being practiced in the
classroom are poetry recitation, group discussion and film shows.
7. Participation of teachers in Academic and personal counseling of students.
The teachers are actively involved in academic and co-curricular activities.
Teachers encourage the students to participate in departmental activities and “Hindi
Saptah’ celebration in which various academic activities like poetry recitation, skit, Essay
writing, Sugam Sangeeth, Debate, Poem Composition etc. are organized.
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8. Details of Faculty development programs and the teachers who have been
benefited during the past two years.
The members of faculty have attended the workshops, seminars and conferences
for their academic growth.
Seminars Attended by Sharmila Biswas
State / National

Topics

Organizers

National Level

Hindi Ki Nayi Disha and Dasha

Jain University

National Level

Raja Bhasha Sangoshti
Contribution of Muslim Writers
to Hindi Literature
Samakaleen Hindi Sahitya Ke
Vividh Aayan

Vijaya Bank

National Level
State Level

State Level

Sri Harivansh Rai Bachchan
– Ek Mulyankan
Sahitya Main Manav
Adhikar

Al-Ameen College

Sponsorer

S.F.G.C.

U.G.C. Sponsored,

Kendriya Hindi
Sansthan
V.V.S. First Grade
Women’s College,
Bengaluru.

-

9. Participation / Contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, Consultancy and research.
Both members of the faculty are pursuing Ph.D. The department organizes
activities and ‘Hindi Saptah’ celebration every year.
10. Collaboration with other departments/institutions at the State, National and
International levels and their outcome during the past two years.
NIL
11. Priority areas of research and details of ongoing projects, important and note
worthy publications of the faculty during past 2 years.
Nil
12. Placement record of the past students and the departments to aid students’
placement.
Placement of students is taken care of by the central placement cell of the college.
13. Plan of action of the department for the next five years.
The department proposes the following plan of action for the next 5 years.
ß

Organise seminars and conduct guest lecture programs.

ß

Organise intercollegiate competition programs under “Bhasha Sangama”

ß

Achieve 100% result in all courses.
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Department of Sanskrit
Vision
Understanding the legacy of India through the study of the classical
language.
Mission
Develop interest in classical studies.
Objective
Evolve a new generation of intellectuals steeped in the heritage of
‘Bharatiya Vidya’.
1. Faculty profile - adequacy and competency of faculty
Name of the
faculty

Designation
Asst. Professor
& HOD

S RamaRao

Qualification

Experience

M.A., Vedantha Vidwath,
Rashtriyabhasha Praveen

16years

2. Student profile–entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language
proficiency etc.,
All students, who pass Plus 2 Level (PU II) are eligible for admission. However,
students who have keen interest in learning this classical Indian Language and some
smattering of its Grammar also opt for this language. Such students are provided extra
coaching in order to bring them on par with other students.
Year

Course

SC

ST OBC GM TOTAL

2007-08

B.Com/B.Sc

__

__

2008-09

B.Sc/BCA/B.Com/BBM

02

01

10

11

08

36

46

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes
In 2007-08, the Bangalore University revised the Sanskrit syllabus for B.Com,
B.B.M., B.Sc and B.C.A. The revision was of inclusive nature and these changes were
effected taking new developments in linguistic research and societal and career
expectations into account.
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4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years
The drop-out rate in Sanskrit is negligible. Enclosed success rate in Sanskrit has
been 100 % all these year.

Year

Course

Enrolled

Appeared

Passed

Success
rate in%

May
2008

B.Com
B.Sc
B.Com
BBM
B.Sc
B.C.A

11
10
21
05
05
14

11
10
21
05
05
14

11
10
19
05
05
14

100
100
90
100
100
100

May
2009

Dropout
No.
%
-------------------

-------------------

5. Learning resources of the departments - library, computers, laboratories and
other resources
The college library has a good collection of Sanskrit books. The department has a
designated classroom which provides favourable atmosphere for teaching, learning,
interaction (among students / student and faculty) and practice.
Sl. No
01
02
03

Details of Learning resources
Central Library (Books)
Journals
CD’s

Number
87
-------

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching – learning
Along with traditional methodology, the other methods like interactions and
group discussions are used.

The teaching method adopted is a combination of the

traditional and the modern. With the time-tested ways of explanation/testing/assignment
etc., CDs and software are used to inculcate Sanskrit language skills.
7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students
The Sanskrit faculty member is always available to students for counseling on
academic and personal matters. He keeps track of students’ progress through classroom
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interactions, periodical tests and assignments. Any student who needs support is
counseled and assisted.
8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years
The faculty member regularly attends Sanskrit language and literature seminars,
symposia and workshops. Sanskrit scholars and Vidwans are invited to address students.
Sanskrit Day is celebrated every year to increase the awareness of our students about the
rich cultural heritage of India, that is, Sanskrit language and literature.
9. Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching , consultancy and research
Various literary and language related programmes, like essay-writing, quiz,
recitation, debate, etc., are organized. Students participate in these programmes with
enthusiasm, while the faculty member guides them.
10. Collaboration with other departments/ institutions, at the State, National and
International levels, and their outcome during the past two years
The Sanskrit department closely collaborates with other departments, especially
Kannada department, for joint comparative language and literature programme.
11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years
Nil
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid student placements
A large number of our students have got jobs in reputed companies.
13. Plan of action of the department for the next five years
-

Conduct more workshops / Seminars

-

Conduct value added courses and speaking classes for non Sanskrit students.

-

Maintain 100 % result in the coming five years.

-

Arrange guest lectures

-

PPT on Epics.
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Evaluative Report of the Library
The Library came into being with the establishment of the college in 1992.
Initially both the PUC and Degree colleges were functioning as a single entity.
Subsequently PUC was separated from the Degree College. The SFGC is offering BA.,
BSc., BCom., BCA., BBM and MBA Programs and is functioning in an independent
building. The Library is housed in the cellar of the new building and centrally located
providing easy access to staff students. Library users and the collection have grown
phenomenally over the years.
To meet the growing demand, latest collection on each subject is being added.
The Library subscribes to 66 Journals and 58 popular magazines. Efforts are being made
to subscribe to some more journals in each subject.
In tune with the latest trend, computerization of Library services has been done.
All the collection and readers profile has been Bar-coded. Computer system used for
issue and return of books and information on the collection is made available through
online public access catalogue (OPAC).
Efforts are being made to build a digital collection. The library has 26 computer
systems for readers’ use through which Internet facilities are available. Total collection
has been classified using the Dewey decimal classification scheme. Open access has been
adopted for easy retrieval of publication from the shelves. It is proposed to establish a
separate section and to strengthen the collection for the benefit of students who prepare
for competitive examinations.
One day orientation program was organized for SET Librarians in July 2009.
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Librarians have been given hands-on-training in the use of EasyLib software.
Periodical meetings of SET Librarians are held to discuss the problems faced by
librarians and improving services.
Information on Library collection is intended to be digitalized and put into CDs,
so that it can be exchanged with the other Institutes, which can also lead to forming of
Union Catalogue.
The Library is managed by two professionally qualified Librarians and it is open
between 9 am and 5 pm. If the situation warrants, the library is kept open beyond normal
working hours.
Library - MBA
The college has an independent library for MBA Program situated in the first
floor of the building which is managed by a qualified librarian. It functions between 9.30
a.m. to 5.30 p.m. on all working days. It has 8876 books, subscribes to 6 foreign and 50
Indian Journals. It serves 16 Faculty and 232 Student users as active members. The
Library has got a good collection of reference material. It has a well-equipped Internet
Lab with 10 systems in use. Reprographic facility is available in the library. The Library
uses EasyLib software for several activities. Bibliographic details for all the books have
been entered in the system.
--- ◊ ---
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Department of Physical Education
Vision
Groom loyal citizens with healthy minds and bodies for the service
of Society and Nation.
Mission
Develop the department as a sports centre.
Objectives
-

Encourage every student to excel in at least one game.

-

Foster good will, fair play and sportive spirit through healthy
sports and games competitions.

Profile of Department
Physical Education Department has been functioning right from the inception of
the college. The department is headed by a qualified physical education director. The
main objective of the department is to encourage students to have a sound mind in a
sound body.
1. Faculty profile: Adequacy and competency of faculty:
The department has a qualified physical education faculty member, who is wellversed in several games and qualified to train students in sports and games.
Name of the faculty
Rajanna R

Qualification

Designation

M.P.Ed, M.Phil

Physical Education Director

2. Student Profile: Entry level competencies, socio-economic status language
proficiency etc.
The college has nearly 3000 students belonging to BA, B.Com, BBM, B.Sc, BCA
and MBA courses, with rural and urban backgrounds, from Karnataka and other states
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and foreign countries. Our college attracts many students from CRPF, BSF and Air Force
establishments in the neighborhood.
3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past 2 years and the
contribution of the faculty to those changes.
As the college comes under the jurisdiction of the Bangalore University, it is
governed by the rules and regulations of the department of physical education, Bangalore
University. The faculty member participates in various sporting events, seminars and
workshops to get oriented regarding the rules and skills of various sports and games.
4. Trends in the success and dropout rates of students during the past two years.
Students’ achievements in sports and games are listed at the end of this evaluative
report.
5. Learning resources of the departments - library, computers, laboratories, and
other resources.
A “12 stations multi gymnasium” and allied sports facilities such as treadmills,
cycles etc., are available. The students can use them to maintain fitness. Provisions are
made for several outdoor and indoor games in the college campus, as the library has got
some books on health education and physical education, yoga, encyclopedia of sports and
games and magazines. At present the department has a total annual budget of Rs.1,00,000
out of which sports materials are procured and infrastructure is provided. The department
provides all the necessary sports gadgets and materials required for sports and games.
There are courts for volley ball, throw ball, Kho-Kho, basketball, tennycoit and cricket
6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching – learning.
Lecture programs are arranged in the department with the help of audio-visual
aids, besides demonstration, practice matches and interclass matches.
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7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.
The Physical Education Director has undergone counseling training organized by
the Centre for Adult Continuing Education and Extension (CACEE), Bangalore
University. He is the member of college counseling and discipline committee. Apart from
general and academic problems he also counsels the students regarding sports / games.
8. Details of faculty development programs and teachers who have been benefited
during the past two years.
The physical education Director has attended two state level seminars and
workshop in the past two years for upgrading his knowledge.
9. Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including
teaching, consultancy and research.
The physical education teacher has functioned as team manager, Kho-Kho
Women’s Tournament of Bangalore University, which was held in Banasthali
Vidhyapeeth, Jaipur, Rajasthan.
10. Collaboration with other departments / Institutions at the state, national and
international levels and their outcome during the past 2 years.
The physical education department has linkage with the University of Agricultural
Science, GKVK, Bengaluru.
11. Priority areas for research and details of ongoing projects, important and
noteworthy publication of the faculty during the past two years.
NIL
12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to
aid students placements.
NIL
13. Plan of action of the department for the next 5 years.
a. To prepare more students to represent at state and national levels
b. To Improve the present multi gymnasium.
c. d. To organize more intercollegiate tournaments in the college.
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Activities & Achievements
2005-2006
-

RAM PRASAD. L. BBM, secured 2nd place in State Level Junior Ball Badminton League
championship held at Sri Devi Engineering College, Tumkur. He also participated in
Dasara tournament in Mysore.

-

Our college Volley Ball Team was Runners up at the Christ–Sports–Festival and secured
2nd Place.

-

Our college Throw ball Girls Team emerged winners of the Inter college tournament held
at Govt. Arts College, organized by the Samvada an NGO, Doddaballapura.

-

Our college Kabbadi Boys Team was Runners up at the Inter-college tournament,
Doddaballapura.

-

Our College Shuttle Badminton emerged Runners-up at of the Bangalore University InterCollegiate North zone.

-

Rahul. A. J, B.Com was selected in Karnataka State Cricket Team (under 19 years) and
played the game at Hyderabad.

-

Sandeep Chakravarthy, III B.Com represented the 52nd (senior man) National Boxing
Competition held at Kalpakkam, Tamilnadu.

2006-2007
- Our college volleyball team emerged Runner-up in the Christ-sports Fest 2006-07 inter
college tournament organized by Christ College.
-

Ram Prasad.L BBM got 1st place in the State level Junior Ball-Badminton League
Championship.

-

Rahul. A. J B.Com has passed the scorer Examination and qualified to be in the BCCI cricket
panel.

2007-2008
-

Our college volley ball team has emerged Runner-up in the Christ-Spots-Festival 200708, organized by Christ College.

-

Our college volleyball team has emerged Winners in the Smt. Nagarathnamma Memorial
Inter-College tournament held by Acharya Institutes.
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-

Neethu Ravindran B.Com represented the Bangalore University Inter-University Hand
Ball Tournament organized by Naragarjuna University (A.P).

-

Spurthi .B, BCA represented the Bangalore University in Inter-University women’s
Cricket Tournament organized by Banasthali Vidyapith, Rajasthan.

-

Karthik C. V, B.Sc (SMC) and Shiva Shankar S B.Com, got the 4th place in the
competition organized by Karnataka Olympic Association.

2008-2009
- Neethu Ravindran B.Com represented the Bangalore University in Inter- University
Hockey Tournament organized by Banasthalli Vidhyapith Rajasthan.
-

Arun Kumar- V Sem B A and Bharath H G BCA took part in Himalayan Expedition,
Hanuman Tibba in Himachal Pradesh organized by the Adventure Sports Association
of India.

-

Our Students also participated and won prizes in the Samvada and S E T jointly
organized “Rural Games”.

-

Spurthi B BCA B represented the Bangalore University in Inter-University Women
Cricket Tournament organized by Alagappa University-Tamil Nadu.

-

Srinag U B Com C represented the Bangalore University in Inter-University Ball
Badminton Tournament organized by Madras University.

-

C.A. Anil Kumar B A represented the Karnataka State Volley Ball Tournament organized
by Paralympic Committee.

2009-2010

-

Chidananda S M., M.P.Ed. Gold Medalist and qualified state level referee for
various games delivered a lecture entitled ‘Health & Physical Education’

-

Sujith Sachidanad – B.C.A. participated in National level Tennis Tournament
held at Pune & Chennai.

-

Sujith Sachidanand – B.C.A. and Balaji S G, B.Sc represented the Bangalore
University in Inter-University Tennis Tournament held at Annamalai University
Chidambaram., Tamilnadu.
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-

M.V. Nishreyas, B.C.A. represented Karnataka State (Junior Boys Section)
Fencing Championship held at Hosur, Tamil Nadu.

-

Kusha K, B.C.A. participated in Billiards and Snooker national championship
which was held in Agra from 14th Sep. to 4th Oct. 2009.

-

Spurthi B, B.C.A. respresented the Bangalore University in Inter-University
Women’s Cricket Tournament held at Thrissur Organised by University of
Calicut.

- Neethu Ravindran, BCom represented Bangalore University in Inter- University
Hockey Tournament held at Gwalior in Madhya Pradesh organized by Jiwaji
University and she represented fencing tournament held at Punjab University,
Chandigarh.
-

Srikanth A and Nishreyas M V, B.C.A. represented Bangalore University Inter
University Fencing Tournament organized by Punjab University.

-

Two day Inter- college volley Ball Tournament of Bangalore University organized in our
campus on 5th & 6th Feb. 2010 in the college Our College emerged as runners up.

--- ◊ ---
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National Service Scheme (NSS) – A Report
The National Service Scheme (NSS) is the brain child of Mahatma Gandhi, the
father of nation. In this scheme the vivacious energy of youth is made use of for
constructive purposes; if the energy of youth is not used properly it results in destruction.
India is a land of villages. The students should be made to have awareness regarding the
rural life. The NSS involves students in ‘Shramadhan’ to make them realize the dignity of
labour. The NSS unit organizes various lecture programmes ranging from health, national
integration, rural development, special lectures on AIDS awareness etc. Apart from these
programmes, blood donation is another important programme which constitutes the
programmes of the NSS. The motto of NSS is “Not me but you”. The main aim of NSS
volunteers is to indulge in selfless service to the society.
Profile of NSS Program Officers served in the past
1. T.V.Radha: Lecturer in Political Science [1996–97 to 1998–99], is the first NSS
program officer when the NSS unit was sanctioned for the college by the Bangalore
University in the academic year 1996-97. Many activities including blood donation
camp took place during her tenure. An annual special camp was held at ‘Jalige’
village of Bangalore, North taluk.
2. J.B.Janardana: Lecturer in English, [1999–2000 to 2001–02] was NSS officer for
three academic years. Three special camps were held successfully at Kundana,
T.Agrahara of Devanahally taluk and Arakere in Bangalore North taluk. During all
these years apart from regular activities three blood donation camps were also held in
association with Lions Club of Bangalore. Tree Plantation took place in the college
campus and the trees can now been seen fully grown. Many lectures were organized
including the AIDS awareness program.
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3

R. Rajanna, Physical Education Director [2002 – 03 to 2003-04]: Tree plantation
drive project was continued during his tenure also. He organized special annual
camps, one at Arakere and another at Aradesahally of Bangalore North Taluk. In the
special camp at Arakere a community hall was built with the final assistance of Lions
Club of Bangalore and our Education Trust. Till today the people make use of the hall
for various functions that are taking place in the village. Two blood donation camps
were also held during his tenure. It was remarkable that the college NSS unit was
awarded by the then Governor of Karnataka, his Excellency Sri. T.N. Chaturvedi for
having donated the highest number of units of blood.

4. H.B.Shivakumar: Lecture in Kannada [2004-05 to 2008-09] was the longest serving
NSS program officer for five academic years. Four annual special camps were held at
Itagalapura, Kannur of Bangalore, North Taluk, Kundana of Devanahally taluk and
Bandikodigehally of Bangalore North Taluk. During his tenure two blood donation
camps were organized in association with Indian Red Cross Society. A Contribution
of Rs. 7750/- was collected from students to give donation to ‘Samarthanam’, a
Bangalore based NGO working for physically and visually challenged people.
5. H.N. Lakshminarayana: Lecturer in Kannada is present program officer. Regularly
Shramadhan is conducted in the college. One blood donation camp in association
with Indian Red Cross Society, Karnataka Branch and Sparsh hospital, Bangalore is
conducted in the college. Tree plantation drive was also taken place on the same day.
A contribution of Rs 17200/- was collected along with YRC unit members from
students and staff towards UNICEF’s Oral Dehydration Scheme. Annual special
camp was held successfully at Madhihally in Turuvekere taluk of Tumkur district.
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Profile of NSS Volunteers
The college has one NSS Unit having 120 volunteers from all the streams. All the
volunteers actively participate in NSS activities.
Boys
Girls
Total

SC
12
05
17

ST
01
03
04

Others
55
44
99

Total
68
52
120

NSS Activities
The NSS Unit has taken up many activities such as tree plantation, blood donation
camps, awareness about cleanliness, programme on health awareness and lectures are
organized on various subjects.
All special camps are organized regularly in villages; where a host of problems
relating to water, health, electricity, sanitation and such other issues were highlighted in
the lectures. The Villagers are enlightened about the various welfare programs of the
Government. Our volunteers not only offer Shramadhan but also learn civic sense and
responsibility from the villagers.
Collaboration
The Unit has collaboration with Samvada, an NGO, Lions Club of Bangalore and
Indian Red Cross Society, Bangalore. Many programs are arranged in collaboration with
the above agencies. The activities include Shramadhan, Street plays, blood donation
camps, health camps and lectures
Plan of Action for Next Five Years
The Unit has many plans to implement in another half a decade. The unit will have
many activities in addition to the regular activities. Many Jathas, awareness programme
on AIDS, cleanliness and literacy programs will be augmented. Importance will also be
given to issues like ‘Global Warming’ and such other environment related programs.
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Priority Areas for NSS Activities
Apart from taking up cleanliness activities in the college premises, Shramadhan
gives insight on Social Evils through special camps. The Unit also aims to create
awareness among students and rural folk about the Social evils and measures to eradicate
them.
Achievements of NSS Unit year wise from 2005 till date
2005–06: The College NSS Unit in association with the district Hospital, Yelahanka,
organized voluntary blood donation camp on 1st October 2005. In the camp,
more than 90 units of blood were donated.
2006–07: A voluntary blood donation camp in association with IRCS, Bangalore was
organized to mark the 96th birth anniversary of the then President of
Seshadripuram Educational Trust, Late Sri K.M.Nanjappa. The blood units
were restricted to 96 units to coincide his 96th birthday. The NSS unit raised a
contribution of Rs 7750/- from its volunteers and donated to Samarthanam, an
NGO. A special annual camp was held at Kannur village in Bangalore North
Taluk.
2007–08: On Republic day the 26th January 2008 our NSS volunteers participated in a
Jatha ‘Save Arkavathy’. A special camp was held at Kundana village in
Devanahally taluk, Bangalore rural district.
2008–09: A special camp was held at Bandikodigenahally, in Bangalore North Taluk.
2009-10: The NSS unit along with YRC Unit, IRCS, Bangalore and Sparsh Hospital,
Bangalore organized a blood donation camp and about 265 units of blood
were collected. On the same day tree plantation drive also took place, about
25 saplings were planted. The Unit also involves itself along with YRC Units
to raise the contribution of Rs 17,200/- towards UNICEF’s ORS Scheme. A
special annual camp was held at Madhihally in Turuvekere taluk of Tumkur
district.
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Youth Red Cross Unit (YRC) – A Report
The Youth Red Cross Unit of the college is a part of the Indian Red Cross Society
(Karnataka Branch) which is affiliated to the International Red Cross Society (IRCS), a
humanitarian service organization, operating across the world.
IRCS is founded by Henry Dunant, a Swiss national and an entrepreneur, who was
awarded the first Nobel Prize in 1901. The IRCS carries out two kinds of activities viz.,
war time activities and peace time activities. The Red Cross has the following principles:
∑

Humanity

∑

Impartiality

∑

Neutrality

∑

Independence

∑

Voluntary Service

∑

Unity

∑

Universality
The Youth Red Cross is the most important constituent of its mother organization,

the Indian Red Cross Society. It is a group movement organized at the initial stages for
students between 18 to 25 years of age. Prof. Janardana is the Program Offices of the
unit. Under his guidance, the students are trained and encouraged to involve themselves
in YRC activities.
Youth Red Cross has the following three principles
∑

Protection of health and life.

∑

Service to the sick and suffering

∑

Promotion of National and International friendship to develop the mental and
moral capacities of the youth.
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Activities
Youth should be encouraged to manage their own affairs and choose their own
activities. Their programs should as far as possible, include something under each of the
following heads.
a. Promotion of health and hygiene
b. Service to others
c. Relief work during emergencies like flood, fire and other national calamities.
d. National integration
e. World Friendship
Following are some of the days observed by the unit:
-

World Health Day

-

World Red Cross Day

-

World Blood Donation Day

-

Geneva Convention Day

-

World AIDS Day

1. Profile of YRC Program Officer
Prof. J. B. Janardana, M.A., M.Phil., the YRC program officer, is teaching English for
the past 15 years. Earlier he had served as NSS program officer for three academic years.
He is regularly collaborating an NGO, SAMARTHANAM, Bengaluru. He is a life
member of the Indian Red Cross Society, Bangalore.
2. Profile of YRC Volunteers
The YRC unit at present has 72 students belonging to various streams and
backgrounds.
SC
09

ST
02

OBC
34

GM
27

Male
45

Female
27

Rural
28

Urban
44
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3. YRC Activities
Creating awareness especially regarding health and hygiene is a very important
activity of the unit. Besides arranging lectures on current topics like H1N1. Observing the
World Health Day, arranging First Aid Training sessions etc., the unit organizes very
important programs. In addition to the above programs and lectures, organization of
blood donation camp and dental screening are other important activities which took place
in the college under the aegis of YRC Unit.
4. Collaborations – Collaborating Agencies
Our main collaborating agency is IRCS, Bangalore. Besides, the unit has also
collaboration with Yelahanka Taluk Health office and the college NSS unit.
5. Plan of action for the next 5 years
Apart from conducting regular lecture programs, the unit plans to undertake
programs pertaining to national integration and disaster management. Volunteers will be
given training in First Aid and disaster management which is the need of the hour.
6. Priority areas of YRC Activities:
The priority areas of YRC are awareness programmes on issues relating to health,
hygiene, society and environment.
7. Achievements of YRC Unit for the last two years.
2007-2008
Sl.
No.
1
2

Date
23-022008
04-032008

3

04-032008

4

25-032008

Program

Dignitaries Attended

Inauguration of YRC. unit

S.V. Manjunath, a noted Gandhian

YRC. Volunteers took part actively
in International Women’s Day
A few volunteers took part in a
health camp conducted by the NSS
unit of the college in its special
camp held at Kundana Village.
Lecture program, topic on “Planet
Diversity conservation through
microbes and water saving system”

Smt. Saalumarada Thimmakka, A
social entrepreneur, state awardee
Dr. M. Sureshswariah, President of
Indian Medical Association
Dr. D. Raj, Prof. and Head of the
Dept. of Agriculture Microbiology
G.K.V.K., UAS, Bangalore.
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5

09-042008

World Health day

6

15-042008

Lecture “Human Rights and the
Role of Youth”

Dr. G. Srinivas M.D, Senior Medical
Officer, Govt. Hospital, Yelahanka,
Bangalore.
Dr. S.R. Nayak, Chairman Karnataka
State Human Rights Commission in
Association with Viveka Yuva
Foundation, Bangalore.

2008-2009
Sl.
No.
1
2
3

4

5
6
7

Date

Program

Dignitaries Attended

Dr. Vithal D Potdar, HOD History and
Orientation program for volunteer Prof. P.V. Mathew, Dept. of English,
Seshadripuram First Grade College.
30-09A Jatha to mark the ‘National
YRC. volunteers actively took part in
2008
Volunteer Blood Donation Day’
the Jatha
Two
YRC
volunteers
participated
23 to 30th
in ‘Gandhi Vichar Camp’ held at Two YRC. volunteers
December
Gopuri, Wardha, Maharastra, by
Mr. Chandrappa and Mr. Muniraju
2008
the Institute of Gandhian Studies
YRC. Volunteers took part in
‘Health Checkup Camp’
24-03Dr. Tanmayi and Dr. Anand, Mahaveer
organized by College NSS. unit
2009
Hospital Bangalore.
in its Annual special camp held at
Bandikodigehalli
Dr. Devraj, Chairman, Managing
28-03‘Yoga and Health for Youth’
Trustee, Swami Vivekananda Yoga and
2009
Holistic Health Trust, Bangalore.
Sri. Gopalakrishna Hegde, President,
08-04A lecture program to mark the
Swami Vivekananda Yoga and Holistic
2009
‘World Health Day’
Health Trust, Bangalore.
Doctors and P.G. students of Sri
30-04Dental Screening Camp
Krishna Devaraya Dental College,
2009
Hunasamaranahalli Bangalore.
13-092008

2009-2010
Sl. No.

Date

Program

1

28-082009

Lecture program
on H1N1

2

09-102009

Voluntary Blood
Donation Camp

3

01-022010

Inauguration of
First Aid Training
Program

Dignitaries Attended
Dr. Prabhuchandra, D.H.O., Bangalore Urban and
Dr. Narasimhamurthy, I/C Taluk Health Officer,
Yelahanka, Bangalore-560064.
In association with Indian Red Cross Society
(Karnataka state branch) and Sparsh Hospital,
Bangalore.
Dr. Subha Malle, Medical Officer, Seshadripuram
Educational Trust, Bangalore-560020.
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Centre for Women Empowerment (CFWE) – A Report
A Centre for Women Empowerment was established during this academic year.
Objectives
The Centre was set up with the following objectives:
- To focus on issues that matter most in the lives of women and their families.
-

Access to education.

-

Healthcare

-

Jobs and credits.

-

Human rights.

1. Program held on 25th January 2010: A guest lecture by Dr.Shubha Malle, a
qualified medical officer was organized by the Women's Cell for all girl students of
6th Sem and also women faculty members about "Awareness of Health and
Hygiene". This lecture was very useful to our students, who were instructed and
guided by the doctor to keep themselves fit and fine.
2. Program held on 3rd Feb 2010: A guest lecture was delivered by Mrs. Rajalakshmi
A R on “Women’s Entrepreneurship” to focus on how to face corporate world. This
program benefited the students to face interview and develop their life skills.
3. Program held on 8th March 2010: Women's day was celebrated in our college in the
presence of our beloved Principal Dr.M Prakash. He addressed our women lecturers
and students. He motivated them and gave examples of successful women. He was
very glad to witness such a program in our college because this was the first women's
day celebration program and was part of our women's cell which is very active in the
college.
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A short entertainment programmes were arranged by the students for the lecturers
who actively took part in the events and won prizes too.
4. Program held by Karnataka state women’s welfare on 29th march 2010: Guest
lectures by Ms. Rama Devi High court advocate on “Women Empowerment” to focus
on the basic legal rights of women and family laws such as child marriage law,
children welfare law, dowry Act, divorce law, women property rights etc, so that
every women can enjoy basic legal rights.
In the years to come, CFWE will, hopefully, widen its scope and broaden its
perspective to embrace larger issues facing women and interrogate women’s
traditional roles in order to ensure for themselves better quality of life.

--- ◊ ---
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D. Declaration by the Head of the Institution

I certify that the data included in the Self-Study Report (SSR) are true
to the best of my knowledge.
This SSR is prepared by the institution after internal discussions, and
no part thereof has been outsourced.
I am aware that the Peer team will validate the information provided
in this SSR during the peer team visit.

Bengaluru

Signature of the Head of the Institution

15th April, 2010

with seal
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Annexure C: Staff
Dr. M. Prakash, M.Com., M.Phil., Ph.D
Professor & Principal
Prof. B.R. Ekambaresha, M.Com
Vice-principal
Postgraduate Department of Management - MBA
Dr. M. Prakash
Dr. D.K. Murthy
Dr. G. Sudarsana Reddy
Dr. Pavana Dibbur
Janardana Shetty
Akhila R. Udupa
Murali Krishna
Vatsala G.
Biraj Ameet Anil

M.Com., M.Phil., Ph.D
M.Com., M.Phil., Ph.D
M.Com, M.B.A., Ph.D., M.F.M. EEC
B.Com, M.B.A., Ph.D
M.B.A.
M.A., M.B.A., PGDHRM.
M.B.A., M.Phil
M.Com., M.Phil
M.B.A., M.Phil

Professor & Principal
Professor & Director
Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Lecturer

M.Com
M.A., Ph.D., PGDIRPM
M.Com., Ph.D
M.Com
M.B.A.
M.Sc., M.Phil
M.Com.,M.B.A.

Professor
Professor
Professor
Lecturer
Lecturer
Placement Officer
Lecturer

Adjunct Faculty
Prof. Anwar Ali Baig
Dr. Vithal D. Potdar
Dr. S.N. Venkatesh
Parvathy K. S.
Ashwini Anoor Anand
Santanu Das
Sharvari Kulkarni

Staff
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Undergraduate Departments
Commerce & Management
Dr. S. N. Venkatesh
Prof. B.R.Ekambaresha
Prof. Anwar Ali Baig
Raghavendra H. A.
Nagaraju V .A.
Pushpa Priya Darshini
R.C. Nagaraju
Ashok M L
Meera H N
Praveen Kumar T
Parvathy K S
Aruna R
Asha Latha G
Sandhya R
Saritha B
Velankar Archana Madhav
Ashwini Anoor Anand
Champa M C
Nandini S
Thushara B Maniyat
Shiva Kumar C
Anjana Radhakrishnan
Santhosh Kumar A V
Sharvari Kulkarni
Srinath A

Staff

M.Com, Ph.D
M.Com
M.Com
M.Com., M.B.A., CA (Inter)
M.Com
M.Com., M.Phil
M.Com., MBA., M.Phil, CA
(Inter)

M.Com., LLB., M.Phil
M.Com., MA., M.Phil
M.M.M.
M.Com., ICA
M.Com., M.Phil
M.Com
M.Com, M.Phil, ICWA
(Inter)
M.Com., M.Phil
M.Com., ICWA (Inter).,
B.Ed
M.B.A.
MBA
M.Com., M.Phil
M.B.A.
M.Com
M.Com
M.B.A.
M.Com M.B.A.
M.Com

Professor & HOD
Professor
Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
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Humanities
History
Dr. Vithal D. Potdar
Economics
Shakeela Banu C
Nandini Deepak S
Political Science
Raj Kumar B.L.

M.A., Ph.D

Professor & HOD

M.A. MBA., PGDMM

Asst. Professor & HOD

M.A., M.Phil., D.Ed.,
D.Jsm

Senior Lecturer

M.A., M.Phil., MA (Eng)., LLB

Lecturer & HOD

Languages
Kannada
Asha G

M.A.

Asst. Professor & HOD

Shivakumar H B

M.A.

Senior Lecturer

Geetha D C

M.A.

Lecturer

Lakshminarayana H N

M.A. M.Phil, B.Ed

Lecturer

Dr.Sharada

MA., Ph.D

Lecturer

Padmavathi K

M.A., L.L.B., M.Phil

Asst. Professor & HOD

Prof. Mathew P V

M.A., PGDTE

Professor

Prof. Janardana J B

M.A., M.Phil

Professor

Neha Jain

M.A. M.Phil

Lecturer

Dr. Vandana Verma

M.A., Ph.D

Lecturer

Sadanand D

M.A., B.Ed, PGDT

Asst. Professor & HOD

Sharmila Biswas

M.A., M.Phil

Asst. Professor

English

Hindi

Sanskrit
Rama Rao S

Staff

M.A., Vidwan

Asst. Professor & HOD
xx
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Sciences
Zoology
Dr. Vijayalakshmi KM
Suja K S
Microbiology
Vinay Gowda K P

M.Sc., Ph.D

Asst. Professor & HOD

M.Sc., B.Ed

Senior Lecturer

M.Sc. M.Phil., B.Ed

Senior Lecturer & HOD

M.Sc., M.Phil

Lecturer

M.Sc., M.Phil., B.Ed

Lecturer & HOD

Vidya H K

M.Sc

Lecturer

Genetics
Salma Banu

M.Sc

Lecturer & HOD

M.Sc

Lecturer

Sharada B H
Biotechnology
Santanu Das

Kavya A

Chemistry & Biochemistry
Mahesh V
M.Sc

Asst. Professor of Chemistry & HOD

Gireesha C

M.Sc., M.Phil

Lecturer in Chemistry

Vidya A S

M.Sc., M.Phil

Lecturer in Biochemistry

Jayasri P

M.Sc

Lecturer in Biochemistry

B.E., M.Sc (IT)

Asst. Professor & HOD

M.Sc., M.Phil.

Senior Lecturer

Electronics
Rajashri Padaki
Mohana H K

Amjad Hassan Khan M K M.Sc., M.Phil
Statistics
Narayana Gowda
Vinay N Rao
Mathematics
Savitha G

Lecturer

M.Sc

Lecturer & HOD

M.Sc

Lecturer

M.Sc., MBA

Asst. Professor & HOD

Ramesh T C

M.Sc., M.Phil., B.Ed.,

Asst. Professor

Chandu S

M.Sc

Senior Lecturer

Staff
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Computer Science
Shashidhar T

M.C.A., M.Phil

Asst. Professor & HOD

Nethra Sanjeev Mirji

M.C.M., M.Phil

Senior Lecturer

Vidhya P

M.Sc., M.Phil

Lecturer

Rekha Raichal

B.E., M.C.A., M.Phil

Lecturer

Pranitha Pranesh

B.E.

Lecturer

Thimmappa N T

M.C.A.

Lecturer

Pavithra H K

M.Sc

Lecturer

Amitha K. N.

B.E.

Lecturer

Anupama H.

B.E.

Lecturer

Physical Education
Rajanna R.

M.P.Ed., M.Phil

Physical Education Director

Library
Puttaswamy T. K.

MA., M.L.I. Sc

Library Consultant

Sandhya Achari

M.L.I. Sc

Librarian, MBA

Kamala Y.H.

M.L.I. Sc

Librarian, U G

Staff
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SUPPORTING STAFF
Kamala Devi. R.

Office Superintendent

Venkatanarayanappa

Asst. Manager (Estate)

Sujatha S Yadav

Accountant

Bhoolakshmi

Accountant

Narasimhaiah P.

Office Assistant

Umesh .Y.R.

Office Assistant

Ramesh .D.R.

Office Assistant

Vijaya Kumar K. S.

Office Assistant

Hema C.

Office Assistant

Technical Staff
Somashekhar .R.

Computer Programmer

Shilpa Devi Y.V.

Computer Programmer

Priyanka R.

Computer Programmer

Vinay K.

Computer Maintenance

Attenders
Yogananda (Driver )

Naganagowda Patil (Gardener)

Shivakumar. R.

Sandeep. K

Thippanna. V.

RaviShankar. D

Narayanamurthy. A.

Bhadre Gowda. B.M

Nagesh. H.L

Prasad T.V.

Prasanna Kumar. D.L

Shivarajaiah B.K

Manjunath. S.R.

Bhaskar H.N

Ramesh Naik. P.H.

Jagadisha M.M

Govindaiah. B. M.

Lakshmi Ranganath

Narendra Babu R.

Basamma (Helper)

Mahadev Naik (Helper)

Manu D L (Helper / Security)

Staff
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Annexure D: Committees / Cells / Centres / Forums
Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
Chairperson : Dr .Prakash M
Coordinator : Prof. Ekambaresha B R
Members

:

Dr. Murthy D K

Dr. Sudarsana Reddy G

Prof. Mathew P V

Prof. Anwar Ali Baig

Dr. Venkatesh S N

Dr. Vithal D Potdar

Pushpa Priya Darshini

Prof. Janardana J B

Santanu Das

Asha G

Rajashri Padaki

Puttaswamy T K

Rajanna R

Kamala Devi R

COMMITTEES
Admission
Dr. Venkatesh S.N - B.Com

Nagaraj R.C

- BBM

Shashidhar T

- BCA

Rajashri Padaki

- B.Sc (EMC/S)

Santanu Das

- B.Sc (BBG)

Prof. Mathew P V

- BA

Dr. Vithal D Potdar- BA

Dr. Vijayalakshmi KM - B.Sc (CZMb)
Prospectus

Convener

: Prof. Mathew P V

Members

: Dr. Sudarsana Reddy G
Pushpa Priya Darshini

Rama Rao S
Neha Jain

Rajashri Padaki
Time Table
Convener

: Nandini Deepak S

Members

: All HODs
Praneetha Pranesh

Nagaraj V.A
Divya N
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Library
Convener

: Puttaswamy TK

Members

: Dr. D.K. Murthy

Dr. Venkatesh SN

Dr. Vithal D. Potdar

Prof. Mathew P V

Santanu Das

Shashidar T
Attendance

Convener

: Ramesh TC

Members

: Nagaraju V A

Shashidhar T

Mahesh V

Suja K S
Examination

Convener

: Santanu Das

Members

: Mohana H K

Chandu S

Parvathy K S

Salma Banu
Sports

Convener

: Rajanna R

Members

: Mohana H K

Praveen Kumar T

Sadanand D

Nandini S

Archana Velankar
Anti Ragging
Convener

: Rajanna R

Members

: Prof. Janardana JB

Dr.Venkatesh SN

Padmavathy K

Shakeela Banu C

Sadvitha M
National Service Scheme (NSS)
NSS Officer :
Members

Lakshminarayana H N

: Prof. Janardana J B
Nandini Deepak S

Advisor

Rajanna R
Sharmila Biswas

: Shiva Kumar H B
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Youth Red Cross (YRC)
Programme Officer:

Prof. Janardana J.B

Members

Lakshminarayana H N

Rajanna R

Padmavathy K

Nandini Deepak S

:

Discipline
Convener

:

Rajanna R

Advisor

: Prof. Anwar Ali Baig

Prof. Mathew P V

Cultural
Convener

: Neha Jain

Co-convener : Asha G
Members

: Nandini Deepak S

Champa M C

Amjad Hassan Khan

Chandu S

Dr. Vijayalakshmi K M

Raghavendra HA

Life Skills
Convener

: Rajashri Padaki

Members

:

Ashwini Anoor Anand

Saritha B

Praveen Kumar T

Savitha M

Nethra Sanjeev Mirji

Aruna R
Tour

Coordinator : Prof. Anwar Ali Baig
Members

: All Class Teachers
Mentoring

Convener

: Sandhya R

Members

: Netra Sanjeev Mirji
Shakila Banu

Rajashri Padaki
Geetha D.C
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CELLS
Centre for Women Empowerment (CFWE)
Coordinator : Rekha Raichal
Members

: Suja K. S.

Nandini S.

Vidhya A. S.

Entrepreneurship Development Cell
Coordinator : Dr. Sudarsana Reddy G
Members

: Janardhana Shetty
Srinath B A

Santosh Kumar A V
Rajashri Padaki

Santanu Das
Counseling Cell
Coordinator : Vinay Gowda K P
Members

: Rekha Raichal

Shakila Banu

Rajanna R

Rama Rao S

Grievance Redressal Cell
Coordinator : Vinay Gowda K P
Members

: Padmavathy K
Nandini Deepak S

Parvathy K S
Amjad H Khan M K

CENTRE
Centre for Global Excellence
Coordinator : Neha Jain
Members

:

Prof. Mathew PV

Kamala Devi R

Sandhya R
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FORUMS
MANAVIKA (Humanities)
Convener

:

Shakeela Banu C

RADIATIONS (Physical Sciences)
Convener

:

Savitha G

SYMBIOSIS and MIRAGE (Life Sciences)
Convener

:

Salma Banu

DEEKSHA (Commerce and Management)
Conveners

:

Pushpa Priya Darshini
Sandhya R

BHASHA SANGAMA (Languages)
Convener

:

Padmavathy K
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An aerial view of the beautiful SFGC campus

The College Quadrangle.
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A panoramic view of SFGC Campus.

Hon. Justice Ramakrishna at the Independence Day
Celebration.

On the solemn occasion of Independence Day.

A class in session
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Library –Journal Section.

Reading Room

Electronics laboratory.

Computer laboratory.

Genetics laboratory.

Sri Sudhir Kant, CEO, Millipore, speaking to MBA
students.
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Justice Venkatachala, the then Lokayukta,
Government of Karnataka, at the Annual Day
Celebrations.

Dr. H A Ranganath, Vice-Chancellor, Bangalore
University, Dr. Gururaj Karajagi, Dr. Wooday P
Krishna, Hon. Gen. Secretary, and Principal Dr. M
Prakash are escorted to the orientation program.

Sri Arkesh, DIG, CRPF & Dr. Mike Dillon (U.K.)
inaugurating the ‘Orientation Day’ (2009-10)

Sri Suresh Heblikar, Environmentalist and Sri Krishna
Byregowda, MLA, at the inauguration of SFGC as the
nodal center for Eco-watch

Smt.. Salumarada Thimmakka- wellknown treeplanter, at a tree plantation program at the
college.

Dr. B C Sanjeevaiah, Dr. Subhash Sharma, Dr. Ereshi &
Dr. K Aswathappa at the workshop on ‘Skill
Development’.
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Swami Paramananda Bharati of Sharada Peeth
delivering a discourse on ‘Fundamentals of Life’

Prof. C N R Rao, National Scientist, at a national
symposium on Nano- Technology.

Prof. G Padmanabhan, former Director, IISc, at a
Biotechnology national symposium.

Prof. Devegowda, Vice-President,
Organization, at a national seminar.

Dr. D Nagaraju, Vice-Chancellor, NIMHANS,
Bangalore, addressing our students at a national
symposium.

Sri Ashok Kumar Manoli IAS, Principal Secretary for
IT & BT, Govt. of Karnataka, addressing our students.

World

Poultry
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Dr. M.R.S Rao, Director, JNCASR addressing the
national symposium.

Dr S.F.D’Souza, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Mumbai, addressing our students.

Noted Film Director and Chairman of Karnataka
Chalana Chitra Academy, Sri T. S. Nagabharana.,
at the inauguration of Film Club ‘Belli Chukki’ at
SFGC.

Dr. Manoj Mozamdar, Chairman, Society of
Regenerative Medicines, addressing our Life Sciences
Students.

Dr. Anjanappa from KIMS, Bangalore, speaking
on “Health and Humor”.

Dr. Ali Khwaja training the staff in counseling skills.
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Prof. N S Ramaswamy (right), Founder Director of
IIM, Bangalore, and Prof. Nargundkar, addressing
the staff and students.

William Radke, the Provost of University of Central
Oklahoma and Deans along with the Principal at the
signing of a MoU.

Educational experts from Grimsby, UK, at an
interactive
session
on
‘Study
Abroad
Opportunities’

Mr. Roger Webb, President of University of Central
Oklahoma, USA, with Principal during his visit to USA
for tie-up programs.

Dr. Mike Dillon, President, World Productivity
Council and Vice-Principal, Grimsby Institute of
UK at ‘Project Appraisal Skills’ training
program..

Dr. S Narasinga Rao, Dean Emeritus, University of
Central Oklahoma, U.S.A. speaking on ‘Research,
Creative & Scholarly Activities’ to staff and students.
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Workshop on ‘Kannada Language composition’

The freedom fighter & Gandhian Sri H S Doreswamy
interacting with the Principal.

Dr. D M Nanjundappa, Advisor to Government of
Karnataka and Member of Planning Commission
at an interaction session in the College.

Hon. Union Ministers, Sri M Y Rajashekharan and Sri.
K H Muniyappa participated in the Public Information
Campaign on ‘Bharat Nirman programme’ organized in
the college in 2006.

Dr. Justice Shivraj V Patil, Judge, Supreme Court
(Retd.) visiting the college library along with the
principal.

Sri Vishweswar Hegde Kageri, Hon Minister for
Primary and Secondary Education at an interaction
between ‘Young Legislators and students’.
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Dr. Sharan Patil, Chairman, Sparsh Hospital,
Bangalore, at a Blood Donation Camp.

The Principal receiving the Governer’s Award for the
highest units of blood donated in voluntary blood
donation camps.

Students on a Walkathon to create awareness on
environmental issues in association with ‘ECO
WATCH’, Government of Karnataka.

Smt Saroja Nanjappa, Hon. Asst. Secretary, SET
inaugurating the Community Hall built by NSS
volunteers at Arekere village, sponsored by SET

Interclass Athletic Meet

SET President Sri N R Pandith Aradhya honoring the
winners.
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